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Abstract
The notion of literalnessin linguisticsis basedon the following assumptions:
Linguistic expressionsare vehicle-meaningpairs (sinceliteral meaninghas
to be the meaningofsomething).
Linguistic expressionshaveto be cognisedand used (especiallyuttered) in
order for their meaningsto be regardedas literally theirs.
"Linguistie, vehicle-meaningrelations are fixed and autonomous-- rather
than having particular meaningsin virtue of being used to expressthose
meanings,"linguistie' vehicle-meaningpairs are used to expresscertain
meaningsin virtue of havingthe meaningsthat they have.
This thesis criticises Chomsky's and Sperberand Wilson's attemptsto establishthe
autonomyof "linguistie'vehicle-meaningpairs.I arguethat
"

"

"

Both Chomsky and Sperber and Wilson fail to distinguish "linguistie'
semanticsfrom the "real" semanticsof what "linguistic" vehicle-meaning
pairs are usedto express.
They persistin the idea that "linguistic" vehiclesare specificallyfor being
uttered (physically instantiated), thus defeating their own purpose of
settingthe linguistic absolutelyapart from what it is usedfor.
Neither Chomsky's internalist conception of language nor Sperber and
Wilson's relevanceframework is able to account for the phenomenonof
"language misuse", i.e. the use of a "linguistic" vehicle to expressthe
"wrong" meaning.

Burton-Roberts' representational conjecture is applied and developed in the
presentationof an alternativenon/ extra-linguistic account of "literal meaning" and
"language use/ misuse". This account has it that neither "linguistic" vehicles nor
"linguistic" vehicle-meaningrelations are actually linguistic. It avoids the problems
attending the notion of linguistic expressionsas objects with sortally disjoint and
arbitrarily conjoint properties (i.e. physically instantiable "vehicle" and mentally
constituted "meaning"), and resolves the unease within Chomsky's Minimalist
Program about the inclusion of phonology in I-language. Finally, by way of this
resolution, I address some seemingly unrelated issues concerning vehicle-less
"meanings"andthe relationsbetweenlanguage,thought and consciousness.
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1

Literalnessand the problem of "languageuse"

This thesiswas originally intendedas an investigationof the phenomenonof metaphor.
However, it soon became clear to me that folk concepts as well as theoretical
definitions of metaphorrest upon assumptionsabout things which are equally (if not
language
in
down,
difficult
to
elucidation:
need
of
and meaning,
and
more)
pin
thought and consciousness,and, most particularly, the notion of literalness. It is my
belief that literalnessrequires as much discussionas metaphor, if only becausethe
conceptof metaphoronly makessense,or hasany substanceat all, in relationto that of
literalness.Certainlyit seemsvery difficult to talk about metaphorwithout making any
referenceto literalness,and (possibly)vice versa.It is as if one was inextricablylinked
with, becauseconceivedin termsof, the other.
This is true evenof thosetheorieswhich Ortony (1993: 2) calls "constructivist"-i.e. accountsof metaphorbasedon the hypothesisthat "meaninghasto be constructed
rather than directly perceived".Ortony (ibid) maintainsthat "constructivist" theorists
like Lakoff (1987,1979/93, Lakoff andJohnson1980),in claimingthat metaphoris an
essentialfeature of languageand thought, tend to underminethe distinction between
the metaphoricaland the literal. Trivially, any accountor discussionof metaphormight
include some notion of literalness,if only to deny or reject it, or to proclaim it as
inferior to metaphor as a meansof communicationor expression.For example,the
"constructivist" n-dght describe an apparently unworkable and impossible "literal
language" which precisely and unambiguously depicts the world, as a way of
illustrating what he considersto be the contrasting (and contrastingly plausible and
pervasive)natureof metaphor.
In my view, the notion of literalnesshasanothermore fundamentaland substantial
role in "constructivist" accountsof metaphor.Lakoff is a case in point. Briefly, his
theory is that metaphoris a mechanismthat playsa very centralrole in the workings of
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the mind: it mapsconceptson to other concepts,and in doing so enablesus to grasp
yet more concepts.But, contrary to Ortony's assertion,Lakoffs accountof metaphor
does require a separatenotion of literalness.According to Lakoff, it is from "literal
60)
1980:
(Lakoff
Johnson
that
(1979/93:
"emergent
205)
and
concepts"
or
concepts"
the mapping process begins and builds in complexity (and, presumably,in nonliteralness).There is no sensein which the conceptswhich arisefrom the metaphorical
do
important
less
"normal"
that
than
those
not, or vice
or
mapping mechanismare
is
literalness
As
is
doubt
Lakoff
But
that
there
of
pre-metaphorical.
s
notion
no
versa.
he puts it:

"Metaphorical understanding is grounded in non-metaphorical

1
(1979/93:
"
244).
understanding.
Similarly, I. A. Richards arguesthat metaphor is "the omnipresentprinciple" of
language's"normal mode of working" (1936: 90), but neverthelessdistinguishes
betweenthe two conceptual"halves" of a metaphor:the tenor, the "underlying idea"
which the other idea,the vehicle, canbe usedto "mean",or "describeor qualify" (ibid:
99). This unavoidablyimpliesthat the metaphoricalcombiningand reacting of vehicle
is
in
language
be
"normal"
tenor,
to
the
works, made
with
way which
while assumed
possible only by the presence of literal or at least pre-metaphorical meanings,
expressedin non-metaphoricalways, which function as the vehicles. For instance,
Richards'analysisof 'crawling!in Hamlet'sutterance"What should suchfellows as I do
" as a metaphoricallyusedvehiclepresupposesthat
crawling betweenearthandheaven?
'crawl' doeshavean original, literal meaningwhich constitutesthe vehicle:
Hamlet... may crawl literally -- as babiesand big-gamehunters
undoubtedly do at times -- but... there is an unmistakeable
reference to other things that crawl, to the motions of foul
insects,to vermin, and this referenceis the vehicle as Hamlet...
[is] the tenor. (ibid: 119,my italics)

1 Actually it is
not clear why Ortony cites Lakoff 1979/93as a "constructivist" account,or at
leastan entirely constructivistaccount,sinceLakoff doeshavea very clear distinction between
conceptswhich are "constructed"by the metaphoricalmappingprocess,and "literal concepts"
which arc not.
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Thus I arguethat there is a paradoxicalsideto theorieswhich hold that metaphor
is the norm in languageand thought, and that languageand thought are essentially
is
literalness
in
difference
between
If
a matter of
the
metaphorical nature.
metaphorand
degreerather than of quality, then any meaning,and perhapsthe meansof expressing
far
from
(though
be
to
probably
any meaning, ought
ever shifting and provisional
between
literal
be
distinction
In
there
meaningand
should no
arbitrary). other words,
meaningwhich arises from metaphor,becausethe assumptionwould be that ALL
meaningarisesfrom someongoingmetaphoricalprocess.
But is this assumptionconsistentor compatiblewith what is inarguablythe main
purpose of any theory of metaphor-- to define what metaphoris? WhereasOrtony
blur
literal-metaphorical
"constructivist"
tends
to
the
thatl
the
approach
claims
distinction,my view is that sucha distinctionis createdor presupposedby any attempt
to circumscribethe phenomenonor processof metaphor,or evento singleout specific
"examples" of metaphor. It seemsthat the mere existenceof metaphor cannot be
affirmed unlessone invokes (directly or indirectly) some concept of literalness,or at
least the idea that there are meaningsother than those which arise from metaphor
itself. Take Richards,who assumesthat 'crawl' has a literal meaningto do with the
motions of babiesand insects,andwhosetest for metaphoris that we shouldbe ableto
detect at leasttwo "ideas"when presentedwith a metaphoricalexpression(i.e. that we
shouldbe able to distinguishtenor from original vehicle). Without the literal meaning
to serveas the vehicle, there would be nothing for the tenor (the idea of Han-Jetand
his actions and concerns)to interact with, no "borrowing betweenand intercourseof
thoughts" (Richards 1936: 94) -- and no resulting metaphoricalmeaning.In short,
without the conceptof literal meaning,it would be impossiblefor Richardsto say how
he recognisedthe metaphoricalnature of 'crawl' in the Hamlet quote, let alone explain
how it cameabout.
To reiterate and expandon what may appearto be a rather trivial and obvious
point: if a theory proceedsfrom the premisethat metaphorhas to do with meaning
and/ or the expressingor constructingof meaning,then that theory must include some
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notion of literalness or literal meaning. And not just any notion of literalnessneedlessto say,there is more to the literal than that which is separatefrom and prior to
the metaphorical.

/ý,
To begin with, the notion of literalnessobviously presupposesthe notion of

certain objects or units -- specificallyE(xtemally)-physicalor E-instantiableobjects/
units2- having meaningor being the vehiclesof meaning.Generally,theseobjectsor
units are thought of as expressions,in the senseof being in themselvesexpressiveof
certain meanings.It is the meaningof a particular vehicle or expressionwhich is
assumedto be literal. Metaphoricalmeaning,on the other hand,is neverunequivocally
described as the meaning of anything (except "metaphors", of course, whatever
metaphorsare). Perhapsmetaphoricalmeaningmight be conveyedor expressedby,
say,the uttering of an utterance.But, when it comesto the meaningof that utterance,
it is more often the casethat only the literal would be taken into account.
Vehicles of meaningtend to be regardedas being USED (by agents)to express
certain meanings,but the important point is that the vehicles in themselves-- as
vehiclesof meanings- are supposedto expresswhatevermeaningsthey carry, rather
than what they are used to express.Thus the notion of literalnessalso involves a
pretheoreticaloppositionto Humpty-Dumpty'sinsistencethat, when he usesa word, it
meanswhat he choosesit to mean.However, it hasto be pointed out that meaningM
is regardedas the literal meaningof vehicleU, not only in virtue of being the meaning
of U, but also in virtue of being recognisedor regardedas the meaningof U. So, on
the one hand,the literalnessof meaningM of vehicleU presupposesa vehicle-meaning
relation that is independentof what humansthink or do. But, on the other hand,M can
be saidto be literal only in virtue of the U-M relation!s place or role in humanthought
and activity.

21

am following Chomsky in my use of "E" to stand for "external". See the following chapter
on Chomsky and his problematic (1986) concept of "E-language".

,

It is LANGUAGE which is usually assumedto be the primary, and possibl most
3

become
has
"language"
fact
In
almost
term
the
natural, vehicle of meaning.
its
has
for
"language"
"vehicle
more specific
only
not
synonymouswith
of meaning",
(including the strictly theoretical) definitions, by which only certain entities are
be
is
to
is
linguistic,
but
to
to
considered
also used refer anythingwhich
regardedas
language
language",
"a
(e.
"a
of cinema").
musical
expressive of meaning g.
Furthermore, the vehicle-meaning pairs which supposedly constitute linguistic
by
be
determined
to
sets of principles which are
expressionsare generallyassumed
be
humans
do
fixed
to
constructed,
need
which
not
which
pre-exist,
somehow
-- which
integral
literalness
have.
have
I
to
that
and
about
of
are
assumptions
argued
simply
theories of metaphor,and therefore tend to be made in respect of how metaphoris
in
if
is
it
is
But
only
considered
metaphorical
origin
arrived
conceived.
while meaning
it
literal
interaction
the
through
meaningwith metaphoricalprocess, is common
of
at
for literal meaningto be consideredindependentlyof metaphor, and in relation to
language instead. My point, which may again seem trivial and obvious, is this.
Meaningwhich is saidto be literal is in most casesassociatedwith linguistic meaning,
in virtue of the latter'sbeing pairedwith particularphoneticvehicles.In other words, it
is linguistic meaningthat is most often associatedwith the property of literalness,
mainly becauselinguistic meaningseemsto be characteristicallyand undeniablythe
meaningOF certainvehicles.
As I pointed out above,however,literalnessinvolves more than vehicle-meaning
pairs - it also involves an individual's awarenessand application of those vehiclemeaning relations in the process of expressing or accessingmeaning. In short,
literalness(as well as non-literalness)also involves the USE of the vehicle-meaning
pairswhich linguistic expressionsare generallyassumedto be.
This thesisis mainlyconcernedwith the problemssurrounding:

31 am

using "natural" herein the vagueand gradablesenseof not exceptional,rather thari the
non-gradableandmore specific sensewhich Chomsky(e.g. in Chomsky1995a)usesto indicate
that his I-languageis a part of the natural world, and an objectof naturalistic inquiry.
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(1) the autonomousvehicle-meaningpairs which linguistic expressionsare
assumedto be,
(2) the use of suchvehicle-meaningpairs,and
(3) the two loci of meaningwhich follows from the distinctionbetween(1) and
(2).

Note that there would be two loci of meaning even if we assumedthat linguistic
in
they
themselves.
the
to
possess
meaning
which
expressionsare used convey only
Take a speakerwho usesthe linguistic expression,L, to conveypropositionalmeaning
M. Even if L was usedto conveyM in virtue of L havinga semanticswhich consistsof
have
independently
M
before
L
K
the
still
entertained
could
of
speaker
propositional
picking out L to useto conveyM.
In fact, in both of the theoreticalframeworkswithin which I considerthe notion of
literalness,an absolutedistinctionis madebetweenthe meaningof L and propositional
M expressedthrough the use of L. The first is Chornsky'sinternalisttheory of language
(chapter 2), according to which the linguistic semantics of linguistic expressions
is
from
distinct
by
I-language
the propositional meaning which the
generated
performance systems are concernedwith. The second is Sperber and Wilsods
between
(chapter
distinguishes
3),
the linguistic semantics of
theory
relevance
which
the linguistic codesover which language modules compute,and the truth-theoretic
(or "real") semantics which the central processes deal in. In both cases, the
propositional meaning or truth-theoretic semanticsappearsto be regarded as the
semantics,not of languageas such,but of somelanguage of thought (to use Fodor's
expression).Its relation to languageis that it may be expressedor cognisedthrough
the USE of some linguistic expression,as effected by the performancesystemsor
centralprocesses.
However, while making such distinctions betweenlanguageand thought, neither
Chomskynor Sperberand Wilson manageto provide an independentaccount of how
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the two are related. The notion of literalnessis central to my argument.Whereasthe
phenomenonof metaphor highlights the distinction between languageand language
use, the conceptof literalness-- basedas it is on the notion of vehiclesbeing usedin
virtue of what they mean - highlights the problem of how we might bridge the
empirical and conceptual gap between autonomouslinguistic expressionsand the
mental processeswhich effect the use of linguistic expressions.This problem may be
formulatedin terms of the distinction/ relation betweenlinguistic semanticsand what
the relevancetheoristsrefer to astruth-theoreticor "real" semantics:how exactlyis the
linguistic semanticsof some linguistic expressionused to expressa particular "real"
propositional meaningwhich may be regarded,if not as "the literal meaningof that
linguistic expression",then at least as "the meaningexpressedby the literal use of the
linguistic expression"?
The ideathat a- linguistic expressionmaybe usedliterally -- to expressa meaning
which is, if not identical to, then at least constrainedby, its linguistic semantic
properties-- also raisesquestionsabout the nature of a linguistic semanticswhich is
closely related to, yet distinct from, the propositionalmeaningexpressedthrough its
literal use. It seemsto me that both Chomskyand the relevancetheorists conceiveof
linguistic semanticsin terms of what it is usedfor, and in doing so defeattheir original
purpose of distinguishing linguistic semantics from truth-theoretic propositional
meaning.Although it is usuallythe casethat an object is used for a particular purpose
in virtue of inherently possessingparticular properties, it is also true that certain
characteristicstend to be attributed to that object as a result of its being used. For a
start, the object would be thought of as "usablefor that particular purpose".Chomsky
seemsto be carefully separatinglanguagefrom what languageis used for, when he
remarks:
In general, it is not the case that languageis readily usable or
"designed for use." The subparts that are used are usable,
trivially... (1995b: 18)
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Sperberand Wilson, on the other hand, claim that language is specificallyfor verbal
communication(1986a/ 95: 1734). In chapters2 and 31 arguethat neither Chomsky
nor Sperberand Wilson manageto avoid the implicationthat, insteadof being usedto
express propositional M in virtue of having a particular semantics,a "linguistic
expression"hasa particular semantics- i.e. is regardedas an expression-- in virtue of
being used to expressM. This confusion of "linguistic (semantic) properties" with
"what the linguistic is used to express"is compoundedby the suggestion,made by
Chomsky(e.g. in 1992a: 115-6) as well as Carston (e.g. in 1988: 177,1998: 64-5),
that the mentalresourcesinvolved in the use of linguistic expressionsto expresstruththeoreticmeaningalso constitutethe basisfor (or the sourceoo the semanticsof those
linguistic expressions.
Rather than contrastingthe literal use of languagewith the metaphoricaluse, I
discuss in chapter 4 the apparently straightforward but in fact highly problematic
concept of the so-called "misuse" of language. The concept of language misuse
appearsto follow from the notions of languageand languageuse describedabove.
However, rather than developingthose notions, it revealssome of their fundamental
deficienciesand contradictions.As it is generallyunderstood(e.g. in Chomsky 1992a
and 1995a,and in Carston 1998), the concept of languagemisusepresupposesthat
there is a particular use of a particular linguistic expressionwhich is the correct use,
andwhich is the correct use in virtue of beingin someway constrainedby the semantic
properties of the linguistic expression.For example, the misuse of the linguistic
expression'flaunt' in an utterance

(4) Shealwaysflauntsthe rules.

4 Note that by "language"here I
meanthe "external languages"which constitute relevancetheoretic"linguistic codes".SperberandWilson distinguishsuch "externallanguages"from the
"internal languages"which are "an essential tool for the
processing and memorising of
information" (1986a/95: 173).

is usually taken to consist in the (mis)useof the E-physical(phonetic) vehicle of the
(i.
to
truth-theoretic
expression expresssome
propositional meaning e. the concept
flout) which is at oddswith the linguistic semanticscarriedby the vehicle. On the one
hand,this presupposesthat there is a truth-theoreticmeaning,namelyflaunt, which is
'flaunt',
linguistic
and expressed
the
expression
of
properties
consistentwith
semantic
through the (correct, literal) use of that linguistic expression.On the other hand, note
that, in failing to (intendto) expressthe truth-theoreticmeaningflaunt, the speakerhas
linguistic
linguistic
failed
the
the
to
semantics
of
expression
of
make
use
actually
'flaunt'.Nevertheless,his productionof the phoneticvehicle of the linguistic expression
is considered(at least by Chomsky(1992a, 1995a)and Carston (1998)) as sufficient
(and obviouslynecessary)for the linguistic expressionTaunt! to havebeen(mis)used.
What this underlines,in my view, is that the misuse-- and thereforethe use -- of a
linguistic expressionis generallyregardedas consistingprimarily in the production of
its E-physicalvehicle rather than the deployingof its semanticproperties.This notion
of languageuse/ misuseseemsto be inextricablybound up with the view of linguistic
expressionsas having E-instantiablevehicles,in virtue of which linguistic expressions
are to all intents and purposesinherentlyE-produceablefor the purposeof conveying/
carrying meaning. Furthermore, it is unable to accommodatecases of so-called
"misuse" in which the person who utters, say, (4) not only intended to expressthe
conceptflout, but intendedto do so via the specificand (for him) literal use of [flo: nt],
is
form
"linguistic"
the
the
that
the
regardlessof
phonetic
conventionwhich states
vehicle of the semanticswhich correspondsto the conceptflaunt.
At this point I feel it is only fair to warn the reader that my discussionand
criticism of (1)-(3) is informedby Burton-Roberts'1994 representational conjecture
(outlined in chapter5), which in my view providesa far more coherentaccountof socalled "linguistic" vehicle-meaningpairs andtheir use.The conjectureis that E-physical
utterance phenomenaare non-natural and intentional representationsof linguistic
expressions,in (much but not exactly) the sameway that a drawing of a squarein a
map is a representationof a building. Burton-Robertsstressesthat the "representation"

"representation"
is
RC)
of
(henceforth
the
the
not
of
representationalconjecture
Chomskys (1995a, 1995b) "linguistic levels of representation". "Representation"in
Chomskys sense is not relational but constitutive. For example, a "phonological
representation"of a Chomskianlinguistic expressionsimply is the phonology of the
linguistic expression.For the RC, it is crucial that a representation"is distinct from,
BR
(Burton-Roberts
1994:
192).
is
is
represented"
and not constitutive of, what
distinguisheshis "representation"from Chomskysby labellingit with an "M" -- hence
M-representation. "M" standsfor Magritte, alluding to Magritte's La Trahison des
Images and its reminderthat Ced Westpas unepipe -- i. e. that the painting contains
itself
the
pipe
only a representationof a pipe, andnot
Thus BR posits that E-physicalutterancephenomenaare producedby speakers,
linguistic
This
in
E-physically
expressions.
meansthat,
representing
writers, etc aid of
is
linguistic.
it
E-phonetic
However,
the
the
clearly
not
representationalconjecture,
on
hasto be stressedthat the argumentsof chapters5 and 6 follow on from my claim that
it is not just the E-phonetic,but phonoloSy as well, which is M-representationaland
thereforenot linguistic. There are accountsand applicationsof the RC which address
(BR
linear
issues
in
g.
precedence
e.
pragmatics
specific
syntax, semanticsand
-1999a), so-called"semanticambiguity" (BR 1994,1999b), quotational mention (BR
1993,1999b), the Grelling paradox (BR 1999b) and utterance accent (Chapman
1998). All these(especiallythe earlier BR 1994) seemto take it for grantedthat the
by
is
linguistic,
internalist,
M-represented
the
conventionally
and
phonological
radically
(non-linguistic) E-phonetic. But recent work within the representationalframework
(BR 1998, BR and Carr 1999, BR 2000, Carr 2000) has focused specificallyon the
nature and status of phonology.Burton-Robertsand Carr (1999: 399) remark: "The
conjecture does not, of itself, deliver a decision on [the nature and status of the
phonological]." Nevertheless,they point out that the tensionsin phonologicaltheory
are connectedto the longstandingdispute over whether the linguistic is a natural,
innate state of mind/ brain (Language), or constituted by socioculturally-determined
systems of conventions that are specifically for (E-behavioural) communication
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("languages", e.g. English, Italian, Swahili). BR and Carr argue that it is only
"languages",and not Language,which can have a phonology. In fact, phonology is
necessaryfor the E-instantiation or E-realisationof "languages"in communication,
while the characteristicSaussureanarbitrarinessand conventionof these "languages"
is
from
the
the
obviouslyarise
phonological pairedwith the semantic.
way
The relevanceof the RC to this Languagevs. "languages"issueis that it provides
an account of how one is related to the other - and, more specifically,of how the
phonologicalbelongs exclusivelywith "languages",but is also relevant in respectof
Language. BR and Carr (BR and Carr 1999: 399404, BR 2000) argue that
"languages"are M-representationalof Language, and that phonology is a (nonlinguistic) internalisedattitude to the (non-linguistic,M-representational)E-phonetic
phenomenawhich constitute speech. In short, the phonological constitutes those
"languages"which are regardedas "spokenlanguages"(e.g. English,Italian, Swahili).
Applying all of the above to (1)-(3), 1 claim that vehicles and (Saussureanly
arbitrary and conventional) vehicle-meaninizinairs are not linguistic, but MreDresentationalof the linLyuistic.I also claim that the various "languages"with their
various sets of vehicle-meaningpairs, are in fact systems of representational
conventions.Such systemsare neitherlinguistic nor intrinsically fixed or autonomous.
Instead, they arise from the volitional use, not of linguistic expressions,but of Ephysical objects to representlinguistic expressions.Like any other volitional human
activity, this use of the E-physical to representthe linguistic is subject to external
(especiallysociocultural)factors.
But whereas much of BR and Cares latest RC-basedwork is concernedwith
phonology-- i. e. with the "vehicle" of the vehicle-meaningpair -- this thesistakestheir
claims about the non-linguistic(M-representational)nature of phonology as a starting
point for projecting the RC into other, more generalareasof inquiry that have to do
with the "meaning" of the vehicle-meaningrelation. I arguethat it is the meanings,left
behind by the vehicles' shift to non-linguistic M-representational status, which
constitute the I-linguistic (or Language). Note that these meanings are not the
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is
RC
logical
the
In
the
meanings/semanticsof anything. my opinion,
conclusionof
this:

lin

ssions arpý_ vehicle-less svntactico-semantic objects,

indLstipguishableý
ftom the "real" semanticsof the langu4gýpf thought. Such a view of
the linguistic has implications for the finguistic!s relation with thought and
consciousness,and for the architecture of mind in general, which may not be
consideredacceptableevenby otherswho subscribeto the representationalconjecture.
Theseimplicationswill alsobe discussedin chapters5 and 6.
To conclude,a word about the notational conventionsof this thesis. I begin by
using single quotesfor the "linguistic expressions"of Chomskyand relevancetheory,
double quotes for utterancesof these "linguistic expressions",and italics for the
semanticsof "linguistic expressions"as well as for the "real" semanticsof what is
conveyedvia particularuses/utterancesof "linguistic expressions".For example,when
Bill producesthe utterance"thing", he is using (the "linguistic expression")'thing' to
convey thing. Note, however, that "linguistic expressions"which can be uttered are
utterable/ usable/ E-instantiable in virtue of having vehicles, i.e. phonological
properties.As mentionedabove,one of the main argumentsof chapter 5 is precisely
that vehicles and vehicle-meaningpairs are M-representationaland therefore not
linguistic. It follows from this that the utterable "linguistic expressions"indicatedby
singlequotesare not of natural,innate,I-cognitive Language,but of E-instantiable,Mrepresentational"languages".The developmentof this argumentwill be reflected by
the changesin my notational conventions,starting from section 5.3. Instead of single
and double quotes,there will only be bracesand italics -- bracesfor M-representations
(e.g. {thing)), and italics for the vehicle-less,phonology-free syntactico-semantic
objectswhich constitutelinguistic expressions(e.g. thing).

2
Literalness and Chomsky's I-language

2 Introduction

This chapter is mainly concernedwith a certain view of the relation betweenliteralness
language,
the assumptionsunderlyingsucha view, and the questionof whetherthese
and
assumptions-- about languageaswell asliteralness-- are coherent,both in themselvesand
as the basisfor associatingliteral meaningwith linguistic semantics.My approachis to
considerthe natureof literalnesswithin the frameworkof a particulartheory of language.I
have chosen Chomsky's,for the reason that it appearsto be the most detailed and
uncompromisingview of languageas an autonomous,unchangingset of principleswhich
existsand operateswith absolutelyno referenceto anythingother than itself and its own
inherent properties. According to this view, languageis quite separatefrom the mental
heterogeneitywhich characterisesmetaphorand non-literalnessin general,and therefore
an apparently ideal basis for a concept of literal meaning that is truly distinct from
metaphoricalmeaning.
However, I also argue that there may be a fundamentalproblem with Chornsky's
theory of language(discussedin 2.1) -- a problem which is highlightedby my attempt to
apply the theory to the notion of literalness.Chomskycould be saidto havereconstructed
the pre-theoretical autonomy of vehicle-meaningpairs as purely internalist linguistic
expressions(LEs) generatedby I-languageswhich are supposedto be entirely innocentof
human activities and concerns -- and, more specifically, entirely innocent of how Ilanguagesare USED, or what they are usedfor. I arguethat, insteadof confirming and
strengthening the autonomy of the linguistic "vehicle-meaning pairs", Chomsky's
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internalistconceptionof languageseemsto leadto an evenmore complexentanglementof
linguistic propertieswith aspectsof languageuse.
To begin with, the austerityof Chomsky'sI-languageis such that the speaker-hearer
by
it
has
is
(according
Chomsky)
I-language
to
to
able consciouslyaccess only
who
an
from
)
follows
17.
It
(See,
for
Chomsky
1995b:
this that
it.
means of using
example,
in
how
In
LEs
they
terms
of
are
used.
other words,
of
speaker-hearers
can only conceive
ChomskianI-languageis not "designedfor use" (Chomsky1995b: 18, my italics), but can
hy
heing
internalist
Furthermore,
be
the
austere
used.
and
consciously
accessed
only
itself
in
does
Chornsky's
I-language
consist of the sort of propositional
not
semanticsof
meaningwhich may be regardedas literal, and has to be used to expressthat sort of
in
has
All
I
2.2,
the effect of subordinatingI-language,
this,
argue
meaning.
propositional
and I-linguistic semanticsin particular, to the speaker-hearet's
use of I-language.I also
argue that Chomsky himself deviates from his internalist perspectiveby defining and
describingI-linguistic semanticproperties only in terms of the propositional meanings
which they are conventionallyand extra-linguisticallyusedto express.This comesacross
particularly clearly in Chornskysdiscussionof the "misuseof language",as I attempt to
show in 2.3.
It must be stressedthat Chomsky himself almost never addressesthe issue of
literalness,or at leastnot directly. Indeedthe entire Chomskianframework is very retiring
on the question of linguistic semanticsand propositional meaningin general -- perhaps
becauseof the problems mentioned above. This means that any attempt to connect
Chomskianlinguisticswith the notion of literalnessis generallymy own, unlessI indicate
otherwise.
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2.1 Chomsky's internalist theory of language

Although Chomskystheory of languagehasdevelopedand changednot a little in the past
forty years or so, it is neverthelesspossibleto pick out certain guiding ideasupon which
his views havebeenconsistentlybased.The most fundamentalof these-- and I think the
brain,
human
discrete
is
the
is
the
mind/
of
that
there
component
a
vaguest -LANGUAGE FACULTY, dedicatedto language(and that languagethereforebelongsin
the natural world). As Chomskyhimselfpoints out in his recentMinimalist Program, this
is one of the "underlyingfactual assumptions"(1995b: 2) running through his work since
the 1950's.
But Chomsky's(A) positing of a specific,innatelanguagefaculty which "provides an
language"
(ibid:
is,
in
into
167)
the
that
and
understanding
of
use
enter
array of capacities
itself
being
(B)
his
LANGUAGE
important
as
view
of
mentally
as
my opinion, not as
language
is
Chomsky's
(B)
It
theory
of
an explicitly
constituted.
which makes
INTERNALIST theory, one that is diametricallyopposedto externalisttheories like the
behaviourists'.
The externalist view holds that language consists only of the physical: physical
utterancephenomenaare all there is to language,and sentencesare nothing more than
potential utterances or theoretical constructs, abstractions from utterances actually
produced and interpreted by speaker-hearers.Thus languagein Bloomfield 1926, for
example,is "the totality of utterancesthat can be madein a speechcommunity". This is
not inconsistentwith (A), sincethe "capacitiesthat enter into the use and understandingof
language"may be construedas the ability to carry out certain inductive processeson
is
(B)
(i.
Chomsky
But
certain categoriesof physical phenomena e. utterances).
with
claiming that languageis not the thing which humanshave the capacity to produce and
interpret, but the (mentally constituted) capacity itsetf For Chomsky, language is
CONDETENCE, "the speaker-hearer'sknowledge of his language" (1965: 4), not
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PERFORMANCE,

the "actual use of language in concrete situations" (ibid) or the

"practical ability to speak and understand" (1986: 9). 1 In Minimalist Program (1995b:
14), competence is "knowledge and understanding", while performance is "what [the
being,
language
knowledge
does
of
that
and understanding" -speaker-hearer]
with
course, competence rather than what is done with competence (i. e. performance).
Chomsky also distinguishes between what he calls I-LANGUAGE

and E-

LANGUAGE. This does not exactly correspond with the competence-performance
distinction -- I-languageappearsto be equivalentto competence,but E-languageis more
accuratelydefinedasthe E-physicalproductsof performance.I. e. Bloomfield's "totality of
is
in
fact
in
Chomsky's
be
E-language.
The
that
community"
a
speech
can
made
utterances
important point is that, for Chomsky,languageis not E-language-The E-languagethat was the object of study in most of traditional or
structuralist grammaror behavioralpsychologyis now regardedas
an epiphenomenon
at best.(1986: 25)

but
I-language
--4ý,,

87ý4,
""6.4

7

41
r/

-

rc -(S

ýnonlance
Here is a foretaste
problems to come. Chomsky's internalist concept of language as
is in fact at oddswith his own definition of competenceas the
competenceratherth%:
kn ledge of language-- simply becauselanguagecannotsimultaneouslybe the
speaker-hearees
speaker-hearer's; 7y
wledgeof L, and the L of which he hasknowledge.(This issueis also discussed
in George 1989.
point also appliesto the quote in (A) about the languagefaculty providing
"an array of capacitiesthat enter into the use and understandingof language" (1995b: 167).
According to Chomsky'scompetence-performance
distinction, languageIS the array of capacities,
and thereforecannotat the sametime be what is "usedand understood"- unless,of course,the
capacities provided by the so-called languagefaculty are not linguistic capacities.Even then,
languageas definedby Chomskyis not somethingwhich a speaker-hearer
knowsor understandsas he himself points out, "Note that Joneshas this knowledge[of language]whetheror not he is
aware of thesefacts about himself; it may take someeffort to elicit such awareness,and it might
even be beyond Jones'scapacities" (1995b: 17). 1 suspectthat the "language"which Chomsky
describesthe speaker-hearer
as "understanding"and having "knowledge"of is in fact Bloomfields
"totality of utterances";and that this use of the word "language"is just one of the many ways in
which the externalistnotion hauntsChomsky'ssupposedlyinternalisttheory. Seesection2.2.
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The central task is to find the basic elements of I-language -henceforth,language.(ibid: 51)

E-language-(I
16)
995b:
"extensional"...
is
"external"
E
to
and
suggest
where
.

involves
is
behaviour,
human
therefore
the
and
or
of
-- consistsof utterances, products
determinedby
historical, cultural, and
sociopolitical,
complex
and
obscure
...
lie
far
beyond any
plainly
normative-teleologicalelements...which
usefulinquiry into the natureof language...(1992a: 102)2

The term "Manguage",on the other hand,was
internal,
language
indicate
that
this
to
chosen
conception
of
is
...
individual, and intensional...(1992b:221)

Chomsky describesI-language as "a state of mind, realised in some arrangementof
physical mechanisms [of the brain]" (1986: 40), and as "[having] no objective existence
apart from its mental representation" (1972: 169).

In short, ChomsVs main claim is that his internalisttheory representsa shift
from behavior or the products of behaviorto statesof the mind/
...
brain that enterinto behavior.(1986: 3)

2 Burton-Roberts (1994: 196)
points out: "If so-called E-language really is of no significance to the
theory of language, then the term T-language" seems profoundly inappropriate - as does
Chomsky's continued reference to "linguistic behaviour"... "
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"behavior"
Chomsky
its
"products"
being,
and
perfonnance
calls
what
and
respectively,
-E-language,and "statesof the mind/ brain" constitutingI-language.

2.1.1 I-language

In this sectionI discussI-languagein greaterdetail, with particularattentionto Chomsvs
theory of I-linguistic semanticsand how it is affectedby the relation betweenI-language
andwhat Chomskycallsthe "performancesystems".
Firstly, it is importantto note that, while it is certainlynot a set of utterances,neither
is an I-language a set of sentencesor linguistic expressions(LEs). Nor does it
in
into
bring
LEs,
them
existence
some active or mechanicalway, even
or
manufacture
though Chomskydescribesit asgenerating LEs. This is becauseChomskyusesthe term
"generative"to meansomethinglike "explicit":
If the grammar[i. e. the I-language]is... perfectly explicit -- in other
intelligence
if
it
does
the
of the understanding
on
words,
not rely
reader[or speaker-hearer]but rather provides an explicit analysisof
his contribution-- we may...call it a generativegrammar. (1965: 4)
"generative"meansnothing more than "explicit"... (1986: 3)
...
The "generating","computing", "mapping" etc performedby an I-languageis in no
way sequentialor temporal. Perhapsthe I-language should not even be referred to as
"performing" anything(as in "performing a procedure",for example).To be entirely true
to Chomsky'sdefinition of "generative/generate",an I-languagecannot be describedas
assemblingits LEs step by step from their constituentparts. Rather, it merely specifies
what those LEs are or consistof Another way of putting it is that I-languageis nothing
intrinsic competence"(1965: 4, my
more than "a description of the ideal speaker-hearees

is

italics). ChomsVs very specific use of the terms "generative" and "generate" has to be

bornein n-dndwhenwe comeacrossverbslike "compute", "map", "form", "construct",etc
in his accountsof I-language.
Thus the LEs generatedby an I-languageare not the constituentsof that I-language,
i. e. an I-languageis not a set of LEs. And sincethey exist in virtue of being defined(rather
than constucted) by the I-language, nor are they, strictly speaking, the I-language's
products.
According to Chomsky's Nfinimalist Program (1995b), the I-language consists of (i) a

CONPUTATIONAL CONVONENT (CIjL) and (ii) a LEXICON. C][jL determines
computationsor DERIVATIONS which form STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIONS (SDs),
while the lexicon characterisesthe lexical items which appearin the SDs. (1995b: 20).
Although Chomsky occasionallymakesit sound as if SI)s and LEs were two separate
entities-When we speakof a grammarasgeneratinga sentencewith a certain
structural description,we meansimply that the grammarassignsthis
structuraldescriptionto the sentence.(1965: 9)
the conception of a language as a generative procedure that
...
assigns structural descriptions to linguistic expressions...(1992a:
103)
Each SD... specifies the full array of phonetic, semantic, and
syntacticpropertiesof a particularlinguistic expression.(1995b: 15)3

A rathermoredisturbingquoteconcerningthe relationbetweenLEs and SDs is
Joneshas mastereda generativeprocedurethat associateswith utterances
structural descriptions, including semantic properties, and has other
capacities of mind that allow him to produce and interpret linguistic
expressionsmaking use of thesestructural descriptions. (1995a: 121, my
italics)
in
Chomsky
which
appearsto be using the phrase"linguistic expressions"to refer to E-physical
-utterancephenomena.
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fact
is
i.
LEs:
SI)s
I-languages
the
that
generate,
e.
are
what
-We may take the linguistic expressions of a given I-language to be
the SI)s generated by it. (1992b: 221)

One componentof the languagefaculty is a generativeprocedure(an
I-language, henceforth language) that generates structural
descriptions(SDs)... TheseSDs are the expressionsof the language.
(1995b: 167)

By ChomsWs definition, an SD consists of a pair of representations or symbolic
form")
%,
("logical
("phonetic
LF
PF
the
the
these
representation,
and
are 7r,
objects --

4
form") representation:
The elementsof thesesymbolicobjectscan be called "phonetic" and
"semantic"features,respectively,but we shouldbear in mind that all
of this is pure syntax,completelyintemalist...(1995a: 19)

7cand X, which together constitute an SD, are formed at PF and LF respectively. The

two important characteristicsof PF and LF are that (i) they are levelsof representationor
symbolic systemsto 7c and Vs representationsor symbolic objects; and (ii) they are
INTERFACE levels which interface with particular PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS. As
their name indicates,performance systems are to do with performance rather than
competence-- i.e. what the speaker-hearerdoes with his competence/I-language,or his
useof his I-language.In Chomsky'swords:
in
[information
the Iperformance
of
stored
systems...
make
use
...
language] for articulation, perception, talking about the world, asking
questions, tellingjokes, and so on. (1995a: 12)5
4 Chomskystatesthat "representation"hereis "not to be
understoodrelationally,as "representation
of ...... (1995a: 53). Within his internalist framework,representationslike X and ic are "postulated
mentalentities"(ibid.), and do not representanything.
5 The notion I-languagebeing
of
madeuse of by performancesystemshasto be consideredin the
light of an earlier remarkin the samepaper(Chomsky1995a:8):
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In short, performancesystemshave to do with behaviour (i. e. performance)and the
ARTICULATORYinterfaces
PF
behaviour
(i.
the
E-language).
with
products of
e.
PERCEPTUAL (A-P) performance systems, and LF with the CONCEPTUALINTENTIONAL (C-I) performancesystems.
Together, these performancesystemsand the I-languageform what Chomskycalls
6
Whereasthe I-languageis "a cognitive systemthat stores
FACULTy.
LANGUAGE
the
information", the performance systems "accessthat information and use it in various ways"
(1995b: 2).

So how doesan I-languagegeneratean SD?The following accountis taken from one
his
linguistic
Chomsky's
NEnimalist
Program
theory,
the
of
recent
more
versions
of
7

(1995b). An operation, presumably applying to the lexicon, forms aNUNERATIONN:

is
its
lexicon
is
item
i
(LI,
LI
i)
the
and
of
a
set
of
an
pairs
where
...
index, understood to be the number of times that LI is selected.
(1995b:225)

More cautiously, we may say that in appropriate circumstancespeople
think, not their brains, which do not, though their brains provide the
in
by
learned
division
I
I
do
long
thought.
a
procedure
mechanismsof
may
school, but my brain doesn't do long division even if it carries out the
procedure.
Assumingthat the performancesystemsare as much a componentof the humanmind/ brain as the
I-language,this implies that ultimately it is the person- and not his performancesystems- that
makesuseof his I-language.
6 Note that Chomskyis not consistentas to whetheror not the performancesystemsare includedin
the languagefaculty. The "languagefaculty" of Chomsky1975(:324), for example,consistsonly
of principlesspecifyinglinguistic form. Burton-Robertsand Carr point out (1999: 387; the
referencescited are consistentwith my bibliography)that Thomsky sometimeshas it that the
linguistic includes... a "performancesystem"(e.g., 1995a:12,1995b: 2), at othersthat it is
"embeddedwithin" sucha system(e.g., 1995b:15,158)."
7 Seealso Chomsky1998.
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This "array of lexical choices" is computed upon by CHL, the operations of which
"recursively construct syntactic ohiects from items in N and syntactic objects already
formed" (ibid: 226). The operationsof CI-IL are divided into three components.The one
includes
the
This
COMPONENT.
first
is
OVERT
N
component
to
the
overt
which
applies
its
index
by
I
from
N
LI
SELECT,
thereby
reducing
operation
which picks an
-- and
-introduces it into the computation as a syntactic object. There is also an operation,
MERGE, which "takesa pair of syntacticobjects(SOi, SOi) and replacesthem by a new
be
(ibid).
For
SOU"
the
to
computation
as
a
whole
a
object
combined syntactic
DERIVATION -- i. e. for the computationto actuallyyield an SD -- Selectmust reduceN
to zero, andMerge must apply often enoughto give a singleSO at the interfacelevels.
The overt component computation "splits into two parts" (ibid: 229), one carried out
by

the

COVERT

CONTONENT.

CONTONENT

and the

other

by

the

PHONOLOGICAL

This "split" occurs at the application of the operation SPELL-OUT,

which "strips away from Z [the structure formed by the overt component] those elements
relevant only to 70 (ibid). These phonological elements are mapped by the phonological
component to 7c at PF. The phonological component also has a morphological
8
is
E
by
(ibid).
What
"constructs
mapped
of
subcomponent which
remains
word-like units"
the covert component to X at LF.

At the interfaces,PF and LF, the computationmay CONVERGE or CRASH (ibid:
220). It converges if the representationsit yields, 7c and X, satisfy the interface
convergencecondition FULL INTERPRETATION (FI), and crashesif they do not. FI
states that n

must consist entirely of LEGITIMATE PF OBJECTS, and X of

LEGITIMATE LF OBJECTS(ibid: 194,219). TheselegitimatePF and LF objectsgive
INSTRUCTIONS - consisting of information "about the properties of each linguistic
8 "Word-like

units" is a rather enigmatic phrase, and one that prompts the question: how exactly
are (a) word-like units, (b) words, (c) SDs, (d) lexical items, and (e) syntactic objects different
from, and related to, one another?
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expression, including its sound and its meaning" (ibid: 21) -- to the A(rticulatory)P(erceptual) and C(onceptual)-I(ntentional) performance systems respectively. The A-P
and C-I systems in their turn assign INTERPRETATIONS

to the Fl-satisfying 7cand X

representations.
To summarise: an I-language generates an SD when its CHL's computations upon an
N, an array of lexical choices, constitute a convergent derivation -- i. e. a derivation that
is
forms, at PF and LF, a (7c, %) pair which gives appropriate instructions to, and
assigned appropriate interpretations by, the appropriate performance systems.

2.1.2 Chornsky's internalist semantics

X, LF representationof the SD pair, is a symbolic object which consistsof "semantic
features".According to Chomsky:
We may take the semanticfeaturesS of an expressionE to be its
meaning... E means S in something like the sense of the
corresponding English word,... S... providing the relevant
informationfor the performancesystems.(I 995a: 19-20)

So it is X that appearsto be the locus of the Manguage-generated
LE's semantics,and
thereforecentralto Chomsky'saccountof linguistic semantics.The important point is that
this account is part of an intemalist theory -- one that holds that languageis an innate,
internal,mentally-constitutedcomponentwhich "produces"LEs only insofar as it specifies
or determinestheir properties.The LEs of Chomsky'slinguistic theory exist and have
certain propertiesonly in virtue of being specifiedor describedby a component-- i.e. the
I-language-- in the human mind/ brain, and not becausethey are or can be uttered by
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humans.9 Similarly, these LEs have certain semantic properties M because the I-language
10
M.
interpret
them to mean
states that they do -- not becausepeople utter or
Hence Chornsky's condition of INCLUSIVENESS:

A "perfect language"shouldmeetthe condition of inclusiveness:any
%)
is
(in
by
formed
and
the
7c
particular,
computation
structure
items
in
lexical
the
selected
constituted of elementsalreadypresent
for N; no new objectsare addedin the courseof computationapart
(ibid:
228)
lexical
from rearrangements
properties...
of

In other words, the 7cand X generatedby the "perfect" languageought to "consist of
(ibid:
(lexical
features)...
"
lexicon
225).
items
beyond
the
of
propertiesof
nothing
The lexical propertiesthat form X constitute
interesting
internalist
texture
semantics,
with
of
purely
a
rich
...
formal
for
semantic relations
evidence
general properties, and
(includinganalyticconnections).(1992b:218)

is
based
from,
on
a
semantics
which
or
arises
-initial
by
determined
the
of the
state
structure
a
rich
conceptual
...
language faculty (perhaps drawing from the resources of other
be
faculties
determined
to
the
awakened
waiting
of
mind),
genetically
by experience.(I 992a: 115-6)"
9 This is
humans.
is
I-language
to
to
that
peculiar
not say
10All this, of course,is on the assumptionthat mentally-constituted,truly I-linguistic expressions
can actually be "uttered'.
11 The possibility of the languagefaculty "drawing from the resourcesof other genetically
determinedfacultiesof the mind" (I 992a:115)raisesquestionsconcerningthe natureof Chomsky's
just
"Questions
internalist
He
linguistic
to
that
remain...
as
supposedly
semantics. acknowledges
(1992b:
217);
distinct
from
belief
information
is
lexicon,
kind
the
and
systems"
as
what
of
within
language
belong
do
[linguistic
"In
to
the
these
semantic] properties
also asks,
what respects...
faculty as distinct from other faculties of mind to which it is linked? How do lexical resources
relate to belief systems,for example...T' (1995a: 23). It seemsto me that these questionsare
important - not becausethey enrich, but becausethey undermine,Chomsky'sn-dninialistprogram.
Tle notion that language"draws from" other cognitive systemsfor its semantics,and that lexical
items are "hased on conceptualstructures" (1992a: 113, my italics), implies that languageis
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This is why, Chomsky argues, "it is a very difficult matter to describe the meaning of a
intention,
together
(ibid:
location,
113).
Notions
with
etc,
event,
recipient,
actor,
word"
of
in
into
lexical
interrelations",
"enter
"specific
often
structure,
their
widely
properties and
is
for
).
'Chase,
(ibid.
an apparently simple word which
example,
quite abstract ways"
actually has a highly intricate meaning:

To chaseJonesis not only to follow him but to follow him with the
intention of stayingon his path, perhapsto catchhim. (ibid.)

But the important point is that this semantics,though "rich" and "intricate", is
initial
by
language
faculty",
"determined
internalist",
"purely
the
the
state
of
nevertheless
in
(or
direct
has
the
to
the
situations
world
any actual or
entities
and
no
relation
and
Xs
(and
it
"represents".
"describes"
its) are mental
or
possibleworld) which supposedly
representations,symbolicobjects-in
be
the mannerof a
to
postulated
entities,
understood
mental
...
mental image of a rotating cube, whether the consequenceof
tachistoscopic presentations or of a real rotating cube or of
for
imagined,
in
that
the
or
some
other
way;
stimulationsof
retina
matter. (1995a:53)

internalist...
(ibid:
"
is
"all
Chomsky
this
that
syntax,
completely
of
pure
remindsus
-- and
19). LEs with Xs do not representthe world, or pick out things in the world. They are not
Chomsky
Such
in
Peircean
Fregean
to
the
argues,
sense.
related
or
relations,
world any
PF
linking
do
half
to
the
the
7r/
properties to
primarily
of
vehicle-meaning relation,
with
vehicle
concepts that are essentially pre- and (therefore) non-linguistic in nature. In other words, the
implication is that 7, and 7care not'on an equal linguistic footing, the semantic features which I
consists of being "linguistic" only to the extent of having been assigned a vehicle by 14anguage.
This idea is reinforced by Chomsky's suggestion "... that there is something like an array of innate
concepts and that these are to a large degreemerely "labeled' in language acquisition... " (ibid: 116,
my italics). See chapter 5.
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denotation
invented
are
like
technical
terms
and
are
notions:
extension, reference
"technicalinnovations,which meanexactly what their inventorstell us they mean"(ibid:
42), and "[have] no counterpart in ordinary language" (ibid: 24).

For Peirce(1933), referenceis a triadic relation betweenpersonX, real object in the
by
S.
Frege
Y
S,
X
Y
to
suggeststhat
refers
world and sign whereby
A logically perfect language (Begriffsschrifl) should satisfy the
conditions,that everyexpressiongrammaticallywell constructedas a
in
designate
fact
introduced
an
shall
proper nameout of signsalready
be
introduced
as a proper name
that
shall
sign
no new
object, and
(1952:
70)12
being
secureda reference.
without

Both Peirce and Frege are mainly concernedwith "signs" having truth value, i.e. being
in
(in
Peirce's
in
the real world).
false
objects
the
case, real
true or
world
of objects
Chomsky,on the other hand,seemsto be denyingthat LEs haveany suchrelation with the
"
he
is
do,
All
in
they
to provide
claims,
world
virtue of their semanticproperties.
perspectivesfor viewing things:
Perhapsthe weakestplausibleassumptionabout the LF interface is
that the semanticpropertiesof [an LE] focus attention on selected
by
be
is
it
to
taken
other cognitive systems,
the
aspectsof
world as
from
highly
intricate
perspectives
which
specialized
and
and provide
to view them...(1995a:20)
for
lexical
item
range
a
certain
of
perspectives
with
us
provides
a
...
in
be
the world, or what we conceive
things
to
take
viewing what we
in other ways;theseitemsare like filters or lenses,providing ways of
looking at things and thinking about the products of our minds.
(1992b:221)

12By "proper name" Frege meansany designationwhich has as its referencea definite object
(1952: 57).
13This view of LEs and their semanticsis
not entirely at oddswith Peirce'sdefinition of reference
as a triadic relation. It could be arguedthat Peirce'ssign S, in itself, doesnot refer to anything
either- it requirespersonX to useit to refer to Y (real object in the world).
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That is, Chomsky'sLEs do not refer to things, but merely "provide ways of looking at
things". Furthermore,the things which they provide perspectivesfor viewing are most
emphaticallyNOT things in the world, but "selectedaspectsof the world as it is taken to
he by other cognitive systems",or "what we take to be things in the world'. In other
itself,
but
is
is
LE-supplied
the
through
the
not
world
perspectives
words, what viewed
our conceptionof the world -- or, more specifically,the particular perceptual/cognitive
in
in
the
produces
us.
world
which
effects, particularcircumstances,
So there are two points which we haveto bearin mind. The first is:

(1) it would appearthat ChomsWs phrase"the products of our minds" -- these
"products" including, of course, the world as we perceivel cognise it - covers
in
internalist
LEs
are
someway semanticallyrelatedto.
everythingwhich purely

The second(and probablymore important)point is that

(2) this relation is as necessaryto the existenceand nature of the internalist
semanticsas, say,light wavesare to the existenceand natureof "filters or lenses"is
that
to say,not necessaryat all.
-

In general,Chomskyrejectsthe notion of a "commonpublic language"-- like Frege's
Begriffsschrift - consistingof "grammaticallywell constructed" signs that have a Exed
relation ("reference")to objects in the world taken as things divorced from the intrinsic
properties,and from particular speakers'use, of the mode of designation(i. e. the signs
themselves)(1992b:222,1995a: 26). He also disagreeswith Dummett'ssuggestionthat a
speaker-hearer'slinguistic ability consists in a "partial, and partly erroneous, grasp"
(Dummett, 1986: 468) of some common public languagewhose words have meanings
"independently of any particular speakers" (ibid: 473). Chomsky's position can be
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common
explainedin terms of both (1) and (2). He is againstthe idea of a reference-based
public language,not only becausehe believesthat LEs havea semanticsregardlessof the
things in the world that they are said to "represent"((2)); but also becauseit is arguably
only through the perceptual/cognitive systemsof "particular speakers"that aspectsof the
((I)).
be
for
language
to
to
the
related
common
public
signsof a
world are available
I feel it is necessaryto underline (1) and (2), for they have implications which
Chomskydoesnot unequivocallyset out, andwhoseplacewithin his intemalist/minimalist
framework he does not clearly indicate.To reiterate: (2) has to do with Chomsky'sown
filters
linguistic
than
or lensesto view
remarksabout a
semanticsproviding nothing more
things through. It follows from this that the things, and the viewing of them, havenothing
to do with the existenceand nature of the semanticsitself Point (1) is that the things
perspectivesare NOT things in the
which we view through the semantically-supplied
world, but what we take to be things in the world. In other words, Chomsky'slinguistic
semanticsis the filters/ lensesthrough which we canview our view of the world - i. e. not
the world itself, but our (presumably)pre-linguisticview of the world. So, taking (1) and
(2) together, it could be said that languagefor Chomskyis at two removesfrom objects
in, and statesof, the real or somepossibleworld, sinceit is

(P) the world as weperceivel cogniseit, not the world itself, that is
(2) viewed through the perspectivesprovided by the linguistic semantics,rather
than directly referredto by LEs.

And if languagewithin Chomsky'sinternalistframeworkis at two removesfrom the world,
we should also rememberwhat it is at one remove from -- (r), or "the products of our
minds" (Chomsky 1992b: 221). In other words: while LEs are not directly related to
things in the world, neither do they appearto be directly relatedto "the products of our
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14
Or
for
Chomsky's
linguistic
viewing.
minds" which
semanticsprovides perspectives
rather: LEs represent neither the world nor our thoughts, impressions and experiencesof

the world.
This brings me to an important point which I feel is insufficiently stressedby
Chomsky:that, not only is it true that LEs do not refer to objectsin the world, they do not
Sinn.
Perhaps
lines
Frege's
(1995a:
26)
they
"express
the
of
thoughts"
along
shared
even
from
ChomsVs
it
for
follows
be
account of
to
express anything at all,
cannot
said
internalistsemanticsthat his LEs do not havethe sort of truth-conditional "meaning"that
belongsto consciousthought or communicativeutterance.What they do have are Xs -Xs
it,
is,
Chomsky
the study of which
puts pure syntax, since are nothing more than
as
mentalrepresentationsor symbolicobjects.
Chomsky does use the phrase "the meaning of a word" (1992a: 113). And, in the

he
beginning
(1995a:
I
this
19-20)
the
of
section,
suggeststhat the
quote
which use at
he
Es
But
E
features
S
meaning.
goes on to say,rather
semantic
of expression consititute
like
be
"in
S
is
E
in
taken
"means"
to
the senseof the
something
that
means
equivocally,
E
S,
Chomsky
italics).
As
(my
to
English
and
what
applied
meansby
corresponding
word"
"mean/meaning" cannotbe anythinglike "the senseof the correspondingEnglishword" if
it is to be consistentwith (1), (1% (2) and (T). Such a X-based,perfectly internalist
linguistic semanticsas he outlinesis simplyand inherentlyNOT expressiveof propositions
(ii)
in
(i)
individuals
or
physically
communicate;
and
entertain
are,
which
may mentally
virtue of having (or being able to have) truth value, mentally entertainedor physically
for the purposeof representingstatesof the world. HenceforthI shall use
corm-nunicated
"meaning"to refer to propositionsexpressedand entertained(and sought for) by human

14These "products
of our minds" are, presumably, the products of cognitive systems other than the
I-language: "... the semantic properties of [an LE] focus attention on selected aspects of the world
as it is taken to be by other cognitive systems..." (1995a: 20, my italics).
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individuals, and something more specific like "(finguistic) semantic content" for the
semantic elements of Chomskys I-linguistic expressions.

It is possiblethat the featuresof ChomsWs intemalist semanticsmentionedabove-as specifiedby, or deduciblefrom, his own remarks-- are part of what makeshis notion of
languageINCLUSIVE as well as INTERNALIST. In other words, these may be the
propertiesthat defineinclusivenessas well as intemalismwith regardto the V LF side of
I-language. Chomsky'sLEs are internalist in that they are not a set of utterancesor
behaviours which include the act of verbally referring to objects in the world, and
semanticallyinternalist in that there is nothing in their semanticsthat allows them to refer
(or even to be used to refer) to objects in the world. And, leaving aside objects in the
world and taking just the mind into consideration,it could be that the semanticaspectof
inclusivenessin general -- i.e. LEs being generatedfrom nothing but I-linguistic lexical
items -- consistsin the basic irrelevanceto, and exclusionfrom, linguistic semanticsof
other "productsof our minds".
To summarise: in virtue of its internalist and inclusive nature, Chomsky's linguistic

semanticsis not a relation betweenLEs and objectsin the world ("reference").It is not
even a relation betweenLEs and the thoughts of an individual with an LE-generatingIlanguage,in that it is very far from being a set of "meanings"which are intrinsically and
directly expressiveof the individual's percepts, knowledge and intentions. Nfinimalist
semanticproperties merely provide perspectives-- albeit very intricate ones -- through
which things (i.e. "the productsof our minds") maybe viewed.

2.1.3 The "USE" of (I-)language

Although
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(3) the semantic content of Chornskian LEs

is by its naturenothing like, and completelyindependentof,

(4) the sort of propositionalmeaningwhich humansare concernedwith;

the fact is that (4), accordingto Chomsky,may be expressedthrough the USE of (3).
Chomsky claims that the processof using LEs involves the performancesystemswhich
interfacewith the I-language,aswell as other conceptualresources(e.g. belief systems)to
do with "humaninterests,intentions,goals and actions" (1995a: 30). It is thesecognitive
systems,and not the linguistic semantics,which are largely responsiblefor

- which

provide the crucial, expressive,truth-evaluablepart of -- the "meanings"that we can
expressthrough the USE of language.Even the very elementarynotion of nameable
thing, Chomskyargues,is specifiednot by language,but by us. He points out that
What we take as objects,how we refer to them and describethem,
and the array of propertieswith which we invest them, dependon
their place in a matrix of human actions, interests, and intent...
(1992b:207)
Even the status of (nameable)thing, perhapsthe most elementary
conceptwe have, dependscrucially on such intricate mattersas acts
of humanwill... (1995a:22)

For example,a personwho comesacrosssomesticks on a road might not take them to be
a thing at all, unlesshe discoversthat
kind of object, whether
they
were
specifically
constructed
as
some
...
by peopleor, perhaps,beavers.(1995a:30)
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So nwneable thing is not so much a concept as our concept; it is inseparablefrom the
"human interests, intentions, goals and actions" which form the basis of, or perhaps
constitute,our conceivingof it.
Chomsky is careful to distinguish such concepts from the semantic content of
internalist LEs. For him, the notion of nameablething is a part of "common sense
understanding"or "how people interpret object constancy,the nature and causesof
motion, thought and action, and so on" -- the study of which he calls "folk science"
(1995a: 28). He also uses the term "ethnoscience"to refer to the more general study,
encompassing"folk science", of "what people take to be constituents of the world,
howeverthey may talk aboutit" (ibid: 30). The importantpoint is:
Yhe study of semantic resources of the language faculty is not
ethnoscience... (ibid: 3 1, my italics)

Chomskyclaimsthat it is the cognitive systemsand processesinvolved in "commonsense
understanding"-- NOT an internalist semantics-- which determineconceptslike that of
nameablething; and that these conceptsare, consequently,the object of ethnoscientific
ratherthan linguistic inquiry.
It is these conceptswhich constitute (4) from the beginningof this section, i.e. the
sort of propositionalmeaningwhich humansare concernedwith -- and which, Chomsky
argues,may be expressedthrough the USE of LEs. Therefore, if Chornsky's"study of
semanticresourcesof the languagefaculty" is not ethnoscience,then neitheris it the study
of how LEs are used.Nor is it the study of how utterancesare interpreted,or rather,how
utterances are produced to express, and interpreted as expressing,(4) -- utterance
production/ interpretationbeing (to my knowledge)the one clear exampleof languageuse
that Chomsky provides. Chomsky (1992b, 1995a) agrees with Davidson's view that
knowing how to interpretutterancesis indistinguishablefrom "knowing our way aroundin
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the world generally" (Davidson 1986: 446), and points out that utterance interpretation
therefore involves not just the language faculty but also "all other capacities of the mind,
(1992a:
be"
120).
they
whatever
may
for
is
LEs
them
to
it
for
to
Chomsky
that
use
Note that
utter
granted
seems to take
communication, for he assertsthat:

is
in
The study of communication the actualworld of experience the
(1992a:
120)15
[of
interpreter
the
utterances]...
study of

Moreover, communicationencompasses
the rathermore diffuselist of usesfor language-he
interpretation
do
which
mentions
all of them to
-with utterance production/
elsewhere:
talking about the world, askingquestions,
articulation,
perception,
...
tellingjokes, and so on. (1995a: 12)

Thus Chomsky also claims that "the study of communicationin the actual world of
in
how
LEs
the
including,
production and
are
used
the
of
experience"-study
course,
of
interpretation of utterances-- is actually "the study of everything" (1992a: 120). 1 take
"everything" in this context to mean "knowing our way around in the world generally",
"all other capacitiesof the mind", and "humaninterests,intentions,goalsand actions".
For instance,the notion of nameablething may be communicatedor retrieved when
falling
'Go
(e.
'cat',
'The
'nameable
the
LEs
and
catch
a
thine,
mat',
cat sat on
certain
g.
star') are used. For Chomsky, what is communicated/retrieved is not containedwithin
thoseLEs (at leastnot completely),and hasa great dealmore to do with how andwhy the
speakerused the LEs, and (perhapsmore importantly) with the interpreter'sassumptions
about how and why the speakerused the LEs -- all of which, of course, is basedon the
15 In Chomsky 1971 (: 19), however, he remarks that language use "need not involve
communication,or eventhe attemptto communicate".Seealso section4.4.
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"humaninterests,intentions,goals and actions" of the speakerand hearer,and what they
take to be the constituentsof the world.
It has to be pointed out that, although he discusseslanguage use in tenns of
(and
Chomsws
1995b),
(e.
in
1995a
Chomsky
by
and
utterancesproduced speakers g.
Davidsorfs)theoriesand commentsshouldapply equallyto, say,orthographicinscriptions
"UTTERANCE"
to
I
by
For
the
term
cover all
shall
use
convenience,
produced a writer.
E-physical phenomenathat humansproduce in virtue of "using language" -- speech,
different
Ehow
issues
The
types
language,
these
of
of
etc.
writing, the gesturesof sign
be
them
of
can
really
all
to
physical phenomenaare related one another, and whether
important
language
language
important
for
by
use,
are
theories
and
of
accounted
various
its
is
However,
the
of
utterances,
and
physicalnature
ones.
my presentconcern only with
implicationsfor Chomsky'snotion of languageuse.
For Chomsky, the use of LEs in humansis in part effected by the performance
Also,
(A-P)
I-linguistic
include
the
systems.
the
systems,which
articulatory-perceptual
has
A-P
interfaces
the
systems
corresponding"special
phonologicalcomponentwhich
with
for
instructions
the sensorimotorsystems,
"relate
to the needto produce
properties"that
for production and perception" (1995b: 229). Assuming that it is impossible for a
Chomskianderivationto bypassPF (much lessthe phonologicalcomponentwithin the llanguage),16and bearingin mind that PF is the interfacewith the arficulatory-perceptual
systems,it would appear to follow from ChomsWs own conception of the language
faculty that the processof languageuse for humanbeingsmust in somedirect or indirect
way involve the articulation and perception, the production and interpretation, of
articulable/perceivable-- i.e. E-physical -- utterancephenomena.

16 That

is
it
derivation
does
be
bypass
PF
to
since
a
assumed,
cannot
not actually need
presupposedby the very concept of "derivation" -- according to Chomsky, a derivation is a
derivation(ratherthanjust a computation)iff it convergesat PF (and LF).
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It may seemsuperfluousto stressthat "languageuse" as discussedthroughout this
chapteris languageusein humans.However, Chomskyclaimsthat
Some other organismmight, in principle, have the sameI-language
(brain state)as Peter,but embeddedin performancesystemsthat use
it for locomotion.(1992b:213)

in
Chomskian
feel
it
is
"language
I
the
that
to
strictest
sense,
out
use"
so
point
necessary
-has
humans
from
distinguishes
to do
species,
other
while not necessarilya processwhich
with utteranceproduction and interpretationif and only if the I-languageis embeddedin
the appropriate sort of performancesystems,i. e. the sort which humanspossess.Put
another way: within Chomsky'sframework, humansmay not be the only organismsto
have, and use, I-language;but it is possiblethat only humanI-languageis embeddedin
performance systems designed for the production and interpretation of E-physical
utterancephenomena.
The important point, however,is that theseperformancesystemsare A-P as well as
C(onceptual)-I(ntentional).While abstractconceptsand intentionsare clearly requiredfor
what Chomskyregardsas languageuse in humans,it seemsthat the E-physical,and the
articulation and perceptionof the E-physical,are also an integral part of the process.All
this implies that human I-language, according to Chomsky, is used primarily for the
production/ interpretationof E-physicalutterancephenomena,and for communicationin
particular. I say "primarily" rather than "only" for utterance and communication,for
Chomsky'stheory does appearto allow for the possibility of "thinking in LEs". Although
language tends to be very strongly associatedwith communication (or at least with
utterances),there is no doubt that we do "think in LEs" -- that, amongthe different kinds
of thought or the variousways in which we think, there is at least one which languageis a
crucial part of. But because the human I-language is specifically and inextricably
embedded in performance systems that have to do with utterance production/
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interpretation,and becausetheseperformancesystemseffect all usesof the I-language,it
would appearthat languageuse in humans(as conceivedby Chomsky)must somehow
involve utterancephenomena,whether a person is speakingto someoneor "thinking in
LEs". It follows from this that, within Chomsky'sframework, the LEs one thinks in can
forms
i.
be
in
form
internalised
of
physical
the
utterances, e. mentalrepresentations
of
only
(or potentiallyphysicalforms) defined,unavoidably,by PF andthe A-P systems.
So an exampleof the only sort of "thinking in LEs" permittedby Chomsky'stheory of
languageis when a personthinks up LEs to utter -- i.e. what goes on in one'sbrain when
like
I
down
is
framing
for
am thinking now
what
aloud;
saying
or
one
expressions writing
is
LEs
to
kind
I
This
closely
related
nevertheless
these
of
use
mental
of
as write
words.
"
formation
of expressionsthat arefor uttering.
communication,for it is aimedat the
17Of course this "thinking in LEs" neednot necessarilybe the thinking up of LEs to utter to
directed
As
be
have
been
internalised
the
at
oneself.
may
the
someoneutterancesmay very well
caseevenfor entirely E-physical"uninternalised"utterances,althoughI havebeenassumingthat to
"soliloquizing
(1979.188-9)
Black
that
the
LEs
is
for
out
to
points
them
utter
communication.
use
thinker" presentsa problemfor Searle's(1969,1975) speech-actapproach:
Any clear cases of speech-actsthat come readily to mind involve
communicationwith an audience:it makeslittle senseto think of pron-dsing
judgement,
and so on,
onesetfsomething,or warning,advising,pronouncing
to oneself.(Black 1979: 188)
In my view, thereis a similar problemfor thosetheoriesof languageuseaccordingto which certain
meaningsare attributed to utterancesof LEs on the basis of assumptionsthat two or more
conversationalparticipants are exhibiting cooperativebehaviour (Grice 1975), or that utterances
are intendedby their producersto conveyrelevantinformationto the hearers(Sperberand Wilson
1986a/95). Suchassumptionsare clearly unnecessaryin the caseof a personspeakingto himself,
sincethat personis privy to his own intentions.So the phenomenonof speakingto oneseýfseems
devoid of purpose, and consequentlyinexplicable, if consideredwithin theories of speaking to
someoneelse. But perhapsit is not "speakingto yourself' which is pointless in terms of "speaking
to someoneelse", but "speakingto someoneelse" which is impossible comparedto "speakingto
yourself'. After all, assumptionsof cooperationand relevanceare merelyassumptions;and thereis
no guaranteethat an interpreter ever interprets correctly or that a speakerever communicates
perfectly. Strictly speaking,the speaker/interpreteronly has his own experiencesto go on, rather
than any true knowledgeof other people'sstatesof mind. In attemptingto communicatesomething
clearly and unequivocablyto Mary, for example,Peter'sexpectationsconcerningMary's behaviour
and interpretiveabilities havemuch lessto do with what she actually knows and is capableof, than
with what he thinks she knows and is capableof. This, in turn, is basedon what he thinks the
processof utteranceinterpretationrequires;indeed,what he himself would apply to the process
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Note once again that "thinking in LEs" or thinking which involves language (whether
kinds
different
is
is
here
of
Chomsky's
language
I-language)
merely one of several
or not
is
language
debate
in
Chomsky's
over whether
thought. Note also
position
respect of the
it
is
in
LEs",
"thinking
he
for
thought or vice versa: while
says nothing about
necessary
is
he
does
there
that
the
to
that
some variety of pre- and nonnotion
subscribe
clear

linguistic thought which, furthermore,is a prerequisitefor both I-languageand language
is
language
human
framework
acquired"
thought,
From
"a
within which
the priori
of
use.
(1992a: 114) and the "conceptualstructures"(ibid: 113) or "innate concepts"(ibid: 116)
based,
the
through
items
lexical
numerations
I-linguistic
semantically
are
upon which
(1995b:
237),
intentions
"choices
to
from
Us
of
speakers"
the
to
and
assembled
according
determine
the production/
interests,
intentions,
"human
the
goals and actions" which
interpretation of utterances-- there is a sensethat certain mental processesand entities
drive the use (via performancesystems)of I-language,as well as the mechanismsof the Ilanguageitself However, these(i) non-linguisticmentalprocesses/entities and their role
in the workings of the languagefaculty must not be confusedwith (ii) the sort of mental
in
its
I-language
in
turn
does
involve
I-language,
the
plays
which
part
activity which
and
this processof "thinking in LEs". And of courseit is (ii) which I have beendiscussing-LF
by
PF
being
if
LEs
generated
that,
and
representations
a
my argument
are pairs of
ChomskianI-language,then "thinking in LEs" would be equivalentto the use of LEs for
thinking.
Taking into considerationChomsky'sview that the performancesystemsin which the
humanI-languageis embeddedconsistof A-P aswell as C-I systems,I also arguethat this
use of LEs in thought must be secondaryto, and more circuitous than, the use of LEs in
the production and interpretation of utterances. This is becauseall uses of LEs are

were he the interpreter.On Mary's side, it could be said that her beliefs about speakerbehaviour,
which determinethe assumptionsshe makes about Peter's intentions, are founded on her own
experiences,intentionsand behaviouras a speaker.
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(accordingto Chomsky)facilitatedby the sameperformancesystems,the A-P elementsof
intention
if
form
into
"utterable"
the
LEs
even
some
which would automaticallyconvert
in
for
LEs
than
thought
to
the
utterance.
rather
was use

As I am mainly interestedin the semanticaspectsof Chomskianlinguistics,I began
(a)
(purely
between
discrepancy
the
discussion
the
language
this sectionon
of
use with a
linguistic) semanticcontent of LEs and (b) the propositionalmeaningwhich LEs can be
important
it
be
the
that
From
most
said
to
could
this
used express.
semanticpoint of view,
(i)
7,;
(ii)
half
language
the
language
Chomsky's
of the
use are
theory of
and
elementsof
language faculty leading to, and partly constituted by, LF and the C-I performance
is
I-language
from
the
(iii)
how
the
of
component
covert
systems;and
aX emerging
belief
like
(and
by
C-I
systems)at the
the
resources
endowed,
other conceptual
systems
LF interface,with the propositionalmeaningthat it is usedto express.
However, it alsofollows from Chomsky'stheory that the propositionalmeaningwhich
EXPRESSED.
A
fuller
is
from
human
I-language
simply
the
the
not
arises
use of
characterisationof this type of propositionalmeaning,along Chomskianlines, is that it is
CONMUNICATED -- or can be communicated-- and communicated,specifically,by
meansof particular E-physicalphenomena(i.e. UTTERANCES) to other non-telepathic
humans.In that case,what the C-I systemsdo to % is merely part of a processwhose
uniquenesslies in the nature of the entire set of the performancesystemswhich effects
that process-- i.e. not just the C-I systems,but alsothe A-P systems,whoseoperationson
7cdeterminethe E-physicalfeaturesof languageuse.In short, it seemsthat languageuse in
humansas defined by Chomsky occurs only when LEs interact with BOTH types of
performancesystems.(This is anywayindicatedby the fact that the ChomskianLE is an
SD consistingof aX that gives instructionsonly to the C-I systems,and a 7cthat gives
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instructions only to the A-P systems so that, for the whole LE to be used, instructions
-have to be taken from both X and 7c,and therefore by both C-I andA-P systems.)
I conclude this section with some general remarks on Chomsky's concept of language
important
it
into
how
brings
the
and
most
relief what are probably
use; and especially on
fundamental features of the object which is used, I-language.
There are two main points. The first has to do with the apparent INACCESS]EBELITY

in
human
I-language
the
to
the
of
consciousness the absenceof the performancesystems.
The phrase"languageuse" maygive the impressionthat the I-languageis somethingwhich
the human individual H is consciousof possessing;whose capacity for being used for
is
intelligently
H
aware of; and which H
communicating propositional meaning
it
is
be
H
true:
to
for
But
that
the
not
appears
that
converse
consequentlyuses
purpose.
but
is
he
I-language
because
their
that he is
LEs
of
existence,
conscious
uses
and
Chomsky,
According
does
to
insofar
he
them.
there
them
consciousof
or can use
only
as
are certainthings which a person-- say,Jones-- knows in virtue of having an I-language.
However,
Joneshasthis knowledgewhetheror not he is awareof thesefacts
...
I-language,
LE-generating
has
himself
he
[i.
fact
the
that
an
about
e.
it
it
LEs
"facts"
I-language
the
the
generates];
may
and
and
about
take some effort to elicit such awareness,and it might even be
beyond Jones'scapacities.This is a question that falls within the
broadercontext of performancesystems.(I 995b: 17)

Here, Chomskyseemsto be sayingthat it is only through certainperformancesystemsthat
Jones is aware of having an I-language -- the degree and quality of his awareness
dependingon the characterof his performancesystems.Another way of putting this is that
any "awareness"of his I-languagewhich Jones may have would be constituted by the
interaction between his performancesystemsand I-language i.e. by the process of
-languageuse as carriedout by the performancesystems.
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Thus, given that

(5) our performancesystems,and therefore our use of language,provides our
consciousness
with the only route to our I-language;andthat
(6) these performance systems have to do with utterance production/
interpretation,

Chomsky'sclaim appearsto be that it is only in virtue of producing and interpreting
interpret
that
least
being
we ever gain
to
utterances,
and
produce
able
utterances,or at
of
it
LEs
I-language
the
generates.
and
consciousmentalaccessto
But this claim -- that it is the performancesystemswhich establishthe I-languagein
the very prominentplaceit undoubtedlyoccupiesin the humanconsciousness
-- must not
be allowed to obscure the fact that the "I" in "I-language" also stands for
"INTENSIONAL". In other words, it has to be balancedwith what is perhapsthe most
fundamentalof ChomsVs claims about the nature of language:that it is intrinsically I.
linguistic, and not defined by what it does or what happensto it -- or, in the case of
humans,what it is used for. Although under certain circumstancesit can be used for
is
facility
I-language
interpretation,
Chomsky's
a
not
essentially
or
utteranceproduction/
instrumentfor communication.As he puts it:
In general, it is not the case that language is readily usable or
"designedfor use." The subpartsthat are used are usable,trivially;
biological considerationslead us to expect no more than that.
(1995b: 18)

So, its very closeand important relation to the performancesystemsnotwithstanding,
the (human) I-languageis not "for" the production/ interpretation of utterances,or the
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communicatingof propositional meaning.In fact no I-language, human or otherwise,
ought to befor anything.
These,then, are my two points:

(7) On the one hand,the performancesystemsand the I-languageare (at least in
humans)so closelyrelatedthat, without the former, the latter could be said to be
it
individual.
human
Or,
to
the
to
put
conscious
of no significancewhatsoever
it
individual
human
the
must,
as
were, take the performancesystems
anotherway,
with the I-languageif he is to "have"the I-languageat all.
(8) On the other hand, Chomsky'sintensionalistnotion of languagehas it that the
I-languageis definedby inherentpropertiesthat are obviously not determinedor
by
it
it
by
the
to
performance
systems
not
even
which
affected anythingexternal
-is embeddedin, and interfaceswith.

In semanticterms, (7) and (8) maybe expressedthus:

(7) We tend to think that LEs have fully propositional,mentally entertainablemeanings;
and that in thesemeaningslies the significance,the primary epistemicvalue, of language
for us. Or rather,what we refer to, broadly, as "the meaningsof words/ sentences"is what
we generallybelieve to be the whole "point" of language(even though there is no real
reasonfor languageto have anything like a "point" or a "purpose"). But according to
Chomsky, such meaningonly arisesthrough the use of -- via the interaction of the C-I
systemswith -- the I-language.Thus Chomsky'sclaim is that, without the C-I systems,
what we regardas centralto languagewould be lost to us.
(8') Nevertheless,we must bearin mind that propositionalmeaningis not expressedby the
I-language,but through the USE of the I-language the processand products of which
-are not supposedto haveany bearingon the intrinsic nature of the I-languageitself. Such
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propositional meaning, therefore, does not constitute a linguistic semantics. For example,
it is obviously a matter of language use, and not one of (I-)linguistic semantics,that the Ilanguage is used to describe or represent the world. Or, as Chomsky points out, his
internalist/ intensionalist framework has

Soames
"the
Scott
for
central semantic
calls
what
no
provision
...
fact about language,...that it is usedto representthe world", because
it is not assumedthat languageis usedto representthe world, in the
intendedsense...(1995a:27; Soames1989;my italics)

And if the USE of languageto representthe world, or to expresspropositionalmeaningin
general,is not a LINGUISTIC SEMANTIC fact, then:
It is possiblethat naturallanguagehas only syntaxand pragmatics;it
has a "semantics" only in the sense of "the study of how this
instrument,whose formal structure and potentialities of expression
are the subjectof syntacticinvestigation,is actually put to use in a
speechcommunity"...(ibid: 26)

What Chomskyseemsto be sayingis this: if the term "semantics"has to do with the sort
of propositionalmeaningwhich the conscioushumanmind is interestedin, then I-language
doesnot havea semantics,becausethat sort of meaningis not expressedby the I-language
itself but only through the use (by an intendingagent)of the I-language.1&

18However,
as Chomsky himself uses the terms "semanticfeatures/ properties/ relations" and
"internalist semantics"in his discussionsand descriptionsof his I-language, I shall continue
referringto Xs and LF objectsas the "semantics"of LEs.
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2.2 How exactly does the I-linguistic semantics bear upon the "literal use" of
an I-language?

In chapter II arguedthat an accountof what is metaphoricallyexpressedby an utterance
least
(or
include
is
bulldozee
'Bill
LE
an assumption)of
the
at
an
account
must
of, say,
a
is
literal
I
Furthermore,
literally
that
meaning19
a
claimed
what that utterance
expresses.
USE notion, albeit one which presupposes
that the vehicle-meaningpairs usedto express
literal meaningare antecedentto, and independentof, how they are used. Thus literal
literal
The
is
literal
by
use of such a
of
meaning.
the
meaning conveyed
use of a vehicle
vehicle is to use it to meanwhat it autonomouslymeans,rather than to meanwhat one
be
literalness
it
to
tends
In
II
that
associatedwith the
to
wants
mean. chapter also argued
be
fixed
is
latter
language,
for
to
the
that
a
set of rules
the
often assumed
notion of
reason
determiningautonomousvehicle-meaningrelations, and therefore a suitable locus for a
be
literal
may
constructed.
meaning
stable,accessible
meaningupon which metaphorical
Note that my distinctionbetweenvehicle-meaningrelation and the use of that relation
doesnot necessarilyentail a distinctionbetweenthe meaningexpressedby the vehicle, on
the one hand, and the meaningexpressedhy the literal USE of the vehicle, on the other.
However, that Chomsky'sI-linguistic semanticscannot in fact he regarded as literal
meaningis evidentfrom two different but relatedaspectsof his theory of language:(i) the
nature of the "meanings"carriedby the vehicleswhich constituteChomsky'sLEs, and (ii)
Chomsky'sconceptionof languageuse. With respectto (i): within Chornsky'sinternalist
framework, the autonomy of the linguistic vehicle-"meaning" pairs (i. e. the PF and LF
representations)appearsto follow from, or to take the form of, an ontological distinction
betweenthe "meanings"of LEs and the sort of propositionalmeaningwhich is expressed
through the use (literal or otherwise)of LEs. I havebeenputting quotation marksaround
19As I havestatedin section2.1.2,1am
using"meaning"(e.g. "literalmeaning","themeaningof
in thesenseofpropositionalmeaningwhichhumansare interestedin.
expressions")
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"meaning"connectedwith ChomsWsLEs, becausetheseLEs do not havepropositional
meaning -- the supposedlyintemalist and inclusive linguistic semanticsmerely provide
perspectivesfor viewing the world. Thus the non-propositional linguistic semanticsof
ChomsWsLEs obviouslycannotbe thepropositional literal meaningof thoseLEs.
Apart from the fact that ChomsWslinguistic semanticsdoesnot constitutethe sort of
propositional meaningwhich may be regardedas literal, there is also (ii): Chomsws
notion of the use of his LEs. Literalnessis not just an expressionmeaningwhat it means,
but rather an expressionbeing interpreted,or intendedto be interpreted,as meaningwhat
it means.In other words, literalnessinvolvesconsciousthought, intention which, as far
-as Chomsky's I-linguistic expressionsare concerned, is only achieved through the
performancesystemsthat facilitatetheir use.
Thus, in his linguistically-orientatedversionof the use of the vehicle-meaningrelation,
Chomsky sharpensand makesabsolutethe distinction betweenvehicle-meaningpair and
the use of the vehicle: by attributing to the linguistic "vehicles" a non-propositional,
internalist and inclusive linguistic semantics,and by relegatingthe use of the linguistic
vehicle-"meaning"pairs to external,extra-linguisticperformancesystems.While this has
the effect of emphasisingthe distinction,it also raisesthe following questions:

(9) How exactly doesthe use of the linguistic semanticsinvolve or implementthe
linguistic semantics?
(10) How is the propositionalmeaningwhich is expressedthrough the use of the
linguistic semanticsactuallyrelatedto the non-propositionallinguistic semantics?

Chomskydoes assumethat how an I-languageis used is at least to a certain extent
constrainedby the I-languageitself What is more, he seemsto be of the opinion that each
I-languagecorrespondsto a particularuse of that I-languageto conveya particular set of
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meanings-- a use and a set of meaningswhich may be referred to as literal. From this
quote -Jonesmay speakin a way that is not in accordwith his I-language,or
may offer judgementsinconsistentwith his I-language...(Chomsky
1992a:122)

it
is
be
be
deduced
Jones'
I-language,
to
that
there
of
can
one
particular
use
supposed
-expressiveof a particular set of meanings,which is "in accord" with the I-language,and
which (I argue)is what Chomskywould regardas literal. But Chomskydoesnot provide
any answerto the questionof the relation betweenI-language(/I-linguisticsemantics)and
languageuse(/propositionalmeaningexpressedthrough languageuse). In fact he appears
to evadethe questionby contradictinghis own internalist conceptionof language.For a
start, how doesJonesuse his LEs in a way that is "in accord with his I-language",when
Chomsky'sview of languageis suchthat the language-userhas no real idea of the nature
of his innate,internalistand inclusiveI-language?As I pointed out in the previoussection,
Chomskysuggests(1995b: 17) that an awarenessof having an I-language,and of the LEs
generatedby the I-language,maybe beyondthe capacitiesof Jones.
More importantly, Chomskyalso arguesthat the questionof whether or not Jonesis
aware of having an I-language "falls within the broader context of PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS" (ibid, my caps). According to Chomsky,a person is aware of having an Ilanguageonly in virtue of being consciousof uttering LEs, or in virtue of his capacityfor
uttering LEs. He does not use I-languagebecausehe knows he has one -- rather, he
knows he has an I-languagein virtue of using it. Thus a human'sawarenessof his Ilanguageis constitutedby his use of it. This meansthat he may be consciousthat he is
using his I-language,but there is no reasonto supposethat he knows what it is that he is
using -- or, more specifically, what it is that his performancesystemsare accessing.
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Because our relation to I-language is always mediated by the performance systems,we can
only be conscious of LEs, not "as they are", but only as they are used by us.
Yet Chomsky claims that Jones

(1995a:
36,
his
[of
I-language]...
to
the
choose
violate
may
rules
...
my italics)

This clearly implies that "the rules of an I-language" are things which Jones may
consciously,volitionally and directly adhereto or deviatefrom.
The samesort of contradictionoccursin Chomsky'suse of the phrase"knowledgeof
language"(as I have alreadymentionedin section 2.1, fhl). In Chomsky 1965 (: 4) he
knowledgeof his language"as "linguistic competence",
refers to the "the speaker-hearer's
and simultaneouslyarguesthat languageis constitutedby this "competence".As recently
as 1995(b: 14), Chomskyequates"maturelinguistic competence"with the steadystateIlanguage.He also describes"competence"(ibid) as the speaker-hearees
"knowledgeand
understanding",and contrastsit with "performance",i.e. "what [the speaker-hearer)does
with that knowledge and understanding".Thus "knowledge of language"for Chomsky
cannot be "knowledge" in the usual relational sense of conscious, and consciously
acquired, awarenessOF language. As he himself puts it, "knowledge of language,,is
"knowledge without grounds" (1986: 12) 20 This "knowledge of language" simply is
.
language-- is, in fact, constitutiveof internalist and inclusiveI-language.
But Chomsky also uses "knowledge" in "knowledge of language"in the relational
sense, conflating I-linguistic semantics which is supposed to be (partly) constituted by
"knowledge of language" in the non-relational sense, with the conscious and relational
"knowledge" which the speaker-hearer has of what particular LEs can be used to
expressed.For example, he claims that
20See
also Chomsky 1980(: 41-2), and Burton-Robertsand Carr 1999(: 383-4).
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The fact that a brown house has a brown exterior, not interior,
appearsto be a languageuniversal...(1992b: 219; see also 1995a:
20)

That a brown househasa brown exterior rather than a brown interior, Chomskyargues,is
an instanceof the "intricate and highly-specialised"(1995a:20) natureof the perspectives
affordedby LEs for viewing the world -- the complexityof which
"poverty
that
extreme
of
stimulus"
so
of
poses
problems
...
knowledgeof languagein theseregards...can only be assumedto be
in substantialmeasureinnatelydetermined...(ibid, my italics)

It is not clear what exactly Chomsky means by "knowledge of language" in this case. The
knowledge of "the fact that a brown house has a brown exterior, not interior"? There are
two problems with this. Firstly, this knowledge seems to be the conscious, relational
knowledge

brown
house
fact
has
brown
i.
(i.
knowledge
that
the
a
a
of something e.
-- e.

exterior), rather than knowledge which is constitutive of something (i. e. I-language).
Secondly, the fact that a brown house has a brown exterior cannot be a fact about the Ilinguistic semantics of the LE 'a brown house'. Having a brown exterior obviously pertains
to some E-physical brown house, or at least to the concept of some E-physical brown
house. Neither of these can be in any direct relation to the I-linguistic semantics of the
Chomskian LE 'a brown house', although one may be referred to, and the other expressed,
through the use of the LE. So, what Chomsky calls a "language universal" appears to be a
fact about the use of the LE 'a brown house', rather than a fact about the LE itself.
Returning to my main argument, my point is that Chomsky merely assumes,but never
explains how, an LE like 'a brown house' is used literally to express a house with a brown
exterior. Rather than giving an independent account of the semantics of the LE, Chomsky
simply assumes that, since the LE 'a brown house' is generally used to express a house
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with a brown exterior, the LE must provide "intricate" house-with-brown-exteriororientatedperspectivesfor viewing the world. In short, he simply projects aspectsof the
use of the LE onto the LE itself, contraryto his own assertionsabout the purely intemalist
and inclusivenatureof I-language.
That Chomskytendsto attributeaspectsof languageuseto LEs is clear from someof
his remarkson the natureof I-linguistic semantics.For example,he maintainsthat LEs do
not refer to things in the world, but canbe usedfor that purposehecausetheir semantics
provide perspectivesfor viewing those things. He even goes as far as to make the
following claim: that one of the semanticproperties of a word is that the word "can he
usedto refer to certain kinds of.. things" (1992b: 219, my italics). This suggeststhat, in
virtue of providing such perspectivesor having such semanticproperties, the LEs of
Chomsky's supposedly internalist theory are not independent entities, but merely
instrumentsto be used or "potentialities of expression"(1995a: 26, my italics), as
-Chomsky himself puts it. Theseinstrumentsor "potentialities" are therefore inextricably
linked, and subordinate, to the performance systems whch employ them for the
articulation,interpretation,expressionof beliefsand desiresetc.
In fact Chomsky himself states quite explicitly that I-language is subordinateto
performancesystems.PresumablyLEs are used for expressingthoughts, or conveying
meaningfulcommunicativeintentions,in virtue of having an LF interface,i.e. an interface
with conceptual-intentionalsystems.But accordingto Chomsky,theseLEs with their Xs
do not expressany meaning.More importantly, Chomsky claims that the I-language
which generatesLEs cannot be said to be "a language" unlessit is embeddedin the A-P
and C-Iperformance systems:
It is only by virtue of its integration into [the A-P and C-1]
performancesystemsthat [1-language]qualifiesas a language.Some
other organismmight, in principle, have the sameI-language(brain
state) as Peter, but embeddedin performancesystemsthat use it for
locomotion. (1992b:213)
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It appearsthat this generativedevicewhich Chomskycalls the I-language cannotbe said
to be anything at all unlessit is embeddedin some sort of performancesystemwhich
makes use of it in some way. This meansthat the semanticsof the I-languageis a
semanticsonly in virtue of havingthe capacityto be usedby certainperformancesystems.
So it would seem that Chomsky'ssupposedlyinternalist LEs are not so much used
becausethey have a semantics,asendowedwith a semanticsin virtue of their capacity to
be used- andfurthermore, usedin a culturally, historically and completelyaccidentally
determinedmanner.
This problematicrelation betweenI-languageand performancesystemscan also be
perceived in the technical detail of the Minimalist Program. It could be argued that the
whole architecture of the I-language, as described in the Minimalist Program, is geared
towards the condition of Full Interpretation (FI) at the interfaces with the performance
systems. FI has to be satisfied by the PF and LF representations at the interfaces, in order
for a derivation to converge. It follows from this that I-language and the LEs it generates
are subject to externalfactors

which have to do with extra-linguistic performance. To

satisfy FI at LF, X must (i) provide the C-I performance systems with "appropriate
instructions"; and (ii) be assigned "uniform, language-independent interpretations" by the
C-I systems (1995b: 194). This means that convergence at the interface, and consequently
whether and what LEs emerge from CHL, is at least partly decided by the performance
21
systems.

The role played by the performancesystemsin the generatingof LEs comesacross
more clearly in the caseof 7cand the PF interface.In 2.1.3 1 noted that the natureof PF is
such that the processof languageuse for humansmust in some direct or indirect way
involve the production and interpretationof E-physicalutterance
phenomena.According
21Chomskyhimself
is violatedat bothPF (1995b:229,
admitsthat theprincipleof inclusiveness
236)andLF Obid:227).
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to Chomsky,this hasto do with the "bare output conditions" imposedat the interfaceby
"systemsthat make use of the information provided by CHL": at PF, the information
which constitutes 7c"has to be accommodated to the human sensory and motor apparatus"

(1995b:221). But Chomskyadds:
Hence U[niversal] G[rammar] must provide for a phonological
componentthat convertsthe objectsgeneratedby the languageL to
a form that these "external" systemscan use: PF, we assume.If
humanscould communicateby telepathy,there would be no needfor
a phonological component, at least for the purposes of
communication; and the same extends to the use of language
generally.(1995b:221)

What Chomskyseemsto be sayinghere is this: it is only the non-telepathichumawsneed
to communicatethrough the production and interpretationof E-physical utterancesthat
demandsa phonologicalcomponentin the humanI-language,and a PF representationin
the LE. This means that the nature of I-language is profoundly influenced by the
performance-systemsin which it happensto be embedded,and the way it happensto be
used.

2.3 Chomsky on the "misuse of language"

The "misuse of language"is a topic which will be discussedin much greater detail in
chapters4 and 5. My aim here is to set out Chomsky'sviews, not so much on the
phenomenonof the "n-dsuse
of language"itself, but on what he considersto be a confusion
of the misuseof I-languagewith the misuseof certain non-linguistic entities. I intend to
demonstratethat, without an independentaccountof how I-languageconstrainsthe use of
I-language,Chomskyactually has no grounds for distinguishingbetweenthe usel misuse
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Thus Davidson concludes that, if language is regarded as "a clearly defined shared
structure which language-usersacquire and then apply to cases",then "there is no such
thing as a language"(ibid: 446).
For Chornsky, however, languageis I-language, upon which the production and
interpretation of utterances, or the use or misuse of language, is supposed to have no
bearing whatsoever. Chomsky describes three types of "misuse of language", all of which
(he claims) "[play] no important role in the study of language, meaning, communication,
or whatever" (1992a: 122). There is "misuse" in the "individual sense":
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Jonesmay speakin a way that is not in accordwith his I-language,or
may offerjudgmentsinconsistentwith his I-language...(ibid: 121)

When one speaksin a way that is not in accordwith one'sI-language,it appearsthat one
tendsto do so deliberately:
He may chooseto violate the rules [of his I-language],perhapsusing
the word "chair" to meantable in a code -- knowing that in his own
languageit meanschair...(1995a:36)

However, Jonesmay or maynot be awareof the inconsistencyof hisjudgementwith his Ilanguagewhen he "[misinterprets]an expression,in that his performancesystemyields an
interpretation different from the one his internal languageimposes"(ibid). Nevertheless,
"much
behaviour,
instances
judging
interpreting
and
more than Iof
speaking,
are all
and
languageis involved in behavior"(1992a: 121).
Chomskyalso mentions"misuseof language"in the "communitysense".Examplesof
this includeJonesusing the word 'disinterested'to meanuninterested,or his native dialect
in a formal lecture (1992a: 121,1995a:36). Or
Jones may try to adapt to the practice of some community for
...
do
d
fail
for
to
ap
may
so,
at
all,
some reason, or perhaps
no reason
in which case people observing Jones may speak informally of a
(I
992a:
12
1)
language
this
the
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mýisuseof
of

Chomsky claims that what Jones misuses or fails to conform to in these cases are not in
fact I-linguistic principles or I-linguistic expressions, but "community norms" or "social
practices" (ibid). These "community norms" are probably set up by certain authority
figures, and observed by most of the members of the social group to which Jones belongs.
As Chomsky points out (ibid), such "community norms" may be "of interest for the study
of the sociology of group identification, authority structure, and the like".
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The third and last sort of "misuseof language"which Chomskydiscussesis misusein
the "expert sense".This "derivesfrom Mary Putnam's[(Putnam 1975a)]notion of "the
division of linguistic labour" " (Chomsky1992a:121): one maybe saidto misuselanguage
in the "expert sense"when one'sapplicationof terms like 'elm', 'acid' or 'mass'doesnot
correspondto the way they are usedby expertsto whom one defers.But what is misused
in the "expert sense"is (as in the caseof the "communitysense")not languageas defined
by Chomsky, but symbolic systemsconstructedfor picking out objects in the world or
expressingsharedthoughts (1995a: 26). Such systemsconstitute "the Fregeanideal", as
Chomskycalls it (ibid); and belongto naturalisticinquiry and perhapsa special"scienceforming faculty", rather than to ordinaryusageand the languagefaculty. Chomskyargues
that the constructionsof naturalisticinquiry and the science-formingfaculty -- like 'mass'
or 'momentum'in the physicist'ssense,'elm'in the botanist'ssense,or 'acid' in the chemist's
sense-- have origins and properties different from, say, 'house', and therefore "do not
really belongto naturallanguage"(ibid: 25). Insteadof
[entering] the lexicon by the samemechanismsof the language
...
faculty that allows a child to pick up such words as "house" or
"rise"... (ibid: 46)

naturalistic inquiry terms "abstract from the intricate properties of natural language
expressions"(1992b: 209) and are "assignedmeaningin a consideredand determinate
fashion"(ibid: 208). Conceptsof common-sense
understanding,on the other hand, "simply
"grow in the mind", much in the way that the embryogrows into a person"(ibid).
Also, the meaning assignedto a naturalistic inquiry term consists of "semantic
properties that may well not hold for natural language,such as reference"(ibid: 209).
Chomskymaintainsthat naturalisticinquiry termsare
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divested of distorting residuesof common-senseunderstanding
...
and... assigneda relation to positedentitiesand a placein a matrix of
principles.(ibid: 208)

In short, his claim is that naturalistic inquiry terms are constructedfor the purpose of
picking out things in the world -- their semanticsbasedon Frege'sBedeutung,a technical
relation between symbols and things (ibid: 226,1995a: 26) -- while the semanticsof
in
(as
2.2.2).
internal
language
is
intensional
LEs
section
outlined
natural
and
entirely
It would appear that at least two out of Chornsky'sthree types of "nýsuse of
language" -- the "community" and "expert" senses-- are irrelevant to the study of
languagebecause,in either sense,it is not I-languagewhich is misused.In other words, it
is not LEs, but the constructionsof social practice and naturalistic inquiry, which are
(respectively) the objects of "community" and "expert" n-dsuse.So it is only in the
"individual"sensethat the I-languageis misusedand, of course,used.This, then, is all that
we may deduce about literalnesswithin the Chomskianframework: the literal use of
languageis to speakorjudge in a way that is in accord with one'sI-language. According
to Chomsky,Jonesmisuseshis I-languagewhen he uses'table' to meanchair. It follows
from this that Jones'use of his I-languageis consistentwith the I-languageitself when he
uses'table' to meantable and (presumably)'chair' to meanchair. (Or when he interprets
'table'as meaningtable etc.) But not whenhe uses'disinterested'to meandisinterestedand
'uninterested' to mean uninterested, apparently, since the 'disinterested'-'uninterested'
distinction is supposedto be a community,not an I-linguistic, norm. And not when he uses
1momentum'tomeanwhateverit is that physicistsrefer to when they usethe term, because
'momentum'in that senseis not an LE, but a constructionof naturalisticinquiry and the
science-formingfaculty.
Clearly this is not sayingvery much about either literalnessor the use of I-language.
But, vague and uninformativethough it is, a problem neverthelessarisesas soon as this
formulation of "individual" languageuse is consideredside by side with the examplesof
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adherenceto communityor scientificnorms.The problem is that the distinction between
theseexamplesand examplesof usein the "individual" sensemay not be aswell-definedas
it shouldbe.
To begin with, the use of 'table'Pchaie
may not have any more to do with I-language
than the use of 'disinterested'funinterested'
or 'momentum. According to Chomsky,the
most obvious differencebetweenthe "individual" and the other two sensesof use or
misuseis that the use of 'table'Pchair'is a matter that is strictly betweenJonesand his Ilanguage;while the use of 'disinterestedPuninterested'
and 'momentum'involves authority
figures and experts,and their influenceover groupsof people.More specifically,Chomsky
claims that the common-senseconceptswhich are expressedby the use of 'table'Pchai?
grew naturally in Jones'mind "much in the way that the embryo grows into a person"
(1992b: 208). In contrast, the 'disinterested'Puninterested'
conventionsand the particular
physicists' use of 'momentum'are set up, deliberately and without any individual Ilanguagebeingtaken into account,by authority figuresand experts.
But apart from this, there is nothing to prevent Chomsky'sexampleof "individual"use from changing places with the examplesof the other two senses.It is perfectly
possible that the use of 'table' to mean tahle is a community norm in some other
community;just as it is possiblefor the use of 'disinterested'to mean disinterested,or
'momentum'to refer to somepositedentity, to constitutebehaviourthat is in accord with
someone'sI-language.The questionis, just how natural and individual is the processby
which Joneslearnsto use his supposedlyI-linguistic 'table'to meantahle, comparedto the
processof learning the community norm of using 'disinterested'to mean disinterested?
SurelyJones.hai:Lto defer to other speakersin his environmentabout 'table',as he doesto
authority figures and expertsabout 'disinterested'and 'momentum'.From this point of view
it does appearthat "individual" use is not as I-linguistically determined,and as different
from "comi-nunity"and "expert" use,as Chomskyclaimsit is.
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There is a further blurring of this distinction when one considersthe possibilitythat
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Secondly, Chomsky appearsto be claiming that changesin one's I-language are
createdwhen one adoptsnaturalisticinquiry terms like 'momentum',or communitynorms
like the use of 'arthritis' to mean a pain in the thigh (1992a: 122). Constructions of
(1992b:
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"language-like
the
to
while
naturalistic
accretions
are
one'smodification of one'suse of, say, 'arthritis' may be a "marginal and rather arbitrary
[variation] of I-language"(ibid: 228).
All this is worrying -- not just becauseof the implied transformationof what was
originally excludedfrom natural languageinto "accretionsto" or parts of I-language,but
is
idea
it
Chomskian
because
fundamental
it
that
the Ithe
to
also
seems contradict
languagewhich determineslanguageuse,andnot vice versa:
The fact remainsthat Jonesspeaksand understandsthe way he does
on the basis of the I-language he has acquired in the course of
languagegrowth; and if Jones does or does not follow what we
choose,for some transient purpose,to call "community norms" or

22"Language-like
For
infinitely
is
in
fact
suggestive
phrase.
accretions"
ambiguousand
an almost
one thing, what exactly does"language-like"mean:does"language"refer to Manguage, and what
is it to be "like" language?Another questionis: if the accretionsare merely "language-like"rather
than "linguistic", thenwhy are they accretingto the I-language?
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"social practice", it is on the basis of this internalized I-language
(along with much else).(I 992a:123)

For Chomsky, it is only in the "individual" sensethat I-language is used. Thus the
"individual" senseof use is distinguishedfrom the "community" and "expert" varieties
-the constructionsand processesof which, accordingto Chomsky, are irrelevant to the
study of languagepreciselybecausethey are not in anyway determinedby I-language.But
without an independentaccountof I-linguistic semantics,and of how the "individual" use
of an I-languageis determinedby the I-language,Chomskyhas no way of showingthat
the "individual" use is in any way different from the other kinds of use.More specifically,
he hasno way of showingthat the object of "individual"use is I-language,while the object
of "community" or "expert" use is not I-language. Furthermore, his description of
"individual" use as "speaking/judging in a way that is in accord with one'sI-language"is
by his claim that the terms of community norms and
reduced to meaninglessness
naturalisticinquiry are constructedfrom elementsof, and may eventuallybe incorporated
into, I-language.

2.4 Conclusion

The notion of literalness of there being a fixed, direct way of expressingand recovering
-meaning-- appearsto be closelyrelatedto two notionsabout language:

(11) Languageis a set of principlesthat leadsus quickly and directly from vehicle
to meaning.
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(12) Language is autonomous it is crucial that the set of linguistic principles is in
-some way set apart from the complexities and irregularities of thought and
behaviour which the phenomenonof metaphor in effect represents.

While not exactly in conflict, these two notions require a link. Because,strictly
it
is
it
is
but
language
that
necessary
meaning,
and
recover
speaking,
express
not
people
for us to have somesort of mentalhold on languageif it is to do what we expect of it.
Hencethe conceptof languageUSE, accordingto which one useslanguageto expressand
language,
loci
In
two
this
content
on
recover meaning.
of semantic
way we endup with
-the one hand,and the meaningwhich we sometimesexpressthrough the use of language,
on the other.
Chomsky'sintensionalistand internalisttheory of languageappearsto be intended,
and is generallyassumed,to be the accountpar excellenceof languageas an autonomous
set of principles. In fact it could be said that he goes one further in claiming that Ilanguageis not designedfor use (1995b: 18); and that its semanticsis therefore not
semanticin the senseof pertainingto the sort of propositionalmeaningwhich humansfind
significant. In other words, one of the main points of Chomsky'stheory is this: even
though it does happen to be used (in humans)to express and recover propositional
meaning,I-languageis not necessarilyforthe expressingand recoveringof propositional
meaning(or, for that matter, anythingelse).
This may be a perfectly logical progressionfrom notion (12), i.e. the notion of the
autonomyof language.However, it also exacerbatesthe problem of how an autonomous
linguistic semantics may be harnessedfor the characteristically human purpose of
entertaining,expressingand recoveringpropositional meaning,by raising two additional
questions:

(13) What exactlydoesan autonomousnon-propositionalsemanticsconsistof?
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(14) How is it accessedand converted into the propositional meaningwhich
humansare interestedin?

The problem is conceptualas well as empirical, and one of the argumentsin this
chapteris that it is not solvedby any conceptof "languageuse", or by the postulationof
performancesystemsthat interfacewith I-language.Another problem with the extreme,
non-propositionalausterityof ChomsWsversionof linguistic semanticshasto do with his
shifting the entire burden of propositionality to the territory of languageuse -- this,
together with the unansweredquestions(13) and (14), createsa dangerous(conceptual/
empirical)gap betweenI-languageand languageuse.I havearguedthat Chomskyignores
the problemsmentionedabove,and simply assumesthat there is a particular use of an Ilanguagewhich is "in accord with" that I-language.The result of this assumptionis that,
insteadof giving an independentaccountof what an I-languageand its semanticsconsists
of, Chomskyendsup attributing to I-languagesomeof the propertiesof the products of
languageuse,thus contradictingthe original, crucialnotion of language'sautonomy.
In 2.2 1 pointed out that ChomsWsdefinition of I-languageand I-linguistic semantics
is undermined by the extent to which it is bound up with, and determinedby, the
performancesystemswhich effect the use of I-language.If I-languageis so closelyrelated
to the performancesystemsas to be subjectto the influenceof how it is usedby humans,
then clearly its semanticsdoesnot really count for anything-- the corollary being that we
can bend I-language to our will, use any LE to express anything. These remarks of
Chomsky'son languageuse seemto bearit out:
X usesexpressionE with its intrinsic semanticpropertiesto
person
...
talk about the world from certain intricate perspectives,focusing
attention on particular aspectsof it, under circumstancesC, with the
"locality of content" they induce... THE COMPONENTS OF E
MAY HAVE NO INTRINSIC SEMANTIC RELATION AT ALL
TO WHAT JONES IS REFERRING TO, as when he says the
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performanceat JordanHall was remarkable,referring to Boston and
his favourite string quartet.(1995a:43-4, my caps)

This leadsme back to the notion of literalness;and to suggestthat literalnesscannot
in fact be definedin terms of a fixed and autonomousset of I-linguistic principles,for the
lack of an intelligible concept of "languageuse" or whatever it is that is required for
mediating between intemalist linguistic semanticsand cognisable, expressibleliteral
meaning.So perhapsit is the other way round -- perhapsit is the notion of literalness
which is the basisfor theoriesof languagelike Chomsky's,and the root of all the problems
which I have mentionedso far. The fact is that literalnessis, for all its apparentstability
and autonomy, as inseparablefrom thought and behaviouras metaphoris, and therefore
no basis for an intemalist linguistic theory. And yet the very concept of an intemalist
linguistics appearsto have arisenfrom the notion of literalness.Consequently,all truly
internalisttheoriesof languagemaybe doomedto circularity.
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3
The distinction betweenlinguistic and truth-theoreticsemantics:
literal meaning and relevance theory

3 Introduction

In the previous chapterI claimedthat literal meaninghas to do with the use of language,
follows
literal
language
I
itself
that
than
of
meaning
such a notion
rather
argued
with
from Chomsky'sinternalistlinguistics.In this chapterI arguethat it also follows from the
modular view of languagethat appearsto underpin Sperber and Wilson's account of
verbal communication.Sections3.1 and 3.1.1 are concernedwith some of the general
theoretical backgroundof Sperberand Wilson's(1986a/95)relevance theory. In 3.1.2 1
set out Sperberand Wilson's respectivedefinitions of their principle of relevance and
what they call ostensive-inferentialcommunication.
In chapter 21 observedthat Chomsky'slinguistic semanticsis constituted by LF
representations-- "mental representations"which have no relation to, and are therefore
neither true nor false of, things in the world. For Chomsky'slinguistic expressionsto
expressthe sort of propositional and entertainablemeaningswhich bear upon "human
interests,intentions, goals and actions"

-- to expressa concept even as elementaryas

nameablething -- their LF representationshave to interface with the C-I performance
systems,i.e. haveto be used(by an agent).
Sperber and Wilson, whose relevancetheory is the subject of this chapter, also
subscribeto the notion of linguistic semanticrepresentationsas mentalobjectsthat "never
surfaceto consciousness"(1986a/95: 193) -- and therefore as distinct from the sort of
truth-theoreticpropositionalmeaningwhich could be saidto be literal (or non-literal). So
within the framework of classicalrelevancetheory, literalness(or non-literalness)doesnot
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Ilanguage
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how
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how
in
I-language
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of
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is
ironically,
that
Wilson's
Sperber
problem,
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and
-- unlike
Chomsky, who simply asserts that his I-linguistic semanticsis independentof the
to
be)
they
is
(or
it
provide some
in
attempt
embedded
can
-performancesystems which
linguistic
between
truth-theoretic
distinction
for
and
their
sort of semantic grounds
the
two
the
which
assumptions
upon
In
3.2-3.3.11
that
of
each
semantics. sections
argue
distinction appearsto be basedpresupposesin its turn that linguistic and truth-theoretic
distinction
the
the
relevance
in
which
to
override
semanticsare related such a way as
theoristsseekto make.
The first of thesetwo assumptions(discussedin sections3.2-3.2.1) is that many(but,
problematically,not all) linguistic expressionsare non-truth-conditionaland non-truthforms.
However,
logical
incomplete"
in
"semantically
evaluable virtue of encoding
Sperberand Wilson also claim that such logical forms undergo formal logical operations
like truth-theoretic propositions do, and enter into logical relations with truth-theoretic
has
form
logical
linguistically
is
it
is
What
encoded
propositions.
more,
essentialthat a
these features,in order that it may be "developed' into a truth-theoretic propositional
form -- i.e. so that it may be used to expressa truth-theoretic propositional form. The
in
is
development
logicalform
outlined the expository
relevance-theoreticprocess of
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idea
in
that
Wilson's
3.2,
3.2.1
discuss
Sperber
1
section
and
while section
and criticise
there are "semanticallyincomplete"logical forms which haveto be "developed".
The secondassumptionwhich underliesthe relevance-theoreticdistinction between
linguistic and truth-theoretic semantics(discussedin 3.3) is that there are some truthin
forms
fully
non-truth-theoretic virtue of
which are nevertheless
evaluable,
propositional
being "trivially true or blatantlyfalse"(Carston1998: 160) and/ or "too unspecified"(ibid:
164) to be somethingwhich "humansare interestedin communicating"(Sperber and
Wilson 1986a/95:174).Examplesof theseinclude

(a) It will take sometime to get there.
(b) I haven'teaten.

Thus the secondof Sperberand Wilson's reasonsfor distinguishinglinguistic semantics
from real, truth-theoretic semantics has to do with their view of truth-theoretic
propositions as propositionswhich are worth entertainingor communicating-- in short,
Sperber
Wilson's
that
This,
and
propositionswhich are relevant.
of course,presupposes
"non-truth-theoretic" propositions and truth-theoretic propositional forms are
interchangeableto the extent that one can measurethe former's lack of relevanceagainst
the relevanceof the latter.
I concludethat Sperberand Wilson'sattemptto distinguishlinguistic semanticsfrom
truth-theoretic semantics-- to set languageapart from what it is usedfor -- not only fails
on its own terms, but also createsproblems for the relevanceframework. Within the
wider context of this thesis, my conclusionssuggestthat, while the idea of linguistic
expressionsas vehicle-meaningpairs does presupposesome sort of distinction between
the meaningof the "linguistic" vehicle, and the meaningwhich the vehicle is used to
express, it also presupposesa notion of language use -- of "linguistic" vehicles as
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specifically for being uttered -- which an absolute ontological distinction between
linguistic andtruth-theoreticsemanticsis simplynot consistentwith.

3.1 Relevancetheory's Fodoreanfoundations

Before I go into the relevancetheory accountof communicationand non-literalness,it is
necessaryto discussthe Fodoreanframeworkassumedby Sperberand Wilson on certain
fundamentalsconcerningthought andlanguage.
Firstly, Sperberand Wilson's relevancetheory is predicatedon the assumptionthat
cognition is computational.This view of cognition -- which they take very much for
granted -- is set out in some detail, and argued for, in Fodor's 1975 Yhe language of
thought. (SeealsoFodor 1987.) One of its most important aspectshasto do with the fact
that computationpresupposesa mediumfor computation,a meansof representingwhat
the computationscompute:i.e. a representationalsystemor language.Thus Fodor posits
an internal language,a "languageof thought", in which cognitive processesare carried
out. Take perception,for example,which he definesas the formation and confirmationof
hypotheses about what the world is like (1975: 44-9). On his computationalrepresentationalapproach,this would involve the inference(computation) of conclusions
(representationsof hypothesesconstructedand chosen)from premises(representationsof
perceptualinf6rmation,aswell asinformationstoredin the memory).
Secondly, Sperberand Wilson also subscribeto Fodor's modularity thesis (Fodor
1983), which distinguishesbetween input systems(or modules) and central systems.
According to Fodor, all of these systemsare computationaland representational,but in
different ways. The input systemsperform computationsover perceptualrepresentations,
and eachinput systemonly processesinformation in a representationalformat peculiarto
itself -- the visual module only processingvisual information, the auditory module only
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processingacoustic information, and so on. Fodor calls this property of input systems
"domain specificity"-throw the
only
a
relatively
restricted
class
can
of
stimulations
...
switch that turns [an input system] on... (1983: 49)

input
Sperber
describe
"local":
Wilson
while
and
processes
as
-local process is either context-free or sensitive only to
a
...
contextual information from some set domain... (1986a/95: 65)

All these domain specific input systemsfunction to convert perceptual information,
representedin their different ways, to the singleformat which constitutesthe domainfor
the operation of the central processes.Fodor arguesthat it is the central systemsthat
integrate what the input systems(and memory) deliver, and "use this information to
constrainthe computationof 'besthypotheses'about what the world is like" (1983: 104).
This meansthat the central systemsare what Fodor calls "domain inspecific" (ibid: 103),
in the sensethat they take into accountand operateover all availableinformation,whether
the information is provided by the input systems,stored in the memory ("background
knowledge" (ibid: 102) ) or, possibly,innate. Or, to use Sperberand Wilson's term, the
central systemsare "global" as opposed to "local", in that they have "free accessto
conceptualmemory"(1986a/95:65).
Thirdly, Sperberand Wilson sharethe Fodoreanview of natural languageutterances
asperceptualinformation:
(e.g., sentencetokens) are themselvesobjects to be
utterances
...
perceptuallyidentified, just as mountains,teacups, and four-alarm
fires are. (Fodor 1983:44)
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To be more precise, they seeutterances of linguistic expressions as perceptual infon-nation
in a particular representational format, processable only by the appropriate input system.
They regard this input system as a specifically linguistic module which converts utterance
information into conceptual representationsover which the central systemscan operate.
Note that although he sometimes refers to input systems as perceptual systems (e.g.

1983: 43-4), Fodor's theory of perceptionhas it that nothing is perceivedwithout the
information
input
He
that
the
of
participation of
about
processing
central systems. argues
someaspectof the world is necessarybut not sufficientfor that aspectof the world to be
actuallyperceived.This is because:
is a mechanismof belief fixation par excellence:the
perception
...
is
the acquisitionof
transaction
normal consequence
of a perceptual
a perceptualbelief. (ibid: 40)

In terms of computationsand representations,
the fixation of perceptualbelief involvesthe
confirmation of hypothesesabout what the world is like, or is said to be like. It is not
possible for any single input system,with its own computationaland representational
system,to perform such a task, since all the input systems(not to mention memory)
provide information about the world, and any of this information may be relevantto the
constructionof representationsof how the world appearsto be (ibid: 102-3).The "global"
central systems,on the other hand,do haveaccessto the output of all the input systems-in fact, presumably,to every sourceof conceptualrepresentationsthat the mind has.Thus
it is the central systemsthat carry out inferentialprocesseson representations,while the
input systemsmerelyprovide someof theserepresentations.Or, as Fodor puts it, it is the
central systemswhich "people have in mind when they talk, pretheoretically,of such
mental processesas thought and problem-solving" (ibid: 103, my italics). The input
systems,on the other hand, merely function to "representthe world' so as to make it
"accessibleto thought" (ibid: 40).
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All this hasto be borne in mind when one considersthe particular caseof utterance
interpretation.The languagemoduleis, of course,an essentialpart of the process.Fodor
points out that
Understandinga token sentencepresumablyinvolves assigningit a
structural description, this being part and parcel of computing a
token-to-type relation; and that is preciselythe sort of function we
shouldexpectan input systemto perform.(ibid: 44)

But if understandingan utterance is a "typical perceptual process" (ibid: 45), then
obviously it cannot consist of input computationsalone. Or, to put it another way,
utteranceinterpretationcannot simply be the matchingof physicalforms to concepts,or
the conversionof particulartypesof sensorydata(i.e. utterancephenomena,like acoustic
or orthographic objects) into conceptualrepresentationsupon which central processes
may operate. Following Fodor's notion of what perceptioninvolves, it is clear that an
utterance is understood only when the conceptualoutput of the languagemodule is
operatedupon by the centralsystems.
To summarisethe mainFodoreanideaswhich relevancetheory assumes:

(1) Cognitive processesare computational,and have representationalsystemsin
which to compute.
(2) There is a distinction between (A) systemswhose function is to provide
representationsof information about the world (the INPUT SYSTEMS), and (B)
systems which perform inferential processesover those representations(the
CENTRAL SYSTEMS).
(3) One of the input systemsis a languagemodule, which together with the
-centralsystems-- is essentialfor, and specificto, utteranceinterpretation.
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(4) The distinction between the language module and central systems is
(N)
distinction
Wilson
between
Sperber
the
call
coextensivewith
and
what
"NATURAL" (or EXTERNAL) LANGUAGES, the representationsof which
form the domain for the operation of the language module; and (B') an
R,TMRNAL LANGUAGE (or languageof thought), the medium for central
computations.

In conclusion,I must stressthat it is Sperberand Wilson's "natural" or external
languages- representationalformats over which the linguistic input systemoperates-that I am talking about when I use terms such as "linguistic", "linguistic expressions",
"sentences","linguistic semanticrepresentations"and (obviously) "languagemodule" in
this chapter.When I discussinternal language- the mediumfor central computationsI will refer to it as such(e.g. "formulaeof the internallanguage").

3.1.1 Relevancetheory's departures from Fodor

That the languagemodule on its own cannot effect utterance interpretation is one of
relevancetheory's starting points. Sperberand Wilson certainly share Fodor's view of
utteranceinterpretationas a largely central and thereforeinferentialprocessinvolving the
constructionand confirmationof hypothesesaboutthe speaker'scommunicativeintentions
(Fodor 1975: 108, and fh7). From this they also conclude, explicitly, that linguistic
expressions(LEs) and linguistic meaningsin themselves-- without any interaction with
the centralsystems,without any interactionwith thought, i. e. without being used-- are of
no immediatecognitive significanceto utteranceproduceror interpreter:
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One entertains thoughts; one does not entertain semantic
representationsof sentences.Semanticrepresentationsof sentences
If they did,
are mental objectsthat never surfaceto consciousness.
they would seem entirely uninteresting (except, of course, to
semanticists).(1986a/95:193)1

Or, as Carston(1998: 103)puts it, "We do not communicatelogical forms (thoughwe do
communicatevia logical forms)".
These remarks seem consistentwith Fodoes conception of the input and central
is
Sperber
in
fact
but
interpretation,
in
this
where
and
systems' respective roles utterance
Wilson begin to diverge from Fodor. To begin with, the language module occupies a far
more important place in Fodor's theory than in Sperber and Wilson's. For Fodor, a
"natural" or external language is "a system of conventions for the expression of
communicative intentions" (1975: 106), and

Verbal communicationis possiblebecausethe speakerand hearer
both know what the conventionsare andhow to use them: What the
[acoustic
U
knows
him
to
object]
of
speaker
pick a value
allows
intends
[what
M
to
the
speaker
which encodesa given value of
him
knows
hearer
to pick the
the
allows
communicate],and what
(ibid:
U.
108)
is
by
value ofM which encoded a givenvalue of

The knowledgeof suchlinguistic conventionsmaybe usedto
[effect] a certain correspondencebetween the mental states of
...
speakerand hearer:The speakeris enabledto construct utterances
intends
he
do
them to express;the
the
that
which
express messages
hearer is enabledto construe the communicativeintentions of the
speaker.(ibid)
I This last sentenceis somewhatat oddswith the point Sperberand Wilson are making that
linguistic semanticrepresentations
are not what we communicateor entertainunlessthey have
beenincorporatedwith thoughtin someway. Within the relevanceframeworkit is true that
But if they did, they would be
semanticrepresentations
of LEs "neversurfaceto consciousness".
interesting,and not just to semanticists they would be interestingsimply in virtue of having
They would not surfaceto consciousness
if they were not beingused,or
surfacedto consciousness.
thoughtof; and if they were beingusedor thoughtof they must be interesting.
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In other words, Fodor assumesthat there is a direct and systematiccorrespondence
between "messages"and linguisticallyencodedsemanticrepresentations;and, therefore,
that the recovery of "messages"is simply a matter of decoding(even though the actual
perception of linguistically encodedsemanticrepresentationsas "messages"is brought
about only by the centralprocesses).So it seemsthat this Fodor 1975 accountof verbal
communication is based on what Sperber and Wilson call the code model of
communication(1986a/95:2).
For Sperberand Wilson, on the other hand,there is no such concurrencebetween
what the utterer of an LE intendsto convey,and the semanticcontent of that LE. They
arguethat what a speakercommunicateswhen he utters an LE is much more, and much
more complex,than the semanticcontentof that LE. They also arguethat this additional
non-linguistic content has to be inferentially recovered.To observe that Sperber and
Wilson differ from Fodor in this respectmay seemsomewhattrivial -- after all, there is no
doubt that pragmatic inferenceand implication featuresprominentlyin relevancetheory,
while it is not clear if Fodor 1975 takes pragmaticsinto considerationat all. Thus one
might argue that the differenceis simply down to the absenceof a semantic-pragmatic
distinction, and Fodor's (1975) situating of all verbally conu-nunicatedmeaningin the
semanticsof "natural" or externallanguages.
However, there is at least one point upon which Sperberand Wilson's account of
utteranceinterpretationuncontrovertiblYdivergesfrom Fodor's.They attribute a property
(if one can call it a property) to linguistic meaning which practically guaranteesthe
involvementof inferentialprocesses,evenif the central systemswere not alreadydeemed
essential for utterance interpretation: they claim that LEs either are, or often are,
SENLANTICALLY INCONDLETE. According to Sperber and Wilson, a semantic
representationof an LE is a linguistically eticodedlogicalform -- a logical form being
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formed formula, a structured set of constituents,which
a
well
...
undergoes formal logical operations determined by its stucture.
(1986a/95:72)

linguistically
logical
forms
"semantically
that
these
and
most
of
are
encoded
-incomplete"andthereforenon-propositionalandincapableof being true orfalse (ibid):
the senseof a sentenceis often an incompletelogical form. (ibid:
...
73, my italics)
Semanticrepresentations[i.e. linguistic ones] are incompletelogical
forms, i.e. at best fragmentaryrepresentationsof thoughts.We have
argued that they are incompletein more than one way: not just
becausethey contain indeterminatereferring expressionssuch as
pronouns, but also becausethey contain underdefinedcontituents
suchas 'too', 'sometime', or the genitive.(ibid: 193)

For example,they maintainthat the pronounsin the sentence

(5) Shecarriedit in her hand.

"do not correspondto definite concepts,but merely mark an unoccupiedplace where a
concept might go" (1986a/95:72-3). So the logical form which (5) encodescannot be
usedto representa stateof affairs in a possibleor actualworld, and hencecannotbe true
or false.
Note that Sperberand Wilson seemto be simultaneouslyclaimingthat ALL linguistic
semantic representationsare "incomplete logical forms" (1986a/ 95: 193), and that
linguistic semanticrepresentationsare "often" (ibid: 73) but NOT ALWAYS incomplete
logical forms. It is clear that Sperberand Wilson do acceptthe existenceof semantically
complete,fully propositionalLEs, for they statethat
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(5a) No one ever carriedanything.

"is, or can be understoodas, propositional"(ibid:73). But the words "can be understood
as [propositional]" suggestthat (5a) can also be "understoodas NON-propositional".
Those words also suggest that, for Sperber and Wilson, the notion of "what is
propositional" is inseparablefrom the notion of "the propositionunderstoodto havebeen
expressed".Furthermore, if some linguistically encoded logical forms are or can be
propositional,then surelyall linguisticallyencodedlogical forms are propositional,simply
becausethosethat are will be entailedby thosethat are supposednot to be.
I will be returning to this problematic distinction between the "semantically
incomplete" and the fully propositional in section 3.2.1. Here, my main purpose is to make
the following point: Sperber and Wilson agree with Fodor that verbal communication
involves both the language module and the central systems, and that the language module
decodes linguistically encoded semantic representations, but have a different view of the
central systems' role in utterance interpretation. For Fodor this appears to be confined to
the confirmation of perceptual belief, leaving the burden of propositionality to be carried
by the language module. Sperber and Wilson, however, claim that the central systems also
contribute -- and must contribute -- to what the speaker conveys.
These opposing views are based on a disagreement concerning the role -- or rather,
roles -- of language in human thought and behaviour. But first, consider what the
relevance theorists and Fodor do agree about. Like Fodor, Sperber and Wilson claim the
following:

(6) A language is "a grammar-governed representational system" or "a set of
semantically interpreted well-formed formulas" (Sperber and Wilson 1986a/ 95:
173).
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(7) The formulas of languagesare semantically interpreted in more ways than one
(Fodor 1975: 65-6,73) -- they may be "put into systematic correspondence...with
the formulas of another language, with states of the user of the language, or with
possible states of the world" (Sperber and Wilson 1986a/95: 173).
(8) How a language is semantically interpreted depends on what that language is
fo r.
(9) Language is a medium for cognition (hence internal language) as well as
communication --

Language is an essential tool for the processing and
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Any
information.
with a
or
organism
memorisingof
be
memorymust ableto representpast statesof the world or
draw
device
to
itself
the
Any
ability
with
organismor
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inferences must have a representational system whose
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173)
1986a/95:
Wilson
(Sperber
and
eachother.

devices
for
--- and especially the cognitiveprocessesof communicating
Two devicescapableof communicatingwith eachother must
information
internally
the
be
representing
also
capable of
internal
language.
have
therefore
an
communicated,and must
(ibid: 174)

But, unlike Fodor, SperberandWilson stressthat althoughlanguageas definedin (6)
is absolutelynecessaryfor cognition, it is
for
non-coded
communication:
not
a
necessary
medium
...
communicationexists.(ibid: 174)

They point out that there is another model of communication,the inferential model,
accordingto which
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is achieved by the communicator providing
communication
...
intentions
her
inferring
her
intentions
the
of
evidence
and
audience
from the evidence.(ibid: 24)

They argue that purely inferential communicationexists (ibid: 26) -- it is possible,for
example, to communicate something through (or infer someone's communicative
intentions from) movementsof somepart of the face or body, those movementsbeing
"evidence"of the communicator'sintentions.More importantly, the output of linguistic
decodingis also regardedby Sperberand Wilson as constitutingevidencefrom which the
input
(ibid:
linguistic
27).
It
infers
intentions
the
the
the
audience
personwho provided
of
follows from this view of linguistic decoding(which in itself is perfectly consistentwith
Fodor's claim that the central processesare a necessarypart of utteranceinterpretation),
together with the possibility of purely inferential communication, that coded
communication via linguistic encoding and decoding is subservient to inferential
communication.In other words, if

(10) inferentialcommunicationis possiblewithout the involvementof the language
module,and
(11) the languagemodule's sole purpose is to provide evidencefor inferential
communication--

then, as a meansof communication,linguistic encodingand decodingmust be secondary
to the centralinferentialmechanisms.
And it is on the basisof (10) and (11) that Sperberand Wilson maintain:LEs need
not -- and therefore do not -- encode everything that a speaker might want to
communicate,sincethe interpretationprocesswill invariably be completed(inferentially)
by the centralsystems.Thus they arguethat the semanticsof "naturaP/ externallanguages
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"might be too weak to encodeall humanlythinkablethoughts" (1986a/95: 193),in virtue
it,
Carston
in
Or,
puts
the
their
of
role communication. as
secondarynatureof
languagesystemdoes not have the resourcesto encodethe
the
...
I
in
am
what
and
expressing,
propositions speakers succeed
for
is
here
is
this: that sort
that
there
reason
good
a very
suggesting
'mind-reading'
A
is
powerful
redundant.
of expressive power
behaviour
human
interpretation
in
is
quite
the
of
capacity employed
generally...(1998: 55)

There is an even more fundamentallevel at which Sperberand Wilsorfs departureg
from Fodor may be considered.To SperberandWilson,
The fact that the semantic representationsof natural-language
inferential
for
tools
communicationsuggests
expressionsare merely
languages
before
had
inferential
to
external
that
exist
communication
developed:humanexternallanguagesare of adaptivevalue only for a
inferential
in
involved
deeply
communication.
species already
(1986a/95:176)

Carstonalso observesthat
The wide applicationof this capacity[for inferentialcommunication]
in humancognitive activity and its presencein rudimentaryform in
it
lack
linguistic
reasonableto suppose
make
system,
apes, who
a
that the linguistic code evolved later than, or perhapsin step with,
the capacityto attribute mentalstates.(1998: 55)

In contrast,Fodor thinks that the view of the centralsystemsas "philogeneticallyprior" to
the input systems (including, presumably,the linguistic one) is "[a] fairly dubious
input
"with
instead
[assumption]"
(1983:
their
43),
that
systems,
evolutionary
suggesting
be
in
fact
function",
the
domain
could
relatively rigid
specificity and automaticity of
"aboriginalprototypes"of inference-makingcentralsystems(ibid).
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I have demonstratedthat, for Sperberand Wilson, communicationis predon-dnantly
inferential, and linguistic decodingvery much a subsidiarymechanism.Hencethey argue
that there is a division of interpretationallabourbetweenthe languagemodule(decoding)
and the centralsystems(inference)duringverbalcommunication.
do
is
LEs
One of the consequences
that
these
not needto -- and therefore
of
views
do not -- encodeeverythingthat the speakermight intend to communicate.This is clearly
(1981:
226):
his
"principle
interpretation
Kat;
es
of
effability"
at oddswith
of
stronger
Katz's principle of effability: Every proposition (thought) is
language.
in
by
expressible somesentence everynatural
Katz!s stronger interpretation of the effability principle: Every
thought is encodedby a senseof some sentence.(in Sperberand
Wilson'swords, 1986a/95:191)

For Sperberand Wilson, not every thought is encodedby a "natural"/ externallanguage
sentence,becausethe nature of "natural" languagesis such that they cannot encode
certain aspectsof thought, and the nature of verbal communicationis such that they do
not need to.2 Reference,for example,is regardedby Sperberand Wilson as obviously
ineffable:
being
be
the
two
to
think
same
man...
without
of
able
people
may
...
able to think exactly the same thought, becausethey might not
individuatehim in exactlythe sameway. Similarly,by saying'He has
it
in
is
induce
I
in
that
to
thought
similar
mine
gone' may
which
you a
individual,
is
he
(that
the
the
thing
of
gone)
same
predicates
same
but which differs from mine in the way you fix the referenceof 'He'.
(1986a/95:192-3)

21 am assumingthat Katz agreeswith Sperberand Wilson on what "thoughts"are i.e.
(i.e. propositionsin the internal languageformat).
conceptualrepresentations
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More generally, Recanati (1987,1995;

cited in Carston 1998: 37-8) suggests that

linguistic
is
determined
he
by
In
Recanati
1993,
the
that
argues
reference always
context.
semantic content of a proper name is not so much a meaning, as a sort of procedure or
bearer
identity
its
bearer
the
the
to
that
the
of
constraint specifying
proper name refers
-being, of course, a matter of context. He also proposes (in Recanati 1987) that the
defined
discourse",
"domain
depends
definite
description
the
of
on
reference of a
always
(Recanati
her
his
"that
true"
as
to
the
utterance
or
as
with respect which
speaker presents
1987: 62).
Thus Sperber and Wilson conclude:

It seemsto us neitherparadoxicalnor counterintuitiveto say that there
are thoughtsthat we cannotexactly share,and that communicationcan
be successfulwithout resulting in an exact duplication of thoughts in
communicator and audience.We see communicationas a matter of
duplicating
thoughts.
of
not
enlarging mutual cognitive environments,
(1986a/95:193)

Carstonexpressessimilar sentimentswhen shesuggeststhat
A speaker'schoice of linguistic form takes account of the hearer's
immediatelyaccessibleassumptions,encodingjust what seemsto be
intended
inferential
hearer's
direct
the
to
to
the
processes
necessary
interpretation...Verbal communication,on this view, is not a means
of thought duplication; the thought(s) that the speaker seeks to
in
if
the mind of
replicated
communicateare seldom, ever, perfectly
the audience...(1998:18)

3.1.2 Ostensive-inferential communication and the principle of relevance

As I havementionedin the previoussections,Sperberand Wilson claim that there are two
modesof communication;andthat one, codedcommunication,is subservientto the other,
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inferentialcommunication.Codedcommunicationinvolves,of course,a code:a systemof
message-signalpairs which enablesinformation-processingdevicesto communicateby
decodingsignalsinto which messages
are encoded.According to Sperberand Wilson, the
Morse code is an exampleof a simplecode -- "a straightforwardlist of message-signal
pairs" (ibid: 4) -- while an exampleof a more complexcode is the grammarof a language,
which "pairs phoneticand semanticrepresentations
of sentences"(ibid: 9). Languagethus
defined is therefore a mediumfor coded communication.However, Sperberand Wilson
argue that this type of coded cominunicationis an essentialcomponentof, but does not
constitute,verbal communication.This is becausethey regardverbal communicationas a
particular kind of ostensive-inferentialcommunicationthat is strengthenedby coded
communicationvia "natural"/ externallanguages(1986a/95:63).
Before a formal definition of ostensive-inferential
communicationcan be given, the
notions of (A) MANIF STNESS,and of the communicator's(B) INFORMATIVE and
(C) COMMUNICATIVE INTENTIONS, haveto be introduced:

(A) An assumptionis manifestto an individualat a given time "if and only if he is
capableat that time of representingit mentallyand acceptingits representationas
true or probably true" (ibid: 39). Thus to make an assumption manifest to
someoneis to presentit as true or probably true, or to make it perceptibleor
inferable.
(B) A communicator'sinformative intention is to make manifestor more manifest
to the audiencea set of assumptions(I) (ibid: 58).
(C) A communicator'scommunicativeintention is to make mutually manifestto
audienceand comunicatorthe latter'sinformativeintention (ibid: 61).

This is Sperberand Wilson'sdefinition of ostensive-inferentialcommunication:
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Ostensive-inferentialcommunication:the communicatorproducesa
stimulus which makes it mutually manifest to communicator and
audiencethat the communicatorintends,by meansof this stimulus,
to make manifest or more manifest to the audience a set of
assumptions(I). (ibid: 63)

For a stimulus-- an ostensivestimulus-- to evincethe communicator'sintention to
make manifest or more manifest (I)

(i.e. to evince the communicator'sinformative

intention), it has to (a) attract the audience'sattention, and (b) focus the audience!
s
attention on the communicator'scommunicativeintention (ibid: 153). An example-- in
fact the examplepar excellence of how (a) is achievedis the use of languagein verbal
-communication.As Sperberand Wilson point out, "spokenutterancesin one'sown native
languageautomatically impingeon the attention" (ibid, my italics).
As for (b): a stimulus may focus the audience'sattention on the communicative
intention in virtue of being RELEVANT if and only if the audiencetakes it to havebeen
producedwith a communicativeintention -- i.e. if and only it is taken to be an ostensive
stimulus. A phenomenon is relevant if it gives rise to large and numerous
CONTEXTUAL EFFECTSwhen it is processedwith minimumeffort. Contextualeffects
arise from the interactionbetweennew information conveyedby some phenomenonand
the old information of a particularcontext.They come in three categories:the addition of
new assumptions;the providing of evidencefor, and therefore strengtheningof, old
assumptions;and the providing of evidenceagainst old assumptions,leading to their
abandonment.The relevanceof a phenomenonis proportionate to its contextual effects
and processingcosts -- the stronger and more numerous the contextual effects, the
smallerthe processingcosts,the more relevantthe phenomenon.
When the communicator's informative intention has been made manifest, the
addresseehas to "construct possibleinterpretive hypothesesabout the contents of (I),
and to choose the right one" (ibid: 165). Sperber and Wilson's PRINCIPLE OF
RELEVANCE statesthat
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Every act of ostensive communication communicates the
(ibid:
158).
its
of
own
optimal
relevance.
presumption

So one of the members of (I)

OPTHAAL
OF
be
PRESUNTTION
the
must

RELEVANCE:
Presumptionof optimal relevance
(a) The ostensivestimulusis relevantenoughfor it to be worth the
it.
to
addressee's
effort process
(b) The ostensivestimulusis the most relevantone compatiblewith
the communicator'sabilitiesandpreferences.(1995: 270)3

In other words, every act of ostensivecommunicationcarries a guaranteeof its own
has
he
hypothesis
the
Hence
reasonto
which
the addressee
will choose
optimal relevance.
think will confirm the presumptionof optimal relevance.This hypothesisshould be the
first accessiblehypothesisconsistentwith the principle of relevance.According to the
have
used a
the
not
secondpart of the presumptionof relevance, communicatorwould
stimulus which sends the addresseeon an effort-wasting pursuit of more than one
hypothesis (1986a/95: 168).

3.2 Sperber and Wilson's account of verbal communication:

logical form

development

In this section, Sperberand Wilson's account of verbal communicationis describedin
terms of an "assumptionconstruction"processwhich they refer to as LOGICAL FORM
DEVELOPMENT
3 This "presumptionof optimal relevance"is the revisedversiongiven in the "Postface"of the
secondedition of Sperberand Wilson'sRelevance:communicationand cognition.
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Sperber and Wilson's example (1986a/95: 176-82) has Mary uttering the complex

sound

(1) [ ItlgetkaUld ]

in the presenceof Peter. Being "a perceptiblemodification of the physicalenvironment"
(ibid: 176),this utterancemakesmanifestto Petera set of assumptions(A). The members
of (A) include

(2)(a) Someonehasmadea sound.
(b) Mary is at home.

But since(1) is, specifically,a "linguistic stimulus",it also makesmanifestthe assumption
that

(3) Mary hasutteredthe sentence'It will get cold!

As mentionedabove, Sperberand Wilson claim that utteranceslike (1) "automatically
impinge on the attention" (ibid: 153). In terms of Fodor 1983, this is becauselinguistic
decodingis performedby an input system,and, like all other input processes,performed
automatically on the system'sbeing triggered by some "linguistic stimulus". Hence a
semanticrepresentationwill be automaticallyassignedto (1), makingmanifestassumption
(3) in the process.
Verbal communicationproper begins "when an utterance...is manifestlychosenby
the speakerfor its semanticproperties" (1986a/95: 178). Sperberand Wilson point out
that we usually do assumethat utterancesare used for communicationin virtue of their
linguistic semanticproperties-- the reasonbeing that the first accessibleinterpretationof
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an utterancethat is consistentwith the principle of relevancetends to be basedon that
utterance's automatically (and therefore very easily) recoverable linguistic semantic
representation(ibid). So Mary'sutterance(1) would alsomakemanifestthe assumption

(4) Mary hassaidto Peter'It will get cold.'

and, "sincesayingsomethingto someoneis a caseof ostensivecommunication"(ibid), the
assumption

(5) There is a set of assumptionsfI)

intends
Mary
to make manifestto
which

Peterby sayingto him 'It will get cold.'

as well. Having made (5) manifest, Mary would have achieved her communicative
intention -- i.e. shehasmadeit mutually manifestto herselfand Peter that sheintendsto
make (I) manifestto Peter. And if Peter "both understandsher and trusts her enough"
(ibid: 179), then she would also have achievedher informative intention
i.
her
e.
-intention to make {I) manifestto Peter. In that case,{I) would be a subsetof {A), and
Peter'stask would be to decide which membersof {A) were also membersof {I). In
short, Peter's task is to decide which of the assumptionsmade manifest by Mary's
utterance are also communicated,or intended to have been made manifest, by the
utterance-- i.e. to identify the EXPLICATURES and IMPLICATURES of the utterance.
Sperberand Wilson'sdefinition of explicitnesswill be given at the end of this section.At
this point it is sufficient to state that the main difference between explicatures and
implicaturesis that an explicaturehassomelinguisticallyencodedsemanticrepresentation
as a "sub-part",while an implicaturedoesnot.
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The rest of this section deals with the progress from linguistic
representation via propositionalform

semantic

to explicature by way of logical form development.

After it has been made manifest to him that

(5) There is a set of assumptions(I)

which Mary intendsto make manifestto

Peterby sayingto him'It will get cold.'

Peter clearly has to make something propositional out of the supposedly nonpropositional logical form which he had recoveredthrough linguistic decoding,before he
have
logical
(I)
begin
identify
that
fully
to
the
of
which
can even
propositional members
form as a sub-part(i.e. the explicatures).
According to Sperberand Wilson, the task of assigninga uniquePROPOSITIONAL
FORM to an utterance is an inferential one, and involves disambiguation,reference
logical
linguistically
form
the
encoded
assignmentand generalenrichmentof
utterance's
(1986a/95: 179,185-91). In the caseof Mary's utterance,Peter has to decide whether
'cold' meansexperiencingcold or inducing cold, assigna referent to 'it', and enrich the
meaningof "vagueitems" like 'will' (bid: 179). If, for example,he decidesthat 'it' refersto
the dinner and 'cold' meansinducing cold, and adds very soon to the meaningof 'will',
then he would take the propositionalform of Mary's utteranceto be

(6) The dinnerwill get cold very soon.

It should be stressedthat (6) is merely what Peter assumesto be the propositional
form of Mary's utterance,and may or may not be a memberof the set of assumptions(I)
communicatedby the utterance.In other words, we should rememberthat Peter would
not know whether or not (6) is the explicature of the utterance -- not until he has
identified the mood in which (6) is expressed,and, more importantly, the propositional
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attitude which Mary intendedto communicate(ibid: 180). Sperberand Wilson claim that
mood is linguisticallydetermined,andunderdetermines
propositionalattitude.
According to Sperberand Wilson (ibid: 180-1), the propositional forra (6) is an
explicature only if the propositionalattitude is one of assertion. In other words, Mary
that shehasassertedit. SperberandWilson
communicates(6) if andonly if Peterassumes
arguethat it is not enoughfor him to recoverthe assumption

(7) Mary hassaidthat the dinnerwill get cold very soon.

because
-in the weak senseof 'saying that' which correspondsto the
...
declarativemood, one can saythat P without communicatingthat
dinner
in
believes
P.
For
that
the
that
will get
one
example, saying
cold very soon, Mary might be speaking metaphorically or
ironically, in which case she would not communicatethat she
believesthat the dinnerwill get cold very soon.(ibid: 180)

Nor do they think it is enoughfor Peterto assumethat

(8) Mary believesthat the dinnerwill get cold very soon

--because
A speakerwho communicatesthat she believesthat P does not
automatically communicatethat P. For instance, suppose it is
mutually manifestthat Peter believesthat the dinner will stay hot
for as long as it takes him to finish what he is doing, and that he
has no reasonto trust Mary's opinion more than his own. Then
Mary could not have intendedher utteranceto achieverelevance
by making manifestto Peter that the dinner would get cold very
soon, but only by making manifestthat she believesit will. (ibid:
181)
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It is only when he decidesthat Mary is in fact assertingthat the dinner will get cold
be
(7)-(8),
(6),
to
intended
Peter
made
as well as
very soon, that
would assumethat she
manifestby her utterance.Sperberand Wilson refer to such an utterance-- one which
its
is
form
its
form;
cornmunicates propositional
or rather, one whose propositional
having
"as
(6)-(8)
describe
They
ASSERTION.
ORDINARY
as
also
explicature-- as an
(ibid:
More
181).
by
logical
forms
the
the
utterance"
sub-parts one of
encoded
FORM
LOGICAL
TBE
OF
(6)-(8)
is
DEVELOPMENT
encoded
specifically,eachof
a
by Mary's utterance-- havingbeen
information
by
to
inferentially,
contextual
using
constructed
...
form,
into
form
logical
this
a propositional
completeand enrich
into
is
then
an assumptionschema
which
optionally embedded
typically expressingan attitudeto it' (ibid).

This notion of logical form development is significant in that it is an integral part of
Sperber and Wilson's definition of ENPLICITNESS:

Explicitness
An assumptioncommunicatedby an utteranceU is explicit if and
(ibid:
U.
by
form
logical
if
it
is
development
encoded
only
of a
a
182)

(6)-(8), therefore,constitutethe explicit contentof Mary's utterance.In short, (6)-(8) are
the EXPLICATURES of Mary's utterance.And what Sperberand Wilson would call an
ordinary assertion is an utterance whose propositional form constitutes one of its
explicatures.This, then, is the differencebetweenSperberand Wilson's explicaturesand
implicatures: both explicature and implicature are assumptionscommunicatedby an
utterance,but only the explicatureis a developmentof the logicalform encodedby the
utterance.An explicatureusually does have some non-linguistic content -- logical form
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developmentis an inferential process but the differencelies in the fact that explicatures
-have linguistically encoded logical forms as "sub-parts", while the derivation of
implicaturesis entirely inferential.
Here is a summaryof the respectiveplacesof (linguistically encoded)logical form,
propositional form and explicature within Sperber and Wilson's account of verbal
communication.
The hearerwho has recoveredonly the linguisticallyencodedLOGICAL FORM of
the sentenceuttered by the speakerknowsthat:

The speakerhas uttered "S" (S: the sentencewhich encodesthe
logical form)

by
is
he
the
something
uttering the
that
whether
or not assumes
speaker communicating
-sentence.Even if he did assumethat somethingwas communicated,he would not have
madeany assumptionsaboutwhat it is.
Nor would he havemadeany assumptionsabout what was said -- not, at least,until
he hasconstructedthe PROPOSITIONAL FORM of the utterancefrom the logical form.
The hearerwho hasidentifiedthe propositionalform P assumesthat

The speakerhassaidthat P.

Such an assumptionis an EXPLICATURE in itself, since the speakerwho intendedto
communicatesomethingby sayingthat P must at least have communicatedthat he has
said that P. But it is only when the hearer assumesthat P has been asserted by the
speaker,that he would be able to identify P as an explicature -- i.e. assumethat the
speakerhascommunicatedP.
Therefore--
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LOGICAL FORM: what is encodedby the speaker'sutterance.
PROPOSITIONALFORM: what is said by the speaker.
ENPLICATURE: what is communicated,or intendedto be made
manifest,by the speaker.

In view of SperberandWilson'saccountof non-literalness(which will be discussedin
3.3), it is necessaryto point out that there appearsto be two ways of developinga given
logicalform.
According to Sperberand Wilson, logical form developmentinvolvesthe completion
and enrichmentof a logical form with contextualinformation,and its optional embedding
into an assumptionschemaexpressingan attitudeto it. They also refer to a logical form as
being a "SUB-PART" of any assumptionderivedthrough logical form development.What
I want to point out is that there appearsto be two different kinds of logical form
development,becauseitfollowsfrom Sperberand Wilson'sdefinition that there are two
different sensesof "sub-part". Both kinds of logical form developmentinvolve the
completion and enrichmentof the logical form into a propositional form. The difference
lies in the fact that the propositional form is embeddedinto an assumptionschema
expressing an attitude to it, during what I shall refer to as COMMUNICATIVE
DEVELOPMENT, but not during the other kind of logical form developmentwhich I
shall call LOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.
Assuming, as Sperberand Wilson do, that logical forms are "amenableto logical
processing",havingthe logical form as a "sub-part" would be equivalentto having it as a
logical implication in the case of logical development, but not in the case of
communicativedevelopment(hence"logical" and "communicative"respectively).
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For example,the propositionalforms(7) and(8)

(7) Mary hassaidthat the dinnerwill get cold very soon.
(8) Mary believesthat the dinnerwill get cold very soon.

by
form
linguistically
logical
from
development
the
the
encoded
arise
communicative
of
Mary's utterance"It will get cold", while

(6) The dinnerwill get cold very soon.

is a logical developmentof the logical form.
It is curious that assumptionsabout propositionalattitude should be "optional". for
the choice of one kind of logical form developmentover the other clearly plays a crucial
role in the identification of the explicature (and implicatures) of an utterance. For
example,an utteranceis an ordinary assertiononly if the logical form it encodesgoes
through logical development,and not communicativedevelopment-- or at least goes
through logical development independently of

going through communicative

development.Put anotherway, the propositionalform of an utteranceis an explicatureif
and only if the propositionalform alone -- without any attitudinal embellishment,as it
were, and therefore logically implying the logical form -- is presentedas true, made
manifest,communicated.
A non-literal utterance,on the other hand, is one whose propositionalform P is not
explicated, becausethe hearerassumesthat the speakerhas merely said that P, or said
that he believed that P, or said P metaphorically, etc. In other words, a non-literal
utteranceis one whoselogical form undergoescommunicativedevelopment.Sperberand
Wilson claim that the "only obvious explicature" (1986a/95: 225) of a metaphorical
utterancelike
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(9) This room is a pigsty.

is

(9a) The speakeris sayingthat this room is a pigsty.

In terms of SperberandWilson's definitionof logical form development,there is only one
fit
into
for
form
logical
developing
something
way of
a metaphoricalutterance's
inferentially
integrate
is
the
for
to
(i.
fit
that
presenting as true e.
explicating), and
enriched,fully propositionalversion of the logical form -- the utterance'spropositional
form P -- into the appropriateassumptionschemato give

(9b) The speakersaidthat P.

(9a), of course,doesnot logically imply the logical form or the propositionalform of the
in
fact
important
(9).
the most relevantpart - of
The
part -metaphoricalutterance
most
implicatures
i.
in
form
(9)
implicitly
is
the
of
what
cornmunicates conununicated
-- e.
which, unlike explicatures,are not developedfrom the linguisticallyencodedlogical form.
Therefore,sincethe propositionalform of a metaphoricalutteranceis not explicated,and
since the propositional form of an utterancemay not be what the speakerbelieves,or
intendsto communicate,but is as (9a) shows definitely what the speakerhas"SAID",
--we can only conclude that a metaphoricalutterance,for Sperberand Wilson, involves
saying somethingwhich one has no intention of communicating.What is more, sincethe
only explicatureof a metaphoricalutterancewith propositionalform P is (9b), the person
he
is
he
is
in
that
that
who makes
sayingwhat
effect explicitly communicating
utterance
has no intention of communicating.In section 3.3 1 will be arguing that Sperberand
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Wilsores conception of propositionalforms and their truth-theoretic semanticscreates
in
interpretation,
the
problemsfor the relevance-theoretic
especially
accountof utterance
but
forms,
their
their
case of non-literal utteranceswhich explicate,not
propositional
communicativelydevelopedlogical forms.

3.2.1 "Semantically

incomplete" logical forms and the distinction between

linguistic and truth-theoretic semantics

Following on from my description of the relevance-theoreticprocess of logical form
developmentin the previoussection,this sectionraisesquestionsabout the nature of (a)
Sperber and Wilson's linguistically encoded logical fonns, and of (b) the relation
betweentheselogical forms andwhat they are developedinto. In the process,we shallsee
how certainassumptionsabout (a) and (b) mayhavemotivatedand influencedKempson's
(1986) and Carston's (1988) distinction between LINGUISTIC

and TRUTH-

TIHEORETICSEMANTICS.
As mentionedabove,SperberandWilson maintainthat most sentenceshavesemantic
representationsthat are semantically incompletelogical forms (hence the necessityof
developingthem into fully propositionalforms for communicativepurposes).They claim
that a logical form hasto be "semanticallycomplete"to be capableof beingtrue or false:

is, it must representa state of affairs, in a possibleor actual
that
...
world, whoseexistencewould makeit true. (1986a/95: 72)

Thus Sperberand Wilson regard linguistic semanticsas non-truth-conditionaland nontruth-evaluable.However, they also argue that a conceptualrepresentationneed not be
"capahle of heing true orfalse "for it to he "amenahleto logical processing" -- it OnIY
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needsto be "well formed" (ibid, my italics). For example,Sperberand Wilson claim that

(10)-(10) Shecarriedit in her hand.

false.
be
form
true
has
incomplete
logical
nor
neither
which can
a semantically
-Nevertheless:
In spite of its non-propositionality, [(10)] has obvious logical
is
implies
[(10a)],
it
instance,
For
equally nonwhich
properties.
is,
be
[(10b)],
it
can
or
which
propositional, and
contradicts
understoodas,propositional:
[(10a)] Sheheld somethingin her hand.
[(10b)] No one evercarriedanything.(ibid: 73)

The problem is that it is not at all clear that logical forms like (10)'s are really nontruth-conditional and non-truth-evaluable.Sperberand Wilson do not denythat there is a
"relationship between truth and logic" (ibid: 72). The logical properties of conceptual
representationsconsistin their beingcapableof undergoingformal logical operations-Conceptualrepresentationsmust have logical properties:they must
be capable of implying or contradicting one another, and of
(ibid)
deductive
undergoing
rules.

Furthermore,logical operationsare by (Sperberand Wilson's) definition truth-preserving.
But how can a "semanticallyincompletelogical form", like the one which (10) supposedly
encodes,have logical properties-- how would we identify it as a logical form, or know
that it logically implies or contradicts other logical forms -- if it cannot have any truth
value for logical operationsto preserve?How, for example,do we state the relation
between(10) and (10a) -- i.e. that (10) logically implies (10a) if and only if (10a) is true
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when (10) is true, and (10) is falsewhen (10a) is false -- since both (10) and (10a) are
supposedto be incapableof being true orfalse? And, most obviously,how can the nonpropositional(10) contradict(10b), which is propositional?
Also, if (10) is an utterancewhoselinguisticallyencodedlogical form is logically -not communicatively-- developed(see3.2) into the propositionalform

(10c) Deirdre Wilsonj carriedthe booki in her (Deirdre Wilson'sj)hand.

then the propositionalform (10c) ought to entail the logical form of (10). But againthis
is
(I
false.
Oc)
(10)
be
have
(and
hence
truth
to
true
requires
a
value)when
Thus my argumentis this. As long as linguistic semanticrepresentationsare regarded
as logical forms which can undergological operations,it is impossiblethat they should
also be incapableof being true or false.In fact there may be no reasonwhy (10) cannot
representa stateof affairs, and be true or false(dependingon whether or not the stateof
affairs it representsexists).As Wilson and Sperberthemselvespoint out (1981: 156), the
rangeof the pronouns'possiblereferentsis "explicitly given by [linguistic] semanticrules".
Thus (10) ought to be perfectlytrue of any situationin which

(11) [THIRD PERSON(FFMALE)] carried [THIRD PERSON(NEUTER)] in the
handof [THIRD PERSON(FEMALE)].

i.
in
e.
which any memberof the set of thefirstpronoun's possible referents carriedany
-memberof the set of the secondpronoun'spossible referents in the hand of ally member
of the set of the third1first pronoun's possible referents. (And the hand does not even
haveto belongto the subjectof the sentence.
)
It is possiblethat Carstonmight take (11) to be equivalentto
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(I I a) Somefemaleentity in somedomaincarried at somepast time somethingin
that femaleentity'shand.

formulating
"simplistic"
the semantic
the
at
which she regards as
attempt
result of a
content of an obviouslysemanticallyincompleteLE:
in
indexical
find
which spells
a
phrase
put
you
wherever
an
you
...
out the indexical constraintin conceptualterms and wherever you
family
'some!
inarticulated
the
of
spot an
constituentyou use one of
indefinites (something, somewhere,sometime, etc.) to make it
visible. (1998: 69)

She raisestwo objectionsto this (ibid). Firstly, she arguesthat (10) and (Ila) are not
truth-conditionally synonymous.Indeed,(10) is not truth-conditionally synonymouswith
(Ila), since (10) in fact entails (Ila). But whether or not (10) is truth-conditionally
for
Carston,
(Ila)
be
beside
the
since within the
to
point
synonymouswith
ought
becauseimpossible,for the supposedlynon-truthrelevanceframework it is unnecessary,
(Ila).
Secondly, Carston
(10)
be
to
conditional
truth-conditionally synonymouswith
claimsthat (I I a) "cannotbut be true", which she calls "a ludicrous result". It is not clear
what is so ludicrous about that, especiallyin view of the fact that the extremelyvague
(I I a) can alwaysbe enrichedby the central inferential processes-- which are of course
acknowledgedby the relevancetheorists to be an essential component of utterance
interpretation

informative
Thus
I
to
agreewith
proposition.
give
specific
and
a
more
--

Carstonthat
dependon
truth
the
the
of
utterances
conditions
of
vast
majority
...
input from pragmaticprocesses...(Carston 1988: 176)
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but at the sametime denythat there is a non-truth-conditionallinguistic semanticswhich
is distinct from "real", truth-theoreticsemantics.
In my view, the linguistically encoded logical form of (10) entails the fully
itself
is
(10c),
(Ila),
is
by
fully
a truththe
and
propositional
entailed
propositional
conditional,truth-evaluableproposition.Let mejust exan-dne
and comparethe respective
(see
Sperber
"definite"
does
in
(10)
(10),
(11
(I
'She'
Oc).
as
encode
subjectsof
not
a) and
in
does
because
'she'
in
(I
Wilsoti
Oc),
Wilson
Deirdre
1986a/
95:
73)
not
and
a conceptas
itself refer to a specific(female)individual.However, 'she'does encodea more "definite"
concept that (I I a)'s somefemale entity in somedomain, because'she' CAN refer to a
Carston
Sperber
for
Kempson,
(female)
individual.
It
that,
to
and
and
specific
seems me
Wilson, the truth-theoreticsemanticsof a propositionhasto "represent",not only "a state
but
72),
95:
Wilson
1986a/
in
(Sperber
a very
of affairs a possibleor actualworld"
and
particular and narrow state of affairs. Thus they maintain that truth-theoretic status is
reachedonly whenshe hasbeeninferentiallyenrichedto the point that it refersspecifically
to the (female)individualDeirdre Wilson, or Robyn Carston,or whoeveris being referred
to. I, on the other hand, argue that, for 'she'to encodea semanticallycompletelogical
form, it is enoughthat'shecati (as opposedto does)refer to a specific(female)individual
belonging to a possible or actual world. Similarly, it is not necessaryto consider any
possible or actual world in order to know, for example,that (10) entails (10a) and
contradicts(10b), or to confirm that a tautology suchas 'War is war' or 'A bacheloris an
unmarriedman'is necessarilytrue.
For Kempson and Carston,the distinctioti which they make betweenlinguistic and
truth-theoretic ("real") semantics depends (partly) on the apparent non-truthconditionality of linguistically encoded logical forms, while the relation which they
assumeexistsbetweenthe two kinds of semanticsis possibleonly if non-truth-conditional
logical forms canundergological operations:
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the linguistic meaning of expressions has to interact with
...
contextual parameters of a rich and complex sort to determine the
truth-theoretic content of the propositions that a sentence expresses.
(Kempson 1986: 77)
It seems then that we must distinguish two kinds of semantics,
linguistic and truth-conditional, the former naturally figuring only in
domain
its
latter
taking
theory
the
as
a
of utterance meaning,
propositional forms, whether of utterances or unspoken thoughts.
Linguistic semantics IS autonomous with respect to pragmatics; it
provides the input to pragmatic processesand the two together make
input
forms
to a truth-conditional
the
propositional
which are
semantics. (Carston 1988: 176)4

In Carston 1998(: 64-5), the differencesbetweenlinguistic and truth-theoretic semantics
do
has
in
detail.
to
Linguistic
with the encodedmeaningsof
are set out greater
semantics
it
involves
in
language
is
the mappingof natural
formulas,
"translational"
that
natural
and
languagelogical forms into the formulasof the internal representationalsystem(i.e. the
languageof thought). Truth-theoreticsemanticsis the semanticsof this internal language,
and is "real" rather than translationalbecauseit relatesthe mental representationsof the
languageof thought to the objectsand statesof affairs in the world which they represent.
In other words, the distinction between linguistic and truth-theoretic semanticsis coextensive with the distinction between linguistic decoding and the central inferential
process.
SperberandWilson claimthat

4 One might arguethat Kempson's"linguistic meaningof expressions"is exactly the samething as
her "propositions that a sentenceexpresses"- sentencesare linguistic expressions,and the
propositionsthey expressmust constitute"linguistic meaning".Similarly, thereappearsto be little
to choose betweenCarston's "utterancemeaning" and "propositional forms... of utterancesor
unspokenthoughts".Consideringthat the objectiveof Carston 1988 is to argue for the distinction
between linguistic sentencesemanticsand the truth-conditional semanticsof the propositions
which, as she herself points out, are expressedby utterances,the use of "utterancemeaning"to
mean 'linguistic semantics'is confusing,to say the least. Tbereforeone of the main problemsof
Kempson 1986 and Carston 1988 is the rather haphazardmannerin which the terms "sentence"
and "utterance"are used.
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A formula is semanticallyinterpretedby being put into systematic
correspondence
with other objects:for example,with the formulasof
another language,with statesof the user of the language,or with
possiblestatesof the world. (1986a/95: 173)

According to Kempsonand Carston,only truth-theoreticsemanticformulae can be "put
into systematiccorrespondence"with possiblestatesof the world. They regard natural
languageformulasasnon-truth-theoretic:
Those entities which all truth-basedtheoriesof meaningassumeas
the basisof semanticsunder one conceptionor another-- the truthbearingentities,propositions-- will not be generatedby the grammar
at all. (Kempson1986: 101-2)
The languageability... is the ability to map linguistic forms onto
logical forms matchingto a high degreethe mappingsmade by a
In
English).
(the
theory this
of
certain group of others
speakers
in
involved
further
matching
the
capacities
ability could existwithout
thesewith conditionsin the world. (Carston1988: 177)

Their linguistic semantics,then, maps linguistic forms onto "concepts" (Carston
1988: 179,fn 16) or "linguistic meanings"(Kempson1986: 100-1)-- by which they mean
logical forms which cannotbe true or falseof statesof the world or possibleworlds. But,
as SperberandWilson point out, theselogical forms can be developed-- with "input from
pragmaticprocesses"(Carston),or by "[interacting] with contextualparametersof a rich
and complex sort" (Kempson)-- into propositionalforms which CAN BE true or false of
statesof the world or possibleworlds. It is thesepropositionalforms which belongto the
domainof truth-theoreticsemantics.
The distinction between linguistic and truth-theoretic semanticswould be greatly
weakened should all linguistically encoded semantic representations-- or indeed any
linguisticallyencodedsemanticrepresentation turn out to be perfectly propositional.As
--
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we have seenabove,SperberandWilson maintainthat most linguisticallyencodedlogical
forms are in fact non-propositionalandthereforeincapableof being true or falseof states
it
in
'She
linguistic
For
the
carried
the
of
world or possibleworlds.
expression
example,
her hand'is claimedto be semanticallyincomplete,most obviouslybecausethe pronouns
"do not correspondto definite concepts,but merelymark an unoccupiedplace where a
conceptmight go" (1986a/95:72-3). For SperberandWilson, this "non-propositionality"/
"semanticincompleteness"is one of the two features4of linguistically encodedlogical
forms which distinguishlinguisticsemanticsfrom truth-theoreticsemantics.I haveargued
that linguisticallyencodedlogical forms must be fully propositionaland truth-conditional.
But even if they were not, there would still be problemswith the claim that they are
inferentially enrichedto give the propositionalforms which come under truth-theoretic
semantics.
To begin with, there are two questionswhich havealreadybeenraised,but ought to
be discussedin greater detail: what exactly does a linguistically encodedlogical form
consistof, and how is it (to use SperberandWilson'sterm) developedinto a propositional
form? Taking into considerationthe distinctionbetweenthe two kinds of semantics,the
more specific and interestingversionsof thesequestionswould be: what exactly does a
non-truth-conditional, non-propositionallogical form consistof, and how is it developed
into a truth-conditionalpropositionalform?
According to Sperber and Wilson, a linguistic semantic representationis non.
propositional because some of its constituents "do not correspond to definite concepts,
but merely mark an unoccupied place where a concept might go" (1986a/ 95: 72-3). This
statement seems to have some sort of internal inconsistency. The first part -- "do not
correspond to definite concepts" -- appears to presuppose that the semantic constituents
4 The

other,to be discussedin section3.3, hasto do with Sperberand Wilson's assumptionthat
in
interested
"humans
thereare fiilly propositionalforms which nevertheless
are
are not what
communicating"(SperberandWilson 1986a/95: 174).
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do correspondto concepts,but only to conceptswhich are not definite. But "merelymark
in
implies
the
that
an unoccupiedplacewherea conceptmight go"
pronouns 'Shecarried
it in her hand',for instance,do not correspondto concepts- "definite" or "indefinite" inserted.
but
be
in
at all,
are merelyslots which certainconceptsmay
It is possible that Sperberand Wilson actually equate "indefinite concepts" with
"unoccupiedplaceswhereconceptsmight go". Apart from the questionablecoherenceof
is
is
the
there
"inde/Inite
also
a
concept
such an assumption-- an
nevertheless
concept"
-question of what makes a concept "definite" or "indefinite". PresumablySperber and
Wilson are sayingthat the pronoun 'she'in 'She carried it in her hand' is an "indefinite
concept" at the level of linguistic semanticsbecauseit does not refer to a particular
individual -- i.e. it doesnot correspondto a "definite concept" like Deirdre Wilson. But
the point is that the referenceto Deirdre Wilson occurs at the TRUTH-THEORETIC
SEMANTIC level. Just becausethe LINGUISTIC SEMANTIC content of 'she' -inferentially
be
has
(11)
in
like
to
[THIRD
PERSON
enriched
(TFMALE)]
something
-before it can be usedto refer to Deirdre Wilsonat the truth-theoretic semanticlevel, does
not mean that [THIRD PERSON (FFMALE)] is in itself "indefinite" or "semantically
incomplete".My argument,therefore,is that the only sensein which [THIRD PERSON
(FFAMLE)] might be "indefinite"or "semanticallyincomplete"is that it falls short of what
the speakerintended for it to convey. But that is not what "semanticallyincomplete,'
means,if indeed"semanticallyincomplete"hasa meaningat all.
More recently(e.g. in Wilson and Sperber1993), Sperberand Wilson have accepted
Blakemore's

(1987)

distinction

between

CONCEPTUAL

and

PROCEDURAL

information encoded by LEs. Whereas conceptual information consists of conceptual
representations with logical and truth-conditional

information
properties, procedural

comes in the form of procedures for constraining inferential processes. Or, as Wilson and
Sperber put it (1993: 11-2), procedural information constrains the inferential construction
of conceptual representations which are not, or not completely, linguistically encoded.
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Pronouns, for instance,encodeproceduralconstraintson explicaturesby "guiding the
searchfor the intendedreferent,which is part of the propositionexpressed"(ibid: 21).
In supportof this argument,WilsonandSperbercite Kaplan's(1989) example

(12) 1 do not exist.

betweenthe character and contentof an
asuttered by David Kaplan.Kaplandistinguishes
expression:whereasthe contentof an expressionis its "propositionalconstituent"(1989:
523), the characteris a rule which determinesthe content in any given context. Thus
Kaplan's character and content correspondto Blakemore'sprocedural constraintsand
conceptualinformation respectively.Kaplan observesthat, if the T in (12) is treated as
encodingthe conceptthe speaker,then David Kaplan'sutteranceof (12) would express
the proposition

(12a) The speakerof (12) doesnot exist.

If, on the other hand,we assumethat the T in (12) encodesa proceduralrule which states
that the interpreter is to identify the referent by first identifying the speaker,then in a
situationwhereit is utteredby David Kaplan(12) would expressthe proposition

(12b) David Kaplan doesnot exist.

So, on the assumptionthat pronounsencodeCONCEPTUAL information:

(13)(a) The SENTENCE (12), containing the pronoun T which encodesthe
conceptthe speaker,expressesthe proposition(12a).
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(b) David Kaplan's UTTERANCE of the sentence(12) expresseswhat the
sentenceencodes,(12a).
(c) Both the SENTENCE(12) andwhat is expressedby the UTTERANCE of the
its
is
[(12)]
in
(12a)
in
"true
uttered and
sentence
are
any state of affairs which
(Wilson
"
impossible...
is
does
and
speaker
not exist... such a state of affairs
Sperber1993:20).
(d) Thereforeboth the SENTENCE(12) and the UTTERANCE of the sentence
are necessarilyfalse.

And on the assumptionthat pronounsencodePROCEDURALinformation:

(14)(a) The SENTENCE (12), containing the pronoun T which encodes a
incomplete
does
is
and
than
semantically
procedural constraint rather
a concept,
not express a proposition.
(b) David Kaplan's UTTERANCE of the sentence(12), however, does express the
(12).
from
derived
(12b),
is
inferentially
proposition
which
(c) The SENTENCE (12) is non-truth-evaluable; any UTTERANCE

of the

sentence(12) is false.
(d) But according to Wilson and Sperber,

Kaplan arguesthat though [the procedural (12)] is false
false.
is
The
it
is
it
necessarily
not
whenever
uttered,
in
in
is
it
true
of
affairs
any state
proposition expresses
which David Kaplan doesnot exist. In other words, [(12)]
[(12a)].
[(12b)],
be
not
as
expressing
must
understood
(1993: 20)

I have two objectionsto the argumentsoutlined in (13) and (14). Firstly, why must
(12) be understoodas expressing(12b), and not (12a)? I see no reasonwhy necessarily
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false propositionsshouldbe undesirable,
just as I seeno reasonwhy propositionswhich
"cannotbut be true" shouldbe regardedas"ludicrous" by Carston(1998: 69).
Secondly,I disagreewith Kaplan'sassertionthat a necessarilyfalse proposition is
expressedonly in the conceptualaccountof (12), and not in the proceduralaccount.Note
that, whereasit is both the SENTENCE(12) andwhat is expressedby any UTTERANCE
of the sentence(12) which are necessarilyfalseon the conceptualaccount,the procedural
account has it that only the UTTERANCE of the sentence(12) -- not the non-truthevaluableSENTENCE itself -- *,

can be true or false. So if procedural(12) is truth-

evaluable only when it is uttered, and if it is (as Wilson and Sperberthemselvesput it)
':false wheneverit is uttered', then contraryto the claimsof Kaplan, and of Wilson and
-Sperber-- procedural(12) mustbe necessarilyfalse.
Here is another way of formulating my argumentsagainst Kaplan, Wilson and
Sperber'sclaims about the proceduralaccountof (12). The point which Kaplan, Wilson
and Sperberare trying to makeis that (12) is alwaysfalse if 'I' encodesthe conceptthe
speaker, but can be true if the pronoun is procedurally constrainedto be assigneda
particular referent, e.g. David Kaplan, who does exist. But the procedural information
which 'I' encodesis, as Wilson and Sperberput it (1993: 22), "an instruction to identify
its referentby first identifying the speaker".This meansthat (12) would express(12b) if
and only if David Kaplan is the speaker.Therefore-- since (I 2b) is expressedonly by
David Kaplan'sutteranceof (12), and sinceDavid Kaplan'suttering of (12) is obviously
not a stateof affairsconsistentwith (12b)s descriptionof David Kaplan'snon-existence-(12b) as expressedby an utteranceof procedural(12) must be necessarilyfalse.
It seemsto me that Kaplan, as well as Wilson and Sperber, occupy a somewhat
ambiguousposition in respectof the relation between(12) and (12b). On the one hand
Wilson and Sperberrefer to (12b) as "Ihe proposilion expressedby (12)". On the other
hand, when they claim (1993: 20) that "The proposition [(12)] expressesis true in any
state of affairs in which David Kaplan does not exist", they seemto regard (12b) as an
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independentproposition,completelydissociatedfrom the fact that it is expressedby (12)
if and only if (12) is perceivedto be uttered,andutteredby (the existing)David Kaplan.
Returning to the relevancetheorists' advocacy of the procedural treatment of
pronouns:in Wilson and Sperber1993,Kaplan'saccountof how the conceptualtreatment
of T may result in necessaryfalsehoodslike (12a) is used as an argumentfor the
procedural alternative. What I have tried to show is that (12) - as a sentence,or
wheneverit is uttered - expressesnecessarilyfalsepropositionson both conceptualand
proceduralaccounts.Therefore,evenon Wilson and Sperber'sown terms, (12) does not
constitutean argumentagainstthe conceptualtreatmentof T.
Furthermore, if the proceduralvs. conceptualdebate is to be seen as turning on
whether or not utterancesexpressnecessarilytrue or false propositions,then Wilson and
Sperbershouldalsotake into considerationexamplessuchas

(12c) I am David Kaplan.

It is on the proceduralrather than the conceptualview of pronounsthat an utteranceof
(12c) would expressa proposition which is, if true, then necessarilytrue -- i.e. David
KaplanYYis David Kaplan
false.
On
if
false,
the
then
conceptual
necessarily
and,
-account,on the other hand,(12c) or an utteranceof (12c) would expressAe speakeris
David Kaplan

if
it
is
is
true
that
true
only
necessarily
a
necessarily
proposition
which
--

the speakeris David Kaplan.
In fact it is not clear if the proceduralaccount of pronouns is consistentwith the
semanticincompletenessview, for it could be argued that Blakemore'sprocedures,and
Kempsoifs grammar-specifiedsets of "constraintson constructing propositions" (1986:
101-2) are themselvespropositional. Carston's remark about how one can replace
indexicalswith "a phrasewhich spells out the indexical constraint in conceptual terms"
(1998: 69, my italics) appears to corroborate the view of Blakemore's procedural
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information as sets of propositions, albeit ones which are obviously far more general than
those which have been pragmatically enriched and are expressed at utterance level. Put it
this way. If a proposition is thought of as defining a logical space, then a set of constraints
on constructing a proposition would consist of another logical space within which the
logical space defined by the proposition must be constructed. In short, the sets of
constraints ought to be propositions too.
Perhaps the words which Kempson uses to define linguistically encoded logical forms

"sets
for
the purposeof
of
chosen
constraintson constructingpropositions"-- were
-distancinglogical forms from propositionalforms; of stressingthat logical forms, as mere
setsof constraintson proposition construction,belongto a separatecategoryas far asthe
propositions themselves are concerned. The same may be said of Blakemore's
linguistically encodedprocedural constraints.Carston,in fact, statesthat logical forms
and propositionalforms are "two differentkinds of entity" (1988: 176). But shedoesnot
state why they are "two different kinds of entity", and it must be pointed out that the
differencedoes not actually follow from the claim that logical forms have "unoccupied
placeswhere conceptsmight go" while propositionalforms do not. This is becausenonpropositionalityis conceivedof as a sufficientbut not necessarycondition for non-truthevaluability within this particular framework. That most, but not all, logical forms are
supposedto be non-propositional-linguistic sense makes a crucial contribution to truth
while
...
conditions it almost never suppliesa truth evaluablepropositional
form. (Carston, 1988: 175;my italics)
is ofteii an incomplete logical form.
the
sense
of
a
sentence
...
(Sperberand Wilson, 1986a/95:73; my italics again)

be
Carston,
distinguish
Kempson,
Sperber
Wilson
to
the
seems
one
of
reasons
why
and
-between truth-theoretic and linguistic semanticsin the first place. However, it cannot
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constitute a basisfor the distinctionitself aslong asthere are a number(evena very small
number)of logical forms whichare fully propositional,like SperberandWilson's(10b):

(10b) No one evercarriedanything.

In fact, to say that some linguistically encodedlogical forms are fully propositional
amountsto concedingthat all of themare, sincethey enter into logical relationswith one
another.
To conclude, some observationson the following remarks made by Kempsonand
Carstonon the relationbetweenlinguisticandtruth-theoreticsemantics:
Linguistic semantics is... a partial translation algorithm defined in
solely syntactic terms for mapping linguistic strings which are not
transparent with respect to their inferential properties on to fully
specified strings of some selected language of inference which are.
In consequence,there is no reconstruction of truth-theoretic content
defined directly over strings of natural languages as part of the
grammar... (Kempson, 1986: 102; my italics)
Distinguishing two kinds of semantics in this way... shows further
that the semantic representation of one language may be a syntactic
representation in another, though the chain must end somewhere
with the formulas related to situations and states of the world or
possible worlds. (Carston, 1988: 177; my italics again)

Theseremarksseemto compromisethe original distinction betweenlinguistic and truththeoretic semantics.The quotation from Kempson implies that, although the sets of
constraints on proposition construction -- i.e. the logical forms -- specified by the
grammarare not the actual truth-evaluablepropositionalforms, they still bring about the
"mapping"of theselogical forms onto "fully specifiedstrings of someselectedlanguageof
inference".Thus logical forms are not "directly" truth-evaluablebut, presumably,may
nonethelessbe indirectly so in virtue of their mapping function. Meanwhile, Carston
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insiststhat linguistic formulasmustsomehowbe relatedto statesof the world or possible
worlds ("the chainmust end somewherewith the formulasrelatedto situationsand states
kind
"third
the
then
of semantics"to
of
world or possibleworlds"), and
promptly posits a
relatethem:
In addition to a linguistic semanticsmappinglinguistic forms onto
concepts and a truth-conditional semanticsrelating propositional
forms to the real world thereis a third kind of semantics,a logical or
conceptualrole semantics,concernedwith relations of entailment,
forms.
logical
propositional
and
contradiction, etc., amongst
(Carston, 1988: 179,fn 16)

Also, in Carston 1998(: 64-5), it is stated that linguistic semantics "translates" natural
language sentencesinto formulas of the language of thought, and that

have
trutha
real
world
many
expressions
natural-language
...
is,
by
inheritance;
that
given that they map
conditional semantics
be
they
can
onto parts of propositional thought representations
thought of as having a truth-conditionalcontent that those parts of
have.(my italics)
the thought representations

Naturally she is careful to say that LEs map only onto "parts of propositional thought
representations";that there are "a range of elementswhich do not encode conceptual
truth-conditional content" (ibid: 65); and that the mentaleseform Ijk" which the natural
languageform "abc" encodesis "incomplete"(ibid:64). Nevertheless,it could be saidthat
her "third kind of semantics"and "truth-conditional semanticsBY DTHERITANCE"
completelyoverturn the distinctionbetweenlinguistic and truth-theoretic semanticswhich
shehad madein the first place.
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3.3 Sperber and Wilson's account of verbal communication:

propositional

form identification

Sections3.2 and 3.2.1 centredon one of the two reasonswhy a distinction betweentwo
kinds of semanticsis fclt to be necessaryby the relevancetheorists: it follows from the
view of linguistic semanticrepresentationsas non-truth-evaluable logical forms, that
linguistic semanticsmust havea truth-evaluablecounterpart-- truth-theoretic semanticswhich consistsof truth-evaluablepropositionalforms. In this section I discussthe other
reason, which has to do with the nature of the propositional form of an utterance
(henceforthP).
P is variously referredto by relevancetheoristsas the proposition expressedby the
utterance (or speaker), what is said, and, most importantly, the truth-conditional content
of the utterance. Grice's 1967 notion of what is said was, after all, for the circumscribing
of what pertains to the truth and falsity of philosophical statements. P also appears to be
determined by speaker'sintentions: in Carston 1998(: 26) it is defined as "that proposition
which it is rational to assumethe speaker intended to express".
A minimally propositional form need not necessarilybe -- and in fact seldom is -- the

P which Sperber and Wilson's processof logical form developmentproduces. So the
secondreasonfor distinguishingbetweentruth-theoretic and linguistic semanticsis based
on certain notions about what makes a propositional form THE PROPOSITIONAL
FORM of an utterance.Put anotherway, the secondreasonis basedon notions about the
circumstancesunder which a propositional form belongs within the domain of truththeoretic semantics.The central, most general, of these notions may (I argue) be
summarisedthus: the property which distinguishesa propositional form as a truththeoretic semanticentity is not actually inherent in that propositional form, but depends
on its capacityfor servinga particularpurposewithin a particular context.
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According to Sperber and Wilson (1986a/95: 183-93), the hearer's task is to identify
the RIGHT PROPOSITIONAL FORM, i. e. the one that was intended by the speaker.
Quite simply, the propositional form of an utterance is the propositional form whose
is
interpretation
leads
least
that
to
the
an overall
retrieval requires
effort, and which
consistent with the principle of relevance. Sperber and Wilson claim that such a
propositional form -- the right propositional form -- is itself consistent with the principle
of relevance.
Propositional form identification involves three sub-tasks -- DISANMIGUATION,

REFERENCE ASSIGNNI[ENTand GENERAL ENRICHMENT. During each of these
sub-tasks,the hearerfirst choosesthe most accessiblesolution, abandoningit only if it
leadsto a propositionalform and an overall interpretationwhich are not consistentwith
the principle of relevance.Take,for example,

(15) The child left the straw in the glass.

in
left
drinking
left
that
the
the
tube
child
the
glass,
or
which
that
the
could
mean
child
-the cerealstalksin the glass.SperberandWilson observethat
At a purely linguistic level, there is no reasonto assumethat the
drinkingis
less
'straw'
the
than
accessible
cereal-stalk senseof
tube sense;no reason,then, why one interpretation should be
preferred.(ibid: 186)

And yet, in the absenceof a "special context", one interpretation -- the drinking-tube
interpretation

Sperber
is
has
do
factors.
As
This
to
and
contextual
preferred.
with
--

Wilson point out:
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A child drinking from a glasswith a straw is a stereotypicalevent
which we assume...is recordedin the form of a single chunk,
stored at a single location in memory and accessedin a single
unit. Such a chunk constitutesa highly accessibleencyclopaedic
be
in
drinking-whe
interpretation
[(15)]
the
can
of
context which
processedat minimalcost. (ibid)

Infonnation about cereal stalks, on the other hand, is probably stored separatelyfrom
information ahout children and glasses hence the relative inaccessibility of the
-encyclopaediccontext requiredfor the processingof the cereal-stalkinterpretaion.
However, the more accessibledrinking-fuhe interpretationneed not necessarilybe
the more relevantone. Take the pronounin Mary's utterance"It will get cold". For Peter,
the most easilyrecoverablereferentfor 'it' may be the dinner -- if, for example,he knows
that the dinner hasbeenon the tablefor the pastfifteen minutes.But let us saythat Mary
goeson to utter

(16) Put your jumper on.

In that context, Peterwould haveto abandonthe dinner interpretation,and concludethat
the pronounis an expletivewhich doesnot refer to anything.
The inferential processeswhich I have discussed so far, disambiguation and
reference assignment, are aimed at minimal propositionality. However, Sperber and
Wilson argue that minimal propositionality is necessarybut usually not sufficient for a
proposition to be THE propositionalform of an utterance.They claim (ibid: 189) that the
interpretationrecoverablefrom an utterancelike

(17) It will take sometime to repairyour watch.

by decodingand referenceassignment
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is a truism andthus irrelevant.It goeswithout sayingthat watch...
repairing is a processwith a temporal duration, and a speaker
intended
have
to express
the
observing
principle of relevancemust
somethingmorethangoeswithout saying.(ibid)
Sperberand Wilson claim that the logical form of (17) would also have to be enriched,
through the pragmaticnarrowingof the meaningof 'sometime', to give a more relevant
propositionalform like

(18) It will take longerthan expectedto repairyour watch.

Note that this sub-taskof propositionalform identification,general enrichment,is a
from
in
differs
Grices
is
how
Wilson's
Sperber
said
of
what
crucial aspectof
notion
and
Grice 1975.Of the utterance

(19) He is in the grip of a vice.

Grice remarks:
One would know that [the speaker] had said, about some
particular male person or animal x, that at the time of the
(1)
(whatever
that
x was unable to rid
either
was),
utterance
himselfof a certainkind of bad charactertrait or (2) somepart of
x's personwas caughtin a certainkind of tool or instrument...But
for a full identification of what the speakerhad said, one would
needto know (a) the identity of x, (b) the time of utterance,and
(c) the meaning,on the particular occasionof utterance, of the
(2)].
between
(1)
decision
[a
in
the
and
phrase
grip of a vice
(1975: 44)

Thus Grice's claim appearsto be that what is said requires only the contributions of
referenceassignment("the identity of x") and disambiguation("a decision between
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and (2)"). The identification of Sperberand Wilson's propositional form, on the other
hand, involves the additionalsub-taskof generalenrichment.The relevancetheoristsare
generallyof the opinion that the resultsof disambiguationand referenceassignmentare
only enoughfor the constructionof a minimallypropositionalform from a linguistically
encodedlogical form. As Carstonobserves:
have
framework
in
Gricean
the
adopted
most
pragmatists
working
...
determined
that
the
as a working principle
any pragmatically
view
aspect of utterance interpretation,apart from disambiguationand
referenceassignment,is necessarilyan implicature.The explanation
for cutting things this way lies with the further assumptionthat the
explicaturemust be truth-evaluable;so Grice and the Griceansare
prepared to let in just whatever is necessary in addition to
linguistically determinedcontentto bring the representationup to a
complete propositionalform, i.e., somethingcapableof bearing a
truth value.(1988: 163)

Thus the disagreementbetweenGrice andthe relevancetheoristsover the notion of what
is said consistsin the following, opposingclaims:that (i) what is said is linguistic content
plus whateverinferentiallyderivedmeaningthat is necessaryfor minimal propositionality
(Grice), and (ii) minimal propositionalityis necessarybut not sufficient for somethingto
havebeensaid hencethe needfor the third sub-task,generalenrichment(the relevance
-theorists).
As I mentionedabove, Sperberand Wilson maintain (1986a/95: 189) that what is
recoveredfrom the utterance

(17) It will take some time to repair your watch.

after disambiguationand referenceassignment-- the proposition

(17a) The repairingof the hearer'swatch is a processwith a temporalduration.
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-- requiresenrichmentto give somethinglike

(17b) The repairing of the hearer'swatch will take longer than the hearer
expected.

According to Sperber and Wilson, (17a) illustrates that "the gap between semantic
representationsand propositionalforms cannotbe closedmerely by disambiguationand
referenceassignment"(ibid: 188-9).Carstonalso maintains(1988: 164-5) that the truthevaluableproposition recoveredafter disambiguationand referenceassignmentfrom the
similar

(20) It will take us sometime to get there.

is not "ME truth-evaluablepropositionalform" (ibid: 177).
Sperberand Wilson'snotion of the "right propositionalform" and how it is identified
shouldbe consideredin connectionwith their assumptionthat it is the apparentnon-truthevaluabilityof (most) linguisticallyencodedlogical forms which distinguishestheselogical
forms from truth-theoreticsemanticentities.The truth-evaluable,fully propositionalform
(17a) is also excludedfrom the truth-theoreticsemantics,on the groundsthat it is not the
"right propositional form" of the utterance. But if (17a) is NEITHER the "right
ProPositional form"

of the utterance NOR, because it has already undergone

disambiguationand referenceassignment,the utterance'slinguistically encodedlogical
form, then what is it? Carston, Sperberand Wilson do not provide an answer to this
question.
Sperber and Wilson do, however, claim that (17a) "goes without saying" and is
therefore"a truism" (1986a/95:189). Carstonalso argues(1988: 164, my italics) that it is

III

"too unspecifiedto be taken as the explicatureof the utterance".In short, the relevance
OF
PRINCIPLE
THE
WITH
is
fact
(17a)
CONSISTENT
NOT
theorists stressthe
that
RELEVANCE. So their argumentappearsto be that a fully propositionalform may not
it
is
that
'
not
the
grounds
constitute an utterance'struth-theoreticsemantics,simply on
decision
In
theorists'
about whether or not a
the
relevant.
relevance
other words,
largely
the
is
or
not
to
turn
on
whether
truth-theoretic
seems
proposition a
semanticentity
it,
Carston
As
be
is
intended
puts
(assumedto be)
to
communicated.
proposition
minimallypropositionalforms like (17a)
[a
cognitive account of
the
of
constructs
are
not
among
...
[i.
e.
assumptions
communication],as they are neithercommunicated
explicatures]nor the vehicle by meansof which these assumptions
are recovered[i. e.P]. (1998: 161)

This probably explainsthe problematicallycloserelation betweenpropositionalform
identification and explicature recovery. That propositional form identification and
from
the very
trivial
point -explicature recovery are closely related may seem a
beginning, Sperberand Wilson make it clear that the identification of the propositional
form of an utterance is absolutely necessaryfor the recovery of the utterance's
is
form"
the most accessiblepropositional
"right
explicature(s),and that the
propositional
form which leadsto an overall interpretationconsistentwith the principle of relevance.
However, the fact that the recovery of both propositional form and explicature is
Wilson's
Sperber
by
account of utterance
the
and
governed
principle of relevancemakes
interpretationunavoidablycircular. The propositionalform of an ordinary assertionis the
fully
5It mightevenbethelinguisticsemantic
An
of
a
example
of anutterance.
representation
the
formwhich,according
to SperberandWilson(1986a/95:73),constitutes
propositional
linguisticsemantics
is
of anutterance
(10b)Nobodyevercarriedanything.
Seesection3.2.1.
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propositionalform which is consistentwith the principleof relevance.It is consistentwith
the principle of relevancebecauseit leadsto an overall interpretationwhich is consistent
with the principle of relevance.For an ordinaryassertion,the overall interpretationwhich
is consistentwith the principleof relevanceactuallyincludesan explicaturewhich IS the
propositional form of the utterance.The problem is this. In order to identify what an
form.
its
But,
identify
first
hearer
ordinary assertionexplicatesthe
propositional
must
accordingto SperberandWilson,the "right propositionalform" of an ordinary assertionis
the propositionthat is consistentwith the principleof relevance-- i. e. the propositionthat
leads to an overall interpretation which includes the propositional form itself as an
explicature.In short, the "right propositionalform" simplyis the propositionalform which
is explicated.This meansthat, rather than identifyingthe "right propositional form" and
then concludingthat it is explicated,the heareridentifiesthe "right propositionalform" on
the basisof the assumptionthat it is what thespeakerintendedto explicate.
identification
form
has
That the relevance-constrained
to
processof propositional
take into account the overall interpretationof the utterance-- that the identification of
what is said is not prior to, but dependenton, assumptionsaboutwhat is communicated-createsevenmore complicationsin the caseof non-literal utterances.This is becausethe
"right propositionalform" of a non-literalutteranceis supposedto be relevant andyet not
communicatedlexplicated.As I pointed out in 3.2, the relevanceframework has it that
the propositionalform P of a non-literalutteranceis not itself explicated,but explicatedas
constituting what is said -- i.e. the explicatureis not P but The speakersaid that A If
Sperberand Wilson'saccountof propositionalform identificationis anythingto go by, the
hearer would have to take all this into account before he is able to identify the "right
propositional form". This means that, whereas the "right propositional form" of an
ordinary assertion is (I argue) the propositional form which the hearer assumesthe
speakerintended to explicate, the "right propositional form" of a non-literal utterance
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would be the propositional form which is not explicated, but which nevertheless
constituteswhat is said.
Before further discussionand illustration of my point, here are a few more details
about the role of the propositionalform in Sperberand Wilson's account of non-literal
is
According
Sperber
Wilson,
to
utterances.
an utterance a representationwith a
and
Propositionalform, and
has
a
also
which
can
representation
represent
other
some
...
in
instance
for
form
a
of
thought,
virtue
propositional
a
--in
forms;
this casewe
between
two
the
resemblance
propositional
is
first
that
the
will say
representation an interpretation of the
(1986a/95:
229)
is
it
interpretively.
secondone, or that
used

Sperber and Wilson's principle claim is that every utteranceis used as an interpretive
expressionof a thought of the speaker's,andthat a hearermakesinterpretive assumptions
is
basis
This
(ibid:
230-1).
the
interpretive
the
intention
of their account
about
speaker's
form,
if
it
has
literal
is
the
An
same
propositional
with
of non-literalness. utterance strictly
interpretively
it
thought
the
logical
the
that
which
exactly
of
sameset of
properties,as
form
if
its
literal
is
less
(ibid:
233).
Hence
than
propositional
represents
an utterance
"sharessome,but not all" (ibid) of its logical propertieswith the propositionalform of the
thought which it interpretively represents.That is, the utterance'spropositional form
RESEMBLES that of the thought: the utterance is not strictly literal becausethe
propositionalforms are not identical,but it can still representthe thought interpretivelyin
betweenits andthe thought'srespectivepropositionalforms.
virtue of the resemblance
A thought -- especiallyone which is very complex-- may be best representedby such
an utterancerather than by a literal but correspondinglycomplex utterance.Sperberand
Wilson arguethat
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From the standpointof relevancetheory,there is no reasonto think
that the optimally relevantinterpretiveexpressionof a thought is
alwaysthe mostliteral one...The optimalinterpretiveexpressionof a
thought shouldgive the hearerinformationabout that thought which
is relevant enoughto be worth processing,and should require as
little processingeffort aspossible.(ibid: 233)

For example,if the "falsebut economical"(ibid) utterance

(21) 1 earn1800 a month.

may be used to make manifestthe sameassumptionsas the "strictly literal and truthful"
(ibid)

(22) 1 earn 1792.32 a month.

it
is
"economical"
it
because
be
is
(2
then
(22),
1),
more
would
not
which more relevant,
-and therefore easierto process.Of course (21) has logical and contextual implications
which the speakerdid not intend to convey.But, given the principle of relevance,the
hearerwould be expectedto recognisewhich theseare.
With referenceto the examplesprovided by Sperberand Wilson (1986a/95: 225,
233-4), the propositionalform of an utterancelike

(23) John is a tiger.

would be regardedaswhat is said, the relevantpropositionalform, on the assumptionthat
it haslogical and contextualimplicationswhich the speakerintendedto communicate.The
samepropositionalform would be taken to be tiot explicated, on the assumptionthat it
has logical and contextual implicationswhich the speakerdoes not accept as true, and
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therefore could not haveintendedto communicate(1986: 234) -- i.e. on the assumption
that the propositionalform is false.
The problemis this. Accordingto SperberandWilson,
hearerhasto do is start computing,in order of accessibility,
the
all
...
those implicationswhich might be relevantto him, and continue to
add them to the overall interpretationof the utterance until it is
relevant enough to be consistentwith the principle of relevance.
(ibid: 234)

In other words, the logical and contextualimplicationswhich are communicatedare those
which involve the least effort to recover,and which are consistentwith the principle of
relevance.However, this is preciselyhow the "right propositionalform" is supposedto be
identified in the first place.
Take the referring expression'John'.Referenceassignmentis, of course,a sub-taskof
propositionalform identification.MY point is that, on the one hand, the questionof who
or what 'John' refers to determineswhich propositionalform is the "right propositional
form" of (23); while, on the other hand,the sub-taskof referenceassignmenthas to take
into considerationthe fact that the "right propositionalform" is the propositional form
which gives rise to the relevantlogical and contextualimplications.The hearercan only
take the propositionalform of (23) to be explicated,and assumethat (23) is an ordinary
assertion,if he thinks that 'John'refersto sometiger. But if he thinks that John is in fact a
tiger, then the utterance(23) would not be relevantfor him, in virtue of having very few
logical and contextual implications. So he cannot take that propositional form to have
beenexplicated.Instead,he would haveto assumethat 'John'refersto a particular human
individual, and concludethat the "falsebut economical"(ibid: 233)

(24) John, a particular human, is a tiger.
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is the "right" but unexplicatedpropositionalform of a non-literal utterance.

3.4 Conclusion

What I have attemptedto show in this chapteris that Sperberand Wilsows distinction
betweenlinguistic and truth-theoreticsemanticshas nothing to do with the nature of the
linguistic in itself, but is entirelybasedon what "naturaP/externallanguagesare for. The
fact is that relevancetheory is not a linguistic theory but one of human communication
and cognition, and that external languagesand their linguistic semantics-- though
supposedlydistinct from the truth-theoreticsemanticsof somementayinternallanguagefor
"tool"
(Sperber
173)
Wilson
1986a/95:
the communicatoryand
are
also
a
and
cognitive activitiesof the centralsystems.
I have approachedSperberand Wilson's account of verbal communicationin two
different ways: (i) from the angleof logical form development,and Sperberand Wilsoffs
notion of non-truth-evaluablelinguistic semanticrepresentations,and (ii) through the
process of propositional form identification, and what Sperber and Wilson believe a
propositional form should be. My argument is that Sperber and Wilson regard
"linguistically encodedlogical forms" as non-truth-conditionalonly becausemost of these
logical forms haveto undergoinferentialenrichmentbeforethey becomethe sort of things
which "humansare interestedin communicating"(ibid: 174,my italics). Similarly, Sperber
and Wilson's truth-theoretic propositional fornis of utterances must be more than
minimallypropositional-- they haveto be consistentwith the principle of relevance.In my
view, it doesnot follow from the fact that (11) or (I 7a) --

(11) [THIRD PERSON(TEMALE)] carried [THIRD PERSON(NEUTER)] in the
handof[ THIRD PERSON(FFMALE) ].
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(17a) The repairingof the hearer'swatchis a processwith a temporalduration.

are seldom assumedto be communicatedor worth communicating,that their semantics
are therebynot "real".
In assumingthat the linguisticallyencodedlogical forms of utterancesare non-truthevaluable,and that propositionalforms of utterancesmustbe consistentwith the principle
of relevance,Sperberand Wilson in fact createproblemsfor their own accountof verbal
communication. On the one hand, the need to construct propositional forms from
linguistically encodedlogical forms raisesthe question of how truth-evaluablelogical
forms can be "developed"from non-truth-evaluable
ones-- not to mentionthe questionof
whether there really are such things as non-truth-evaluablelogical forms. On the other
hand, the stipulation that propositionalforms must be consistentwith the principle of
relevancehas the effect of collapsingthe propositionalform with the similarly relevancegovernedexplicature.
I also argue that Sperberand Wilson's associatingof propositional forms with the
property of relevancecreatesproblemsfor their account of non-literalness.In the first
place, Sperberand Wilson's definition of a non-literal utterance as an utterancewhose
propositional form constituteswhat is said but not what is explicatedadds a new and
problematicaspectto the relationbetweenpropositionalform and explicature.In the case
of ordinary assertions,the propositionalform of an utteranceis identified on the grounds
that it is the proposition which the hearer assumesthat the speaker intended to
communicate.But it is more difficult to explain why the hearer identifies a particular
proposition as the "right propositional form" of a non-literal utterance, since that
proposition cannot be assumedto be communicated,and therefore cannot actually be
describedas relevant.In other words, the problem is this: how does the hearerconclude
from the assumptionthat the propositionis not intendedto be explicated,that it is in fact
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the "right propositionalfortn" of the non-literalutterance the propositionalform which
-leadsto an overall interpretationthat is consistentwith the principleof relevance?
Actually it is no accident that the concept of the propositional form is such a

problematicone, sinceit appearsto be somethingwhoseexistencethe relevancetheorists
postulated for certain communicativeand cognitive purposes.I have argued that any
linguistically encodedlogical form is in fact semanticallycompletein itself, and doesnot
have to be developedinto a propositionalform to be truth-evaluable.In that respect,at
least,propositionalforms seemsuperfluous.
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4
The "misuse"of language

4 Introduction: phoneticvehiclesand "linguistic" conventions
In section 2.3 1 discussedChornsky's(1992a, 1995a) commentson what is generally
I-language,
is
language.
Chomsky,
For
the
this
of
which
the
misuse
regardedas
misuseof
he distinguishes from the use or misuse of non-(I-)Iinguistic expressionslike the
in
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botanist's
in
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'elm'
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(e.
the
or
sense,
constructions of naturalistic
g.
physicist'ssense)and of social practice(e.g. the communitynorrns of 'disinterested'and
This
@uninterested'
disinterested
chapter also
respectively).
meaning
and uninterested
addressesthe question of whether what is (mis)usedis linguistic, but in relation to the
for
language
the
creates
misuse
more general problems which the phenomenonof
correspondingnotionsof languageuseandlinguistic conventions.
In the last two chaptersI havebeendiscussingthe ideathat linguistic expressionsand

their semantics
areindependent
of the sort of truth-theoreticpropositionalmeaningwhich
humansentertainandcommunicate
i.
truth-theoretic
the
meaning
propositional
of
sort
e.
-for
Chomsky,
For
(or
be
literal
the
as
as well
which may
non-literal).
regardedas
by
linguistic
is
theorists,thistruth-theoretic
relevance
expressed
not
meaning
propositional
I havealsoargued
in themselves,
but by the USE of linguisticexpressions.
expressions
that Chomskyandthe relevance
theoristsfail to explainhow exactlylingýisticexpressions
are"used"-- howtheyconstrain,or areinvolvedwith, but remainabsolutelydistinctfrom,
thetruth-theoreticpropositional
meaningwhichtheyareusedto express.
Thenotionof THEcorrectuseversusthe misuseof a particularlinguisticexpression
that the linguisticsemantics
presupposes
of, say,the linguisticexpression'flaunt'hasa
flaunt which constitutesthe literal meaningthat is expressed
truth-theoreticcounterpart
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by
'flaunt',
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is
"correctly"
In
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the
when
expression
misuseof
used. the caseof
but
it
is
'flaunt,
is
linguistic
not to
that
the
used,
contrast,
generallyassumed
expression
express the truth-theoretic literal meaningflaunt -- and not in accordancewith the
linguistic semanticswhich is supposedto determinewhat the literal meaning is. For
example,someonemight utter'flauntto expressj7out.
But while the linguistic semanticsof 'flaunt' may be seenas determiningthe truththeoretic literal meaningflaunt,it is only the truth-theoreticflaunt which the languageuse
is
literal
linguistic
has
to
Significantly,
referred
as
to.
meaning
or rnisuse consciousaccess
meaning(and vice versa)at somepoint in everyone of the three accountsof misusewhich
I cite in this chapter-- Davidson 1981and 1986;Durnmett 1986;and evenCarston 1998,
a large part of which is devotedto the distinctionbetweenlinguistic and truth-theoretic
is
flaunt
literal
knows
is
language
the
It
that
that
the
semantics.
user
usually assumed
"correct"
flaunt
knows
to
the
'flaunt',
he
because
that
corresponds
meaning of
not
linguistic semantics,but becausehe'knows some convention which states that the
PHONETIC FORM of'flaunt'is the "correct" vehicleof the literal meaningflaunt.
In Carston 1998 (discussedin 4.1), it appearsto be the phonetic (or at least Einstantiable) form produced by the language user which constitutes necessaryand
sufficient evidencefor a particular linguistic expressionto have beenused. Furthermore,
Carston takes it for grantedthat there are definitive sets of linguistic conventionswhich
specify that particular phoneticforms belong to (and are thereby indicative oo particular
linguistic expressionsand particular (truth-theoretic) literal meanings,regardlessof what
meaningthe individual languageuser may have intended a certain phonetic vehicle to
carry, or believedwas carriedby a certainphoneticvehicle. Thus, for Carston(as well as
for Dummett), the speakerwho UTTERS the phonetic form of 'flaunt' with the intention
by
individuated
is
flout
linguistic
the
has
that
the
of expressing
expression
misused
phonetic form produced, in virtue of uttering/ using it to express a concept which,
accordingto somelinguistic convention,is not the meaningcarriedby that phoneticform.
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I, on the other hand,arguethat the use of a vehicle-meaningpair -- vehicle-meaning
pairs being what linguistic expressionsare generallyconsideredto be (e.g. by Chomsky,
the relevancetheorists,Dummett)-- mustinvolveboth the productionof the vehicleAND
the intention to expressthe meaningwhich the vehicleis associatedwith. If an individual
did not intend to expressthat meaning,then it seemsto me that he has not USED that
particular vehicle-meaningpair, evenif he did producethe vehicle.
Thus I am much more in sympathywith Davidson's1986 account of malapropisms
(set out in section 4.2), in which he assumesthat an expressionis individuatedby its
meaningrather than its vehicle.Like Dummett(discussedin 4.3), Davidsonbelievesthat
the conventionswhich govern vehicle-meaningrelations are SOCIAL conventions.But
whereasDurnmett equatesthe linguisticwith the social,Davidsonarguesthat such social
conventionsare NOT (in themselves)LINGUISTIC, and that they may be deviatedfrom,
created or replacedin any context. On this view, the personwho utters 'flaunt' with the
intention of expressingflouthasnot so muchdeviatedfrom a conventionwhich statesthat
'flaunt' meansflaunt, as adheredto a conventionwhich statesthat 'flaunt' meansflout. It
follows from this that he has not misusedan expression'flaunt' with the meaningflaunt.
Instead, he has "correctly" used 'flaunt', which, according to the convention which he
intendedto follow, meansflout.
In chapters 5 and 61 shall give a non-finguistic account of literal meaning and
"languageuse/ misuse".More importantly,perhaps,I shall try to explain how Davidson's
non-linguistic social conventionsare related to the linguistic. This chapter, however, is
mainly concernedwith the difficultiesof reconcilingso-called"linguistic" conventionswith
the beliefs and intentions of language users who apparently "misuse" linguistic
expressions.
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4.1 Carston's ad-hoc concepts: a pragmatic account of misuse and slips

Carston 1998 (: 17-8) containsa brief discussionof what she calls "the phenomenonof
misusesand slipsof the tongue".Usuallythe speakerintendsthe hearerto accesswhat her
utterance linguistically encodes,and alsowhat is said (or the propositional form of the
utterance).This is supposedto applyevento caseslike metaphor,where the speakermay
not intend to communicatethe linguisticallyencodedconceptsbut neverthelessintendsher
hearerto accessthem "in the processof arriving at the intendedinterpretation"(ibid: 17).
In the case of a misuseor slip, however,what seemsto happenis that "some of the
meaningencodedin the utterancefalls outsideany intention the speakerhas in producing
the utterance"(ibid). So, with regardto her exampleof a speakeruttering

(1) Mary is one of the hoi polloi.

to communicatethat Mary is a memberof the upper classes,Carstonclaimsthat there is a
disjunctionbetweenwhat is (linguisticallyencodedand) said
-Arguably, the proposition expressedby this utterance,what is (strictly
and literally) said,is that Mary is one of the commonpeople...(ibid: 18)

-- and anything which the speakermay intend the hearer to access.And this, Carston
suggests,is becausethe encodingof the conceptcommonpeople by the expression'hoi
polloi' is "not a part of her [the speakers] systemof linguistic knowledge" (ibid, my
italics); and, not being what she knows, cannot therefore be somethingshe intends the
hearerto access.
From this accountof (1) as an instanceof a misuseor slip it is possibleto infer certain
points about how Carstonconceivesof what is linguistically encoded,and what is said.In
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respect of what is linguistically encoded,Carston'saccount presupposesa "systemof
linguistic knowledge"that is quite independentof the speaker.This systemof linguistic
knowledge specifiesthat 'hoi polloi' linguisticallyencodesthe concept commonpeople,
regardlessof (i) the speakeesintentionthat her hearershould recover, through linguistic
decoding, the concept upper classes,(ii) her belief that her utterance of 'hoi polloi'
encodes the concept upper classes,and, indeed, (iii) the entire system of linguistic
knowledgewhich she,the individualspeaker,possesses.
Furthermore,if it is not just what
is linguistically encodedwhich falls outsidethe speaker'sintentions,but also what is said
(i. e. the propositionalform of the utterance),then it would appearthat in recoveringthe
latter the hearermust sometimesgo againsthis beliefsabout the speaker'sintentions.So
the speakermay believethat 'hoi polloi' encodesupper classes,and the hearermay know
this, and believethat the speakerintendedto communicatethat Mary belongsto the upper
classes.Nevertheless,Carstonarguesthat the hearerwould come to the conclusionthat
"what is (strictly and literally) said, is that Mary is one of the commonpeople". That the
heareesrecovery of what is said should "fall outsidethe speaker'sintentions", and even
outside the hearees beliefs about the speaker'sintentions, seems to contradict the
relevance-theoreticaccount of propositional form identification (see section 3.3). As
describedin Sperber and Wilson 1986a/ 95, all the proceduresof propositional form
identification

based
disambiguation,
mainly on the
are
etc
reference
assignment,
---

assumptionthat the speakeris observingthe principle of relevance,i.e. that the speaker
hascertainintentions,the centralof which is to aim for optimal relevance.
Carstonconcedesthat exampleslike (1) seem"specialand marginal",and
bring an unclarity into the concept of what is said, sinceup to now
...
we havebeenassumingthat what a speakersaysby an utteranceis not
at oddswith what shebelievesher words to mean...(ibid)
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Later, however, she reconsiderssuchexamplesin the light of her proposalsfor revising
the relevanceaccount of pragmaticprocessing.To begin with, she suggeststhat the
processof LOOSENING shouldbe brought in line with ENRICHMENT (ibid: 316-35,
Carston 1996). According to Sperber and Wilson 1986a/95 (see also section 3.3),
enrichmentis one of the ways of arriving at what is said (or the proposition expressed).
Loosening, on the other hand, is seenas contributing only to implicatures.Briefly, the
processof looseninggoes like this. The hearerdecodesthe loosely-usedlexical concept,
thereby gaining accessto the logical and encyclopaedicentriesfor that concept.He then
sorts through the sets of assumptionswhich constitute these entries, rejecting the
irrelevant assumptions(includingthe oneswhich contradictone another),and retainingas
implicaturesthosewhich are relevantin the givencontext.
Carston introduces the notion of AD HOC CONCEPT (1998: 310). An ad hoc
concept is a relevant, communicatedconcept arising from the pragmatic enriching or
looseningof a linguisticallyencodedlexical concept.For Sperberand Wilson (1986a/95),
only enrichedad hoc conceptsare incorporatedinto what is said, while loosenedad hoc
conceptscontribute only to what is implicated.Carston,however, suggeststhree ways of
"symmetrifying" enrichmentand loosening.The first symmetry position (1998: 314-6),
which she rejects,has to do with bringing enrichmentin line with looseningby assuming
that the results of enrichment emerge as implicatures rather than contribute to the
proposition expressed.The secondsymmetryposition (ibid: 316-20) brings looseninginto
line with enrichment,with ad hoc conceptsarising from looseningalso incorporatedinto
the proposition expressed.For example(ibid: 316), the propositionalform for

(2) This steak is raw.

would be
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(3) [This steak]yis raw*.

where raw* representsa looseningof the lexicalconceptraw.
Before I go into the third symmetryposition,hereare four possibleobjectionsto the
On
(ibid:
316-20).
the
Carston
second symmetryposition which
considersand rejects
is
[1]
hairless,
that the
for
instance,
'bald',
totally
objection
assumptionthat
encodes
lexical concept would almost alwaysbe loosened,and therefore would almost never be
literally used. The samegoes for 'hexagonal',which, accordingto Carston, describes"a
Carston,
(ibid:
317).
in
found
form
nature"
property of a perfect abstract
not actually
however, points out that this is actually a useful feature of language.Given that the
cognitive capacitiesof humans-- including
higher
(such
order
as
the
to
states
mental
ability
complex
attribute
...
beliefs and intentions) to conspecifics,the ability to draw inferences
from newly impinging stimuli by placingthem in a context of existing
assumptions, and the ability to recognise conceptual and other
from a rangeof pointsof view... (ibid)
resemblances

it
is
in
be
and
enough,
-- can relied upon to carry out the appropriatepragmaticprocesses,
fact more cognitively efficient, for many of the encodedconceptsto be "quite minimal"
(ibid).
Under the second symmetry position, there is no question of whether the
propositional form of an utterance is communicated,or embeddedin an assumption
hoc
incorporate
it
Since
higher-level
to
ad
concept
any
schema give a
would
explicature.
constructedin the course of interpreting the utterance,and since an ad hoc concept is
alwayscommunicated,the propositionalform itself must alwaysbe communicatedtoo. In
is
[2]
Objection
base-level
be
form
that the
the
short,
explicature.
a
propositional
must
incorporation into the utterance's propositional form of ad hoc concepts previously
assumedto contribute only to implicatureswould remove the distinction between the
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propositional form and that of the thought which the speakerintendedhis utteranceto
convey -- a distinction which is crucial to the relevance-theoreticaccount of non-literal
leads
This
interpretive
bridged
by
to
us
the
utterances,and
resemblance.
of
relation
have
the
[3],
is
same
that
the
thought
always
objection
utterance
which
and
speakerwhose
'
literalness
form
or truthfulness.
propositional
mustbe observingsomeGriceanmaximof
As Carston herself remarks,it doesfollow from the secondsymmetryposition that
"the speakeralways endorsesthe propositionher utteranceexpresses"(ibid: 318) -- Le.
that the proposition expressedis always(explicitly) communicated-However, she claims
betweenconceptsin the thought
that there remainsa relation of interpretiveresemblance
of the speaker and communicatedconcepts(including, or possibly constituted by, the
between
distinguishes
Note
clearly
that she
proposition expressed).
quite

(A) what the speakerintendsto communicate(the speaker'sthought);
(B) what the speakeractually managesto communicate(what explicaturesand
implicaturesthe hearer recovers);and
(C) the propositionexpressedby the speaker'sutterance.

The secondsymmetryposition may align (C) with (B), but does not changethe relation
between(B) and (A). It would appearthat neither(B) nor (C) ever replicates(A), whether
one takesthe standardor "symmetrical"line on utteranceinterpretation.As I mentionedin
the previous chapter, communicationwithin the relevanceframework does not result in
the duplication of thoughts. Many aspectsof thought are not linguistically encoded-henceCarston'ssupportfor the "strong essentialistview" of underdeterminacy:

1 Or

rather, if the heareralways interpretsan utteranceas having the samepropositionalform as
the speaker'sthought,then it must be on the basisof an assumptionthat the speakeris observing
somemaxim of literalnessor truthfulness.
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is an essentialproperty of the language/thought
underdetermýinacy
...
relation and no sentenceever fully encodesthe thought it is used to
express.(ibid: 27)

It is up to the obviously non-telepathic

heoLr,r
-, to

infer
the unencoded
pragmatically

elementsof what the speakerintendedto communicate.Of theseunencodedelements,ad
hoc conceptsseemthe most reliant on the hearer'sinferential efforts, and therefore the
most indeterminate.What contextualinformation is chosento enrich a lexical concept,
which subsetof a lexical concept'sextensionis the narrowedversion, what assumptions
are retainedfrom a lexical concept'sencyclopaedic
entry asthe loosenedconcept-- all this
is constrainedby the universalsearchfor relevance,but also dependson the individual
hearer,his encyclopaedicentry for the lexical concept,and the context of utteranceand
interpretation. Thus, in Carston's words, the speaker'sthought is "seldom, if ever,
perfectly replicated"(ibid: 18) in the hearer'smind.
Returning to objection [2], Carston'sreply is this: loosenedconceptsincorporated
into (C) leadto (C) beingexplicitly communicated,
but -- beingthemselvesindeterminatedo
indeterminacy
bring
(C)
fact
(A).
the
In
that
not
of the
to
say
might
any closer
one
loosenedconcepts,previouslythe property of implicatures,is passedon to the (C) and to
the base-levelexplicaturewhich (C) becomes.
With regard to objection [3], Carston points out that the Gricean maxim of
truthfulness concernsthe relation betweenwhat is linguistically encoded and what is
communicated:on the assumptionthat the speakeris observing the maxim, the hearer
equateswhat the speaker'sutterancelinguisticallyencodeswith what the speakerintended
to communicate,therebygiving the utterancea literal interpretation.This obviously does
not apply to the secondsymmetryposition, which has to do with the relation between
what is said, or the proposition expressed,and what is communicated.In any case,the
addition of loosenedconceptsto the propositionexpressedmeansthat the latter "[departs]
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evenmore radicallythan before[whenonly the enrichedconceptswere included]from the
literal linguistic contentin the logicalform of the utterance"(ibid: 18).
Objection [4] (ibid: 319) concernsthe notion of "the proposition literally and strictly
expressed","what is said", or "the truth-conditional content of the utterance". If the
propositionexpressedby the utteranceof

(4) Bill is a bulldozer.

is

(5) BRIXis a bulldozer*.

(where bulldozer* is the ad hoc, loosenedversion of the lexical conceptbulldozer), then
the utteranceof (4) would be true (if and only if Bill hasthe propertieswhich correspond
to the loosenedconceptbulldozer*). Objection[4] is that (4) being true goes againstour
intuitions that the proposition expressedby the utteranceis the obviously false Bill is a
bulldozer, andthat

(6) Bill is not a bulldozer.

is true. Carstonarguesthat suchintuitions are not altogetherreliable. Sheobservesthat it
is possibleto "agreeor disagreewith someonewho utters [(4)]... or even say 'that's true'
or'that's not true"' (ibid). Shealsopoints out that somehearerswould saythat (4) is true,
and some, that (4) is false, even if all of them agree that Bill is an aggressiveand
domineering person. Carston maintains that these different responsescorrespond to
intuitions comingfrom distinct sources:
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the 'true'-sayers would be considering the proposition they take the
...
speaker to be expressing and endorsing (i. e. an explicature), while the
'false'-sayers would be tapping their knowledge of linguistic meaning,
the literal encoded conceptual content of the utterance. (ibid: 33 1)

i.
is
for
is
'true'-sayers
true
the
the propositional form which contains the
e.
what
-loosenedconceptand is explicitly communicated,while what is false for the 'false'-sayers
is a propositionalform with the linguisticallyencodedlexical conceptbulldozer. Similarly,
(6) could be regardedas true for two different reasons.The hearermay assumethat it is
the lexical conceptbulldozer which is being negated,and agreethat it is true that Bill is
not an inanimateobject. On the other handhe may see(6) as a denial that the loosened
conceptbulldozer* appliesto Bill:

(7) Bill is not really a bulldozer;in fact he'squite insecure.(ibid: 319)

I come now to Carston'sthird symmetryposition (ibid: 328-30), which statesthat the
results of enrichmentand/ or looseningmust be built into the propositionalforms of only
SOME utterances,in order for the hearerto recover(what he assumesto be) the intended
interpretation. Thus the third symmetryposition has it that there are other utterances
which do not requirethe incorporationof enrichedand/ or loosenedad hoc conceptsinto
their propositional forms. According to Carston, (4) belongsto this secondcategory of
utterances. Carston cites Papafragou 1995, in which the symmetrical treatment of
utteranceinterpretationis appliedto examplesof referentialmetaphorlike

(8) The wilting violet has finally left.

but not to casesof metaphoricalpredicationlike
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(9) Maria is a nightingale.

and, of course, (4). With regard to (8), Carston agrees with Papafragou that the
is
for
hoc
from
the
necessary
constructionof an ad
encodedwilling violet concept
concept
referenceassignmentto proceed.It would be from the extensionof the loosenedconcept
("of a certain sort of shy, retiring person,let us suppose"(Carston 1998: 327) ) that the
hearer picks out the individuatingconcept of the person referred to. But Carston and
Papafragouclaim that the classicrelevancetheory accountof non-literalness(Sperberand
Wilson 1986a/ 95; see also my section3.3) not only works for (9), but is more costeffective:insteadof first havingto build an ad hoc conceptinto the propositionalform, the
hearer can pick out properties intended to be ascribed to Maria directly from the
encyclopaedicentry of the lexicalconceptnightingale.
Carston arguesthat the third symmetryposition -- that ad hoc conceptsshould be
incorporated into propositional forms only when necessary-- is consistent with the
principle of relevance,accordingto which the maximumnumberof contextualeffectsmust
be balancedwith the minimum amount of processingeffort. She also points out that in
certain casesit may actually be impossibleto build ad hoc conceptsinto the proposition
expressed:in sustainedmetaphors,for example--

(10) Life's but a walking shadow,a poor playerthat struts and frets his hour upon
Macbeth V. v.24-6)
the stage,andthen is heardno more... (Shakespeare,

-- and the metaphoricaluseof entire sentences--

(I 1)(a) The cracksare beginningto show.
(b) The lion is roaring again.(Theseexamplesand (10) from ibid: 328)
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But althoughCarstonstates(ibid: 328,329) that the classicrelevancetheory account
of non-literalnessis satisfactoryfor such examples,it is quite clear that the "third
symmetryposition" treatmentshesuggestsfor, say,

(4) Bill is a bulldozer.

deviates from Sperber and Wilson 1986a/95in more ways than one. Where ad hoc
concepts are not built into the proposition expressed,as in the case of (4), Carston!s
accounthasinsteada propositionalschemalike

(12) Billx is [I

with reference assigned and the lexical concept in the predicate "functioning as a
constraint on the sorts of concepts that may occupy the open slot" (Carston 1998: 333). It
follows from this that "there simply is no complete proposition expressed by the speaker
or constructed by the hearer" (ibid: 333) -- in fact, that "a fully propositional form at the
explicit level need never be entertained" (ibid: 329, my italics). Thus the third symmetry
position reverts to the classic relevance account of the loosening process, but adheres to
the "symmetrical" conflation of propositional form and explicature2 -- even where the
propositional form to be explicated is notfullyproposilional.

3

2 It hasto be
mentionedthat this notion -- of the propositionexpressedalwaysbeingexplicatedcomesonly with the secondandthird symmetrypositions,and is completelyinconsistentwith the
first.
3 Note that Carston's"third
symmetryposition" accountof enrichmentis evenmoreradical.The
ideathat no (fully) propositionalform is explicitly communicatedis not that remotefrom the
classicaccountof looseusein metaphor,accordingto which the (fully) propositionalform is not
itself communicatedbut hasto be embeddedin a higher-levelexplicature.But it certainly is a
departurefrom the standardnotion of enrichment:while Sperberand Wilson view enrichmentas a
way of conceptuallyaddingto the encodedlogical form, Carstonsuggeststhat it may result in a
lesspropositional,in fact non-propositional,"propositionalschema"like (12) in the main text.
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Here I list what seemto me to be the main innovationsof Carston'sthird symmetry
position:

(A) The resultsof both looseningand enrichmentmay or may not be built into the
proposition expressed(dependingon whether ad hoc conceptsare necessaryfor
arriving at the intendedinterpretationof the utterance).
(B) If they are, then obviouslythe proposition expressedwould contain ad hoc
conceptsarisingfrom looseningor enrichment.
(C) If they are not, the proposition expressed-- or rather, the "proposition"
expressed-- would turn out to be a non-propositional"propositionalschema".
(D) Whichever the hearer recovers (fully propositional forms with ad hoc
concepts, or non-propositional"propositional schemas"),it is assumedto be
4
explicitly communicated.In other words, the third symmetryposition dispenses
with the classicrelevancetheory notion of propositionexpressedor "what is said",
interpretation
in
level
"the
the
the
that
of
utterance
with
whole process
result
only
that is not communicatedis the logical form" (ibid: 319).

Carston'sthird symmetryposition may be summedup thus: to either of the levels of
utteranceinterpretationwhich are communicated(i. e. to either explicatureor implicatures)
may be contributed ad hoc conceptsresulting from either enrichment or loosening -depending, of course, on which procedure is most consistent with the principle of
relevancein a given context. Within the third symmetryframework, it is equally possible
for the main import of an utteranceto be implicitly communicatedas it is for it to be
4Actuallythereappears
in explicatures,
to beno reasonfor positing"propositional
schemas"
exceptfor thepossibilitythat- if it contained
thelexicalconceptitseýf- theproposition
That,of course,is what
expressed
to communicate.
couldNOT bewhatthespeakerintended
happens
in thestandardaccountof non-literalness:
formof (4) is not
for instance,
thepropositional
Bill is a humanbeing,andnotcompatible
explicatedbecause
with what'bulldozer'linguistically
encodes.
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explicitly communicated.For (8) it would be carried by the explicature, a proposition
containingad hoc concepts.For (9) and (4) it would lie in the implicatures,for which the
explicature-- a non-propositional"propositionalschema"-- would function merely as a
"vehicle".
It should be clear by now that one of the most important implicationsof the third
implicatures,
between
has
distinction
do
the
to
and
explicatures
symmetryposition
with
the two types of communicatedassumptions.Carston argues that it is a mainly
derivational distinction explicaturesarederivedby developingthe linguisticallyencoded
-logical form, and implicaturesby the inferring of whole new assumptions(ibid: 332,335) has
literally
derivational
little
is
This
do
"what
to
and
said".
and
strictly
of
with
notions
differenceis further reducedwithin the third symmetryframework, according to which
both logical form developmentand purely pragmaticinferenceinvolve the constructionof
ad hoc conceptsthrough looseningor enrichment.Thus Carstonclaimsthat the distinction
betweenexplicaturesand implicaturesis NOT one
is of great importancefor a hearer,at least if it is viewed as a
which
...
impact
have
is
distinction
to
some
on
representational
which supposed
the way he views the set of communicatedassumptions.(ibid: 332)

How, then, doesthe third symmetryposition accountfor the phenomenonof misuses
and slips?Carston'sonly commentregardingthis issueis that slips of the tonguelike

(13) Shealwaysflauntsthe rules.

be correctly interpreted, that is, interpreted in line with the
will
...
speaker'sinformative intention, although she hasn't produced the best
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possiblelinguistic evidenceto ensurefulfilment of that intention. (ibid:
334)

In the rest of this sectionI shallattemptto expandon this singlestatement.
It seemsto me that (D) -- Carston'sassertionthat there is no level of proposition
expresseddistinct from that of explicature,and that "a fully propositional form at the
explicit level needneverbe entertained"(ibid: 329) -- is centralto the apparentresolution
of casesof misuseand slipswithin the third symmetryframework. One of the featuresof
misuse/slipswhich makesthem seem"marginal"is that what is saidin those casesappears
to fall outside the speaker'sintentions. For the third symmetry position, there is no
intentions,
falling
the
the
question of
speaker's
since the
outside
proposition expressed
propositionexpressedis alwaysthe onewhich the speakerintendsto communicate.
The question,though, is: what doesthe speakerintendto communicate,and how is it
recoveredby the hearer?Firstly, it is clearthat in the caseof

(13) She always flaunts the rules.

what is intendedto be communicated,and "correctly interpreted",is somethinglike

(13) Shealwaysflouts the rules.

But doesthe hearerarrive at (13') by incorporatingad hoc conceptsinto the proposition
"pressed, or through a propositionalschema?In other words, is the main import of an
utterances like (13) explicitly or implicitly communicated?This question may seem
unnecessaryin the light of the third symmetryposition, according to which strength of
conununicationis more fundamentalthan the means.However, one could argue that the
heareris not likely to recover(13') in the form of implicaturesarisingfrom
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(14) She always []

the rules.

be
"read
impossible
for
is
the
being
it
to
off
the
that
communicated
what
reason
seems
-lexical concept" (as Carstonputs it, ibid: 328) retainedin (14) as a "constraint" on what
the open slot maycontain.While the hearerof

(9) Maria is a nightingale.

is able to pick out, say, a wonderful singer from the encyclopaedicentry of the lexical
flaunt
lead
be
the
to
can
one to
concept of
concept nightingale, there appears
no way
flout, or hoipolloi to the upperclasses.
At this point it maybe usefulto comparemisusesand slipswith all the other examples
which havebeendiscussedso far, e.g.

(8) The wilting violet hasfinally left.
(9) Maria is a nightingale.

For the latter -- even for the most non-literal of them -- the recovery of what is
cornmunicatedinvolves the operation of processes(enrichment,loosening)upon lexical
CONCEPTS.For an utterancelike (13), on the other hand,one might saythat no amount
its
lexical
induce
loosening
the
with
conceptflaunt,
of conceptual enriching or
could
logical and encyclopaedicentries,to point the hearerin the direction of the conceptwhich
the speakerintendedto communicate.This may be what Carston meanswhen she says
that the speakerwho hasa slip of the tongue "hasn'tproducedthe best possiblelinguistic
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5
hearer
leading
instead
(ibid:
for
the
her
intentions.
For
334)
of
evidence"
communicative
it
CONCEPTS,
between
as
along the relatively well-defined and well-established relations
usually does, the linguistic evidence in cases like (13) provides access to the speakees
intentions through the rather more hit-and-mýissnotion of PHONETIC -- i. e. physical -RESEMBLANCES.

In short, the lexical concept cannot and does not constitute the

linguistic evidence for the inferring of what is communicated -- it is the phonetic
properties which have that role.

This leavesus with the possibilitythat (13) is explicitly communicated,and also that
the procedureof arriving at the explicaturevia the constructionof ad hoc conceptscannot
involve the looseningor enrichmentof lexical concepts.Instead,the hearermay haveto
[flaut],
in
linguistic
form
the
say,
uttered
to
the
expression
one
pick a phonetic
similar
-for its resemblanceto [flo: nt], and its encodedconcept'scompatibility with the direct
hoc
in
lexical
incorporate
the
an
ad
concept
the
as
then
concept
new
object
rules -- and
the proposition expressed.Furthermore,it is not even clear if the explicatureshould be
representedas

(15) Shealwaysflaunts* the rules.

for the reasonthat the relevant ad hoc concept was not, could not have been, directly
derived from the lexical conceptflaunt. Another argumentagainstthe 'flaunt*' in (15) is
that the ad hoc concept constructedby the hearer of (13) seemsfar more determinate,
more definite, than those in the metaphorexamples,like wilting violet in (8) -- the ad hoc
concept for (13) appears,quite unequivocally,to be the concept encodedby 'flout', i.e.
flout. So, if the lexical conceptflaunt could be said to undergo any process,it would be
5 As I mentionedin
is
fr=ework
3.1.1,
language
the
the solepurposeof
relevance
section
within
to provide evidencefrom which hearersinfer the intentionsof speakers(Sperberand Wilson
1986a/95: 27,163).
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the processof looseningtaken to the limit -- the dropping of, not some,but all of the
elementsof the linguisticallyencodedcontent.
The samecould be saidof the uttering of

(1) Mary is one of the hoi polloi.

to communicate

(1) Mary is one of the upperclasses.

The fact is that the concept*pper-cl&ses is not somethingwhich the hearerwas supposed
to retrieve in the first place.As Carstonpoints out, the encodingof commonpeople by
'hoi polloi' is "not apart of [the speakers] systemof linguistic kiowledge" (ibid: 18, my
italics); and, not being what he knows, cannot therefore be somethinghe intends the
hearerto decode.Moreover, the phoneticpropertiesof 'hoi polloi' may also play a part in
the interpretation process-- Carstonsuggeststhat there could be a "sound association"
with 'hoity toity' (ibid: 17)
Thus I argue that Carston'sthird symmetry position does not solve the problem
presentedby the phenomenonof misuseand slips -- the problem of what is said falling
outsidethe speaker'sintentions-- simplybecauseit doesnot appearto offer a solution for
the more fundamentalproblem of what is linguistically encoded falling outside the
speaker'sintentions, and in many casesoutside the speaker'sbeliefs and his "systemof
linguistic knowledge".As Carstonherselfputs it,
have been assumingthat what a speakersaysby an
to
up
now
we
...
utteranceis not at odds with what she believesher words to mean...
(ibid: 18, my italics)
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Obviously there are casesof misusewhere the speakerdoes know what the utterance
encodes,i. e. misuseswhich are slips.The personwho utters (13), for example,may know
that 'flaunt' encodesj7auntandnotflout, but utters 'flaunt' dueto what Carstoncallsa
[malfunction] of the systern,brought on by performance
temporary
...
factors suchastirednessor emotionalstrain.(ibid)

The important point, however, is that all the examplesinvolve the encoding of lexical
conceptswhich the speakerdid not intendthe hearerto access/decode,did not intend to
use,and in fact did not evenhavein mind -- eitherbecausethe encodingof the conceptby
the expressionuttered is "not a part of the speaker'ssystemof linguistic knowledge", or
becausethe speakerknows that the expressionencodesthe conceptbut has no intention,
and merely commits the "articulatory error" (as Carston calls it, (ibid)), of uttering the
expression.HenceforthI shall refer to the first sort of speakeras speakerM (for "misuse
pure and simple"),andthe secondasspeakerS (for "slip").
This brings me to the main argumentof this section:if the speakerdid not intend the
conceptencodedby somelinguistic expressionto be accessed-- by anybody,includingthe
speakerhimself-- then surelyhe cannotbe saidto haveUSED that concept,the encoding
of that concept,and hencetheparticular linguistic expressionconstitutedby the encoding
of that concept. So I argue that speakersM and S, in failing to entertain the semantic
properties of the linguistic expressionswhich they are supposedto have used, do not
actually use those linguistic expressionsat all. And if they do not use the linguistic
expressions,then they do not MISUSE them either.
Carston'saccountof misuse/slips, on the other hand, presupposesthat to UTTER a
linguistic expressionIS to use it. In ordinary casesof languageuse (including metaphor,
irony, etc), aswell asin casesof misuseinvolving speakersM,
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(A)(i) what the speakeruses,and
(A)(ii) what the speakerutters

(A)(i),
together
For
Carston
that
the
are generallyregardedas
same.
suchcases,
assumes
with

(B) what the interpreterdecodes,and
(C) what the speakerintendsto use,

for
S,
Carston
For
linguistic
to
the
speakers
and
would
slips,
refer
expression.
same
presumablytake (A)(i) and (B) to refer to the samelinguistic expression(e.g. 'flaunt'),
intended
linguistic
have
"slipping"
to
the
another
use
while
originally
speakerwould
expression(e.g. Tout').
Carston'sequatingof (A)(i) with (B) (and, in the caseof speakers/hearersM, with
(C) as well) hingesupon her assumptionthat (A)(i) IS (A)(ii). Quite simply, if what the
speakeruses is what he utters, and what he utters is the physical entity which the
interpreter perceivesand decodes,then (A)(i) must be (B). More importantly, misuse
interpreted,
how
"correctly"
in
discussed
they
terms
are
with
casesare almost always
of
the hearertacitly set up as the ideal languageuser with some definitive set of linguistic
rules on his side. And it is theselinguistic rules, of course,which are the crucial factor in
the identifying of the linguistic expressionused, and even intended to be used, by the
speaker.Note that, with the shift of the proposition expressedto the level of explicature
under the third symmetryposition, literalnessfor Carstonis no longer a property of what
is said (as it was for the classic relevanceaccount of utterance interpretation), but is
locatedin "the literal encodedconceptualcontentof the utterance" (ibid: 331, my italics).
That there is suchan entity as THE literal linguisticallyencodedcontent,as determinedby
the rules of the language,is obviously presupposedby the notion of misuse/slips.Without
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the notion of standardliteral meaningswhich are independentof the individual speaker/
hearer,no expressioncould ever be saidto be misused.Clearly, for Carston,the question
of what linguistic expressionis usedand/ or misusedis not decidedby the speaker,even
though it is the speakerwho usesit, but by the linguistic rules which connectthe physical
entity producedby the speakerto its literal linguisticallyencodedmeaning.
Of coursethe speakerwho utters, say, (13) might happento agreewith that set of
linguistic rules, and with the hearer,aboutwhat linguistic expressionhe hasused. Speaker
S, who believes that 'flaunt' encodesflaunt and whose utterance of (13) was an
"articulatory error", possiblybelievesthat he hasunintentionallyused-- and, in doing so,
misused(or rather, mistakenlyused)--'flaunt' when he actuallyintendedto use 'flout'. As
for speakerM, who believesthat 'flaunt' encodesflout: it may be that Carston!s claim
about the misusecases,that they involve what is linguistically encodedfalling outsidethe
speaker'sintentions, implies that what remains of the linguistic expressionwithin the
bounds of the speaker'sintentions most conspicuously,the phonetic properties -- is
-sufficient for the linguistic expression(i.e. 'flaunt' encodingflaunt) to be describedas
beingusedby the speaker.In contrast,it is not just what is linguisticallyencodedbut every
other elementof the linguistic expressionwhich falls outside speakerS's intentions-- he
did not intend to utter that linguistic expression,and he is awarethat he hasuttered what
he did not intendto utter.
Thus both speakersS and M are regardedby Carstonas using the encodingofflaunt
by'flaunt'-- M, solely in virtue of intending to produce,and producing,the phoneticform
[flo: nt]; S, solely in virtue of unintentionally producingthe phonetic form [flo: ntl (which
he happensto believe encodesflaunt). The conceptflaunt, on the other hand, plays
absolutelyno part in either case,eventhough Carstonclaimsthat it is encodedby'flaunt'.
Its role in Carston'saccount of the interpretationprocessis almost as insignificantas its
role in her account of language(mis)useby speakersS and M. The hearerS or M does
decode the utterance and accessthe lexical concept, but replacesit with the new and
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unrelated ad-hoc concept
relevant the
once
has
flaunt,
in
by
'flaunt',
So
lexical
circumstances. all all the
conceptsupposedlyencoded
just one role in the entire communicationprocess,and a rather negativeone at that: it has
to be rejected, and completely dropped (as opposed to being loosened,and partially
dropped)in order for the hearerto deriverelevantcontextualeffects.
All of the abovefollows from Carston'sview of E-physicalutteranceas fundamental
to languageuse,accordingto which the SEMANTIC propertiesof a linguistic expression
(Or,
in
Saussurean
be
PHONETIC
to
the
properties.
could
seenas somehowsecondary
terms, the signifiedcould be seenas secondaryto the signifier.) This conceptof language
by
in
is
by
Chomsky
by
Sperber
Wilson,
theory,
anyoneelsewho
and,
use shared
and
-subscribes to the idea of linguistic expressionsas vehicle-meaningpairs. As the
"VEHICLE" for MEANING, the E-physicalphoneticproperties are generallyseenas the
most salientelementsof a linguistic expressionwhen it is E-physically uttered -- so much
so that the linguistic expressionis representedasbeingusedevenwhen what it supposedly
it
is
fact
by
hearer.
In
is
disregarded
discarded
by
the
the
when this
encodes
speakerand
happensthat the fundamentalissueat stakein all this becomesparticularly clear. The use
linguistic
linguistic
by
those
expressionsas
regard
who
of a
expression,as conceived
vehicle-meaningpairs, could be described as the production of the E-physicalvehicle to
expressits meaning,or the expressingof the meaningthrough its vehicle.The misuseof a
linguistic expression,on the other hand, is always seen as a matter of producing the
phonetic vehicle to expressthe "wrong", unencodedmeaning(e.g. misusing 'flaunt' by
uttering [flo: nt] to expressflout), and never of expressingthe semanticmeaningthrough
the "wrong", unencoding vehicle (e.g. misusing 'flout' by expressingflout with the
phonetic vehicle [flo: nt]). This implies that the identity of the linguistic expression
apparentlyuttered is determinedby, and only by, the phoneticform produced.
Thus Carston claims that the speaker who attempts to communicatethat Mary
belongsto the upper classesby uttering
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(1) Mary is one of the hoi polloi.

has used the linguistic expression'hoi polloi', but misusedit to expressthe "wrong"
meaning(i. e. a meaningwhich the phoneticform of 'hoi polloi' doesnot encode).In other
words, Carston assumesthat 'hoi polloi', encoding common people, is the linguistic
expressionwhich the speakerhasuttered,andwhich the hearerperceivesand maps
"correctly" to a conceptualaddressfor [commonfolk]... (ibid: 17)

before(presumably)
hoc
the
to
ad
conceptthe upper classes.But
construct
going on
Carstonalsomentionsthepossibilityof a hearerwho is
in
his
in
the
the
also
same
way
as
speaker,
and
mistaken,
...
understandingof the expression'hoi polloi'... (ibid)

Here, Carstonappearsto be sayingthat the linguistic expressionis ndsusedby the second
heareras well the speaker both of them are "mistaken"about 'hoi polloi, the speaker
-misusingit to mean,and the hearermisinterpretingit as meaning,the upper classes.The
implication, of course, is that 'hoi polloi' is specifiedas encodingcommo?
l people by a
definitive set of linguistic ruleswhich both speakerand secondhearerdeviatefrom in their
(mis)useof the expression.But there is no denyingthe fact that what is an ad-hocconcept
for the first heareris recoveredby the secondhearervia linguistic decoding;and that, as
far as cognitive effectsare concerned,the speakerusesa different linguistic encodingfor
each hearer: an encodingof commotipeople for the first hearer, an encoding of upper
classesfor the second.
Before I continue,it is necessaryto distinguishhearer M from hearer S. The second
hearerreferredto in the previousparagraphis, of course,hearerM like speakerM, his
--
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(see section2.3), which he claimsis the only sensein which language(i.e. I-language)is
(Chomsky
his
in
I-language"
is
in
"that
Speaker
S
with
not accord
speaks a way
misused.
1992a: 121), while hearerS "[offers] judgementsinconsistentwith his I-language"(ibid).
But if speakeror hearerM is mistakenit is certainlynot in virtue of deviatingfrom "IRS"
internal languageor linguistic code(to use Chomsky'spossessivepronoun) -- it would be
becausehis entire systemof linguistic knowledgehas deviatedfrom someother (perhaps
definitive) codewhich he doesnot possess,andwhosespecificationsabout what particular
utterancesencodehaveabsolutelyno effect on how he useslanguage.Now, eventhough
it is not a part of his linguistic code, Carstonmight assume(wrongly, in my opinion) that
by'hoi
M
polloi'by voluntarily producing
the
people
common
speaker misuses encodingof
i.
by
linguistic
form
common
people
e.
rule matcheswith
a phonetic
which a certain
-uttering the linguistic expression'hoi polloi' -- to expressthe "wrong", unencodedupper
decode
does
hand,
than
But
hearer
M,
automatically
the
nothing
other
classes.
other
on
the utteranceto recoverthe upper classes.So for hearerM, at least,the speakerhasused
the encodingof the upper classesby'hoi polloi', andusedit correctly.
Or rather, "correctly". with scare quotes around the word. "Correctly" is how
Carstonpresentsit -- not in respectof hearerM, it hasto be stressed,but the hearerwho
decodes'hoi polloi' "correctly" to recover commonpeople (seeabove,and ibid: 17). This
impliesthat the notions of use and misuseare relative-- and, in this case,that whetherthe
speaker"misuses"'hoi polloi' or perhapsusesit "correctly" dependson what concept(s)
the hearerand the speakermap the utteranceto. It follows from this, in my view, that to
claim that a speakermisusesa linguistic expressionis to beg the question,for we must
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first establishwhat linguistic expressionis actuallybeing used before we can saythat it is
being rnisused.Carstonall but concedesthis in a footnote:
Of course, the matter of what gets called an error or a misuse is
sometimesmore a matter of power and authority than anything to do
with languageitself.. (ibid: 82, fn 2)

She also mentions"disparateencodings"(ibid) -- i.e. the fact that different people may
have different 'systemsof linguistic knowledge',different beliefsabout what words mean.
This suggeststhat the code itself is ad-hocin nature;and that the issueof what is usedor
misusedhasnothing to do with what is uttered or what is determinedby somesupposedly
fixed and autonomousset of linguistic rules, but insteadinvolves the disparatecodesof
different languageusers.For instance,nothing would be misusedwhen speakerM utters
(1) to hearer M: as far as both their linguistic codes are concerned,speakerM has
providedthe bestlinguistic evidencefor his intentions.But if speakerS utters (1) to hearer
S, eachwould considerthe other as havingmisused'hoi polloi'. And in WS pairingsonly
speakersor hearersS would think that the linguistic expressionhasbeenmisused.
To concludethis section,I havetwo points to make.Firstly, I am not arguingthat a
cognitive theory like Carston's or Sperber and Wilson's is unable to account for
phenomenalike misuse,slips and disparateencodings-- only that first principles about
languageand languageuseneedto be clarified, and set out in far greaterdetail. Secondly,
note once again that all the casesof misuselisted above involve the production of a
phonetic form to expressa conceptwhich it is not supposedto encode,and that it is the
phonetic form and not the concept which is assumedto determine what linguistic
expressionis misused.The reverseappearsto be true for Davidson. Whereasflout for
Carston is the "wrong" concept, not encodedby what is uttered by speakerM or S,
Davidson would consider it to be the literal meaning of what the speaker uttered.
Davidson's1986discussionof malapropsis the subjectof the next section.
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4.2 Davidson's prior and passing theories

Carston'spragmaticaccountof misuseand slips is underpinnedby the notion of public,
definitive setsof linguistic rules(i.e. linguistic codes)which determinethe literal meanings
individual
by
the
of
the
regardless
speakers,
of
phonetic vehicles produced/ uttered
hand,
intentions.
Davidson,
the
claims that the phenomenonunder
other
speakees
on
investigationinvolvesthe taking over, not only of literal meaningby the speakeesintended
his
1986
"A
by
In
linguistic
but
paper
nice
another.
rules
of
meaning,
also of one system
derangementof epitaphs"(henceforth"Derangement"),an analysisof malaprops-- which
he placesin the samecategoryas "incompleteor grammaticallygarbled" utterances,slips
of the tongue, words that we have never heard before and new idiolects (1986: 437) -leadsDavidsonto the conclusionthat "thereis no suchthing aslanguage"(ibid: 446). This
is not as melodramaticas it sounds,especiallywith the qualificationthat follows: "... not if
a languageis anythinglike what many philosophersand linguists have supposed"(ibid).
Clearly the aim of "Derangement"is not to show that language(whateverit is) does not
exist, but to demonstratethat phenomenalike malapropsunderminethe theoriesof "many
philosophersand linguists" aboutlanguageand linguistic meaning.
It hasto be stressedthat Davidsonbeginsby affirming that
distinction
blur
be
the
to
or
even
obliterate
nothing
should
allowed
...
betweenspeaker'smeaningand literal meaning.(ibid: 434)

He also has a way of defining literal meaning,which he calls "first meaning",in terms of
what speakersor interpretersdo. First meaningcould be said to come first in the order of
interpretation,exceptthat
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it often happensthat we can descrythe literal meaningof a word or
...
phraseby first appreciatingwhat the speakeris getting at. (ibid: 435)

Alternatively, the first meaningof a linguistic expressionwhich a speakerutters may be
located through the speaker'sintentions in uttering the linguistic expression,and how
theseintentionsare
by
to
the
ends
means
of
relation
ordered
usually
unambiguously
...
(wherethis relationmayor maynot be causal)...(ibid)

For instance, Peter utters the LE 'Eat your eggplant' (example from Davidson 1981: 27 16)
with the intention of uttering an expression that means eat your eggplant, with the
intention of telling Mary to eat her eggplant, with the intention of getting her to eat her
eggplant. Peter also has "the Gricean intentions to achieve certain of these ends through
[Mary's] recognition of some of the intentions involved" (1986: 435). The first meaning of
Eat your eggplant' is specified by the first intention which requires this self-referring
Gricean feature.
Note that Davidson's "first meaning" is NOT meaning endowed by the speaker's

intentions,but merely, though necessarily,intendedby the speakerto be grasped-- and
graspedfirst -- by the hearer. To be more precise, it is meaning which the speaker
necessarilywishesthe hearerto graspor register(and I deliberatelyuse thesevagueverbs,
rather than "interpret") in virtue of having understood the meaning of the expression
interpretation
but
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the
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not necessarilyconstitute ultimate and complete
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in
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first
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Note
that
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necessarilybe the first in the order of the hearer's interpretation (hence Davidson's
rejectionof the "first in the order of interpretation"definition).
Davidsongoes on to narrow down this notion of first meaning-- which, like Grice's
(ibid:
interpretation"
intended
"applies
to
any sign or signalwith an
non-naturalmeaning,
436) -- to one of linguistic meaning,by applying to it three "plausible" principles
concerningfirst meaningin language(ibid: 436-7).
The first principle requiresthat first meaningbe (1) SYSTEMATIC; or rather, that
there should be systematicrelations betweenthe meanings-- the first meanings-- of
utterances. These systematic relations would give rise to semantic and structural
interprets
interpreter"
(ibid:
his
436)
"a
through
speaker
or
properties,
which competent
interpretation
"has a
Davidson
that
this
of
system
own or others' utterances.
also argues
finite base and is recursive" (ibid: 438); and proceedsto call it a theory, "as if the
interpreterwere usingthe theory we useto describehis competence"(ibid).
The secondprinciple statesthat first meaningmust be (2) SHARED. Le. the system
interpreter
in
by
be
first
theory
such a way that
speaker
and
or
of
meaningsmust shared
the interpreterusesit "to understandthe speaker",and the speaker,"to guide his speech"
accordingto "how the interpreterwill interprethim" (ibid: 437).
The third principle statesthat first meaningmust be (3) PREPARED: "learned in
advanceof occasionsof interpretationand...conventionalin character"(ibid: 436).
Note that both Davidson'snotion of first meaning and his three principles about
linguistic meaningpresupposethat the sort of meaningwhich he is concernedwith isfor
conveyingand interpreting. A systemor theory of such meanings-- i.e. a language-- is
therefore a theory of interpretation. Principle (2), in particular, does not seemso much a
principle of languageas one of communication.Davidsonclaimsthat the notion of shared
systemsof first meanings"does not demandthat speakerand interpreter speakthe same
language"(ibid: 437) -- only that the interpretersharesthe speaker'sunderstandingof the
speaker'swords. Thus principle (2) in effect statesthat, whatevertheory of interpretation
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is used (and speakerand interpretermay have different theories), what is required for
successfulcommunicationis that the interpretermanagesto interpret the speaker'swords
them,
or signalsasthe speakerunderstands
One might arguethat it is this view of languageas a theory of interpretation,and not
the phenomenonof malapropisms,which threatensthe distinction between literal and
between
(a)
distinguish
does
have
Davidson
But,
I
mentioned,
speaker'smeanings.
as
interpretativeprocesseswhich count as one's"basiclinguistic competence"and (b) those
which are governed by general, pragmatic principles like the Gricean Maxims of
Conversation.In other words, he doesdistinguishbetween(a) the literal or first meanings
of LEs and (b) what is implied or implicatedby someonewho usesthem. He stressesthat
the problems created by malapropismsand the like are quite different from problems
concerningthe (a)-(b) distinction. In the case of metaphor, for example,the question
would be how a particularlinguistic expressionwhoseliteral meaningthe languageuser is
fully aware of, and has deliberatelychosen (together with the other elementsof the
linguistic expression),is used to convey some other meaning.Or, in Davidson'swords,
phenomenalike metaphoror irony are "achievedby way of the normal meaningsof the
words" (ibid: 439).
What Davidson is interestedin is what Mrs Malaprop does in YheRivals, and what
Donnellandoes in his (1968) reply to MacKay's (1968) discussionof Donnellan's(1966)
distinction betweenthe referentialand attributive usesof definite descriptions-- and the
fact that
in all thesecasesthe hearerhasno trouble understandingthe speaker
...
in the way the speakerintends.(1986: 434)

The main detailsof the Donnellancaseare asfollows. Donnellanclaimsthat someonewho
says'Smith's murderer is insane'has said somethingtrue as long as he is using 'Smith's
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murderer'referentially, to refer to a particularpersonwho is insane-- evenif that person
did not murder Smith. MacKay's objection is that this amounts to Humpty Dumpty's
theory of meaning,whereby one uses an expression(e.g. 'Smith's murderer') to mean
whatever one wants it to mean(e.g. the insane man who did not murder Smith). For
Davidson, however,Donnellan'sreferentialuse has "nothing to do with words changing
their meaning or reference"(Davidson 1986: 439). Even if the speakeruses 'Smitws
murdereeto refer to someonewho did not murderSmith,
is nonethe lessachievedby way of the normal meanings
the
reference
...
of the words. (ibid)

Once again Davidson insists on a clear distinction between literal meaning and the
speaker's intended meaning, arguing that, while the speaker may have expressed
somethingthat is true, he hasdoneso by usinga sentencethat is literally false.
Davidson, of course,is much more interestedin the speakerwho does not proceed
"by way of the normal meaningsof the words" when he uses those words to mean
somethingelse.Humpty Dumpty, Davidsonmaintains,is NOT sucha speaker,becausehe
cannotbe saidto meananything whenbe tells Alice 'There'sglory for you':
He cannotmeanwhat he sayshe meansbecausehe knows that 'There's
glory for you' cannotbe interpretedby Alice as meaning'There'sa nice
knockdown argumentfor you.' We know he knows this becauseAlice
says 'I don't know what you meanby "glory" ', and Humpty Dumpty
retorts, 'Of courseyou don't -- til I tell you.' (ibid: 440)

DavidsontakesDonnellan'sview that
A speakercannot...intendto meansomethingby what he saysunlesshe
believeshis audiencewill interpret his words as he intends(the Gricean
circle). (ibid: 439)
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Thus Davidsonclaimsthat one can changethe meaningof an expressionas one intends,
believe(and perhapsarejustified in believing)that the
provided
you
...
interpreter has adequateclues for the new interpretation. You may
deliberatelyprovidethoseclues...(ibid)

An exampleof the speakerhimself voluntarily providing such clues is when Donnellan
endshis reply to MacKay with the expression'There'sglory for you'. By that Donnellan
however,
he
Dumpty,
Unlike
Humpty
Aere's
knockdown
means
argumentforyou.
a nice
IS interpretedas meaningAere's a nice Icnockdown
argumentfor you - not only because
he believesthat the readerwould interpretit to meanwhat he intendedit to mean,but also
becausehe usesit in a context which he knows would prompt the readerto interpret it as
Aere's a nice knockdownargumentfor you.
Davidson refers to Donnellan's'There'sglory for you', and Mrs Malaprop's 'a nice
derangementof epitaphs,as casesof the speaker"getting away with it" (ibid:440). What
"getting awaywith it" involvesis this:
interpreter comes to the occasion of utterance armed with a
the
...
theory that tells him (or so he believes)what an arbitrary utteranceof
the speakermeans.The speakerthen sayssomethingwith the intention
that it will be interpretedin a certain way, and the expectationthat it
will be so interpreted. In fact this way is not provided for by the
interpreter's theory. But the speakeris neverthelessunderstood; the
interpreter adjusts his theory so that it yields the speaker'sintended
interpretation.The speakerhas'gotten awaywith it'. (ibid)

Furthermore,
The speakermay [like Donnellan] or may not [like Mrs Malaprop]...
know that he has got away with anything; the interpreter may [like
Donnellan'sreader] or may not [like Mrs Malaprop's interpreter] know
that the speakerintendedto get awaywith anything.(ibid)
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To account for speakers"getting away with it", Davidson proposesthat at every
stageof what he calls a "speechtransaction"speakerand interpreterhavenot onebut two
theories of interpretation:a PRIOR THEORY and a PASSING THEORY. During the
speechtransactionboth theoriesare continuallyrevisedby both speakerand interpreter.
The prior theory for the interpreteris "how he is preparedin advanceto interpret an
interpreter's
he
helieves
for
"what
the
the
the
utteranceof
prior
speaker",and,
speaker,
theory to be". The passingtheory for the interpreter is "how he does interpret the
utterance",and,for the speaker,"the theory he intendsthe interpreterto use" (ibid: 442).
Before the speakerstartsspeaking,the interpreter'sprior theory is adjustedaccording
to whatever relevant information about the speakerand the speaker'sidiolect that he is
ableto take into account:informationabout
dress,role, sex, of the speaker,and whatever else has
the
character,
...
been gained by observing the speaker's behaviour, linguistic or
otherwise.(ibid: 441)

During the course of the utterance the adjustment continues, and the prior theory
continues to change "in the light of new evidence"(ibid), some of it provided by the
speakerhimself.But oncehe startsto interpretthe utterance,there is every possibilitythat
the theory which he actuallyuses,the passingtheory, is not the theory he was preparedto
use, the prior theory. (Like the prior theory, however,the passingtheory keepschanging
during the utterance.)
The speaker,for his part, has a prior theory which takes into account information
about the interpreter and the interpreter's prior theory. The speaker is aware of the
advantageof uttering expressionswhich "he believes can and will be interpreted in a
certainway" (ibid: 442). But when it comesto the point, he may not producean utterance
in accordancewith what he believes is the interpreter's current theory
he
may
--
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"deliberately dispose the interpreter to modify [it]" (ibid) to converge with his (the
speaker's)own passingtheory.
The problemis that neitherthe prior nor the passingtheory of interpretationconforms
first
linguistic
(1)-(3)
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Davidson's
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to all three of
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containing
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and applied a particularutteranceon a particular
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"every
list of proper namesandgerrymandered
successful
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-- e. correctly
interpreted -- use of any other word or phrase,no matter how far out of the ordinary"
(ibid).
A prior theory, on the other hand,might be said to be "prepared"-- but only up to a
(ibid:
441).
"geared
be
the
to
A
occasion"
point.
passing theory would, of course,
However, as I have mentioned,evena prior theory takes into accountinformation about
the interlocutor and his idiolect. Thus interpreters "must be expected to have quite
different prior theoriesfor different speakers",and speakers
how
is
in
interpreter
thing
have
there
we
as
such
the
no
mind;
always
...
higher
inhibit
interpreted.
We
be
to
vocabulary,or encourage
our
expect
it, dependingon the most generalconsiderations,and we cannot fail to
have premonitionsas to which of the proper nameswe know are apt to
be correctly understood.(ibid:443).

7 Davidsonadds:"Of course,thereare degrees successin communication...
Since
(1986:
442).
"
of
humansare non-telepathic,it is possiblethat completelyidenticalpassingtheoriesof speakerand
interpreter,and thereforecompletesuccessin communication,is neverachieved.
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It also follows from this that the prior theories of speakerand interpretersare neither
is
be
fact
In
Davidson
there
that
to
no reason
sharednor evenassumed
shared.
maintains
for
be
(ibid),
because
they
theories
necessary
are
not
why
should
precisely
sharedprior
it
interpreter:
her
He
Mrs
Malaprop
the
and
successfulcommunication. cites
exampleof
doesnot matterthat Mrs Malaprop'sprior theory about 'a nice derangementof epitaphs'is
that it meansa nice arrangementof epithets while the interpreter has a prior theory
derangement
derangement
'a
to
a
nice
of
according
of epitaphs' means
which
nice
epitaphs, for the interpreter would understandMrs Malaprop as long as their passing
theoriescoincide.
So the argumentin "Derangement"goeslike this. Davidsonbeginsby asserting(ibid:
437,440-1,443)

that malaprops do not simply involve the use of linguistic expressions to

mean something other than what they mean. He subscribes to the view that, no matter
how remote the speaker's intended meaning is from the literal meaning of the linguistic
least
it
is
if
be
be
linguistic
to
the
at
partly expression,
said
used only
expression can
-used in virtue of its literal meaning. The speaker who utters a malaprop, on the other hand,
appears to use the linguistic expression in such a way that the new meaning expressed IS
the first meaning that he intends the interpreter to access. To account for the interpreter's
ability to register and apply the change in literal meaning, Davidson suggests that he has
two simultaneous theories of interpretation. The prior theory contains the old meaning; it
is the passing theory which accommodatesthe new meaning as literal linguistic meaning:

Every deviation from ordinary usage,as long as it is agreedon for the
moment (knowingly deviant, or not, on one, or both, sides), is in the
passingtheory as a feature of what the words mean on that occasion.
Suchmeanings,transientthough they may be, are literal; they are what I
havecalledfirst meanings.(ibid: 442-3)

But neither prior nor passing theory conforms to principles (1)-(3). The passing
theory is obviouslynot learnedin advance,while the prior theory doesnot haveto be (and
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knowledgeof the ways peopleget their point across,and rules of thumb
for figuring out what deviationsfrom the dictionary are most likely.
(ibid: 446)

4.3 Dummett's reply to Davidson: language as social convention

Davidson'sargumentsand conclusionsin "Derangement"are aimedat the sort of concept
of languagethat Dummett subscribesto. In his (1986) reply to "Derangement",Dummett
objects to Davidson's notion of INTERPRETATION and the very central place it
occupies in the "Derangement"account of languageand communication.As Dummett
points out, Davidson'slanguageusers are always speakersand interpreters rather than
speakersand hearers. Theoretically, Dummett's conception of language as a "social
practice" could not be more opposed to the views of those who believe that social
practices belong to the domain of the extralinguistic. Nevertheless,he joins them in
internalist/
from
different
though
claiming -of courseon groundssupposedlycompletely
intensionalistones -- that there is a clear distinction between interpretation, on the one
hand, and linguistic parsing or decoding, on the other; and, co-extensively,between
utterance/speaker'smeaningand literal linguistic meaning.
Dummett cites (ibid: 464,467)

between
distinction
follows
Wittgenstein's
and

Deutung and Auffassung (Investigations, 201). For Dummett, a Deutung is an
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interpretation "in the strict sense"(Dummett 1986: 467) when, for instance, a hearer has
-to "search for the speaker's meaning" (ibid: 464) -- and an Auffassung, a way of
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language does not consist in "having any beliefs about the other person" -- for example,
having beliefs or expectations about the other person's prior theories. The only beliefs
involved ("if they can be called beliefs" (ibid: 472), Dummett parenthesises) are "about
(ibid).
intends
to
them
takes
the
mean"
the
or
other
what
words mean, not about what
Speakers and hearersjust "go on these beliefs" (ibid):

In the normal case,the speakersimply sayswhat he means.By this I do
but
it
into
has
first
he
thought
then
the
words,
that
and
puts
not mean
that, knowing the language,he simply speaks. In the normal case,
likewise, the hearersimply understands.Le., knowing the language,he
hearsand therebyunderstands;given that he knows the language,there
is nothing that his understandingthe words consistsin savehis hearing
them. (ibid: 471)

Speakers and hearers do more than this, engaging in interpretation, only in the
"exceptionalcases"where "there are indeed no [linguistic] rules to follow" -- when the
hearer "has to apprehendthe speaker'sintention much as he has to apprehendthe
intentions behind non-linguistic actions" (ibid: 474), or when the speaker "wants to
(ibid:
473).
is
to
communicateand consciousof obstacles understanding"
Durm-nett's"normal" and "exceptional" cases must also be consideredwithin the
framework of his own theory of languageand languageuse. While Davidson equates
langmageswith theories of interpretation,Dummett not only distinguishesinterpretation
from "normal" linguistic behaviour, but also the latter from language itself and its
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semantics.A LANGUAGE, for him, is a phenomenon,consistingof a set of expressions
with structure and meanings(ibid: 467). What it is for those expressionsto have the
meaningsthat they haveis madeexplicit by a FIRST-ORDER THEORY OF MEANING
for the language.This theory of meaning"explains"speech(and other, probablysecondary
forms of linguistic behaviourto do with literacy) -- but does so only indirectly, in that it
contains no referenceto anything languageusers do or think (ibid). Thus LINKING
PRINCIPLES are requiredto connectit to the thoughts and actions of the personwho
speaksthe language,andwho therebyhasa SECOND-ORDERTHEORY about the firstorder theory of meaning(second-orderin virtue of being a theory about anothertheory
(ibid: 466)). Durnmett maintainsthat "no speakerknows every word of the languageor
usescorrectly everyword he doesknow" (ibid: 469), and regardsthe second-ordertheory
as an individual's"imperfect" (ibid: 475), "partial, and partly erroneous"(ibid: 468) grasp
of the first-order theory of meaningof the language.Consequently,the linking principles
which connectit to the perfect,completefirst-order theory of meaninghaveto involve the
notion of an idiolect (ibid: 469) -- or, to be more precise,the notion of an idiolect as the
individual speaker-hearees
imperfect, incompletesecond-ordertheory about the perfect,
completefirst-order theory of meaningfor the "commonlanguage".
However, Dummett stressesthat this second-ordertheory is NOT a speaker-hearees
interpretation of the first-order theory. In fact it operateslike a first-order theory -Its literal content is that certain expressionshave certain meanings,or
that someindividual intendsthem to haveor takesthem as havingthose
meanings.(ibid: 468)

first-order
it
does
it
though
is
for
the
theory
those expressionsto
unlike
not
state
what
-havethe meaningsthat they have.
Dummett arguesthat
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languageis relatedto an idiolect essentiallyas the rules of
common
a
...
(ibid:
469)
beliefs
to
they
a gameare related a player's
are.
aboutwhat

He comparesfirst-order theoriesof linguistic meaningwith (representationsoo the rules
idiolects
with players'graspof the
of games,speaker-hearers
with playersof a game,and
in
Davidson
here,
important
The
(ibid:
469,472,473).
of
respect
point
rules of a game
and "Derangement",is that
in
does
the
any theoriesthey
the
consist
not
rules
of
players'
grasp
...
have about the knowledgeof the rules on the part of the other players.
(ibid: 472)

Similarly,
know
the
for
speakers
rules.
they
the
that
take
other
players
simply
granted
-language
(ibid:
have
hearers
for
in
"normal
they
that
common
a
take
the
and
granted
case"
473).
For Davidson, apparently,there is no such "normal case". Durnmett's "exceptional
in
"normal
Davidson's
Davidson's
"normal
theories
case"
the
used
cases"are
case",and
language
for
Durnmett's
Thus,
terms,
languages.
Davidson
a
on
are also what
regardsas
Davidson'sspeakeror interpreter (rather than hearer) is not just a second-ordertheory
but one whose subject is another second-order theory, that of the other speaker or
interpreter. In other words, it constitutes an interpretation of the other speaker or
interpreter's(also second-order)theory of interpretation,and is the basisupon which one
might construct an interpretation of the actions or behaviour determinedby that other
theory of interpretation.
Dummett does not disagreewith Davidson's point that we constantly adjust our
theories of interpretation according to circumstances,and according to who our
interlocutors are in particular. His main objection, as I have mentioned, is Davidson's
equationof languagewith theoriesof interpretation.He maintainsthat DavidsoWstheories
is
interpretation
This
theories.
of
-- whether passing or prior -- are all second-order
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becauseof the "quasi-Gricean"natureof Davidson'saccount of linguistic meaning i.e.
becauseit appearsto be wholly basedon speakers/interpreters'expectationsof, and
intentionstowards, one another.The resultingabsenceof first-order theoriesof meaning,
Dummett argues,meansthat all Davidson'stheoriesmust be of infinite order - and that
his theory of languageis an "exitless loop" of speaker'stheories about interpreter's
theories,andinterpreter'stheoriesaboutspeaker'stheoriesabout interpreter'stheories,and
so on (ibid: 470). Thus Dummett regardsDavidson'stheory of languageas "a more
sophisticated version" of Humpty Dumpty's idea of linguistic expressionsmeaning
whatever the speakerwants them to mean,and a refutation of Alice's idea of linguistic
expressionshavingmeaningsindependentlyof languageusers(ibid).
According to Dummett,Davidsonarrivesat this "Humpty Dumpty" view of language
from "[concentrating]too exclusivelyon communication"(ibid: 471). While he believes
that the primary role of languageis asan instrumentof communication,and that "language
is a vehicle of thought becauseit is an instrumentof communication,and not conversely"
(ibid: 470-1), Dummett also maintainsthat one cannotbuild a theory of languagearound
the phenomenonof verbal communicationalone,if only becauselanguageis supposedto
havethat other (though secondary)role as a vehicleof thought which the theory must also
be able to account for. Dummett cites Wittgenstein again, this time appealingto his
challengeto say one thing and meansomethingelse(ibid: 471; Investigations, 510), and
arguing that the "difficulty" of saying'The sky is clouding over' and meaning'There is no
odd perfect number'has nothing to do with failing to meet the interpreter'sexpectations,
sinceit is "just asgreat if you are sayingit to yourself' (ibid: 47 1). As Durnmett seesit,
difficulty lies in the fact that 'The sky is clouding over' does not
the
...
mean'Thereis no odd perfectnumber'.(ibid)
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i.
in
is
fact
linguistic
Yhe
is
the
'The
that
the
e.
sky
expression
sky clouding over, means
clouding over and not Yhereis no odd perfect number, regardlessof the fact that the
speakeror thinker intendedto sayor think'The sky is cloudingover' and meanYhereis no
8
oddperfect number.
Dummett, of course,believesthat linguistic expressionshave "standardmeanings",
and that no processof interpretationcan explainwhat it is for the heareror speakerto
attach a standardmeaningto the correspondinglinguistic expression.Note that these
"standardmeanings"are not assignedto Dummett'slinguistic expressionsby a Chomskian
I-grammar, or by some Fodorean (or relevance-theoretic)input system upon which
utterances automatically impinge, but by the rules or conventions of a SOCIAL
PRACTICE. Languagefor Dummett is "a practice in which people engage"(ibid: 473),
and a practice is essentiallysocial in that it is "learnedfrom others and is contituted by
rules which it is part of social customto follow" (ibid). Being social in nature, linguistic
8 According to Dummett,
(as
hearer
both
involvement
the
opposedto the
and
speaker
of
even
obviously solitary thinker) in a caseof languageusedoesnot guaranteethat therewill be the sort
of reciprocaltheory-constructionuponwhich Davidson'stheory of languageis based.111is,he
claims, is becauseit is "possibleto meansomethingby an expressionwithout intendingone's
hearerto understandit" (1986:472). Durnmettgivestwo examplesof this, onewherethe speaker
doesnot addressa particular heareror particularhearers,and onewherehe does.The first is the
soliloquizingspeaker,who hasno intentionof beingunderstoodby the hearer,"a mere
eavesdropper"(ibid). The secondis the Eric Blore characterin the film Top Hat, who utters insults
in Englishto the faceof an apparentlynon-English-speaking
importantly
and
more
policeman
-thinks that he is actually performingthe act of insulting the policemanto his face eventhoughhe
believesthat his addressee
doesnot understanda word he is saying.In my opinion, neitherof these
to.
casescan be regardedas direct counterexamples
claims about communicationbeing
the basisof theoriesof linguistic meaning.This is becausethe speaker-hearer
relationsin both
examplesappearto be essentiallydifferent from thosewhich Davidsonconsidersin
"Derangement".With regardto the first example,the fact that the eavesdropperis not being
addressedby the speakerclearly puts him in a different categoryfrom Davidson'sinterpreters.In
fact it is possiblethat the first examplemay be takenas underminingDavidson'scaseonly insofar
as it involvesa speakerwho is in effect speakingto himself. So, as a counterexampleto
"Derangement",it is more closelyrelatedto Wittgenstein'sexperimentabout sayingonething and
meaninganother.The speakerdoesaddressthe hearerin the secondexample,but with what appear
to be twofold and contradictoryintentions-- to insult the policemanto his face,and to not be
understood(andthereforeto escapearrest). Onemight arguethat the latter intentioncancelsout
the former - which, of the two, is the truly communicatoryintention-- on the groundsthat it is
impossibleto insult someoneto his face without beingunderstoodby him.
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expressionsdo not have meanings"intrinsically, and hence independentlyof anything
humanbeingsdo" (ibid). They are, however,describedby Dummett as having meanings
"in themselves",and "independentlyof any particularspeakers"(ibid). This meansthat the
languageuser simply usesa linguistic expressionto meanwhat it means,as specifiedby
the conventionsof the languageto which it belongs,without having to form any express
intention or theory about other languageusers, the context of use, or the linguistic
linguistic
he
language
itself.
Of
the
to
expressionto mean
expression/
course maywant use
somethingelse,in which -- "exceptional"-- casethe processof interpretationor secondhave
language
into
But
the
theory
users
a
on
whole
order
play.
construction comes
"responsibility to the languageas a social institution", and one cannot theoretically
"liberate" them from this "responsibility"as Durnmett thinks Davidson does, by giving
their intentionsand expectationsprecedenceover linguistic conventions(ibid).
For Dummett,the conceptof CONVENTION is fundamentalto a theory of language
being
(ibid),
being
"what
social
practice
and
a
constitutea socialpractice"
-- conventions
he
is
linguistic
Dummett
language
be.
This
maintains,
of
convention,
to
role
what
regards
repudiated by the Humpty Dumpty view of language,including Davidson's "refined"
is
"no
thing
At
Davidson
that
there
"Derangement"
such
as a
the
asserts
version.
end of
language"-- i.e. languageas "sharedconventions,rules, or regularities"-- "to be learned,
is
He
born
446).
(Davidson
1986:
that
convention
either
concludes
mastered,or
with"
related in some other way to language,or perhapsnot at all. But at the sametime, as
Dummett observes,Davidsonclaimsthat
do
intended
interpreter
little
know
that
can
we
we
about
our
may
so
...
no better than to assumethat he will interpret our speechalong what we
take to be standardfines. (ibid: 443, my italics)

interpreter
in
its
is
based
the
that
turn,
the
on
assumption
-- an assumptionwhich,
"belongsto our languagecommunity"(ibid, my italics). To Durnmett thesereferencesto
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"standard"methodsof interpretationcorrespondingto particular 'languagecommunities"
indicate that the notion of linguistic conventions,of speaking the same language,is
absolutelynecessaryeven for Davidson'sinterpretation-basedtheory of language.What
we bring to a successfullinguistic encounterwith another -- Davidson'sprior theory,
perhaps-- must be somethinglike a common set of rules governing what particular
utterancesmean;otherwisenobodywould know what any utterancemeans,let alonewhat
the speakerintendedto conveyin uttering it. In short, Dummett'sargumentis that there
must be something which the speakerand hearer share, without which any of their
utterancescould meananythingto eitherof them.

4.4 Language use, literalness and convention

Davidson'sconclusionthat knowing a languageis the sameas "knowing our way around
in the world generally"(1986: 446) follows directly from his view of languageas a theory
of interpretation. Such a view of languageis obviously unacceptableto those who
distinguishbetween(i) languageasconstitutedby or involving a fixed and autonomousset
of rules or principles; and (ii) the uses to which languagemay be put, involving, as
Chomsky puts it, "all other capacitiesof the mind" (1992a: 120). According to this
distinction,utteranceinterpretationdoesnot constitutethe linguistic, merelythe use of the
linguistic; and it is not language that changesto accommodaterelevant contextual
information, as Davidson appearsto believe, but what the language user does with
languagethat has to be adjusted.Thus, for Chomsky, languageuse is the businessof
performancesystems,"interfacing" with "other capacitiesof the mind". For Carston and
the relevancetheorists, it is the universal central systemsthat carry out the cognitive
processesof utterance interpretation. For Dummett, languageusers have second-order
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theories about linguistic meaning,as well as about other languageusers' second-order
theoriesaboutlinguisticmeaning.
In formulating his passingand prior theories,on the other hand,Davidsonappearsto
focus exclusivelyon communication,on utteranceproduction and interpretation,and in
doing so could be regardedas needlesslyconflating the truly linguistic elementswith
featuresof how speakersand hearersUSE languagein respectof one another.Both prior
hearer,
least
the
theories
part of speakeror
and passing
someconstructingon
require at
taking into accountcertainaspectsof the utterancecontext (especiallyinformation about
the interlocutor) and incorporatingwhat would be contextual implications for relevance
theorists.Moreover, Dummett addsthat the passingtheorieswhich interpretersconstruct
for specificutterancesare not reallytheoriesat all: they
[bear] only on thoseutterancesfor which the [prior theory] doesnot
...
yield the correct interpretation.(1986: 466)

and
but
be
theory,
collection of
only
a
so
structured
viewed,
a
will
not
...
disconnectedpropositions.(ibid)

It is certainlytrue that Davidsonseeslanguagevery much as a matter of performance
rather than competence.This comes across particularly clearly on one of the rare
occasionsin "Derangement"that he actually talks about the speaker'suse of linguistic
expressions.Within the "Derangement"framework, Mrs Malaprop's 'a nice derangement
of epitaphs'or Donnellan's'There'sglory for you' are expressionsbelonging to a new,
passingtheory of the interpreter (and, in Donnellan'scase,the speakeras well) whose
prior theory statesthat 'a nice derangementof epitaphs'meansa nice derangementof
epitaphs,not a nice arrangementof epithets(or that 'There'sglory for you' meansthere's
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doubt
is
that
for
for
There
knockdown
there's
no
glory
you, not
you).
a nice
argument
Davidsonbelievesthis. However,with referenceto the two examples,he alsoremarks:
There is no word or constructionthat cannot be convertedto a NEW
USE by an ingenious[i. e. Donnellan] or ignorant [i. e. Mrs Malaprop]
(1986:
441, my caps)
speaker.

In view of his claim that Donnellan's'There'sglory for you' and Mrs Malaprop's'A nice
derangementof epitaphs'belongto new theoriesof interpretation,Davidson seemsto be
by
is
interpretation
the new useof the
here
(passing)
theory
created
that
the
of
saying
new
expressionsof the old (prior) theory.
Even his discussionsof first, literal, conventionallinguistic meaningare basedon what
languageusersdo with that meaning-- in other words, on the intentionsand expectations
he
defines
first/
In
"Derangement"
in
hearers
that
meaning.
of speakersand
respectof
literal meaningas that which the speakerintendsthe hearerto accessfirst. In his earlier
(1981) paper "Communicationand convention"he relatesthe notion of literal linguistic
defines
Lewis
Lewis'
1975
to
a conventionas a regularity
meaning
analysisof convention.
R in which more than one personmustbe involved.The propertiesof R are asfollows:
(1) Everyoneinvolved conformsto R and (2) believesthat others also
involved
R
(3)
belief
The
to
a
all
that
gives
conform
others
conform.
good reasonto conform to R. (4) All concernedprefer that there should
be conformity to R. (5) R is not the only possibleregularity meetingthe
last two conditions. (6) Finally, everyoneinvolved knows (1)-(5) and
knows that everyoneelseknows (1)-(5), etc. (Davidson 1981:276, after
Lewis 1975:5-6)

This, too, is in terms of the relation betweenconventionand "everyoneinvolved" -- it has
to do with peopleconformingto R, ratherthan the intrinsic natureof R itself
Futhermore, the intentions and expectationsof speakers/hearersare as central to
Davidson'sapplication of Lewis' R to language,as they are to the relevancetheorists'
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For
speakerand
account of languageuse in ostensive-inferential
communication.
verbal
hearerto conform to Davidson'sversionof a linguistic convention,both must understand
the speaker'swords. Also,
[(A)] the speakermust intendthe hearerto interpret his words in the
...
believe
have
intends,
he
to
the
and must
adequatereason
way
speaker
that the hearerwill succeedin interpretinghim as he intends.[(B)] Both
speaker and hearer must believe that the speaker speaks with this
intention, and so forth; in short, manyof Lewis' conditionswould seem
to be satisfied.(1981:277)

Note that what I havelabelled(A) is similarto the conditionsof optimal relevance,while
(B) seemsto correspondto the principleof relevance(i.e. that the presumptionof optimal
Therefore,
(A),
is
manifest).
mutually
what
relevance,or
ostensivelycommunicated,made
bearsupon languageuse and the centralcognitive processesfor the relevancetheoristsis
for Davidsona matter of linguistic convention(or, in terms of relevancetheory, linguistic
encodingand decoding).
However, there may be more to Davidson'sargumentsthan an apparentexternalist
confusion of languagewith languageuse, of the semanticwith the pragmatic. Firstly,
Davidson 1981concursvAth Black 1972/3and Chomsky1971that communicationis not
the only activity that involveslanguage.Black observesthat
himself
lecture,
to
of
an
remind
a
or
write
note
a
a
man
may
outline
...
appointment,or simply utter words... in the absenceof an audience.
(1972/3: 264)

Chomskyclaims that the use of language"need not involve communication,or eventhe
attempt to communicate"(1971: 19). These last two quotes bear upon Black's and
Chomsky'sdenial that
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intend to produce some non-linguistic effect through
one
must
always
...
having one's words interpreted. (Davidson 1981: 272)

Davidsonin turn arguesthat intended(non-linguistic)effectsneednot necessarily"involve
someoneother thanthe speaker"(ibid: 273). The importantpoint is that they are supposed
to arisein someway or other from the literal meaningsof the linguistic expressionswhich
the speaker(soliloquizing or otherwise),writer or thinker has deliberatelychosen,over
other words with their other meanings,to use.
Secondly,Davidsondoesappearto believethat theseintendedeffects -- or "ulterior
purposes", as he calls them (1981: 272) -- arise from the USE of language.More
importantly, he posits a principle of the AUTONOMY OF MEANING (ibid: 274-5),
which statesthat the literal linguisticmeaningof a linguistic expressiondoesnot determine
what ulterior purposeit is usedfor and vice versa.In responseto Davidson'sdeclaration
that "there is no such thing as a language",Hacking (1986: 447) askswhere that leaves
the Tarski-styletheoriesof truth which Davidsonhas long taken to accountfor linguistic
meaning(e.g. in Davidson 1973). But even in "Derangement",Davidson indicatesthat
passingaswell as prior theorieshavefinite bases,are recursive,and maybe modelledon a
Tarski truth definition (1986: 437-8). His point concerningthe autonomy of meaningis
that these
for deciding what an utterance literally means,given by a
criteria
...
theory of truth or meaningfor the speaker,do not decide whether he
hasaccomplishedhis ulterior purpose...(1981: 264)

According to Davidson, this is mainly becauseit is not the meaning of the linguistic
expression,but the person who utters it, that decides what the ulterior purpose for
uttering the linguistic expressionis:
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is put into literal meaning...becomesavailablefor any ulterior
what
...
(non-linguistic) purpose and even any illocutionary performance.
-(ibid: 275)9
Once a sentenceis understood,an utteranceof it may be usedto serve
almostany extra-linguisticpurpose.(1975: 164)10

Davidson also arguesthat none of these extra-linguisticulterior purposeswill give the
literal meaningof the linguistic expressionused.They may help the interpreterrecover the
literal meaningof the linguistic expressionused:
it often happensthat we can descrythe literal meaningof a word or
...
phraseby first appreciatingwhat the speakeris getting at. (1986: 435;
see also Wilson and Sperber 1981, and Sperberand Wilson 1986a/95
for the relevancetheory accountof disambiguation)

But linguistic meaning,beingautonomous,cannotbe derivedfrom, or definedon the basis
of, a particular "standard"use-Since the literal meaningoperatesas well when the use is absent as
when it is present, no convention that operates only in 'standard'
situationscangive the literal meaning.(Davidson 1981:275)

-- or any of the "endlessusesto which a sentence,with meaningunchanged,can be put"
(ibid: 271).
The question is: does "Derangement"representa rejection of the principle of the
autonomy of meaning; and if not, then how are the paper's supposedly HumptyDumptyesqueproposals to be reconciled with Davidson's earlier work? It may seem
obvious why there is no mention of the autonomyof meaningin a paper concernedwith
9 Davidson
addsthat an utteranceof a sentencewith a grammaticalmoodindicator may "label"
itself as a certain illocutionary act, but it doesnot follow that the utteranceis that illocutionary act
(1981: 275).
10Page
numbersfor Davidson 1975are from the 1984reprint.
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the apparentphenomenonof "intendedmeaning"taking over "standardmeaning"(1986:
434). But the fact is that, in "Derangement",intendedmeaningdoesnot actuallytake over
standardmeaning,in the senseof replacingit in the (prior) theory to which it belongs.
Instead,the intendedmeaningis conceivedof as belongingto a separate,distinct (passing)
theory brought in by the speakerand/ or hearer. So, in the ordinary case,the intended
meaningremainsthe languageuser'sintendedmeaning,which the standardmeaningof the
linguistic expressionused neither determinesnor is derived from. But in the case of
malapropismsetc, the intendedmeaningbecomesa standardmeaningin another(passing)
theory of linguistic meaning,while the standardmeaningremainsa part of the current
(prior) theory. Both intendedand standardmeanings,presumably,are autonomousin the
way that Davidsonin 1975and 1981arguesthat literal linguistic meaningsshouldbe.
Furthermore, although it has a "vanishingly small" field of application (Davidson
1986: 442), the passingtheory is neverthelessa complete theory of interpretation, i.e.
what Davidson initially regardedas a language.Dummett disagreeswith this view of
passingtheoriesas "massivelyreduplicating"prior theories(Dummett 1986:466), arguing
that a passing"theory" is nothing more than "a collection of disconnectedpropositions"
(ibid). Davidson, however, insiststhat the seeminglysmall, usually temporary adjustment
that the languageuser hasto make is not a contribution to what is implicated,but has to
do with what linguistic expressiona meaningis the meaningof, and therefore constitutes
the differencebetweenone theory of interpretationand another:
locally takes over the role of
temporarily
when
a
word
or
phrase
or
...
some other word or phrase(as treated in a prior theory, perhaps),the
entire burdenof that role, with all its implicationsfor logical relationsto
other words, phrases,and sentences,must be carried along by the
passingtheory. Someonewho graspsthe fact that Mrs Malaprop means
'epithet' when she says 'epitaph' must give 'epithet' all the powers
'epitaph'has for many other people. Only a full recursivetheory can do
justice to thesepowers.Theseremarksdo not dependon supposingthat
Mrs Malaprop will always make this 'mistake'; once is enough to
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summonup a passingtheory assigninga new role to 'epitaph'.(1986:
443)

In view of the principle of the autonomy of meaning and its bearing on
"Derangement",it is also necessaryto take a closer look at Davidson's depiction of
"words, phrases,and sentences"as having "new roles" in the quote given above. In the
idea
is
"Derangement"
the
there
of "new roles"
context of
somethingparadoxicalabout
and "new uses". On the one hand it implies that Mrs Malaprop's uttering of 'epitapwto
mean epithet is simply another addition to the "endless[non-linguistic] uses" to which
'epitaph'meaningepitaph may be put. On the other hand, Davidson makesit quite clear
that 'epitaph' for Mrs Malaprop and her interpreter actually belongs to a theory which
statesthat it is a word that literally meansepithet-- this supposedlybeingthe result of Mrs
Malaprop's intention to use 'epitaph'to literally meanepithet. Tile notion of a linguistic
expressionliterally meaningwhatever the languageuser intends or uses it to mean is
preciselywhat Chomsky,Carstonand Dummett object to. And yet, although the essence
of this view of language is that the linguistic expression'ssemantic properties are
constituted by, or arise from, the use of that linguistic expression,it would seemthat
Davidson does not entirely avoid the implicationthat what Mrs Malaprop useswhen she
utters 'epitaph'and what, say, Davidsonhimselfuseswhen he utters 'epitaph'are in some
way the same entity -- Mrs Malaprop's nels,use, and the new literal meaningepithet,
notwithstanding.
That Davidson in fact courts this implication by distinguishingMrs Malaprop'sneis,
use of 'epitaph' or Donnellan'siiew rise of 'glory' (which involves "merely substitution"
(ibid: 441)) from the phenomenonof iiess,wortiv ("say in Joyceor Lewis Carroll" (ibid)) is
symptomaticof the tendencyto cling to phoneficform as the individuating feature of a
linguistic expression,evenwhen its meaning has been "substituted"or is simply a matter
for doubt. In 4.11 arguedthat this tendencyis evidentin Carston'saccountof "misuse".In
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"Derangement",however,Davidsonought to haveavoidedit, as it directly contradictshis
attempt (via his positing of passingas well as prior theories)to give linguistic meaningthe
central role in his account of malapropisms.For Davidson, Mrs Malaprop's uttering of
'epitaph'constitutesthe use,not of the expressionDavidsonuseswhen he utters 'epitaph',
or some purely formal Humpty-Dumptyesqueconstruction which just happensto have
previouslybeenusedto meanepitaph, but of an expressionwhich literally meansepithet
in accordancewith a proper, albeit passing,theory. In other words, in uttering 'epitaph'
Mrs Malaprop uses a linguistic expressionwhose literal linguistic meaningshe actually
intends to express, and consequentlyuses together with the other properties of the
linguistic expression.Thus "Derangement"could be taken as a responseto accountsof
malapropismslike Carston'sin 4.1, in which the literal linguistic meaningappearsto play
no part whatsoeverin the languageuser's"misuse"of a linguistic expression.
This readingof "Derangement"is consistentwith Davidson 1981,in which he argues
that "an action counts as linguistic only if literal meaning is relevant" (1981: 272),
indicatingthat the answerto the questionof
linguistic
is
interestingly
when
whether
considered
an
activity
...
meaningsare not intendedto be put to use.(ibid: 273)

is tio. In fact he goes beyondthe idea that languageuse must involve the languageusees
cognitive processingand intentional expressingof literal linguistic meaning,making the
stronger claim that if one utters linguistic expressionL, literal meaning M, with no
intention of expressingM, then to all intentsand purposesL doesnot literally meanM:
'Eat
the
the
someone
the
cannot
utter
sentence
words
eggplant'
with
...
literally meaningthat someoneis to cat his eggplantunlesshe intends
the sentenceto havethat meaning,and intendshis audienceto interpret
it as having that meaning-,but if it is uttered with the intention of
uttering a sentencewith that meaning,and it does not in fact have that
meaning,then it has no linguistic meaningat all. Literal meaningand
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intendedliteral meaningmustcoincideif there is to be a literal meaning.
(ibid: 271-2)

In "Derangement"he goesevenfurther, arguingthat if one utters L with the intention of,
and expectationof being interpretedas, literally expressingN, then L does not meanM
but N, as specifiedby another(passing)theory L with literal meaningM and L with
-literal meaningN being two distinct linguistic expressions,say Ll and L2, belongingto
two distinct theories.
Hence Davidson never talks about the ndsuseof language,in Carston's senseof
incorrectly using the phonological/phoneticform of LI to expressN as its literal meaning
firstly,
for
because
involve
literal
is
Ll's
M,
Davidson
does
this
meaning
and
not
-thereforenot an instanceof the useof Ll; and secondly,becausehe appearsto regardthe
intention concerningN as necessaryand sufficientfor L2 to be used. In other words, the
issueof misuseneverarisesin "Derangement",for if the intention to expressN as a literal
meaning is sufficient for L2 to be used, then obviously one never fails to use L2
"correctly" sinceone alwaysintendsto expressN.
On the whole I agreewith Davidson'sview that it is what the languageuser doeswith
the Ihiguisfic meaning, rather than the lVionefic vehicle of that meaning,that counts as
languageuse. But the fact remainsthat the relation betweenlinguistic semanticsand the
non-linguistic cognitive entities (thoughts, assumptions,intentions) involved in language
use is such that, if one gives meaningprecedenceover phonetic form, one immediately
appearsto lay oneselfopen to chargesof Humpty-Dumptyism.Whereasphoneticform is
assumedto be linguistic (and only linguistic), linguistic meaningtends to be rcgardedas
having been "[drawn] from the resourcesof other... faculties of the mind" (Chomsky
1992a: 115-6), or as parts of the "real", truth-theoretic semantics of the central
representationalsystem which linguistic expressionspossess"by inheritance" (Carston
1998: 64-5). Similarly, any propositional meaning expressedwhich falls within the
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languageuser's intentions belongsfirst and foremost to the realm of the Davidsonian
"ulterior purpose",as determinedby the centralcognitive systems,eventhoughit mayalso
happento be the meaningof the linguistic expressionused. Thus the linguistic content is
distinguishedfrom the non-linguisticcontentof the ulterior purposesolely on the grounds
of being conventionallyassociatedwith a phoiiefic vehicle that is recognisablylitiguistic.
It follows from this that, if the phoneticvehicleis secondaryto the meaningin the use of
the linguistic expression,then there would be no way of telling where linguistic meaning
endsand non-linguisticulterior purposebegins.In fact there would be no way of telling if
the non-linguisticulterior purposeis all thereis.
That, of course, is preciselyDavidson'spoint in "Derangement".Ile does not deny
that there is some sort of relation between meaningand vehicle, and that it has the
property of what he calls autonomy.But literalnessfor Davidson is ?lot an expression
meaningwhat it means-- i.e. it is not autonomy -- but an expressionintended to be
interpretedas meaningwhat it means.And it is becauseof its autonomy which arises,
-somewhatparadoxically,from its subservientrole as input to the central systemswhich
actually effect its use -- that a particular vehicle-meaningrelation remains within the
bounds of the theory to which it belongs,and has no bearing on the question of what is
used or what is literal. Nor does it haveany bearingon the possibility that there is some
other, equally autonomous,systemof vehicle-meaningrelations which may also be used
literally.
This may be what Davidsonmeanswhen lie remarksthat "we must try to pry apart
what is literal in languagefrom what is conventionalor established"(1986: 434) - his
argumentbeing that what is literal hasto do with the particular set of conventionswhich
the language user chooses to use, and not with any one dcrinitive set of rules or
conventions.Thus he ultimately rejects Lewis' F, on the grounds that its most important
featureis regularity over fime, suggestinginsteadthat
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It could evenhappenthat everyspeakerfrom tile start had his own quite
uniqueway of speaking.(1981: 276-7)

This would be equivalentto Carston'sremark about "disparateencodings"(1998: 82, fn
2), but for the fact that Carston's"disparateencodings"are litiguisfic while Davidson
concludesthat his disparatetheories of interpretationare tiol laitguages. I stressonce
is
linguistic
language
is
denying
Davidson
the
that
that
that
a matter
again
exists,only
not
it
is
language
his
fuller
For
theory
of
of public and antecedentconvention.
a
picture of
necessaryto refer to the conclusionof his 1981paper(1981: 278-80). Here, he concedes
that there is an
the conditioning process that
the
or
of
element
of
conventional,
...
friends
facsimilies
linguistic
their
and parents...
of
makesspeakersrough
(ibid: 278)

But this, he argues, is purely SOCIAL -- a "practical" matter of "how society bends
linguistic habits to a public norm" which tells us nothing about the "linguistic habits"
themselves(ibid). It follows from this that any "standard" or "conventional" system of
vehicle-meaningrelations is the result of social conditioning rather than some genuinely
linguistic imperative.
All this is particularly relevantin respectof Durnmett'sview of languageas a social
practice. For Dummett, a languageis a set of social conventionswhich link particular
linguistic expressionswith particular meanings, and which language users have a
"responsibility"to (1986: 473). But it is preciselybecauseDurnmett's"language"is social
in nature, that there is nothing to prevent the language user from relinquishing the
responsibilityand deviatingfrom the conventions-- or, more importantly, from changing
the conventions, or setting up new ones. Perhaps Durnmet undermines his own
supposedlyanti-flumpty-Dumpty argumentwhen lie maintainsthat linguistic expressions
have meanings"independentlyof any particular speakers"but, being part of a social
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practice,tiot "independentlyof anythinghumanbeingsdo" (ibid). The distinctionbetween
"any particular speaker"and "anythinghumanbeingsdo" is not absolute,but a matter of
degree.A few speakers'"imperfectgrasp"of a set of conventionscould very well leadto a
different set of conventionsfor an entire "community"of languageusers.
This is especiallytrue if thosefew speakershappento be in positionsof -- in Carstorfs
words (1998: 82, fa 2) -- "power andauthority":
Of course, the matter of what gets called an error or a misuse is
do
to
than
anything
and
authority
sometimes more a matter of power
with language itself, see, for example, Chornsky (1987,29-30)'s
discussion of 'livid' which most of us take to encode 'red' or 'flushed'
is
'pale!
(i.
dictionary
it
"really
tells
the
us)
or
while what
means" e. what
'greyish'. In such a case most of us will (mis)use the word very
interpretive
having
to
any
make
satisfactorily without anyone
adjustment. (ibid)

What Carston is sayinghere is that 'livid' may linguistically encodeflushed OR pak, but
whetherthe use of the expressionto expressflushedor the use of it to expresspale is the
misusedependson whether the "power and authority" resideswith the people who take
'livid' to encodeflushed or those who take it to encodepale. Oddly - or perhapsnot
oddly at all -- Carston regards the pale minority as the people with the "power and
authority", and the others, though constituting the majority, as misusing'livid' en masse.
But the main problem, and contradiction, is that 'livid' ENCODES flushed for this
"powerless"majority as Carston'sphrase"disparateencodings"implies (ibid) -- and is
-therefore not misused,but used perfectly correctly by them to cxpressflushed. Carston
also uses the phrase "lake to encode" (my italics), which in its turn rather alarmingly
implies that the languageuser, like Ilumpty Dumpty, may get to decide what particular
linguistic expressionsencode.
In the light of his discussionof malapropismsand conventionin Davidson 1981and
"Derangement",what Davidson refcrs to as "the conventions of language" and "our
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standardmethodof interpretation"(1981: 279) are conventionalor standard,not so much
in Le%ris'senseof regularity over time, as in the senseof determiningcertain meaningform relations which a reasonablylarge numberof people happento agree about as a
result of havingbeensociallyconditionedto conformthus. These"conventions",however,
are no more than a "startingpoint" or a "crutch" (ibid) -- the most that socialconditioning
ensuresis that
interpretation
that
the
to
of
same
method
assume
we
may,
up
a
point,
...
that we use for others,or that we asminieothers use for us, will work
for a new speaker.(ibid, my italics)

There is, of course,no real guaranteethat the prior or even passingtheories of any two
languageuserswill be identical.
At the end of Davidson 1981,Davidsonspeculatesthat it is not convention- or, to
be more accurate,the socialtendencytoward convention-- that is a condition or feature
of language,but the other way around:
I suggest...that philosopherswho makeconventiona necessaryelement
in languagehavethe matterbackwards.The truth is rather that language
is a condition for havingconventions.(1981: 280)

To me this is more interestingand spccificthan the conclusionof tile later "Derangement"
(i. e. that conventioneither constitutessomecrucial featureof languagethat hasnothing to
do with the vehicle-meaningrelation, or is not involved in languageat all). Davidson'sline
of argumentis this: in order to sharea conventionwith someoneelseone hasto be ableto
attribute beliefsand desiresto him; and in order to have,and attribute, beliefsand desires
one has to have a language.However, if vchicle-mcaningrelations are merely social and
not linguistic, then what and where are the linguistic expressionswhich are necessaryfor
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beliefs and desires,and how exactlyare they relatedto the social conventionswhich they
facilitate?Davidsonraisesthe question,but doesnot answerit.
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5
A representationalaccountof "literal meaning"and "languageuse"

5 Linguistic

semantics without

"linguistic"

conventions: Burton-Roberts,

representational conjecture

Davidson concludes that the linguistic does not consist in theories or systems of
conventionswhich govern the relation betweenliteral meaningand that which it is the
literal meaningof Such conventions,he argues(1981: 278-80), are merely the result of
socialconditioning,and "[do] not explainwhat is basicto linguistic communication"(ibid:
280). Burton-Roberts(e.g. 1994,1999a, 1999b)arrivesat the sameconclusionfrom the
oppositedirection, startingfrom the Chomskianview that the linguistic has nothing to do
with communication,being a natural and entirely internal state of mind/ brain. However,
his is a far more radically internalist theory of the linguistic than Chomsky's,as their
respectiveapproachesto phonology clearly illustrate. In chapter 21 argued that the I
natureof ChomsVs I-languageis deeplycompromised,chiefly by its interfacingwith, and
being in part determinedby, non-linguisticperformance systems.With regard to the
phonologyof I-language,Chomskyclaimsthat
The specialpropertiesof the phonologicalcomponentrelate to the need
to produce instructions for the sensorimotorsystems,for production
and perception[of E-physicalutterancephcnomena].(1995b:229)

He concedesthat this maybe
imperfectionsof [the computationalsystemof Ithe
source
of
other
...
language],and in this sense"extraneous"to language...(ibid)
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BR, on the other hand,insiststhat the linguistic has no such direct contact with systems
that facilitate the production/ perception of E-physical utterance phenomena,and, by
indirect
He
the
that
the
themselves.
extension,with
utterancephenomena
also maintains
is
have
linguistic
does
the
contact
with performancesystemsand utterancephenomena of
quite a different nature.He makesthe conjecturethat E-physicalutterancesare in what he
calls an M-REPRESENTATIONAL relation to

I-linguistic expressions. This

"representationalconjecture"providesan accountof the I-E relation while maintainingan
absoluteI-E distinction. Sucha distinction is essentialto the conjecture'spresupposition
that the linguistic is radically internal and austere.It is also essentialto the conjecture's
refutation of the (somewhat confusedand basically externalist) idea that a linguistic
in
being
is
of
virtue
expression an abstract and autonomous entity which,
used,
neverthelessbecomesor is convertedto somephysicalversion of itself, completewith the
real (propositional, entertainable)semanticsin addition to all the original linguistic
properties.
BR!s representationalconjecture is outlined in section 5.1. The conjecture has
important implicationsfor the nature and statusof phonology.As Chomsky'saccount of
the phonological componentdemonstrates,the phonologicaltends to be regardedas I.
linguistic, but also as being determined by non-linguistic elements to do with the
production and perceptionof phonetic phenomena.In 5.2 1 discussDR!s argumentthat
the phonologicalis too closelyand inextricablyassociatedwith E-physical,non-linguistic
phoneticsto be I-linguistic itself. This, we shall see,leadsback to Davidson'srejection of
conventionasthe basisof the linguistic.
The traditional, virtually consensusview is that the phonologicalin effect constitutes
the conventionalvehicleof linguistic meaning.In other words, its relation with meaningis
what Davidson's(passing/prior) theories or systemsof conventionsgovcm. But if the
phonologicaland its relation to linguistic semantics/syntax is, as BR argues,not in fact
linguistic -- just as the conventionsgoverning vchiclc-mcaningrelations are regardedby
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Davidson to be social rather than linguistic then BR!s representationalconjectureand
-the radicallyinternalistnotion of the linguisticwhich it is intendedto supportmay provide
the answerto Davidson'squestionsaboutwhat andwherethe linguistic really is. 5.2.1 and
5.2.2 deal with this issue and, more importantly, with its implications for linguistic
semanticsand the notionsof literal meaningand languageuse. 5.3 is concernedwith its
implicationsfor the relation betweenthe linguistic and what Fodor calls the Imiguageof
thought.

5.1 The representational conjecture

Burton-Roberts' 1994 representationalconjecture (henceforth RC) is that the relation
betweenlinguistic expressionsand externalutterancephenomenais logically of the same
kind as that between,say, a table and a painting of it. On this view, E-physicalutterance
phenomenaare representationsof I-linguistic expressions,producedby speakersin aid of
E-physicallyrepresentingI-linguistic expressionsgeneratedby their mentally-constituted
grammars.
BR refers to this notion of representationas M-representation. "M" stands for
Magritte, and is an allusionto his La TrahisondesIniages, with its sloganCecl Westpas
une pipe remindingus that the painting contains,not a pipe, but a representationof a
pipe. "M" is also to distinguish M-represcntation from Chomskys (1995a, 1995b)
"linguistic levels of representation",or his (1995b) "PF and LF representatiolu" (i.e.
'A
and %). Chomskyhimself explicitly states(1995a: 53) that his use of "representation"is
"not to be understoodrelationally,as "representationof.. "" (see footnote 4, chapter2).
BR calls this C-reprcsenlaflon- for "Chomsk-y/constitutive", sincesucha representation
is constitutiveof what it represents.For instance,a "phonological(C-)rcprcscntation"of a
linguistic expression simply Is the phonology of the linguistic expression. An hl-
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More particularly,an M-representationx ofy is not a token ofy. '
The RC makesa correspondingand equallyuncompromisingdistinction betweenthe
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it
is
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of
expressionsare
where
not -- only
produced,andproducedthroughextenialbehaviourinvolvingskills,abilities,habitsand
(followable)rulesof M-representation,
not of language.
Furthermore,
if theE-physicalis M-representational
of the linguistic,thenthe relation
betweenutterancesand linguistic expressionsmust be ASYMMETRIC and NONNATURAL. M-representationis as)-mmetricin that the representansis logically
RC,
E-physical
According
to
the
orientatedon the representaturn,
and not vice versa.
1 SeeBrombergcr1989 "types
on
and tokensin linguistics", and BR 1994(: 186-91) and BR and
Carr 1999(: 389-91) for problemswith the typc-tokcnaccountof the rclation bctN%-ccn
linguistic
expressionsand E-physicalutteranceplicnonicna.
2 And, as BR (1994: 195)
and BR and Carr (1999: 394) maintain,speakersdo not "producenc%v
linguistic expressions"- thoughthey may produccAf-rcpmentations of linguistic expressions
which, like all linguistic expressions,arc definedby the grammar,but havenot previouslybeenNfrepresented.
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arenot generated
expressions,
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other
in E-physical
the grammarto be objectsof M-representation,
or to be "implemented"
behaviour(BR 1994:196)- or, for that matter,to be anythingotherthantheir linguistic
the notionthat the linguisticis a meansto a
selves.As BR putsit (ibid),theRC reverses
behaviouralend,suggesting
insteadthat it is the behaviouralandE-physicalwhich is a
is
linguistic
This
"linguistic
to
representational
end"
end.
means a
'in there' as a stateof mind/ brain, by its nature innocent of the fact
...
that, 'out there',is behaviourrepresentationallyaimedat it as at a target.
(ibid)

That there is such behaviouraimed M-represcntationallyat the linguistic is, as DR
and Carr claim (1999: 394), not a fact about the nature of the linguistic. Nor is it a fact
behaviour
is in
the
M-representational
the
the
which
about
natureof
utterancephenomena
aid of producing.M-representationis a tioti-natural relation, and the M-rcpresentationof
y by x on a particular occasiondependson (i) the intentions ofies producer that x Mrepresentsy on that occasion;and on (ii) the assumptionsof x's perceiver about those
intentions (ibid). In DR 1994 (: 199), the M-representationalcharacteris describedas
being "not irnmanentin" utterances,but " 'readinto' " the physicalphenomenaby

basis of their
(rational,relevance-seeking)
the
on
reader-hearers
6owledge
intended
be
they
take
to
the
represetilata,the
of what
contentof this knowledgebeingthe mentallyconstitutedconstraints
in thelanguage.
governingwhatconstitutes
anexpression
Another point about the non-naturalM-rcpresentationalrelation betweenx andy is
that x does not have to have any property in common with y. M-rcpresentationcan be
ICONIC -- as in the caseof Magritte's painting of the pipe, which sharessomeperceptual
(mainly visual) properties with its object, the pipe. But, being non-natural, M-
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representationcan also be CONVENTIONAL. I am using "conventional"here to mean
RULE-GOVERMEDas opposedto the more specificAGREED UPOM (However, see
sections6 and 6.1, where I distinguishbetweenrule-govertiedM-representationand MM)
is
BR
both
that
observes
upon.
representationwhich
rule-governed and agreed
is
be
there
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representationmust wholly conventionalwhen
domainsto which x andy belong(e.g. the visualM-representationof musicalsounds),and
W
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(e.
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is
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than
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wheny cognitiverather
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framework, the linguistic is radically internal
"). As conceivedwithin the representational
in virtue of being entirely cognitive, and can have no properties in common with the
it.
M-represent
E-physical
thereby
convvyzlionally
external
utterancephenomenawhich
It follows from the conventionalnatureof this M-representationalrelation that there
can be almost any numberor variety of representationalsystems,both within and across
perceptual domains (BR and Carr 1999: 395). And since they are all equally Mhave
system
could
therefore
representational
no
representationaland
equallynon-natural,
a closer or more "natural" relation to the linguistic - and certainly no representational
is
In
be
linguistic"
this
"more
sense,
speech
no
than
more
system could
another.
"natural" than, say,writing. As Burton-Robertsand Carr argue(ibid: 396), speechhas to
be distinguishedfrom a naturalcapacityand dispositionto vocalise.The latter is naturally
and inherentlyproductiveof certainsounds,but for thosesoundsto be hl-representations
(of anything,not just of the linguistic) they haveto be intendedand/ or assumedto be so
by their producers and/ or perceivers.Thus speech,in DR and Cares words (ibid),
involves "the non-natural exploitation of that natural capacity and disposition [to
vocalise],as a mediumof (n[on-]n[atural]) M-representationof the linguistic".
So on the conjecture that the linguistic is M-representedby external utterance
phenomena,it is the latter - and the abilities, habits,etc involved in their production and
perception -- which are brought to bear upon the former. This deployment of the Ephysicalis most obviously for the purposeof providing other non-telepathichumanswith
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indirect -- becausemerely M-representational but E-physical accessto what is Icognitive, i.e. the linguistic. It hasto be stressedthat the linguistic is NOT constitutedin
this M-representationalrelation of the E-physicalto the I-linguistic, or in the non-natural
M-representationalconventionswhich govern it. The property of being conventional
belongs exclusively to the utterance phenomena!
s M-representationalrelation to the
linguistic, just as linguistic properties belong to the linguistic and not to utterance
phenomena.Utterancesare cootively significant,but only in virtue of being intended/
assumedto be M-representationalof the linguistic. In other words, the cognitive
significanceof utterancesis purely M-representational, and must not be confusedwith
the cognitive value which the M-representedlinguistic expressionspossessin virtue of
their linguistic (and especiallysemantic)properties.
As BR points out (1994: 194), there may in fact be a tendencyto confuseand/ or
identify M-representationswith their linguistic representata.This tendencyarisesfrom the
fact that linguistic expressions(as conceivedwithin a truly interrialistlinguistic theory) are
never physically encountered,while "the [E-physical M-representation of a linguistic
expression],but not what is represented,is so accessibleto the consciousmind" (ibid).
WhereasE-physicalutterancesand their representationalsignificanceobviously lie within
it follows from the interrialistview that the linguistic the realm of humanconsciousness,
being an innate state of mind/ brain is not somethingto which we have conscious
-cognitive access(BR and Carr 1999:399). BR and Carr claim:
Perceptuallyand consciously,then, speakershave only the E-physical
phenomenaand their significanceto go on. (ibid)

Thus E-physicalM-representationsof linguistic expressionsare probably the closestthat
humanscan cotisciouslyget to the linguistic which, I assume,is not very close at all.
-M-representationsare by definition far from transparentwith respect to the nature and
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which a completeaccountof the nature of the linguistic representatamay obtained.
But they are at leastas perspicuousas their compositiotialify allows them to be (ibid, DR
1994: 198). Conventional M-representation is not wholly arbitrary, for there are
M-representations
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Their composition is not arbitrary but governed by a system of

representational rules -

i.e. a CONVENTIONAL

SYSTEM OF PHYSICAL

REPRESENTATION (CSPR) (DR and Carr 1999: 397). The compositionof a complex
M-representationis "representationalof [somebut not all] aspectsof the compositionof
the linguistic expressionrepresented"(BR 1994: 198). So, as far as their compositionality
is concerned,M-representationalutterancesare perspicuousto the extent that we may
makeinferencesabout linguistic compositionalityfrom the systemof rules which governs
representatiotialcompositionality.
More obviously, M-representationalutterance phenomenamust be perspicuous
enoughto
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Furthermore,it would appearthat an M-representationalutterancerevealsenoughabout
its linguistic representatumfor reprcsentansto be mistaken for rcpresentatum,and for
propertiesof rcpresentatumto be mistakenlyattributed to reprcsentans.In DR 1994,DR
1999b and DR and Carr 1999 (: 397-8), it is claimed that the notion of linguistic

Hencethe theoretical natureof theoretical linguistics.
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ambiguity arises from the confusion of linguistic semantics with representational
indeterminacy.
Before I discussthe representationalaccount of so-called "linguistic ambiguity",
however,let me review andrevisethe notationalconventionsI havebeenusingthus far. I
havebeenusing doublequotationmarksto indicateutterances,singlequotation marksto
indicate linguistic expressions,and italics for the semanticsof linguistic expressions.I
E-instantiable
believe
E-physical
BR!
that
to
or
and
subscribe
conjecture,
s representational
linguistic
M-representations
"bachelor"
expressions.
of
utterances -- e.g.
are
-Furthermore,bearingin mind the nature of the M-representationalrelation, I take it that
the linguistic expressionM-representedby an utterance"bachelor"neednot necessarilybe
the linguistic expressionwhich meansunmarried male. It just so happensthat, according
to the particular CSPRwhich I am using at the moment,"bachelor"doesM-representthe
linguistic expression'bacheloe. In order to avoid the implication that the utterance
"bachelor" is somehowinextricably associatedwith the linguistic expression'bacheloe,
and to distancethe I-linguistic from the E-physicaland M-rcpresentational,I shall use
bracesto indicate M-representations(e.g. (bachelor)). Note that thesebracesand their
4
M-representations
and not of ulterances. An M.
contents constitute citations of
importantly,
be
More
however,
in
itself
is
It
uttered.
representation
not an utterance. can,
it is the M-representationof a linguistic expression- and never the linguistic expression
itself -- which a so-called"utteranceof a linguistic expression"is an utteranceor
Returningto the topic of "ambiguity",DR rejectsthe notion of a linguistic expression
being "ambiguous"in the senseof having more than one meaning,e.g. 'flying planee
meaningthe j7yMg of planes or planes which are J7)*Ig. lie suggestsinsteadthat the
flybig of platzesconstitutesthe semanticsof a linguistic expression'flying planesI', and
platies which are flying, the semanticsof another linguistic expression'flying planesi.
4 In fact,strictlyspeaking,
thebracesandtheircontentsconstitute"citation[s]of alealphabetical
linguisticexpressions"
(DR 1994:203,my italics).
to represent
stringsconventionally
employed

iss

This rejectionof linguistic ambiguityis motivatedby the view that, in the individuationof
linguistic expressions,the semantichasas significanta role as any other linguistic property
(BR 1994: 182-3, DR and Carr 1999: 397-8). Thus the idea that there is a single
"ambiguous"linguistic expressionmeaningthe flying of planes OR planes which are
flying arisesfrom the attributing of linguistic, semanticproperties to the non-linguistic,
non-semanticM-representation(flying planes).This leadsto the singleM-representation
(flying planes) - with its M-representationalindeterminacyas to which of the two
linguistic expressions'flying planesl' and 'flying planes2'is being represented- being
taken for a single"ambiguous"linguisticexpression*flying planes.
Another of BR!s examplesof the confusion/ conflation of representationaland
linguistic propertieshas to do with syntax(DR 1994: 199, DR and Carr 1999: 398, DR
1999a). DR argues that linear precedencedoes not constitute a syntactic property of
linguistic expressions,but is in fact the intrinsic spatio-temporallinearity of the E-physical
phenomenaused to M-representthe linguistic (and of E-physicalphenomenain general,
M-representationalor otherwise). To state the argument in another way, using the
linguistic insteadof the representationalas the starting point: entirely I-linguistic entities
like Headsand Complementscannotbe identified with E-physicalobjects occuring in E.
physical strings,just as the I-linguistic H-C relation cannot be regardedas a geometric
relation involving E-physicalphenomenalinearly orderedin respectof one another.
It is not just the obvious(M-representational)relevanceof M-representationsto their
linguistic representata,but alsothe fact that the latter is actuallyinaccessibleto perception
and consciousness,that fuels the inclination to identify the M-representationalwith the
linguistic (BR 1994: 194-5, BR and Carr 1999: 398-9). While the distinction betweena
painting of a pipe and its equally E-physicalrepresentaturnis perceptuallymanifcst,the
fact that the linguistic is cognitive and thereforenever physicallyencounteredmeansthat
it is only its M-rcpresentations,what we do with thosehl-rcprescritationsand how we do
what we do with them, that are evidentto us. In this E-physicalabsenceof rcpresentata,
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M-representational
the
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utterance
contrast,
nature.
regardlessof
in
is
because
M-representation
its
linguistic
this
the
case of
confusedwith
representaturn
interest to its producers and perceivers primarily (and indeed only) for its Mrepresentationalrelation to the linguistic.

5.2 What is linguistic semantics the semantics or.: the nature and status of
phonology within the representational framework

The representationalconjecture (RC) bears upon the issues of literal and linguistic
idea
The
for
traditional
its
implications
through
and
phonology.
meaningmainly
phonetics
(n,
%)
form
in
(taking
linguistic
the
of
pairs
of
expressionsas sound-meaningpairs
Chomsky 1995b, for example)appearsto have given rise to a certain ambiguity with
regard to the questionof what linguistic semanticsis the semanticsof On the one hand,
the linguistic semanticsis regardedas the semanticsof the finguisfic expression,in the
linguistic
being
the
"meaning"
the
the
sense of
sound-mcaningpair which
part of
expressionis supposedto be constituted by. On the other hand, and yet by the same
token, it is also regardedas the semanticsof the lVionakform, in the senseof being the
"meaning"which the "sound" carriesor constitutesthe vehicle oC For example,Chomsky
(1995b: 2) explicitly refersto "soundwith a meaning".In fact this notion of the "meaning"
carriedby somevehicleappearsto be fundamentalto the conceptof literalness.Linguistic
expressionsmay be describedas having literal meanings,but strictly speakingit is the
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"sound" (phonetic form) or the vehicle-- rather than the linguistic expression,the entire
linguistic
(by
is
literal
to
a particular
sound-meaningpair - which the
meaning assigned
system),and literally the meaningof.
Of course,accordingto the RC, soundscan in no way belong within the wholly I"the
do
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to
and
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that
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with
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Carr
1999:
it"
(Burton-Roberts
behaviour
to
and
articulatory
usually required produce
399)5- i. e. E-physicalutterancephenomenaandutterancebehaviour- thephonetic is, in
RC terms, not linguistic but M-representationalof the linguistic. Whetherphonology is of
the linguistic or the M-representationalis a more complex issue. The position which
Burton-Robertsultimately takes- in BR and Carr 1999 as well as BR 1998 and 2000 is that the phonological is not I-linguistic but is, together with the phonetic, Mfor
the
implications
The
this
linguistic.
concept of
position
of
the
representational of
literal meaningand the natureof the linguistic will be discussedin the remainingsections
discussion
Canes
1999
BR
is
the
This
and
of this chapter.
section mainly concernedwith
of, and argumentsagainst, the notion of an I-linguistic phonology.
It is statedin BR and Carr 1999 (: 399), however,that the RC "does not, of itself,
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the phonetic would be M-representationalof the linguistic in virtue of specificallyMrepresentingits phonologicalelements.
However, the notion of a phonology which is I-linguistic and conventionallyMrepresentedby the (clearly E-orientated,non-linguistic) phonetic has two problematic
implications.Firstly, such a phonologymust be entirely lacking in phonetic content. It
(or
involving
E-physical
in
be
the
even
phones
certainly would not phonology,
senseof
it
be
Nor
from
E-physical
mentalistic phonetics, or
would
abstractions
phones).
internal
Carr
As
BR
interpretable.
and austere
phonetically
and
point out, a radically
phonologythat is conventionallyM-representedby the phoneticmust be
'abstract' beyond anything dreamedof even in the most 'abstract'
...
phonology.(1999: 400)

Secondly,an I-linguistic phonologywould not only be in a conventionalrelation with the
M-representationalphonetic, but also with the I-linguistic syntax and semantics.The
particular relations between phonological objects, syntactic rules and semantic forms
constitute the main individuating feature of a "particular language" (e.g. English or
Swahili, following Chomsky 1995a: 13). So the way in which the phonology is aligned
with the syntax and semanticsmust be as arbitrary as is consistentwith the diversity of
"particular languages". In short, there must be different sets of phonology-syntax.
semanticstuplesfor different "particularlanguages".
One obvious probem,arisingfrom the first implication, is this. Apart from the fact of
the I-linguistic phonology'sconventionalrelations with the other I-linguistic (syntactic/
semantic)elements,only negativeinferences- mainly to do with there being absolutely
nothing phoneticabout sucha phonology- can be madeabout its I-linguistic nature and
rationale. Certainly there is nothing that can be ascertainedabout what distinguishesit
from the syntax or semantics,and especiallyabout what sets it apart as the specific M-
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representaturnof the phonetic.Even more problematically,what caii be ascertainedabout
an I-linguistic phonology-- i.e. the conventionalnature of its I-linguistic relation to the
syntactic/semanticaswell as its non-linguisticrelationto the phonetic- is preciselywhat
makesit seemlessthanL The non-naturalness
of the linguistic relation to the syntaxand
semanticsis at oddswith the notion of the I-linguistic as a natural object, a stateof mind/
brain. As for the non-linguisticrelationto the phonetic:that the phonologicalhappensto
be the one elementof the linguistic which the phonetic is assumedto M-represent- or
which, if a "particular language"has no phoneticM-representationalmedium (e.g. "sign
languages"),is not M-representedat all suggeststhat it is more closely associatedwith
the E-phoneticthan an I-linguistic phonologyis supposedto be.
BR and Carr claim that there are other factors, quite apart from RC considerations,
which support the argumentthat the phoneticwould haveto be conventionallyrelatedto
the phonologicalif the latter is linguistic (1999: 400). One hasto do with the substantive
universals of such a phonology. BR and Carr argue that only the Strotig notion of
universal appliesin this case.The reasonis as follows. In the words of BR and Carr, a
weak notion of universalis

idea of a universalbag of propertiesfrom which "particular
the
...
languages"
maydifferentiallyselect.(1999:401)

and a strong notion of universalis
idea of a highly constrained set of propcrties, not given in
the
...
advanceof enquiry,actuallyattestedin all "particular languages".(ibid)

DR and Carr claim that there cannot be weak finguistic universalsin the phonological
domain,becauseit is specificallyand peculiarlyin the phonologicaldomainthat the weak
universalsare obviouslynot linguistic at all. As DR and Caff point out, weak universals
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like 'ingressive'and 'pharyngeal,are clearly determinedby "human physiology between
nose and larynx" (ibid). In short, they are universals"not of languagebut of human
physiology" (ibid). This leavesus with the strong notion of universal,and the exclusion
from the phonologicalof physiologicallyorientatedpropertieslike 'pharyngeal'which are
not attested in all "particular languages".The nature of the phonological, if linguistic,
must therefore be so absolutelydifferent from that of the phonetic that the relation
betweenthe two can only be conventional.
Furthermore,any naturalor more fundamentalrelation betweenthe phonologicaland
the phoneticis ruled out by the fact that, whereasthe phonologicalis - on the view that
phonology is linguistic -- a feature of every "particular language", not all of these
"particular languages"have a phonetics.As I mentioned above, what we call "sign
languages"are clearlynon-phonetic.Thusthe so-called"strong universals"in the phonetic
domain are simply not strongly universal

is
just
the
the
one
of
severalmedia
phonetic
--

of M-representation, and therefore in no position to correspond to or determine
"phonologically" stronguniversalsattestedin all "particularlanguages".
All theseproblemsand difficulties may be due to the strong possibility that the very
idea of phonology and of various "particular languages"arising from the permutations
-and combinationsof the phonologicalwith the syntacticand semantic- actually has an
externalistbasis,and is thereforecompletelyat odds with the internalist theory in which
DR and Carr 1999 attemptsto incorporate it. Thus the discussionof the difficulties of
locating and defining phonology within the intemalist framework in DR and Carr 1999
could be said to pave the way for

DR 2000, which makesno attempt to

keep the notion of an I-linguistic phonology.Instead,it starts from the position that the
notion of phonology is only compatiblewith what DR calls the essentialist or gelleric
view that the linguistic is constitutedby a variety of "languages"(with a small "I") - i.e.
"particular languages"like English or Swahili. Each of these"languages"hasa phonology
in order that its "expressions"may be E-physically instantiated for the purpose of
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the
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In otherwords,thisleavesthephonological
freeto beascloselyrelatedto the phoneticas
it canget, to be orientatedtowardthe phoneticratherthanthe otherM-representational
but
M-rcpresentational.
linguistic
is
In
these
terms
way around. short,on
phonology not
On thisview,the phonological
is internalonlyin thesenseof being
by
internalised
to
the
produced
phenomena
acoustic
an
attitude
...
fellow humansin the local community in aid of M-reprcsenting the
linguistic. (BR and Carr 1999:402)

That is, a phonologyconsistsin regularitiesand categoriesabstractedfrom what acoustic
phenomenaare used, and how they are used, by a particular group of people to Mrepresentthe linguistic. DR and Carr 1999(: 402) concludesthat a phonology is in fact a
ConventionalSystemof Physical Representation(CSPR)for Af-representationalmedia
which are phonetic. DR 1998 is more spccific: it states that phonology concernsthe
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categories abstractedfrom the M-representationaluse of the acoustic medium; and
morphology,the M-representationalconventionsdefinedin terms of thosecategories.
What is more, BR arguesthat a "particularlanguage"with a phoneticsdoesnot just
include, but IS, a morphophonologicalsystem-- i.e. a CSPR consistingof conventions
abstractedfrom, and governing,a particularuseof a particular set of acousticphenomena
to M-representthe linguistic. This meansthat a "particular language"with a phonology
and phoneticsbearsexactlythe samerelation to the linguistic as, say, "sign languages"or
systemsof writing (eventhosewhich are acquiredafter, and parasitic on, a phonology):
all are CSPRs,though involving differentE-physicalmedia,usedfor the M-representation
of a uniquecognitive system,namelyLanguage.
BR!s proposal that "particular languages"are CSPRs is also consistent with the
notion of "languageacquisition". That the linguistic has to be learned or acquired is
obviously incompatiblewith the internalistview of it as natural and innate. For DR and
Carr 1999 and DR 1998, however, what is learned/ acquired is not Language in the
naturalist sense but "particular languages", i.e. conventional systems of physical
representation(CSPRs)for the externalM-representationof a unique Language.Sinceit
is an internallsedattitude to M-representations,a CSPRor "particular language"can only
be acquired (mentally internalised)when the relevant (NI-representational)E-physical
phenomenaare actually encounteredor experienced.Even before that, however, the I.
linguistic representatum i.e. Language
-

must be cognitivcly accessedin some

unconsciousway, in order for the individual to be able to ascribe representational
intentionsand therebypick out thoseE-physicalphenomenawhich are (or are assumedto
be) intendedasM-representationalof the linguistic.
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5.2.1 M-representation and the conventionalvehicle-meaningrelation

In my opinion, the naturalistview and the representationalconjecture(RC) provide some
how
in
1981
1986
Davidson
to
the
conventions
about
and
answers
questionsraised
linguistic
bear
(or
the
and vice
upon
governingsound-meaning vehicle-meaning)relations
including
linguistic
Davidson
the
the
systemsof suchconventions
as
versa.
rejects view of
(i. e. prior and passingtheories),learnedin advanceand sharedby speakers.His grounds
for
different
different
that
conventions
systemsof
are
speakersare constantlyconstructing
circumstances(e.g. different interlocutors).Thus the main argumentof Davidson 1986 is
that the term "language"shouldnot be usedto distinguishsomething- i.e. the setting up
he
"linguistic"
regards as
and application of supposedly
conventions -- which
indistinguishablefrom "knowing our way aroundin the world generally"(1986: 446); and,
more specifically, from the socially conditioned tendency to "speak much as [one!s]
neighboursdo" (1981: 278). Furthermore,he suggeststhat it is not the conventionalthat
is a featureof language,but the linguistic that is necessaryfor the establishingand sharing
of conventions.
So Davidsondoesassumethat there is somethingthat the term "language"refersto,
but arguesin Davidson 1981and 1986that, whateverit is, it is independentof - though
necessaryfor - the sociocultural phenomenawhich he considers prior and passing
theoriesto be. This may not seemparticularly interestingfor someonewho subscribesto
the internalist view of the linguistic. On this view there is a distinction between the
linguistic and the use of it in the production/ interpretationof utterances.Prior/ passing
theoriesobviously arise from the latter rather than constitute the former. Thus Chomsky
remarks (1992a: 119) that Davidson 1986 "[does] not seemto show very much". For
Chomsky there is of course an I-language, a generative procedure, distinct from the
interpretation faculty which involves all the capacitiesof the mind, and is involved in
"everythingthat peopleare capableof doing" (ibid: 120).
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However, the fact remainsthat the non-naturalsound-meaningrelationsgovernedby
Davidson'ssystemsof conventionsare also crucial to, and problematicfor, ChomsWsIlanguage.In the I-linguistic lexicon, lexical items have entries containing information
about the "sound-meaning relation" (Chomsky 1995b: 236), upon which the
computationalcomponentcomputesto give (7r, %)pairs that determine"the phenomena
of soundand meaningfor [a particularI-languageL]" (ibid: 224). Most importantly, the
supposedlyI-linguistic (7r, %) is what it is, a sound-meaningpair, in virtue of being
specifically acconunodated to the A[rticulatory]-P[erceptual] and C[conceptual].
I[ntentional] performancesystemswhich effect the processof ulteraiwe Inferpretalloit.
Furthermore,although it is supposedto be the basis for the construction of prior/
passing theories during utterance production/ interpretation, Chomsky's I-language is
similar to thosevery theoriesin two ways.Firstly, Chomskyand Davidson seemto agree
that systemsof sound-meaningrelations -- prior theories for Davidson, I-linguistic for
Chomsky-- differ from speakerto speaker.Davidsonsuggests:
It could even happenthat every speakerfrom the start had his own
is
in
fact
Something
this
the
quite uniqueway of speaking.
approaching
case, of course. Different speakershave different stocks of proper
names,different vocabularies,and attach somewhatdifferent meanings
to words. (1981: 276-7)

The "uniqueway of speaking"and"differentstocksof propernames"maybe regardedby
Chomskiansas obviouslyhavingto do with so-called"languagerise", but "different
vocabularies"
to words"is consistent
andattaching"differentmeanings
with tile factthatin
"I"
"Manguage"being also for "individual"-a "particularI-language"for
the
Chomskyis the I-languageof a particularperson.Thereforea "particularI-language"is
Carr
1999.
DR
English,
Swahili
not the sameasthe "particularlanguages"
and
e.
g.
of
-Chomskyclaimsthat
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In the empiricalstudy of language,it has long been taken for granted
that there is nothing in the world selectedby such terms as "Chinese",
or "German", or even much narrower terms. Speaking the same
languageis muchlike "living near" or "looking like"... (1995a:48-9)

Chinese,etc are "communitynorms"or "socialpractices",not I-languages. or is
_English,
figures
invented
by
"standard
language"
terms
or experts
authority
any other
or systemof
like dictionarywriters and scientists.A particularI-languageis what Chomskysayshe has
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Boris,
is
I-language
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that
the
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one
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I-language
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(1992a:
123);
Russian"
the
of
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somevariety of
and even
is
different
because
I-language
limits,
too
"I
Jones,
not
my
although can understand
within
from his" (ibid).1
The secondfeaturecommonto I-languagesand passing/prior theorieshasto do with
Chornsky'sclaim that the I-languageis a "steadystate"of the languagefaculty:
in
faculty
is
language
Jones's
modified
the
cognitive
of
system
...
it
linguistic
pretty much
until
to
state
response
experience,changing
stabilizes,perhapsas early as six to eight yearsold, which would mean
that later (non-lexical) changesthat have been found, up to about
puberty, are inner directed.(1995a: 13)

Whereas"later(non-lexical)changes"aredescribedhereas "inner-directed",
the "steady
in
does
(i.
lexical
later
does
I-language)
so
responseto
state" e.
changes,and
undergo
For instance,the modificationsmadeby an
what Chomskycalls"linguisticexperience".
individualto his usageof particularexpressions
to coincidewith the usageof other
individualsis describedby Chomsk-y
(1992b:
Maitguage"
217,
"marginal
of
changes
as
my italics) and "marginaland ratherarbitraryvariationsof Manguage"(ibid: 228, my
italics again).No doubt theseare "marginal"andvery smallchanges;but so are those

6 For
problemswith admitting "individual languages"but not English, Swahili. ctc as I-linguistic,
seeBR and Carr 1999(:388-9).
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From his 1998 and 2000 position on the nature and status of phonology, BurtonRoberts'views on "lexical change"and the lexicon (as usually -- morphophonologicallyE(RQ
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morphophonologically)understood.On the contrary, so understood,
the lexicon preciselyis the locus of extralinguistic,M-representational
(local, culture-bound)arbitrariness.It has to be acquired and stored.
(Burton-RobertsandCarr 1999:404)7

And with regard to Chomsky'sand Davidsotfs problem: by excluding the conventional/
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complexity
composed,
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of thislexicalcompositionality:
the usual convention- commonto orthographicand acousticrepresentation
is that the physicalrepresentationof a complexcxpressionis composedof
ordered physical representations of the words that the sentenceor phrase
is
(or
As
thcn,
an
uttcrancc
contains.
a representation of a sentence
phrase),
representational of at least (and perhaps at most) the lexical properties of the
linguistic expression it is a representation of. (1994: 198)
But it follows from the exclusion of morphoplionology from the linguistic that words, and die
complex structures constructed from words, cannot be linguistic. Besides, it is clear that what
constitutes a word varies from particular language to particular language, i. c. from CSPR to
CSPR; and that the syntactico-scmantic object to which a particular word (NI-rcprcscntationally)
corresponds may be conceptually complex, and far from being a basic linguistic unit.
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independentof the externalbehaviourand socioculturalcircumstanceswhich necessitate
the constructionand implementationof so-called"linguistic" (actuallyM-representational)
in,
conventions,andwhich alsocausevariations and changesto, thoseconventions.
More specifically,the RCs removalof phonologyand (morphophonological)lexicon
from the linguistic meansthat linguisticexpressions-- i.e. what is generatedby the innate,
in
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Thesepropertiesare consignedby the RC to the domainof M-representation.
This shift of the phonologicaland its associatedmorphosyntacticfeaturesfrom the
linguistic to the M-representationalmay be describedin terms of ChornskysMinimalist
Program,perhapsas a way of convertingChomsk-/s"Wanguage"-- which, as it is, seems
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-of BR!s (and, ideally, Chomsky'sown) naturalistview. A grammarwithout a phonologyis
one without a phonologicalcomponent,And without the phonologicalpart of CIIL there
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M-representationalstatus of phonology, morphology and the (morphophonologiical)
lexicon.
Exactly what thesepropertiesare is the subjectof ongoing research,althoughthere is
in
BR
5.1)
(on
linear
in
BR
1999a
and
mentioned
precedence,
some relevant material
1998(which arguesthat caseand agreementare not interpretableat LF preciselybecause
here,
however,
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What
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linguistic
M-representational).
they are not
am concernedwith
linguistic
RC
the
expressionsto, their
the
reduces
are
syntactico-semantic
objectswhich
bearing on the notion of linguistic semantics,and associatedissuesinvolving the notions
of "literal meaning"and "languageuse".

If syntaxconsistsonly of covert LF syntax,i.e. syntaxservingthe linguistic semantics
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"the
(1981:
Davidson
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and structure
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- or what
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BR!
linguistic
by
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the
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constants"-innate,uniquegrammarwould in effect be Chomsky'sXs untrammelled(as it were) by 7[s,
Alternatively, they could be regardedas logical forms which - contrary to Sperberand
WilsoWsrelevancetheory - are never encoded,becausethere would be no place for the
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linguistic
from
follows
"linguistic
It
that
this
semantics
strictly
notion of
encoding".
speaking,not meaningin the senseof being the meaningAf of somevehicle U. Or rather,
it is not meaningin any relational senseof "meaning".9 Furthermore,linguistic semantics
is not the basis of LITERAL MEANING (whether of "linguistic expressions" or
"utterances"),sincethe very idea of literalnesshas to do, not with M alone, but with M
being -- and being taken to be the meaningof what it is literally the meaningof, i.e. U.
-What the RC highlights is the fact that the U-M relation is the locus of non-natural
9 Nevertheless,I

having
have
lines
linguistic
to
the
meanings,or
will
expressions
continueon
of
meaningwhateverthey mean,until flic controversialissueof whetherlinguistic expressionsin
fact constitutemeaning(in a non-rclational sense)is addrcsscdin section5.3.
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Saussureanarbitrarinessand convention.No natural object is inherently a Saussaurean
if
if
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in
Objects
ideas
Saussurean
signifier.
are
with conceptsor
signs and only they
are intended,or assumedto be intended,to "signify" thoseconceptsor ideas.
So a more preciseway of putting Davidson'srather confused1981claim -

Literalmeaningandintendedliteralmeaningmustcoincideif thereis to
bea literalmeaning.
(1981:271-2)

is
is.
literal
is
Much
"intended
literal
there
to
that
the
sort
of
meaning
say
only
meaning"
-closer to this non-naturalnotion of literal meaningis Davidson's1986 argumentthat the
intention to expressM with "expression"U is necessaryand sufficient for "expression"U
with literal meaning M to be used -- bearing in mind Davidson's conclusion that the
passing and prior theories which determine U-MI vehicle-meaningrelations do not
constitute the linguistic. The RC managesto explain what these non-linguistic, nonnatural vehicle-meaningrelations involve, and especiallyhow they bear upon linguistic
expressionsgeneratedby a natural, mentallyconstitutedgrammar.According to the RC:

(1) What is generallyassumedto be an E-physical vehicle U of meatzingU-

or

is
is
literally
U,
M
the
signifier or whatever
meaningof -- actually all E-physical
object that is produced, or assumed to be produced, Will the Intemloil of
conventiotiallyM-represetifinga litiguislic expressiolt,
(2) What is generallyassumedto be the LITERAL MEANING M of U is actually
theparticular cognitive value whicli the E-physical Upossesses,or Is assumedto
possess,ih virtue of H-representing a linguistic expressloii Wilt a particular
semantics.
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Thus it follows from the RC that the concept of literalnessand literal meaningtogether with the U-M relation upon which it is based-- actually has to do with nonnatural M-representationratherthan with the linguistic. For the RC, an E-physicalobject
U cannot strictly be regardedas "a vehicle of meaningM" or as "having meaningM", if
only becausethis relational notion of "meaning"seemsto imply that U is naturally and
intrinsically possessedof meaning.The fact is that U is not naturally and intrinsically
possessedof meaning.To think that it was would be to project onto the M-representation
that which is only true of what it M-represents.
On the other hand- as I havealreadypointed out - linguistic expressionscannotbe
regardedas "havingmeanings"either.Linguistic expressionsare naturally and intrinsically
(and
least
in
being
possibly wholly)
possessedof a semantics, virtue of
at
partly
constitutedby that semantics.So, evenwithin the RC framework, it doesseemreasonable
to retain a notion of literal meaningM of vehicle U, as long as it is clear that M is NOT
the semanticsof a linguistic expressionU, but the non-natural M-representational
significance of an M-representationU of a linguistic expression.
It also follows from (1) and(2) that:

(3) What, for Chomsky or Carston, is the literal USE OF A LINGUISTIC
EXPRESSIONto expressits literal meaningis - accordingto the RC - Me useof
a noti-natural E-physicalM-representalimiofsome fingulstic expressiom

More specifically:what tendsto be regardedas.the literal use of a linguistic expressionis
(for the RC) the production and manipulationof an E-physical M-rcprescntationof some
linguistic expression,in aid of E-physically M-represcntingthat very linguistic expression.
This is consistentwith my argumentin 4.1, that what "linguistic expression"is used is
generally taken to be the "linguistic expression"idiose (E.'-physical)photielic form Is
produced rather than the "linguistic expression" whose meaning is intended to be
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but
Mlinguistic
is
is
On
form
RC
the
the
"pressed.
phonetic
which uttered not of course
representationalof the linguistic. Furthermore,what linguistic expressionthis phonetic
form M-representsdependson what ConventionalSystem of Physical Representation
(CSPR) its utterer is using. Therefore the literal meaning (i. e. M-rcpresentational
its
form
literal
form,
to
the
the
express
the
phonetic
use of
significance)of
and
phonetic
literal meaning,are both determinedby M-representationalconvention.
Although I have beenusing "conventional"in the senseof rule-governed,the term

is
indicates
In
also
consensus. an ordinarysocialcontext,what generallyregardedas
has
be
"language"
to
the
agreedupon,
of
a
constitutingtheliteralmeanings
expressions
of
to beagreedupon,by themembers
of the socialgroupwhichusesthat
or at leastassumed
be
tend
to
"language".
ThusCSPRsandthe "literalmeanings"
they
shaped
govern
which
by what Davidsoncalls the sociallyconditionedtendencyto "speakmuch as [one's]
factors.
do" (1981:278),andothersociocultural
neighbours
Chornsky's
Carstows
It is from this sociocultural
M-representation
that
and
aspectof
MISUSE"arises:
conceptof "language
(4) What Chomsky and Carston regard as the MISUSE OF A LINGUISTIC
EXPRESSION is, on RC terms, the misrepresentatimiof a finguisfic exi)ressioll,
does
M-representation
"misrepresentation"
that
not conforrn to
where
meansan
the CSPRagreedupon by the membersof the relevantsocialgroup.

is not a linguistic expressionbut an MIn other words, what is actually being mýisused
representation.The important point is that it is only with respectto a particular CSPRof
a particular community - especiallyone which is endorsedby authority figures, and
recognised(if not actually strictly adheredto) by a large proportion of tile community
members-- that M-representationsof linguistic expressionscan be said to be misused,or
that linguistic expressions can be said to be misrepresented. To misuse an M-
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representation of a linguistic expression is in effect to deviate from some CSPR -- to use
an E-physical object which, according to that CSPR, conventionally M-represents one
linguistic expression, to M-represent another linguistic expression.
Actually I am not sure if ýdrs Malaprop, for example, could be said to have deviated

ftom an M-representationalrule which sheappparentlyhas no knowledgeof, or to have
CSPR
According
in
fact
has
to
the
M-representation
used.
misused an
not
which she
which she chose to use on that occasion, (derangement)IS the M-representationof
&arrangement'.Strictly speaking, that is the M-representation which Mrs Malaprop
intended to (and did) use, and the convention(and correspondingCSPR) which states
that (derangement)M-represents'arrangement'is the convention (/ CSPR) which Mrs
Malaprop intendedto (and did) follow. Similarly,Humpty Dumpty doesnot deviatefrom
or misuseone CSPRso much as chooseto use another.Unlike Mrs Malaprop, however,
he is awareof the M-representationsandM-representationalrules which he is expectedto
(but deliberately does not) use. So my point is this. A person always uses an M.
representation"correctly", i.e. in aid of M-representingwhat that M-representationM.
represents,becausewhat the M-representationM-represents- what Al-representationit
is - is determinedby the CSPRwhich he himselfchoosesto adhereto on that particular
occasion.
What I have been arguing so far is that the conceptsof literal meaning and usel
misuse, as usually understood, are actually 10-rcprcsentationalconcepts rather than
linguistic concepts. Furthermore, what constitutes the "litcral meanings" of Mrepresentationsof linguistic expressions,and what constitutesthe use or misuseof those
M-representations,is determinedby M-representationalconventionswhich tend to havea
socioculturalbasis.Linguistic expressions,on the other hand, are (I argue) naturally and
at least partly constituted by their semantics.As purely I-cognitive objects IT IS
OBVIOUSLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS TO BE UUM IN
THE SAME SENSE AS THEIR E-PHYSICAL M-REPRESENTATIONS ARE USED
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(if, indeed,linguistic expressionscan be said to be used at all). And it follows from this
naturalistview of the linguistic (Burton-Roberts1998,BR 2000), and from the RC, that
IT IS ALSO IMPOSSIBLE FOR LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONSTO BE MISUSED. In
another context, BR remarks (1994: 184) that a so-called "ambiguous" linguistic
expressionwhich a speakeruttersis actuallynot ambiguousat all:
After all, the speakerknows which (necessarilyunambiguous)linguistic
10
is
expressionshe uttering.

For the samereason,there is no way a speakercan misuse a linguistic expression.She
may misrepresenta linguistic expressionby usingwhat - accordingto someConventional
System of Physical Representation(CSPR) is the wrong M-representation.But the
-linguistic expressionwhich she actually M-represents(whatever E-physical object she
uses or misusesas the M-representation)is always the linguistic expressionwhich she
intendsto M-represent,sinceshecannotbut know exactly what linguistic expressionshe
intendsto (and does)producean M-representationof. If shedid not know what linguistic
expressionshe intendedto M-represent,the E-physicalphenomenashe produceswould
not be M-representationalof any linguistic expression.
The accounts of "misuse" and "ambiguity" set out above would be Humpty.
Dumptyesque-- centringas they do on speaker'sIntentions- were it not for tile fact that
the putative "expressions"which meanwhat one intendsthem to meanare not linguistic
expressions but E-physical phenomena used in aid of M-representing linguistic
expressions.The RC accountof ambiguitymay seemlessHumpty-Dumptyesquebecause,
whether it is 'flying planesl' or 'flying planes2'which she intends (flying planes) to M.
represent,the speakerwould be abiding by the convention - establishedby a certain
10Here, "to
utter linguistic expressions"is of courseelliptical for "to produceE-physical,nonlinguistic utterancesin aid of NI-rcprcscntinglinguistic expressions".SeeBurton-Roberts1994:
196-7.
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group of people and endorsedby the relevantauthority figures - which in effect states
that (flying planes)is the M-representationof both 'flying planesI' and 'flying planes2'Though she does not know it, Mrs Malaprop's intentions are directed towards a
CSPR which is different from the CSPRbeing employedby her interlocutor (and by the
(derangement)
Mi.
CSPR
that
the
the
audience/ reader of
states
e.
which
play) -between
different
disjunction
'arrangement'.
This
two
'derangement'
represents
and not
CSPRscreatesthe impressionthat what (derangement)"means" can be bent, Humpty
Dumpty fashion, to Mrs Malaprop's will, as a result of Mrs Malaprop's use of
(derangement)to "mean" arrangement.But this is actually a perfectly ordinary, expected
and not very seriousoccurrencein M-representationalterms. According to the RC, what
(derangement) "means" is merelythe M-representationalsignificanceof the E-physical
object (derangement),and Mrs Malaprop is simply using a CSPR according to which
{derangement)M-representsthe linguistic expressionwhose semanticsis constitutedby
arrangement. Besides,Humpty Dumpty himself is guilty of nothing more serious than
deliberatelyusing a CSPRwhich he knows is not the CSPRwhich Alice adheresto.
Actually, there is a sort of circularity aboutthe aboveargument:namely,that in order
for a linguistic expressionto be M-representedby someE-physicalobject, it is necessary
and sufficient that the E-physical object is intended to be M-reprcsentationalof that
linguistic expression.This is becausewhat one "knows" about the linguistic expressions
which one intendsto produce M-representationsof -- how one knows which linguistic
expressionis M-reprcsentedon a particular occasion- is in fact a matter of what we
deducefrom the M-representationsand CSPRsthemselves.So when I (and BR) say that
Mrs Malaprop Ibiowswhat linguistic expressionshe producesan M-representationof, I
am using "knows" in a rather broad sense.As I mentionedin S.1, any direct cognitive
accessa person has to the mentally constituted grammarand what it generates" is not
11An innate,mentallyconstituted
to consistof. But thc
grammaris whatthelinguisticis assumed
linguisticexpressions
whichthisgrammargenerates
arenot mentallyconstituted- or at leastnot
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directly
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is
and
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accessibleto the consciousness the
identify,
humans
as
E-physical
and
can consciouslyperceive
perceptible.
objectsare what
linguistic
We
the
expressions
cannot consciouslypick out
well as mentally represent.
ME-physical
but
the
by
the grammar,
we can voluntarily manipulate
generated
in
doing
do
We
linguistic
this
so
and
physically,
expressions. can
representationsof those
"linguistic
is
in
the
expressions"
of
use
traditionally
as
regarded
engage an activity which
(actually M-representations)in externalbehaviour(especiallycornmunication).We can
describes
(1986:
470-1)
the
is
do
Dummett
as
use of
this
also
mentally, which what
"linguistic expressions"as "vehiclesof thought". Durnmettobservesthat "language"
is a vehicle of thought becauseit is an instrumentof communication,
...
and not conversely.(ibid)

This idea, for which Dummett(in my view) fails to provide a coherenttheoreticalbasis,is
M-representational
In
terms,
by
what
the
given substance
representationalconjecture.
E-physical
foremost
Mis
first
"instrument"
for
Dummett
"vehicle"
an
and
servesas an
or
"instrument
in
be
E-behaviour
of communication",
an
as
representationwhich can used
beforebeing mentallyintemaliscdas a "vehicleof thought".
Thus BR and Carr (1999: 403) argue that the acquisition of conscious cognitive

dependent".
And
"mutually
CSPR
linguistic
to
on
the
are
access
andthe acquisitionof a

in
be
has
to
the assumption
a stateof consciousness:
that in orderto la)o)vsomething
one
intends
Mto
kiowledge
linguistic
one
the
which
the
expression
one's
of
natureof
has
its
to
determined
by
one
the
which
access
represent,as
consciouscognitive
linguistic
is
by
E-physical
M-representation
tile
the
of
properties, necessarily
mediated
(and
NI-rcpresentation
is
the
therefore
as
expression,
andexact
and
onlyascomprehensive
in the way that the grammar,as an elementof die brain, is mentallyconstituted.As DR puts it
(1994: 209 fn 17): "Thcy arc cognitiveonly in virtue of beingconstitutedin Oicgenerative
capacityof a grammarand of my assumptionthat grammarsarc mentallyconstituted.Linguistic
expressionsare the gcncmtvccpiphcnomcnaof a grammar(but not lessreal for fliat)."
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the CSPRto which it belongs)is perspicuous.In other words, I am assumingthat it is in
fact very limited and indirect (as I mentionedin 5.1). In contrast, the individual'sinnate
(pre-CSPR)and unconsciouscognitiveaccessto the linguistic is very possiblycomplete
as well as direct. This sort of cognitive accessis necessaryfor CSPR acquisition,the
reason (as I mentionedin 5.2) being that the individual is only able to assumethat
particular E-physicalphenomenaare (intendedto be) M-representationalof the linguistic
if he has some sort of prior accessto the representata.In short: innate, unconsciousbut
direct cognitive accessto the linguistic is necessaryfor the acquisition of CSP4 while
CSPRsandE-perceptibleM-representations
are necessaryfor the acquisitionof conscious
but indirect (becauseconventionallyM-representational)cognitive accessto the linguistic.
Note that the more obvioususesof M-representationsin communicationand thought
may be characterisedin terms of their basic function as a consciouscognitive route to
their linguistic representata.With regardto communication,the M-representationalcould
be said to provide an individual with consciouscognitive accessto linguistic expressions
whose M-representations he E-perccives, and to linguistic expressionswhose M.
representationshe E-producesfor anotherindividualto E-pcrceivc. As for the use of M.
representationsin thought, the M-rcprcsentationalcould be said to provide the individual
with consciouscognitiveaccessto linguistic expressionswhoseM-reprcsentationshe uses
introspectively,as it were either by E-producingthem (i. e. "speakingto himself'), or by
-mentallyentertainingand manipulatingmentalrepresentationsof them (i. e. thinking in the
mediumof intemalisedE-physicalM-representations).
My view is that there are no significantditTerenccs
betweenall the aboveusesof the
M-representational. The remarks of Carston and Sperber and Wilson about the
advantages of "linguistic codes" (in my terms, Conventional Systems of Physical
Representations)for communication namely,that
--
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the most striking feature of linguistic communicationis that it can
...
achievea degreeof precisionand complexity rarely achievedin nonverbal communication.(SperberandWilson 1986a/95: 174)
A linguistic system...allows us to achieve a degree of explicitness,
clarity and abstractnessnot possible in non-verbal communication...
(Carston 1998:56)

distinguishes
in
What
be
M-representations
thought.
to
the
roleof
-- couldaswell applied
is that the thinkerhas
the sort of thoughtwhichinvolvesthe useof M-representations
it.
is
This
the
muchmore conscious-- in fact self-conscious
course
of
over
control
-becauseit hasa mediumwhichthe thinkeris ableto consciouslyaccessandmanipulate.
Furthermore,the mediumis in the form of a recursivesystemof what is thereforean
infinite numberof M-representations,
the mostsimpleandlesscomplexof which are in
(i.
specificM-representational
to
objects
e. linguistic
relations certainsyntactico-semantic
basic
thought
than
expressions)
to
and
more
smaller
which appear constituteunits of
thosewhich an individualwould otherwisehaveaccessto. A briefer (thoughprobably
more cryptic) way of putting what I havejust written is: the sort of thoughtwhich
involves internalisedE-physicalM-representations
is more "explicit", "precise"and
"complex"becauseit is -- in virtue of havingan M-representational
medium- more
perspicuousthan any other sort of thought as far as conceptualcomposillonalityis
concerned.
is whetherit is its role in
Anotherquestionaboutthe useof the M-representational
communication or in thought that is primary. Since the CSPR, whose acquisition goes
hand in hand with the acquisition of conscious cognitive access to the linguistic, tends to
be regarded as an essentially sociocultural phenomenon, to do with people interacting
with one another, I am inclined to assume (with Dummctt) that it is the use of M.
representations in communication that is their primary role. On the other hand it is not
inconceivable that even the smallest and most rudimentary system of Saussurcan signs,
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with any availableE-physical phenomenaserving as the signifiers or M-reprcscntans,
might constitute a CSPR;and that such a CSPR may be acquired by someoneisolated
from society. Also, the very process of CSPR acquisiiion presupposesa precommunicatory ability to internalise, and to attach conventional M-rcpresentational
significance to, E-physical phenomena- an ability which may be sufficient for an
individual to think in an internalisedE-physicalmedium.In short, I am suggestingthat it
may not be a matter of conceptualnecessitythat the conventionalarisesfrom the social,
evenif that is how it generallyarisesas a matter of empiricalfact. This is an issuewhich
requiresfurther discussionandresearch.

5.2.2 M-representations, Carruthers and conscious thought

At this point I have to stressonce again that, althoughE-physicalM-representationsof
linguistic expressionsprovide consciouscognitive accessto the linguistic, they do not In
themselvesconstitute conscious thoughts. With regard to this, a comparison with
Carruthers1996may prove useful. Carruthersclaimsthat some- possiblymost -- kinds
of conscious thought are constituted by what he calls "natural language sentences"
(henceforthNLSs).

Thereare threepointsabouthis thesiswhich requirestatingand someelucidation.
Firstly, his view of the linguistic is clearly extcrnalist.His "natural languages"are "public
languages",while his NLSs are "spoken/ heard/ written", and interchangeablewith
"utterances"and "inner speech/dialogue". In short, the NLSs which lie claims conscious
thought involvesare, in RC terms,actuallyE-physicalhi-representationsof the linguistic.
Secondly,Carruthers'NLSs are not involved in all consciousthought. In his section

8.8 he arguesthat they are requiredfor consciousthoughtsabout anything"beyond
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immediatelyperceptibleaspectsof the spatialenvironment",and certainly for "complex"
and "sophisticated"conceptslikepersonalIdentify andobjeclNe Inith.
Thirdly and most importantly, Carruthers' argument is that "natural languages"
constitute not just the media or "representationalsystems"in which (some) conscious
thoughts are formulated, but also the content of those thoughts. In his section 4.6,
Carruthersassertsthat to arguethis successfullyis to vindicate Chornsky'sposition on
"natural languages"being as essentialto cognition as it is to communication.Ironically,
Carruthers'notion of NLSs as constitutive of (some) consciousthoughts seemsmuch
strongerthan Chornsky'sviews on the subject.Carruthersbelievesthat suchNLSs should
have a completelylanguage-based
is
independent
that
of thought-based
semantics- one
conceptualsystems-- in order for those consciousthoughts which they constitute to be
wholly, obviously "linguistic". But what Carrutherswants to avoid - the notion of a
linguistic semanticsthat is derived from the semanticsof some pre- and non-"linguistic"
cognitive system- is preciselywhat Chomsky(not to mentionrelevancetheorists) seems
to endorse.As I pointed out in footnote II of my section2.1.2, Chomskymaintainsthat
there is an innate stock of concepts(I 992a: 115,116), and that I-languageacquisitionis
merely the discovery of the "labels" of these innate concepts(ibid: 113,116). (In RC
) Furthermore, Chomsky
terms, these "labels" are clearly E-physicalM-rcprescntations.
suggeststhat the innate conceptsare "[drawn] from the resourcesof other genetically
determinedfacultiesof the mind" (ibid: I IS). Even more explicitly and categorically,he
statesthat
Yhe a priori frameivork of huntaii Mouglit within which languageis
acquired,provides necessaryconnectionsamong concepts,reflected in
connections of meaning among words, and more broadly, among
expressionsinvolving thosewords... (1992a: 114, my italics)
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In any case, it seemsto me that Carruthersdoes not manageto state his case
coherently,let aloneargueit successfully.For a start, he refers to "natural languages"as
the primary vehicle of consciousthought (e.g. in his section 2.3), as a higher level of
(obviously not M-) representation(e.g. section8.1), and as being used in tile expression
of thought (e.g. section3.3) -- as if NLSs and the consciousthoughts they are supposed
to be were two separatethings. Furthermore,just as Chomsky's"linguistic expressions"
haveto interfacewith the performancesystems,and the information provided by Fodoes
linguistic module hasto be operatedupon by the centralprocesses,so Carruthershimself
concedes(in section8.2) that his NLSs must be accessed,selectedand manipulatedby a
higher cognitive systemlike GathercoleandBaddeley's(1993) "central executive".12
Thus Carruthers!reasoningappearsto proceedalong theselines: being inherentlyand
independentlypossessedof a semantics,NLSs can be accessedand manipulatedby a
higher "central executive"

i.
thoughts
USED
to
conscious
express,
what
express
e.
---

and can therefore constituteconsciousthoughts.I havetwo objectionsto this. Firstly, if
an NLS is a vehicle which has to be usedto express/becomea consciousthought, then
the NLS by itself is neither sufficient for, nor constitutive of, that consciousthought.
Secondly,the natural languagesemanticswhich is supposed(by Carruthers)to constitute
the propositional content of the NLS-involving consciousthoughts - and in virtue of
which the NLSs themselvesare supposedto be at least as necessaryan elementof those
consciousthoughts as the use of the NLS by the "central executive"- is not intrinsic to
the NLSs at all. The upshot of these objections is a sort of inversion of Carruthers'
arguments:in my view, his NLSs are nothing more than E-physicalphenomena;but being
E-physical and therefore the most immediate and graspable/ manipulable objects of
12Actually,Carruthers
in dicir respective
ChomskyandFodorasdianictricallyopposed
presents
viewsof therole ofthe linguisticin cognition- andit is truothatChomskybelic%,
csthathis
"linguisticexpressions"
canbeusedin thought,whilefor Fodorthoughtis diecxclusivebusiness
die
hcrc,
My
of thecentralsystems
thought").
othcr
andMentakse(or "dielanguage
on
point
of
hand,is thattheirrespective
viewsonhowcognitionbearsuponthelinguisticdo appearto
coincide.
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consciousthought, they can be internalisedand usedas a medium of consciousthought,
and for that purpose are conventionallyendowed with meanings(and refcrred to as
"NLSs").
It follows from tlýs that the propositional significanceand conscious nature of
thoughts which involve NLSs are not constituted by the NLSs, but by Me cognitive
responseto the NLSs.Even Carruthersadmitsas muchwhen he claims(in his section7.1)
that consciousnessconsists in an "accessibility-relation"to the NLS-vehicles of
thoughts.13More generally,my point is that it is hardly controversialto claim that a great
deal of consciousthought consistsin the mental representingand manipulatingof E.
physicalSaussurean
signifiers.The E-physicalandE-perceptiblecan be (consciously)used
as signifiers or vehicles in consciousthinking (as well as in communication),precisely
becausethey are accessibleto consciousthought. It is for the same reason that they
cannotthemselvesconstituteconsciousthoughts.

5.3 A naturalist view of the relation betweenthe linguistic and the "language
of thought": the linguistic as "language of thought"
When I say that Carruthers'NLSs are "signifiersor vehicles" I of coursemeanthat they
are non-naturalM-representationsof linguistic expressions,and that their "meanings"are
ions of linguistic expressions.
constitutedby their cognitive significanceas NI-representat
This cognitive significancearises,not only from theAl-relwesentallonal nature of the Urepresentations,but also from the semanfictuiture of their lingwisfic M-rej)resenlata. So
13In his
section4.6 Carruthersdoes,however,equatean NLS's scn=tics %vididie contents,and 7-ph)-sicalformwith Oleconsciousstate, of die
astonishingly- the NLS's (internallsed) 1".
correspondingconsciousthought.Lc lie sccnisto be sayingherethat the state ofbeing conscious
ofE-physical U is constitutedby U (whetherU is the non-naturalE-physicalvchiclaof mexiing
M, orjust any E-physicalobject).That seemsto nic do%%mright
wrong, not to mcntionbizarre.
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far I have been discussingthe E-physicalvehiclesof what is traditionay regardedas
linguistic -- Carruthers' "natural languages",Sperber and Wilson's "linguistic codes",
Chornsky's"Manguages".I have also been assuming,in the process, that the Oitcral,
conventional) meanings of the M-representationalvehicles ARE the M-reprcscntcd
syntactico-semanticobjects(i.e. the linguistic expressions).In 5.3.1, for example,I took
Mrs Malaprop'suse of the E-physical(derangement)to literally meanarrangementto be
the same as Mrs Malaprop's use of the E-physical (derangement) to M-represent
'arrangement'.
All this requiresmy systemof notationalconventionsto undergo anotheradjustment.
I have been using single quotesand italics to distinguishbetween linguistic expressions
however,
I
(structured)
In
their
equated the
the
and
paragraph,
previous
semantics.
contents of the single quotes (the linguistic expression'arrangement') with what is
italiciscd (its linguistic semanticsarrangement).For the rest of this chapter, my view of
linguistic expressionsas vehicle-lesssyntactico-semantic
objects will be rcflected by my
In
italics
linguistic
indicate
use of
expressions. other words: to
rather than singlequotesto
show that a structured concept like arrangementis in itself a linguistic expression,the
italics will henceforthtake over the role of the single quotes. So insteadof distinguishing
between the linguistic expression'arrangement'and its semanticsarrangement, I take
arrallgement to be the vehicle-lesssyntactico-semantic
object which CONSTITUTES the
linguistic expression,and which is M-representedby (arrangement).
However, recall that the semanticsof a linguistic expressionas discussedin chapters
2 and 3 -- ChomsVs LF representation,the linguisticallyencodedlogical form of Sperber
and Wilson -- not only is separatefrom, but also falls short of, tile truth-conditional,
propositional meaningexpressedthrough the use (even tile litcral use) of that linguistic
expression.Hence the distinction betweenlinguistic semanticsand tile truth-theorctic or
"real" semanticsof the central cognitive systems.Ilencc also thc assumptionthat tile
former is inheritedor drawn from (and somehowlessthan) the lattcr, and distinguishedas
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linguistic by its labels (Chomsky 1992a: 116) or by its being encodedby sentencesor
linguistic
in
(relevance
3
However,
I
that
semantics,
theory).
utterances
concluded chapter
being logically relatedto the "real" semanticsfrom which it is "drawn", hasto be as truthis
identical
"real"
to,
the
of
what
semantics
conditional as, and ontologically
communicatedor thought. And accordingto Burton-Roberts'representationalconjecture
(RC): labels, sentencesand utterancesare not linguistic but M-reprcsentationalof the
linguistic; ChomsVs I-languages and Sperber and Wilson's linguistic codes are
(CSPRs);and linguistic expressionsare
ConventionalSystemsof PhysicalRepresentation
is:
is
the
The
that
what
remains
question
exclusively syntactico-semanticobjects.
distinction -- if there is indeed a distinction -- between linguistic semanticsand "real"
semantics?In other words, what is the distinctionbetween

(i) the linguistic expression,with its structured linguistic semantics,which one
intendsa particularE-physicalphenomenonto M-rcprescnt,and
(ii) the "languageof thought" (or I'mentalese")expression,whose "real" semantics
intends
to
through
express
one
the
which
constitutes
or
propositions
proposition
the use of the M-representationof the linguistic expression?

In this section I argue that, with the RC's elimination of the conventional (Saussurcan)
is
least
linguistic
linguistic,
from
at
the
semantics as a whole
vehicle-meaning relation
partly constitutive of "real" semantics. I also argue that the traditional notion of
"language" USE in communication or thought - is inapplicable to the truly Winguistic
-(as conceived of in RC terms) and to the "language of thought" (henceforth LOI).
Finally, I discuss the implications of my claims for theories of thought and consciousness.
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According to Fodor (1975,1987), there is a fundamental, even physiological
distinction betweenthe LOT and what are generallyreferred to as "natural languages"
(e.g. the relevance-theoreticlinguistic codes,Chomsky'sI-languages).This distinction is
supposedto be coextensivewith that betweenthe central systemsand "linguistic" input
14
systems. As I mentionedin chapter3, the notion of the LOT is presupposcdby the
theory of thoughtwhich Fodor and the relevancetheorists
computational-representational
subscribeto, and accordingto which thought has to do with the computationsof the
central cognitive processesover the formulae of some internal language. This internal
languageor LOT is also presupposedby my (and of course Carston's)discussionof a
"real" semantics
in
humans
i.
thought
the
express
semantics
of
what
or
e.
-communication,as opposedto the semanticsof so-called"natural languages".The very
notion of a "real" semmilicsindicatesthat there is somelanguagewhich it is the semantics
of, just as a linguistic semanticsis the semanticsof a "naturallanguage".
Fodor offers two relatively independentreasonsfor an LOT separatefrom "natural
languages".Firstly, he points out that "there are non-verbalorganismsthat think" (1975:
56). "Infrahuman organisms"and "preverbalchildren", he argues(ibid), are capableof
mental processes involved in considered action, concept learning and perceptual
integration. If such mental processes are computational, then there must be a
representatiotial system for representing what they compute over. Note that
"REPRESENTATION" or "representationalsystem" in the general Fodorcan (and
relevancc-theorctic)senseis quite different from, and much vaguer than, Burton-Roberts'
"M-REPRESENTATION" or "ConventionalSystemof PhysicalRepresentation".It is not
clear if the Fodorean "to represent" meansto symbollse or to emb&ly. To be more
precise, it is not clear if Fodorcan "representation" corresponds to BlVs "Nf14It does
die LOT and "languages"(e.g. relevancenot seemquite right to distinguishbct%vccn
theoreticcodes)by refcrring to die latter as "NATURAL languages".AfIcr all. the LOT is at least
as natural as, if not niorc natural than, "natural languages".More on this below.
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(see section 5.1). On the one hand,
representation"or "C(onsitutive)-representation"
Fodoreanrepresentations
appearto be the vehiclesof what the mentalprocessescompute
over. On the other hand,thereis Fodoesuseof "representation"in the following passage:
It is nomologically necessarythat the internal representation of the
grammar(or, equivalentlyfor thosepurposes,the internallyrepresented
between
is
implicated
in
exchanges
grammar) causally
communication
speakersand hearers...(1985: 149,my italics)

That it is the "internal representation"of the grammarwhich is "causally implicated in
A
commuication exchanges"appearsto indicate that the "internal representation"of the
I
grammaris constitutiveof (ratherthanthe vehicleor mediumfor) the grammar.
The secondindependentreasongiven by Fodor for a distinction between "natural
languages"and the LOT hasto do with the issueof first language(i. e. "natural language")
acquisition.Fodor arguesthat
learna languagewhosetermsexpresssemanticpropcrtics
you
cannot
...
not expressedby the terms of some language[i. e. the LOT) you are
alreadyableto use.(ibid)

As I mentionedin the previoussection,this appearsto be consistentwith ChomsWs
that "language"is acquiredwithin an "a priori frameworkof humanthought"
suggestion
(1992a: 114).

I muststressthat,althoughthe LOT is conceived
by Fodorandrelevance
theoristsas
distinct from "natural languages",it is as much of a "(1--odorcaii)relwesentallolial*, stells"
as any "natural language".That the LOT and "natural languages"are in fact "languages"
in exactly the samesenseis a point that is explicitly madeby Sperberand Wilson (1986a/
95: 1734). For Sperberand Wilson, languagesare tools for both communicationand
thought -- the main differencebetweenthe LOT and "naturallanguages"is that the former
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is an internal languageused for "the processingand memorisingof information" (ibid:
173) while the latter is an externallanguageusedfor communication.
Furthermore,Fodor appearsto believe-- with Chomsky(1992a: 113-6) and Carston
(1998: 64-5) - that a "natural language"shares(at least a substantial part oo its
semantics with the LOT, as his 1975 (: 109-15) concept of "messages"clearly
demonstrates.On the one hand, what Fodor calls "messages"constitute "linguistically
during
information"
hearers
i.
(ibid:
I
11)
convey
carried
recover or speakers
-- e. what
verbal communicationby mappingwave forms to messagesor vice versa. On the other
hand,messagesare also "formulaein the languageof thought", sincelinguistically carried
information is processedby the centralsystems,and the central systemsare supposedto
operateonly over internallanguageformulae(ibid: 115).
However, Fodor claims that the nature of the LOT must be different from that of
"natural languages",in order for the problem of infinite regressto be circumvented.As
describedby Fodor himself(ibid: 65), the problemis: if the understandingof a language
predicateinvolvesrepresentingthe extensionof the predicatein somemetalanguage,then
involve
its
representing
presumablythe understandingof a metalanguage
predicatewould
(1969:
86-7),
For
Dennett
truth-conditions in some meta-metalanguage,
the
on.
and so
problem of infinite regressarisesfrom the very notion of a "languageof thought" - and,
in the brain" (ibid: 86). Dcnnett
more specifically,from the notion of "sentence-analogues
argues(ibid) that it is the "syntacticfeatures"of a "sentence",and the "reading on" and
analysisof these syntacticfeatures,which determinethe "function" which the "sentence"
has "within a particular system*.The problemis that a syntacticallyanalysable"sentence"
of the LOT would be syntactically analysedby a mechanismwhich may itself have
syntacticallyanalysableinternalstates.Thus Dennctt concludesthat "the regressmust end
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in
information
non.
transmit,
eventually with some systemswhich store,
and process
15
form".
syntactic
But accordingto Fodor (197S:6S-8),thereis no suchregressbecausethe predicates
"natural
from
differently
LOT
the
of
the
expressions
of
are used and understood
languages". Whereas the (Fodorean) representationof the extension of a "natural
language"predicateis used/understoodin virtue of being given in some other language
LOT
(i.
LOT),
the
an
predicate
the
of
understanding
which we already understand e.
"might just be that one'suse of the predicateis always in fact conformableto the truth
[LOT]
its
(ibid:
is
individual
"so
the
6S).
Or,
that
predicate
of
use
rule"
constructed
an
(e.g., in computations)comport with the conditions that such a representationwould
specify" (ibid: 66).
Fodor provides an analogyin the form of computers'machine(as opposedto input/
output) language.Formulaein the machinelanguage
directly to computationallyrelevant physical states and
correspond
...
operationsof the machine:The physicsof the machinethus guarantees
in
it
the
through
course
that the sequences
runs
operations
and
of states
in
its
formulae
its
of
computationsrespectthe semanticsconstraintson
internal language.(ibid)

15From Dennett1969it
linked
inextricably
is
that
Dennat's
%vith
notion of syntax
would appear
the notion of morphology.For example,he writes of "brain-word tokens"(1969: 87, my italics)
in die brain" are constructed.Ile
which are, presumably,the units from which "scntcnce-analogucs
also rcfers (ibid: 86) to the s)mtacticstructureof a "sentencetoken" as "die orderingof the word
tokens".In the contextof the LOT, it is not clear what this "ordering" entails,and how it is
different from the sort of spatialor temporalorder which appliesto E-physicalutterances(i. e. M.
representations)
of linguistic expressions.Or radicr, it is not clear what Dcancttthinks die
morphosyntacticaspectsof an obviouslynon-phonologicalLOT involve. For die RC, of course,
evenlinguistic syntax is semanticstructure;and die units ftom which linguistic expressionsare
constructedarc not "words" in die morphophonologicalsense,but concepts(or what Chomsky
Iiatcvcr Dennettreally meansby "s)mtactic"or "non-s)mtactic",
might call "logical forms"). But %%,
it is quite clear that he regardsdie "syntax" of a "sentence"asfunctional - as a sort of structural
complexitywhoseralson d01re is to be analysedas part of die processof "reading"and
"understanding"the "sentence".
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Therefore the "truth definition" of the machinelanguageis not a function that maps
machinelanguageformulaeonto formulaeof an internal code, but a set of engineering
formulae
between
"direct
and physical
the
principles which guarantees
correspondence"
states/operations.Similarly,the formulaeof FodoesLOT are "assigned"to neurological
statesof the organism

in sucha fashionthat(some,at least)of the sequences
of statesthat
...
interpreted
be
behaviour
in
implicated
theproductionof
can
arecausally
behaviour
descriptions
have
the
of
as computations
appropriate
which
astheir'lastline'.(ibid:73)
In other words, there is no further regressfor FodoesLOT becausethe LOT formulaeare
"interpretations" or "descriptions"which directly correspondto (physical) neurological
formula
is
LOT
fn
14),
(ibid:
74
As
Fodor
a
certain
eventswith causalproperties.
stresses
it
IS
E
the physical event of
for
not read as commands activatinga particular system -type P which is causally sufficient for activating E, interpreted as an internal code
messagewith E-activatingproperties.
However, in order for an LOT formula to actuallyconstitutea particular mentalstate

(ibid:
it
to
that
in
has
be
organism
relation
to
of an organism,
a particularcomputational
75-7,198).In Fodor'swords:"To havea certainpropositionalattitudeis to be in a certain
Cibid:198). For eachpropositional
relationto an internal[Fodorean]representation"
is
formula
is
between
LOT
the
which
there
organism
and
attitude
an
a relation
"nomologicallynecessary
for (or nomologicallyidenticalto)" havingthe propositional
attitude. I assumethat being in a computationalrelation to an internal (r.odorean)
in
internal
is
have
tile
to
representation
representation
operatingon
one'scentralprocesses
a certainway.
FodoralsoclaimsthathumanscanuseLOT formulae(ibid: 1724) - i.e. that internal
(Fodorean)representations
be represented
for certaincognitivepurposes
canthemselves
-
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intelligent
is
fundamcntal
"the
internal
"a
that
and
and
management
of
representations"
pervasivefeature of higher cognitiveprocesses"(ibid: 164) Ile arguesthat humanscan
inputs
to
control what Fodoreanrepresentations
and outputs, and that
what
get assigned
inputs
individual
have
be
different
to
to
the
ways of representing
an
able represent
would
and outputs in order to choosebetweenthem.Anotherway in which LOT formula maybe
("external")
incorporates
individual
is
Fodor
natural
manipulated,
suggests, when an
languagetermsinto the ("internal")LOT:
It doesnot follow that for everynaturallanguagepredicatethat can be
is
internal
It
is
the
code.
there
entertained
an entertainablepredicateof
language
in
items
may
that
the
no news
vocabularyof a natural
single
If
terms of
and
complexity.
encodeconceptsof extremesophistication
the natural languagecan becomeincorporatedinto the computational
it
is
definition,
by
like
then
system something a processof abbreviatory
quite conceivablethat learning a natural languagemay increase the
complexityof the thoughtsthat we canthink. (ibid: 85)

The questionis, are thesenotions of enterlainingl using LoTformulac and adding

new representationsto the LOT compatiblewith the idea of representations
which
corresponddirectly,and are in a causalrelation,to neurologicalstates?Accordingto
Fodoesown descriptionof theLOT, LOT formulaeappearto be "neurallyhardwired"..
eachformulais a particularneuralstructure,andits semanticcontentis directlydependent
formulae
(at
least
LOT
Thus
are
on, andpossiblyconstitutedby, its neurological
aspects.
partially)constitutiveof the mentalstateswhich haveto do with the use of Fodorean
if
is
LOT
be
is
formulae
My
LOT
the
that
representations. argument
created
cannot
new
1771
regardedas part of the neural architecturcý'and,more importantly, that LOT formulae
/nns,
cannotbe usedsincethey are themselvesinvolved in the use of representations.
s
Basically, this is the problem of infinite regress.As I mentionedabove,
1975
oc
. , .-odor
0(
C
and Dennett 1969 approachit from the angle of how "language dicates"
are

understood:via previouslyunderstoodmetalanguage
of
predicates,the understanding
V
'A%
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which is in turn dependenton a prior understanding
predicates,and
of meta-metalanguage
so on. I argue that infinite regressalso arises from the notion of rise - Or, more
in
Fodorcan
"language"
system
representational
specifically,the use of a
as a vehicleor
thought and communication.This presentsa problemfor Fodor aswell as for Sperberand
Wilson. The use of SperberandWilson'sexternallanguages(i.e. "natural languages")as a
mediumfor communicationis effectedby the cognitive processesof the central systems,
and also by the use of the internallanguageasa mediumfor this cognitive processing.But
then the use of the internallanguageas a mediumfor cognitive processingwould involve
further cognitive processing,presumablyin an evenmore internal language.Thus it would
incompatible
is
language
internal
LOT
with the
that
the notion of the
simply
appear
or
be
hme
In
to
that
by
used.
the
vehicles
notion of use -- and, extension,with
notion of
like
"natural
be
Fodorean
LOT
the
a
system
other words,
representational
cannot
a
in
language",consistingof Fodoreanrepresentations
are
used
virtue of
which
or vehicles
the "meanings"to which they are conventionallyrelated.
In my view, the infinite regressproblem originatesin the fundamentallyextenialist

(and
Fodorean
the
thought,
of
the
theory
and
natureof
computational-representational of
(Fodorean)
is
LOT
system
representational
the
relevance-theoretic)
that
usable
a
claim
16These"wernal/ naturallanguages"
like "external/naturallanguages".
aresystemsof E.
decoded
(but
physical
actuallynon-natural)
vehicleswhichare selectedandmanipulated,
17
in
(and
interpreted
in
behaviour
USED
communication).
especially
and
external
e.
-._i.
However,E-physicalvehiclescanalsobe mentallyAf-reprcsented
andmentallyused,and
it is this (conscious)"processing"of E-physicalFodorcan representations
which
constitutesthe only sort of mentalactivityto whichhumanshaveconsciousaccess.As a
16Even
more cxtcrnalist in natureis Carruthcrs'claim that A PARTICULAR LOT - as opposedto
771ELOT of Fodor - is in fact constitutedby an cxtcmalist "natural language".
17"Interpreted"is
including
loosely
here,
fact
is
Tlic
that
E-pliysical
those
objectsusedrather
which are generallyreferredto as "utterances"- arc intrinsically meaningless,and tbcrcrorc
cannotactually be saidto be "intcrprctcd".
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result, the computational-representational
propertiesof this extemally-oricntatcduse of
E-physicalvehiclestend to be projectedby humansonto those other cognitive processes
which are inaccessibleto consciousness.
One of the representationalconjecture'smost important points is that the rclation
between the intrinsically E-physical and the intrinsically I-cognitive is merely M.
representational,emphasising
the fact that thereis absolutelyno necessity- indeed,that it
is downright impossible for the E-physicalandthe processesin which it is involved (i. e.
-what we can consciouslyaccess)to be anythinglike the I-cognitive (i. e. what we cannot
consciouslyaccess).Thus my argumentis that a "natural language"is a usablebut nonlinguistic and exterrially-orientatedConventionalSystemof Physical(M-) Representation
(CSPR).In contrast,neitherthe wholly internalandcognitive linguistic representatumnor
the wholly internal and cognitive LOT is designedfor use. Within this intemalist/
naturalistframework (as conceivedby Chomskyand Burton-Roberts),the only thing that
is usable is the E-physical M-representationwith its conventional relation to some
7
linguistic expression.The linguistic, being a naturalltate of mind/ brain, predudes the E.
physical, the use of the E-physical to M-representthe linguistic, and the non-natural
relation betweenE-physical vehicles and their meanings.The same can be said of the
LOT, even independentlyof the fact that the idea of using the LOT leads to infinite
regress.
With the whole idea of a vehicle-meaningrelation eliminatedfrom both the linguistic
and the LOT, the consequences
are (I suggest)as follows. Firstly, there would be nothing
to distinguish vehicle-less linguistic expressionsfrom the equally vehicle-less LOT
formula. More specifically, the linguistic semantics which is anyway supposed(by
-Carston (1998: 64-5), for example)to be "inherited" from "real" semantics would flot
have the phonological (or other E-inslanfiable) "ivhlcles" to disfinglils1i it from Me
L07's "real" semantics.Hence:
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(5) The vehicle-lesslinguisticwould be at leastpartly constitutiveof ratherthan
-the mediumfor (someof the "real" semanticsoo - the vehicle-lessLOT.

Secondly:whereas"naturallanguages"and "linguistic" input systemsare merely Mrepresentationalof the linguistic,both the linguisticand the LOT are directly, immediately
of the central cognitivesystems.And whereas"naturallanguages"are usedby the central
cognitive systemsto M-representthe linguistic,

(6) Both the vehicle-lessLOT and the vehicle-lesslinguistic are (at least partly)
constitutive of -- NOT the medium for, or used by -- the central cognitive
processes(including those which effect the M-representationaluse of "natural
languages").

And finally:

(7) On the assumptionthat (i) the central cognitive processesgive rise to
consciousnessand consciousthought, and that (ii) the linguistic and the LOT are
at leastpartly constitutiveof the centralcognitiveprocesses:finguistic expressions
and LOTformulae would themselvesbe inaccessibleto consciousthought.

Under the computational-representational
view and the associatednotions of %VhIcIeS
and use,thought is unavoidablyseenas consistingof two separateparts: (i) the Fodorean
representation,which tendsto be regardedas a "thought" in itself (in Carruthers1996and
Sperberand Wilson 1986/95(: 2), for example);and (ii) the cognitive processeswhich
compute over the Fodoreanrepresentation.In contrast, (5) and (6) make tile following
points: the Fodoreati represemalions whicli are "contputeil olvr" by Me cognillm,
processesare tiefther ?ialural tior intrinsically 1-cognit1tv,while the Insly tiatural and I-
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cognitive linguistic expressionsand LOTformulde are not computedover AYcognitive
processes.Instead,I suggest,the Fodoreanrepresentations
are (internalised)non-natural
M-representations of linguistic expressions,while

linguistic expressionsand LOT

formulaeare (at leastpartly) constitutiveof the centralcognitive processes.My argument,
therefore, is that it is (ii) and (ii) alone-- includingthe linguistic and LOT constituentsof
(ii) -- which thought consistsof
However, I am not denyingthat there are more ways than one of thinking. Nor am I
denyingthat at leastoneway leadsto, andthen proceedsvia, computationsover vehicles
or Fodorean representations(i.e. the useof M-representationsof linguistic expressloig).
What I am suggestingis that it is the computations,not the vehicles or Fodorean
linguistic
furthermore,
that
vehicle-less
representations,which constitute thought; and,
expressionsandLOT formulaeare (at leastpartly) constitutiveof suchcomputations.
The linguistic and the LOT are also, I argue,(at least partly) constitutive of the sort

andtheiruse.This
of thoughtwhichhasnothingwhatsoever
to do with M-representations
inaccessible
involuntary
be
to
vehicle-lesssort of thought appearsto
and as
as
blood
digesting
food
by
the
the
circulation
of
consciousness
the
canal,
or
as
alimentary
of
by the circulatorysystem.Perhapsit is lesslikelyto be accessible
to consciousness
than
the workings of the stomachor the heart, in virtue of Itself being constitutiveof
consciousness.
In my view, to be conscious
is simplyto havea mentalaswell asa physicallife - to
be able to be awareof, ratherthanjust to be Inq)Ingedupoit. I am obviouslyin no
position to discussevolutionaryneurology,and can only assumethat consciousness
evolvedtogetherwith the centralnervoussystem,that any organismwith a central
in
that
nervoussystemhas the capacityfor consciousness;
varies
consciousness
and
11
degreeandnatureaccordingto thedifferentcentralnervoussystems
different
spccies.
of
18Forexample,
by,
asthingsbyhumans
verydiffiermfly
wbatareconccptualiscd
maybercSardcd
say,dogs.
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More controversially, I make the following claims about the rclation between
languages"
"natural
linguistic.
Carruthers
What
Chomsky
the
consciousnessand
calls
or
(or what Burton-Robcrts calls systems of physical M-representations) are not a
However,I arguethat havingcoitcepts-- IN THE FORM
prerequisitefor consciousness.
OF VEHICLE-LESS, SYNTACTICO-SEMANTIC I-LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS
AND LOT FORMULAE -- is both necessaryand sufficient for an organism to be
conscious.Thus not only am I arguingthat

(8) To be minimallyconsciousis to (involuntarily,naturally)haveconcepts,
lk

-

but also that

(9) Any organismwith a centralnervoussystemis in possessionof someform of
the linguistic (and therebycapableof conceptualising,and of being conscious).

is obvously far too sketchy
What I havewritten aboveon the topic of consciousness
issues
indication
tile
of
wider
of some
and speculativeto serveas anythingother than an
and questionsraisedby the representationalconjecture(RC). These issuesand questions
require far more investigationthan I am presentlycapableof My purposehere is only to
point out that there are such issuesand questions,and that they have to do with what I
perceiveto be the conceptual(and probably empirical) overlappingof the linguistic, the
LOT, thought and consciousness.
I have suggestedthat minimal consciousnessin an organism is equivalent to the
simplest,most fundamentalform of thought, the sort of thinking which is as essentialand
involuntary as the workings of the alimentary canal or the circulatory system. This
fundamentaland involuntary sort of thought is (I argue) the starting point of all other,
more complexand deliberatesorts of thought (including thoseinvolving the conscioususe
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of M-representationsof linguistic expressions).It is also what all these other sorts of
thought can be reducedto. Most importantly,it arisesfrom cognitiveprocesseswhich are
I
(at least partly) constitutedby vehicle-less,syntactico-semantic
linguistic expressionsand
LOT formulae. It follows from this that the possessionof the linguistic -- the natural,
unique,austereand completelyI-cognitiveLanguageof Burton-Roberts'naturalistview -is crucial to the consciousstate, and to the fundamentalsort of thought which the
consciousstateentails.The consciousstate,in turn, is the crucial elementof the cognitive
processeswhich effect the use of E-physical phenomenato M-represent linguistic
expressions,aswell asthe internalisationandinternaluseof the M-representations.
Note that the phrase "consciousthought" is rendered ambiguous(or rather, Mrepresentationallyvague)by my distinctionbetweenthe fundamental,vehicle-lesssort of
thought, and the sort of thoughtwhich involvesthe conscioususe of M-representations.If
"thought" refers to the former, i.e. the involuntary mental activity which constitutes
consciousness,then "consciousthought" would not only be a tautology, but would also
n
refer to a processwhich is actually inaccessibleto consciours. On the other hand,
"thought" may be describedas "conscious"in virtue of being the sort of thought which is
(partly and indirectly) accessibleto consciousness-- i.e. the sort of thought which
inWves the conscioususe of E-physicalM-representationsof linguistic expressions.
Once again,a comparisonwith Carruthers1996 may serveto highlight some of my
own points. My argumentis that the linguistic is an integral part of consciousthought (in
both senses),but not in the way Carruthers thinks it is. For Carruthers, "conscious
thought" is constitutedby the "natural languagesentences"(NLSs) which are accessed,
selectedand manipulatedby the "central executive".1, on the other hand, claim that the
sort of NLS-involving consciousthought which Carruthersrefersto is constituted,not by
the NLSs, but by the "central executive"'saccessing,selectingand manipulatingof the
NLSs. According to the RC, Carruthers'NLSs are in fact neither natural nor linguistic.
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Instead, they are mental (M-)representations of non-linguistic, E-physical Mrepresentationsof I-linguistic expressions.
Wherethe truly linguisticcomesin, I argue,is at the level of the "central executive":
together with the rest of the LOT, it at least partly constitutes the central cognitive
processeswhich drive all forms of thought. In other words: whereas Fodorean
representationsare detachablefrom the computationswhich compute over them, the
linguistic andthe LOT are muchmore closelyrelated(and probablyinextricablylinked) to
the central processes.There are no interveningvehicles:linguistic expressionsand LOT
formulae consist only of what the vehicles are supposedto carry (or what Fodorean
representationsare supposedto be Fodoreanrepresentationsoo, and are thereforepurely
conceptual (or syntactico-semantic).As I have suggested,it is the capacity to have
conceptswhich appearsto distinguishthe consciousstate,and all thought could be saidto
be the result of cognitive processesthat incorporate(rather than compute over) vehicleless,purely conceptuallinguisticexpressionsandLOT formulae.
I stressonce againthat thought neednot -- though it may -- involve E-instantiable
vehicles. At its most basic, it appearsto consist in the consciousnessof things in the
have
kinds
(and
the
to
things),
the
capacity
of
external world as things
as particular
conceptthing, andthe capacitysimplyto haveconcepts.If the linguistic is regardedas at
least partly constituting these concepts,then there can be no distinction betweenBI;Vs
notions of "significance"and "linguistic sense"(i.e. linguistic semantics):
A wide variety of phenomenahave significance (red skies at night,
smokein the engineroom, the lack of phonecalls during the past week,
the boss'ssilent exit from the room, (my placing) V at the end of an
essay) without being meaningful (sense bearing) in the favoured
(linguistic) sense.The letter t (e.g. its occurrencein the) is significant,
(1994: 208 fn 7)
but in no sensemeaningfulor sense-bearing.
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Smokein the engineroom is, of course,an E-phenomenonwith a natural relation to the
E-phenomenonof a fire in the engineroom. The samegoes for the lack of phone calls
during the past week and its relation to, say, one'sfriend having departedfor Australia.
The significance of smokein the engineroom as an indication of a fire in the engine
room, on the other hand,is anI-phenomenon.In other words, smokein the engineroom
My
being
be
in
have
thought
the
argument
to
about.
can only said
contextof
significance
is that this "significance"of smoke in the engine room IS IN FACT "LINGUISTIC
SENSE". Or rather, it is the CONCEPTof smokein the engineroom arisingfrom afire
in the engineroom, as constitutedby the relevantvehicle-lesslinguistic expression.In my
view, evenbeing consciousof (as opposedto having unconsciousnervousreactionsto)
smokein the engineroom -- as nothing more than smokein the engine room -- involves
the vehicle-lesslinguistic expressionsmokein the engineroom.
The sort of thinking which constitutesconsciousnessis in turn the basis of the
conscious use of E-instantiablevehicles/ M-representations.Furthermore, the more
complexsort of thought which hasto do with the accessing,selectingand manipulatingof
M-representationsof linguistic expressionscould be regarded as an enrichmentof the
fundamentalkind of thought. In the case of humans,the apparently highest level of
consciousnesswhich they have reachedis a matter, not just of (unconsciously)having
concepts,but also of havingsomesort of (conscious)idea of the conceptof concept,and
some(conscious)ideathat one hasconcepts(includingthe conceptconcept).
As I claimedabove,the processof consciousness-creating
conceptualisationis itself
an unconsciousprocess.The consciousnessof having the concept of concept (and the
consciousnessof having the conceptthat one has concepts)appearsto be facilitated by
the acquisition of conscious,reflexive cognitive access-- via the (conscious)use of Ephysical M-representations-- to some of the conceptual constituentsof the cognitive
I agreewith Carruther'spoint (1996,
processeswhich underliethought and consciousness.
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section 8.2) about the "contents...of operations"of the "central executive"19-- which,
in
being
LOT
include
linguistic
framework,
RC
the
the
the
within
and
naturalistand
-themselvesnon-conscious.But I would add that humansseemto have the unique ability
to intentionallyuse E-physicalobjectsto M-represent,and therefore consciouslyaccess,
some of the "contents" of the "central executive". This access,however, is only Mrepresentational,and thereforefar from complete.So in a sensethe "highest" level of
consciousnessis a somewhat compromised development -- reflexivity at the Mrepresentationalexpenseof transparency.

19What Carruthers
actually saysis that the contentsand the modeof the operationsof the "central
executive"are unconscious.On the assumptionthat it is equivalentto my "vehicle", I rejectthe
notion of centralprocesseshavinga "mode".
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6
The use of M-representationsof linguistic expressions:some
explanations,examplesand questions

6

M-representation

and the distinction

between "semantics"

and

"pragmatics"

In this sectionI return to someof my argumentsin 5.2.1 and 5.3:

(i) Linguistic expressionsgenerated by the unique, natural I-language are
constitutedsolelyby their structuredsemantics(LF).
(ii) Linguistic expressions,as syntactico-semanticobjects, are numbered (as it
formulaeof the LOT.
were) amongthe syntactico-semantic
(iii) Linguistic semanticsis not as suggestedin Chomsky 1992a(: 113-6), and
-Carston1998(: 64-5) -- inheritedfrom, but is at leasta part of, "real" semantics.

All this obviously has implications for the analysis of what is expressedduring
communication,and especiallyfor the questionof how exactlythe linguistic is involved in
communication.The generalideais that the speakeror writer producesan "utteranceof a
linguistic expression",and that this utterancetends to have "pragmatic content" and a
"linguistic semantics".According to the representationalconjecture (RC), however, the
"utterance of a linguistic expression"is an intrinsically meaninglessE-physical object,
produced in aid of M-representingsome linguistic expression.What the argumentsof
5.2.1 add to this RC account of utterancesis that any linguistic semanticsinvolved is
neither the "semantics of

the (intrinsically meaningless)utterance, nor even the

"semanticso?
fl the M-representedlinguistic expression,but is in fact constitutiveof the M-
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represented linguistic expression. As a syntactico-semanticobject, this linguistic
by
is
"pragmatic
LOT
expression also as mucha part of the
content" conveyed the
as any
formula
LOT
linguistic
M-represented
the
In
the
and
expression
utterance. other words,
which constitutesthe "pragmaticcontent"areat leastontologically identical.
My RC-based argumentsalso underminethe view that the distinction between
"linguistic semantics"and "pragmaticcontent" is a derivational distinction. The general
idea is that only the "linguistic semantics"is carried by the utterance, an E-physical
"linguistic" vehicle, and that the E-perceptionof this "linguistic" vehicle will somehow
lead the perceiverdirectly to the "linguistic semantics".For Sperberand Wilson (1986a/
95), the process of recovering the "linguistic semantics"consists of the "automatic
decoding" of the utterance(ibid: 177), while the "pragmaticcontent" is recoveredvia a
"non-demonstrativeinferenceprocesswith free accessto conceptualmemory" (ibid: 65).
I, on the other hand,arguethat the E-physicalvehicle(i. e. the M-representationof a
linguistic expression) and the vehicle-meaning(M-representationab relation are nonlinguistic and non-natural.I also maintainthat the "automatic" recovery of the "linguistic
is
is
it
is
insofar
semantics" only-!automatic"
conditioned,and,what more, conditioned
as
bý non-lingu

On
RC,
the
an
andfactors.
cultural) circumstances

individual's "automatic decoding" of an utterance is in fact his recovery of the Mrepresentaturnof the utterance,governedin part by the particular ConventionalSystemof
Physical(M-)Representation(CSPR) which he has beenconditioned to adhereto by his
immediatesocialenvironment.
As Burton-Roberts and Carr (1999: 398-9) point out, the M-representation of
linguistic expressionsis such a fundamentaland necessaryhuman activity that the (M.
representational)skills involved tend to be taken for granted.As a result of the necessity,
and the "incessantpractice" (BR and Carr 1999: 399) called for by the necessity,the Mrepresentationof linguistic expressions(and the recovery of I-linguistic M-representata)
might seemlike an "automatic"process.Burton-Robertsand Carr observe:
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Were it as necessaryfor humansto play tennisas it is to externallyMrep[resent]the linguistic,we would find universalincessantearly tennis
for
be
(or
better)
taken
Wimbledon
would
standard
practice and
is
It
the explicit
It
and
reflex-like.
granted. might evenseemmandatory
helicopters
in
from
to make
training
submerged
escape
purposeof naval
the required behaviour reflex-like. But this is true of anything we
is
is
lot
(eg
driving,
It
that
the
touch-typing).
necessity
practise a
interesting.(1999: 399 fn 16)

Note that the recoveryof linguisticM-representata(or the production of E-physical
objects for the purposeof M-representinglinguistic expressions)only seems"mandatory
by
More
"incessant
is
if
it
practice".
and reflex-like", and seemsso only
conditioned
importantly, the CSPRwhich an individualhasbeenconditionedto use is not necessarily
the CSPRhe actuallyuses,or the CSPRusedby the peoplehe communicateswith, on a
particular occasion.It is in the natureof M-representationthat what linguistic expressions
is
CSPR
in
M-represented,
M-represented
how
what
used
other
words,
they are
are
and
on a particular occasionby a particular individual

is primarily a matter of intention.

Consequently,there is nothingtruly mandatoryor "automatic"aboutthe M-representation
in
is
M-representata,
linguistic
I-linguistic
The
particular,
of
expressions.
recovery of
based on the assumptionof (M-representational)intention, and is therefore chiefly a
matter of fallible inference.
So my argument is this: it follows from the RC that there is simply no natural
distinction, ontological or derivational, between "linguistic semantics"and "pragmatic
(nondomain
(phonetic
form)
the
With
to
the
E-physical
of
the
content".
shifted
vehicle
linguistic) M-representational, the remaining "linguistic semantics" has nothing to
distinguishit from the LOT from which it is supposedto be derived. Furthermore,if the
E-physicalvehicle is in fact non-naturallyM-represetilatiotiaI of the linguistic expression
constituted by the "linguistic semantics",then the so-called "linguistic decoding" of Ephysicalutterancephenomena(i.e. the recovery of linguistic M-representata)must be an
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intentional, non-natural,M-representational
linguistic
therefore
nor
neither
and
process,
automatic.
In this and the following sectionsI discussvarious characteristicsand strategiesof
the M-representationof linguistic expressions,and also use these M-representational
characteristics and strategiesto provide an alternative account of the non-natural
distinction between "semantics"and "pragmatics",the equally non-natural distinction
betweenliteral and non-literalmeaning,and communicationin general.In Figure 1,1 set
out the different typesof M-representation
andthe relationsbetweenthem:

M-REPRESENTATION
non-natural,intentional
CONVENTIONAL-(1)
governedby antecedent
rules

NON-CONVENTIONAL
not governedby antecedent
rules

CONVENTIONAL-(2) UNCONVENTIONAL NON-ICONIC ICONIC
E-perceivable
calculable
generallyagreed
not generally
upon
agreed upon
I

Fig. 1: Typesof M-representation

M-representation,by definition non-natural and intentional, may or may not be
constrainedby.antecedentrules. So far I have beenusing the term "CONVENTIONAL"
to describe rule-governed M-representation. Thus an M-representational rule is
necessarilyconventional,simply in virtue of being a rule or convention. However, rules
may also be conventional in the senseof being generally agreed upon and publically
sanctioned.Henceforth I shall distinguish between "conventional" in the rule-governed
senseand "conventional" in the agreed upon senseby labelling the first "conventional"
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with (1), and the second"conventional"with (2). Note that only CONVENTIONAL-M
M-representation can be CONVENTIONAL-(2) i.e. that only rule-governed Mrepresentationhas the rules for peopleto agreeupon. Thus "conventional-(2)" entails
'"conventional-(1)", but not vice versa. An example of M-representation which is
conventional-(I) but not conventional-(2)is the M-representationof arrangementby Mrs
Malaprop's (derangement).
The opposite of conventional-(I)M-representationis NON-CONVENTIONAL MM-representationofy by x is intended(or assumed
representation.The non-conventional
to be intended) to be noticed, arrived at, rather than specified by some rule. Nonin
if
As
5.1,
NON-ICONIC.
M-representation
be
ICONIC
mentioned
conventional
or
may
X iconically M-representsy, it doesso, not accordingto somerule or convention,but in
virtue of being intendedto sharecertainE-physicalpropertieswith y. The exampleI gave
was of Magritte's painting of a pipe, which Magritte intended to share mainly visual
propertieswith the pipe. Thusonecanperceivethe E-physicalresemblancebetweenx and
y, and thereby discover what the iconic M-representaturny is. A non-iconic nonconventionalM-representationalrelationbetweenx andy, on the other hand,is one that is
intended (or assumedto be intended), not to be perceived, but to be calculated or
inferred.
The opposite of conventional-(2)M-representationis UNCONVENTIONAL Mrepresentation.it is only the agreed upon aspectof conventional-(2)M-representation
which falls within the scope of the prefix "un-". This means that, whereas an Mrepresentationalrelation is either conventional-(I) or non-conventional,or perhapspartly
conventional-(I) and partly non-conventional,the distinction between conventional-(2)
and unconventional M-representation is a matter of degree. That is, one Mrepresentationalrule or system may be regarded as conventional-(2) -- or more
conventional-(2), or less unconventional- in virtue of having more adherentsthan
another M-representational rule system. Alternatively, it may be regarded as
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having
in
less
unconventional- or more unconventional,
of
or
conventional-(2)-- virtue
fewer adherents than another M-representationalrule or system. Mrs Malaprop's
(derangement)is conventional-(I)but not conventional-(2) it is thereforean exampleof
unconventionalM-representation.
It follows from the sortal differencebetween(non-linguistic) M-representansand
(linguistic) M-representatumthat the E-physicalM-representationof 1-cognitivelinguistic
expressionsmay be conventional-(I)(i.e. conventional-(2)or unconventional),or noniconically non-conventional but nevericonic. That is, I assumethe 1-cognitiveis never
-resembledby the E-physical(and the linguisticis neverresembledby the non-linguistic).
6.1 focuses on the conventional-(2)and unconventionalM-representationof linguistic
expression,and 6.2, on the non-iconicnon-conventionalM-representationof linguistic
expressions.In 6.3 1 discuss"linguistic codes" and "literal meaning" in terms of the
various types of M-representationdescribedin 6.1 and 6.2.6.4 and 6.4.1 are concerned
with issueswhich I haveso far not mentioned.6.4 hasto do with the (intentional)NONM-REPRESENTATION of linguistic expressions,and its implications for the relation
and/ or distinction between the linguistic and the LOT. 6.4.1 contains a brief Mrepresentationalaccountof REFERENCE,given in connectionwith a generaldiscussion
about how my radicallyinternalistview of linguistic expressionsand LOT formulae bears
upon the perceptual/cognitiveinteractionof humanswith the externalworld.

6.1 Conventional-(2)

and unconventional

M-representation

of linguistic

exPressions

Themostconspicuous
is that
M-representation
sort of conventional-(2)
andrecognisable
which is constrained by the kind of CSPRs (conventional systems of physical
representation)which constitute Burton-Roberts' "particular languages" (e.g. English,
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Swahili). These CSPRsare "extralinguistic,culturally differentiated, conventional [Le.
conventional-(2)]" (BR and Carr 1999:404). Dummett's 1986 "languages",it seemsto
me, are obviously conventional-(2)CSPRs.As CSPRswhich are generallyagreedupon
and publically sanctioned,Dummett's"languages"would indeedbe what he claims they
are: sets of rules or conventionsof social practices. And if the ideal Durnmettian
"language" is simply a particular set of M-representationalconventions, endorsedby
authority figures and publicly established,then it would follow that each member of a
particular "language" community not only has an "imperfect" (Dummett 1986: 475),
"partial, and partly erroneous"(ibid: 468) grasp of it, but deliberatelydeviatesfrom it
from time to time.'
That "particularlanguages"are extralinguistic,culturally differentiated,conventional(2) CSPRsis further borne out by the CSPR-SPECIFICphenomenawhich I shall call
SECOND-ORDER

and

THIRD-ORDER

(henceforth 2-o

and

3-o)

M-

REPRESENTATION. Conventional-(2) first-order M-representation is simply a
particular E-physical object conventionally-(2)M-representing a particular linguistic
expression,and (as I argued in the previous section)thereby providing conscious(but
incomplete) cognitive accessto the LOT formula which that linguistic expressionis. In
contrast, conventional-(2)2-o or 3-o M-representationinvolves the consciousaccessing
of an LOT formula (call it LOTF2 or LOTF3), not through an M-representationalone,
but by way of an M-representation'sconventional-(2) (first-order) M-representing of
another LOT formula (LOTFI). In that way, the M-representationcan be regardedas
conventionally-(2)M-representationalof LOTF2 or LOTF3 in addition to -- and it? virtue
of -

conventionally-(2) M-representing LOTFI. And the CSPR to which the M-

representationbelongswould specifythat the M-representationis a conventional-(2)Mrepresentationof LOTFI as well as of LOTF2 or LOTF3. In other words, the CSPR
1Thus the RC
managesto reconcilea Dummetianaccountof "languages"with a Chomskian
accountof "Language"by statingthe natureof the relation betweenthem.
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would include a 2-o or 3-o M-representationalconvention which mentions the
2
first-order
M-representational
corresponding
convention.
To illustratewhat I meanby conventional-(2)2-o M-representation,considerEnglish
(take). In the case of conventional-(2) 2-o M-representation, LOTFI

and LOTF2 are

logically, conceptually related. What {take) primarily M-represents, according to the
CSPR commonly known as English, appearsto be the linguistic expression (i. e. LOITI)
3
by
of.
constituted somethinglike takehold1possession
.

(10)(a) Shetook the rolling pin andhit him with it.
(b) Someonehastakenmy pen.

But in certain other (M-representational)contexts, (take) in English appearsto Mrepresentother concepts,like dol experience-

(11) Shewantsto take a bath/ nap/holiday.

bring
and
---

2 Higher-orderM-representationis by definition
conventional-(I)(i.e. rule-governed).So 2-o and
3-o M-representationalrulesmay featurein unconventionalas well as conventional-Q)CSPRs31
am assumingthat the first-orderM-representatumof English (take) is take hoWpossession
of, partly on the basisof my own beliefsabout (or, in Dummetfs words, my "partial, and partly
erroneous"graspof) the CSPREnglish,and partly becausethe entry for (take) in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary is headedby the definitions"lay hold of' and "acquire,get possessionof'.
However,it seemsto me that each"English-speaking"individual hashis own personalCSPRor
CSPRs.Ilese CSPRsare imperfectlyderivedfrom the public CSPRconstructedby authority
figures (e.g. the compilersof the COD), with the effect that they haverules in commonwith, but
strictly speakingare absolutelydistinct from, the publically establishedCSP& Thus a particular
individual'sfirst-order and higher-orderM-representationalrules for (take) are not necessarilythe
sameas thoseof, say, Englishas specifiedby the COD.
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(12) Shetook the chfldrenhome.4

Furthermore - whereas the CSPR English appears to specify the first-order Mrepresentation of take holdl possessionof, and the 2-o M-representation of dol
experience and bring, by the sameM-representation(take) -- the CSPRknown as Italian
has separateM-representations
for thoseconcepts:

(10) prendereunapenna
to take a pen
(11) fare un bagno
to do a bath
(12) portare a casa
to bring to home

Conversely,the Italian (fare) M-representsdo asin (11) and
--

(13) fare i compiti
to do the homework

- aswell asmake:

(14) fare rumore

to makenoise

4 In fact these
are not the only 2-o conventional-(2)M-representataof (take). What linguistic
expressions,for example,does(take) conventionally-(2)M-representin (take a bus), (take some
pills), (take it that you agreewith me), etc?
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As indicated,English deploysdifferentM-representations (do) and (make) - for the
-conceptsM-representedby Italian (fare) in (13)-(14).A CSPRwhich doeshavethe same
M-representationfor what in Englishis M-represented
by f do) and {make) is Putonghua:

(15) zuo gongke
to do homework
(16) zuo zhifu
to makea uniform, or uniforms

However, accordingto the CSPRPutonghua,(zuo) only M-representsdo and make in
certain M-representationalcontexts.Unlike the Italian (fare), it cannot be used with the
M-representationof noiseor a bath.
A more obviousform of conventional-(2)CSPR-specific2-o M-representationhasto
do with M-representationalconstructionslike (17)(a)-(d):

(17)(a) (to laughin someone'sface)
(b) (the manin the street)
(c) (a poor relation)
(d) (specialpleading)

A personmay know what the conventional-(2)first-order M-representataof (17)(a)-(d)
are - respectively(and approximately)(I 8)(a)-(b):

(I 8)(a) to direct one'slaughter straight towardssomeone'sface
(b) someman who is situatedin somestreet
(c) a relation which is poor
(d) pleading which is in someway special
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But if he does not also know the 2-o M-representationalconventions of the CSPR
English, he will not be aware that (17)(a)-(4) also have (conventional-(2), CSPRdetennined)2-o M-representatain the fonn of (respectively)(I 9)(a)-(d):

(I 9)(a) to openlyshowscornfor someone
(b) the ordinary or averageman
(c) an inferior memberof afamily or somegroup (ofpeople or things)
(d) afallacious andl or unfair argument- e.g. one which takesinto account
irrelevant details - in supportof someoneor someone'spoint of view

Corning now to 3-o M-representation: like 2-o M-representation, 3-o Mrepresentationis CSPR-specific.For example,it is only in respectof the CSPR English
that the M-representation(kick the bucket) is CONVENTIONALLY-(2) usedto express
die as well as strike the bucketwith one'sfoot. The linguistic expressiondie is what I call
the conventional-(2)3-o M-representatumof (kick the bucket). What distinguishes3-o
M-representationfrom 2-o M-representationis this. First-order and 2-o M-representata
are, as I have pointed out, logically and conceptuallyrelated. To choose a man in the
street is to choosearbitraffly, andhenceto pick out someonewho is representativeof the
communityas a whole. Similarly,to guffaw at someonewith whom one is face to face is a
Way Of openly expressingscom for him. In the caseof 3-o M-representation,the first.
order and 3-o M-representataare, semantically,totally distinct from one another-- as the
(kick the bucket) exampleobviouslydemonstrates.
Falling somewherebetween conventional-(2) 2-o and 3-o M-representation are
examplessuch as (busman'sholiday). On the one hand, (busman'sholiday) is not an
exampleof 3-o M-representation,becausethe conceptleisure time spent doing what one
usually does to earn a living is semanticallyrelated to the idea of a busmanspendinghis
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holiday on a coach.On the other hand,this semanticrelation may be missedby those for
whom a busmangoing on holidayis not necessarily-- is in fact far from necessarily-going on a coachtrip.
Cases such as (busman'sholiday) suggestthat it is not always easy to decide
whether a higher-orderM-representationfulfils the criteria for 2-o or 3-o status.This has
a great dealto do with how the M-representationis viewedby its usersin connectionwith
its first-order M-representatum.I statedthat the distinction between 2-o and 3-o Mrepresentationis that the first-order and 2-o M-representataof an M-representationare
semanticallyor conceptuallyrelated,while the first-order and 3-o M-representataare not.
However, it is clearlynot the casethat the 3-o M-representatumof, say, (pay through the
nose) just happens,arbitrarily, to bepay exorbitantly.Thus a more accuratedescription
of the distinction between 2-o and 3-o M-representationwould be that the semantic
relation betweenthe first-order and 2-o M-representataof an M-representationis quite
obvious,while that betweenthe first-order and 3-o M-representatais no longer apparent.
The accessingof 2-o or 3-o M-representatumvia a particularfirst-order M-representation
is a previously non-conventional custom which has been conventionalised,usually
through familiarity and/ or frequent and widespreaduse. But whereas the semantic
relation betweenfirst-order and 2-o M-representatais not obscuredby the conventional
relation, the rationale for the 3-o custom becomes opaque as the custom is
conventionalised.
More importantly, whether or not the semanticrelation is apparent (or at least
immediatelydeducible) whetheror not the rationaleis transparent is an entirely non-linguistic, historical, sociocultural matter. In other words, the relative opacity or
transparencyof the relation between first-order and higher-order M-representata is
determinedby historical and socioculturalfactors. For example,the connectionbetween
the conventional-(2) 3-o M-representatum.(pay exorbitantly) and first-order Mrepresentatuni(which includesthe concept nose) of the M-representation(pay through
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the nose) hasto do with Danesin the 9th centuryslitting the nosesof peoplewho refused
to pay their taxes. This connectionis no longer obvious because it is tied to a
sociocultural/ historical circumstance-- i.e. having one's nose slit for not paying one's
taxes -- which is not only very specific,but also no longer in existence.Much more
general and persistentis the idea of a street being where someonerepresentativeof a
between
be
the
Consequently,
the
communitymay arbitrarilypickedout.
semanticrelation
is
in
(the
the
first-order
2-o
M-representata
street)
conventional-(2)
man
still
of
and
discernible.There may come a time, of course,when people do not walk in streets, or
when streetshavebecomeobsolete.Sucha situationcould result in a shift from 2-o to 3in
(the
the street)0 statusfor the higher-orderM-representaturn
man
of
Returningto (busman'sholiday), the reasonwhy it is difficult to categorisemay be
that the rationale for using its first-order M-representatumto accessthe concept leisure
time spent doing what one usually doesto earn a living involves an associationbetween
holidaysand coachtrips which at presentis not completelyobscure,but in the pasttwenty
yearsor so hasbecomemore andmoretenuous.Let me stressonceagainthat this is NOT
a matter of "linguistic/ semanticchange", but of historical changes in sociocultural
environments(and in how socioculturalenvironmentsare perceived).
Note that conventional-(2)M-representata-- including conventional-(2)higher-order
M-representata- tend to be regardedas the "LITERAL IýEANINGS" of their respective
bring
M-representations.Takehold1possession
dol
are all acceptedas
and
experience
of,
the "literal meanings" of English {take). The individual, simple (M-representational)
constituents of a complex M-representationlike {the man in the street) (i.e. {the),
fman}, (in), etc) are generally seen as having "literal meanings"/ first-order Mrepresentatathat do not add up to the conventional-(2)higher-orderM-representatumthe
ordinary or averageman. But as far as the complex M-representationis concerned,the
high-orderM-representatumhas as strong a claim on "literal" statusas the first-order Mrepresentatum.The conventional-(2)M-representansof a complex 3-o M-representation
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like f pay throughthe nose),in particular,is almostalwaysused(or assumedto havebeen
used)in its higher-ordercapacity,andalmostneverusedto M-representthe conventional(2) first-order M-representatum.
Furthermore, what constitutes the "literal meaning" of a conventional-(2) Mrepresentationis by definitionspecifiedby the corresponding(first-order or higher-order)
M-representational convention. A particular set of such conventional-(2) Mrepresentationalconventions- i.e. a particular conventional-(2)CSPR - constitutes a
"particular language"like Englishor Italian. To "speakEnglish", for example,is to grasp
and use a particular set of conventional-(2)M-representationalrules, including those
which specify the respectivefirst-order and higher-orderM-representataof (take), (the
man in the street) and {pay through the nose). Thus "particular languages"-- and the
"literal meanings"of the "expressions"of "particular languages" are intentional, non-natural, extra-linguisticand socioculturallydeterminedM-representationalphenomena.
It has to be pointed out that, before they were conventionalised,the "literal
meanings"constitutedby conventional-(2)higher-orderM-representatawere regardedas
"metaphorical (or at leastnon-literal)meanings".As mentionedabove,the use of a firstorder M-representationto accessits higher-orderM-representatumwas formerly not
specified by the corresponding conventional-(2) CSPR. Instead, it was a nonconventionalprocess.That is to say,both higher-orderM-representatumand its semantic
relation with the first-order M-representatumwere not learrit/ known (or assumedto be
learnt/ known) together with the rest of the conventional-(2)CSPR, but intendedto be
inferred.
For example,the use of {pay through the nose) and its first-order M-representatum
to accessthe conceptpay exorbitantly appearsto have beenregardedas metaphoricalin
the mid-19th century. However, under some historical, sociocultural circumstance,the
relation between (pay through the nose) andpay exorbitantly was conventionalised,and
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incorporated into the relevant conventional-(2) CSPR. The result is that pay exorbilantlY
is now generally regarded as the "literal meaning" of {pay through the nose).
In my view, the preceding discussion of conventional-(2)

higher-order M-

representation constitutes an M-representational account of what Davidson calls "dead
metaphors" (1979: 35). According to Davidson, an example of a "dead metaphor" is
(mouth) in the context of (the mouth of a river) or {the mouth of a bottle):

Onceupon a time, I suppose,rivers andbottlesdid not, asthey do now,
literally have mouths...when "mouth" applied only metaphoricallyto
bottles, the application made the hearer notice a likeness between
animaland bottle openings...Onceonehasthe presentuse of the word,
(ibid)
left
literal
is
bottles,
to
there
notice.
to
with
nothing
application

On the representationalconjecture(RC), (mouth) in theseM-representationalcontextsis
a conventionalised2-o M-representation(like (take) in (take it that you agreewith me)),
whose formerly non-conventional"metaphoricalmeanings"place wherea river entersthe
sea and the opening of a bottle have becomeits conventional-(2)higher-order "literal
meanings".5
I also claim that the problem of idioms a particular classof "dead metaphors"--becomestrivially resolveableundermy M-representationalaccount of "dead metaphors".
The problem is that idioms such as (kick the bucket) and (pay through the nose) are
peculiar, not only to certain sociocultural contexts or groups, but also to certain
' So the use of (kick the bucket) to expressdie, for example,
"particular languages".
appearsto be governedby conventionsthat are "language"-specific,i.e. specific to the
5 SeeQuine 1979(: 159)

on the creatingand "killing" of metaphors"at the growing edgesof
scienceand philosophy".Seealso Boyd 1979/93.
6 Chomsky(1992a, 1995a)
claimsthat English,Swahili, ctc are not "Manguages",but nonlinguistic "communitynorms".However,the sameproblem(i. e. the problemof the grammarof a
"language"beingunableto accountfor a constructionspecificto that "language")ariscsat the
level of his "Manguages".For example,the useof (kick the bucket) to expressdie is specificto
certain "Wanguages"(Jones',Chomskys)but not to others(e.g. Boris').
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"particular language"English.Yet it is preciselythe grammarof that "particular language"
English which statesthat the "linguisticexpressions"{kick) and {the bucket) respectively
mean strike with one'sfoot and the bucket,and which cannot account for the particular
"linguistic" construction(kick the bucket) alsoconventionally-(2)meaningdie.
On the RC, however, (kick the bucket) is a conventional-(2)3-o M-representation.
In other words, it is simplynot a linguisticexpressionwith a semantics,but an E-physical
object whose significanceis merely M-representational.This significance, being Mindividual
in
but
does
in
the
E-physical
the
the
mind
of
representational,
object,
not reside
who uses the E-physical object to M-representthe linguistic expressiondie on one
from
follow
does
NOT
It
bucket
this,
occasion,andstrike the
with one'sfoot on another.
I stress,that either (kick the bucket), or whatever (kick the bucket) M-represents,is
ambiguous.The M-representation(kick the bucket) cannot be ambiguous,for it has no
semantics.The M-representatadie and strike the bucketwith one'sfoot respectivelyand
unequivocally constitute the semanticsof -- and in fact individuate -- two distinct
linguistic expressions.
Before I move on to unconventionalM-representation,note that so far I have only
discussed examples of complex M-representationswhose conventional-(2) "literal
meanings"are more often than not assumedto be their higher-orderM-representatarather
than their first-order M-representata. In the caseof (beg the question), however, it is
debatable whether its "literal meaning" is its conventional-(2) higher-order Mrepresentatumpresupposethe truth of an argumentwithout arguing it, or its apparently
equally conventional-(2)first-order M-representatumraisel invite the question. On the
one hand, there are those for whom the "literal meaning" of {beg the question) is its
higher-order M-representaturn,in the sameway that the higher-order M-representatum
Pay exorhitantly is regardedas the "literal meaning"of (pay through the nose). On the
other hand, there are those who seemto have no knowledge of the higher-order Mrepresentationalconvention, and use {beg the question) "literally" to expressits first-
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order M-representatumraisel invite the question. The important point is that the
distinction betweenthe first andsecondgroupsof peopleis not a linguistic distinction,but
increasing
Thus
the
a matter of socioculturalM-representational
number of
variation.
people who use (beg the question) "literally" to expressits first-order M-representatum
seemsto have somethingto do with a generaltendencyto acquire and use the less
M-representatum
Furthermore,
the
arbitrary and opaqueM-representational
conventions.
specifiedby the lessarbitraryfirst-orderconventionalso happensto be a concept (raisel
invite the question) which is probably more frequently accessed/expressedthan the
higher-orderM-representatum(presupposethe truth of an argumentwithout arguing it).
In contrast, the first-order M-representatumof, say, {pay through the nose) involves a
relation betweenthe conceptspay and nose which may have been relevant to the 9th
century nose-slittingDanesand their victims, but seemsincongruousin this day and age.
Not surprisingly,it is the higher-orderratherthan the first-order M-representatumof (pay
through the nose) - i.e. pay exorbitantly - which at presentis usually taken to be its
"literal meaning".

The first-order M-representationof die by (die), the 2-o M-representationof the
ordinary or averageman by [the man in the street) and the 3-o M-representationof die
by (kick the bucket) are all specifiedby English, a CSPRwhich is generallyregardedas
conventional-M. But in fact the conventionality-(2) or unconventionality of any M_
representationalsystemused by two or more people is relative, and gradable. An M.
representationalsystem(intended or believed to be) used by just one individual is by
definition unconventional.As far as I know, no one but myself uses (conventional-(I))
and (conventional-(2)) to M-represent, respectively,rule-governed and agreed upon.
However, these M-representationsare not as unconventionalas those belonging to a
private code/ CSPRusedby someonewho hasno intention of sharingit with anyoneelse,
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since I intend my M-representations(conventional-(I)) and (conventional-(2)) to be
used by my reader,at leastwhile he/ sheis readingthis chapter.Less straightforwardis
the use of the M-representation(M-representation).For linguists in general, not to
mention the community of people who use the CSPR known as English, (MM-representation.For those who subscribeto
representation)is clearlyanunconventional
is
it
Burton-Roberts' representational
however,
(RC),
the most conventionalconjecture
(2) way of M-representingthe conceptof M-representation.
Similarly, the particular usesof what Chomskycalls "terms of naturalistic inquiry"
(1992a, 1995a)are conventional-(2)within the scientificcommunity,but unconventional
within wider contexts.In the first place,it follows from the RC that an "expressiolf' like
"acid" is - in accordancewith my own notational conventions -- more accurately
presentedas (acid). Thus I reject Chomsky'sassertion(ibid) that the individual's "Ilinguistic sense"of facid) is natural,while the chemist's"expert sense"of (acid) is not.
As M-REPRESENTATIONS, both instancesof (acid) are equally non-natural.But the
be
f
than
be
the
so-called"Minguistic sense!:
to
conventional-(2)
more
could
said
acid}
-of
Gdexpert
sense',simplyin virtue of the fact that the useof acid to M- epresentsour andl
or corrosive substanceis far more common and widespreadthan the "expere' use of
acid) to M-represent,
or
compound.
proton-donating
atom
_say,
The case of Mrs Malaprop presentsanother kind of complication. When another
individual tries to recoverthe linguisticM-representataof Mrs Malaprop'sutterances,that
individual would haveto adopt at leastsomeof the M-representationalconventionswhich
Mrs Malaprop abidesby. This is generallyso in all casesof utteranceinterpretation.But
before or after anyonehas any verbal contact with her, Mrs Malaprop is clearly the only
person who usesthe M-representationswhich she uses. Such M-representations-- e.g.
(epitaph) for epigram are thereforethoroughly unconventional.But whereaschemists
(or at least most chemists)are aware of the relative unconventionalityof their use of
(acid), Mrs Malaprop believesthat her use of {epitaph) is usual, conventional-(2)and
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generally agreedupon within the socialgroup to which she belongs.Furthermore,Mrs
Malaprop's unconventionalM-representations,and Mrs Malaprop's belief that her
unconventional M-representationsare conventional-(2), are both rooted -in the
conventional-(2). According to the conventional-(2)CSPR of Mrs Malaprop's social
group, {epitaph) is an M-representans(though not of epigram). (Epitaph) also shares
certain E-physical properties with the conventional-(2)M-representans of epigram,
{epigram). Accordingto the graphologicalCSPR,theybeginwith the samethree symbols
fe-p-i}; phonetically,they havetwo syllablesin common.This is one of the reasonswhy
Mrs Malaprop's M-representations,though unconventional,are not wholly unintelligible
to thoseindividualswho know only the conventional-(2)CSPR(sý

6.2 Non-iconic non-conventionalM-representation of linguistic expressions
I have statedthat conventional-(2)and unconventionalCSPRs(conventionalsystemsof
physical representation)are by definition antecedentto any act of M-representation.
However, as in the caseof Mrs Malaprop'shearer/reader,there is alwaysthe possibility
of someonerecoveringwhat is (for him) unconventionallyM-represented-- not just from
the E-physical resemblancebetweenthe unconventionaland the conventional,but also
from other, more generalcontextualfactors. For example,it is obvious from the two Ephysical objects following Mrs Malaprop's {pineapple) -- (of) and {perfection) - that
Mrs Malaprop has used {pineapple) to (unconventionally)M-representplimacle. What
distinguishesthis from NON-ICONIC NON-CONVENTIONAL M-representationis that
Mrs Malaprop did not intendthe M-representatumphyiacle to be calculable.Instead,she
assumedthat it would be recoveredon the sole basisof knowledgeof a particular - and,
for her, conventional-(2) CSPR. The recovery of non-iconic non-conventionalMrepresentata,on the other hand, is intended to be a reasonedprocess constrainedby
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contextual information and probably some general principle of communication and
cognition like SperberandWilson'srelevancetheory. So what is non-iconicallyand nonconventionallyM-representedis by definitionneveragreedupon in advance.
A fairly obviouscaseof non-iconicnon-conventional
M-representationhasto do with
the sort of utteranceswhose interpretationis supposedby Grice to involve the "Be
orderly" submaximof his Mannermaxim-- e.g.

(20) Max got up andhadbreakfast.

For Carston (1998: 309), the hearerof (20) enrichesthe linguistically encoded logical
form by addinga conceptualconstituent:that of the temporalorder of the two events(i. e.
Max getting up and Max havingbreakfast).Carstonclaimsthat the additional conceptual
constituentbecomespart of the explicit contentof the utterance.However, accordingto
Sperberand Wilson (1986a/ 95), the propositioncontainingthe concept of the temporal
relation would be lessexplicitly communicatedby (20) then it would be by

(2 1) Max got up andthen hadbreakfast.

SperberandWilson definean "explicature"as
inferred
linguistically
contextually
and
a
encoded
combination
of
...
conceptualfeatures.(1986a/95: 182)

and statethat
The smaller the relative contribution of the contextual features, the
more explicit the explicaturewill be, and inversely.(ibid)
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(20) and (21) explicitly communicatethe sameproposition the proposition containing
-the concept of the temporal relation. But whereas(20) implies the concept of the
temporal relation, (21) encodesit. Thus Sperber and Wilson would consider the
explicatureof (2 1) to be moreexplicitthanthat of (20).
On the basis of the representationalconjecture(RC), a different account may be
given of (20) and (21). 1 suggestthat (20) and (21) "press Max 901 V and then had
hreakVastwith equal explicitness,becauseit could be arguedthat both (20) and (21) MREPRESENT the linguistic expressionconstitutedby the conceptMax got up and then
had hreakfast. It is by conventional-(2)means,in accordwith the CSPREnglish, that the
.
linguistic expressionis M-representedby (2 1) - and,in particular,that the conceptof the
temporal order of the eventsis M-representedby (then) in (21). In (20), however, the
concept of temporal order seemsto be M-represented-- non-iconically and non.
conventionally -- b

be-E-,physical order of the conventional-(2) M-representations

(Max got up) and ([Max] hadbreakfast).
Here is how the E-physicalorder of the conventional-(2)M-representationsin (20)
might (non-iconicallyand non-conventionally)M-representthe concept of the temporal
relation. (Max got up) conventionally-(2)M-representsthe linguistic expressionwhich
conceptuallycorrespondsto the event of Max getting up, while (Max had breakfast)
conventionally-(2)M-representsthe linguistic expressionwhich conceptuallycorresponds
to the event of Max having breakfast. In (20), these two conventional-(2) Mrepresentationsare (intentionally) given a spatial order which resemblestherefore iconically M-represent -

and can

the temporal order of the events. Thus it would

appearthat the spatialorder of the conventional-(2)M-representationsnon-iconically and
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non-conventionallyM-represents
the CONCEPTof the events'temporalorder, by way of
7
iconically M-representingthe temporalorder of the eventsthemselves.
Let me stressthat only the E-physicalin this case-- the M-representans,the events
(Max getting up and Max havingbreakfast) can be ordered, and thus iconically M-represent one another. The linguistic M-representatum,being I-cognitive, can have
is
in
be
borne
the sortal
has
do
What
E-physical
to
mind
nothing to
with this
order.
differencebetweenthe I-cognitiveandthe E-physical,and the impossibility of there being
betweenthe two. It follows from this that the spatial order of the
any sort of resemblance
M-represent
E-Physical conventional-(2)M-representations
iconically
the temporal
may
order of the E-physical events,but doesnot - andcannot-- iconically M-representthe Iby
it
M-represents
CONCEPT
the
Rather,
concept
non.
cognitive
of the temporalorder.
iconic, non-conventionalmeans namely,by iconicallyM-representingwhat the concept
-is the conceptof
linguistic
the
M-representing
via
expression
a
-- of non-iconically
iconic M-representationof what the linguisticexpressionis the conceptof -- appearsto be
The sameprinciple

in
(mew),
Take
as
centralto the phenomenonandprocessof onomatopoeia.

(22) The cat mewed.

In my view, f mew) non-iconically M-representsthe I-cognifive concept of the sound
which cats make, by physically resemblingand thereby iconically M-representing the
actual E-Physical sound which cats make. There is, however, a difference between
f mew) in (22) and the spatialorder of the M-representationsin (20). The M-representata
of both are calculable- can be worked out from the resemblancebetweenE-physicalM7 Note that the
(20)'s
die
In
is
in
(20)
M-rcprcscntations.
case
of
of
graphological
spatial order
phoneticcounterpart,therewould be an evenclosericonic resemblancebetweenthe temporalorder
of the eventsand the temporal order of the phoneticM-rcprcscntationsproducedby the spcak-cr.
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is
M-representaturn
the concept
representansand the E-physicalphenomenon
the
which
of But whereasthe utterer of (20) expectsthe hearer/readerto work it out, to perform
the calculations,the person who uses (mew) in the context of (22) most probably
believesthat the M-representationof soundmadeby cats by (mew) is specifiedby the
conventional-(2)CSPREnglish.In other words, what (mew) M-representsis calculable
but no longer (intendedto be) calculated,becausethere has been a superimpositionof
convention over calculation. So (mew) may once have been a non-iconic nonconventional M-representation of sound made by cats, but is now part of the
conventional-(2)systemof M-representationknownasEnglish.
I have been arguing that "external/ natural languages" like relevance-theoretic
"linguistic codes" are in fact non-natural,conventional-(2)systemsof E-physical Mrepresentation-- that what is "linguistically encoded' is, on the RC, conventionally-(2)
M-represented.From examplessuchas (20) it would appearthat what relevancetheorists
regardaspragmatially implied -- in the caseof (20), the conceptof the temporal order of
the events -- may also be M-represented(albeit non-conventionally).Indeed, since Mrepresentationsare by their (E-physical)naturelinearly ordered,I am suggestingthat the
basisupon which the speakerselectsthe order of the M-representationswhich sheutters is
in
(Max
had
breakfast
(Max
had
breakfast)
up)
e.
got
g.
than
and
got up and
rather
fact M-representational.The point is this: what is seen by relevance theorists as
"linguistically encoded" is actually M-represented,but what is M-representedmay be
more than what is "linguisticallyencoded".Or rather, the distinction betweenwhat is M.
representedand what is not M-representedmay, but -- crucially -- need not necessarily,
correspondto the relevance-theoreticdistinction betweenwhat is "linguistically encoded/
decoded"andwhat is pragmaticallyimplied/ inferred.
So it is not just the "linguistically encoded"conceptswhich are M-represented,but
also someof the conceptswhich are assumedby Carston(1998) to result from pragmatic
enrichmentor loosening- especiallythose which, accordingto Carston(ibid), contribute
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to the explicit contentof utterances.Oneof Carston'sexamplesof enrichment(ibid: 309)
is

(23) He wearsrabbit.

Carston (ibid: 309) claims that (rabbit) in (23) "linguistically encodes" somethinglike
rabbit stuff. This conceptrabbit stuff is enrichedvia strengtheningby the hearerto rabbit
skin1jur. In responseto this, it could be pointed out that there is no real conceptual
necessityto supposethat (rabbit) "encodes"(i.e. conventionally-(2)M-represents)rabbit
stuff. The notion that {rabbit) encodes something as general, uninformative and
"uninteresting"as rabbit stuff is of courseconsistentwith Sperberand Wilsolvs (1986a/
95) argument (supported and developed in Carston 1998) that, because coded
Communicationis subservientto inferentialcommunication,"linguistic codes" need not
and do not encodea good dealof what humansareinterestedin communicating.(Seealso
my section 3.1.1.) But this meansthat the nature of Sperber and Wilson's "linguistic
codes" is (at least partly) determinedby the non-linguistic matter of what can be
inferentially communicated.Another way of putting this is that relevance-theoretic
"linguistic codes" seem designedto anticipate inferential processes.Furthermore, if
"linguistic codes" are for

inferential
to
coded communication, and subservient

communication,then all the non-linguistic (and especiallysociocultural) factors which
bear on human communicationin generalmust also bear on those so-called "linguistic
codes".Within the relevanceframework,it is on non-linguisticgrounds-- i.e. the fact that
anything more informative than rabbit stuff can be implied/ inferred - that (rabbit) is
assumedto "encode"the very uninformativerabbit stuff. What, then, is there to prevent
(rabbit) from "encoding" the more informative rabbit animal for the similarly nonlinguistic reason that someone simply intends (rabbit) to encode rabbit animal, in
preferenceto havingto imply/ infer it?
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In fact it is rabbit animal, rather than rabbit stuff, which appearsto be what the
hearer/readerof

(24) The rabbit atethe carrot.

is
"automatically"
if
"linguistically
So,
from
{rabbit).
to
to
would
encode"
recover
"conventionally-(2) M-represent" in RC terms, I would argue that {rabbit)

in (24)

"linguistically encodes"/ conventionally-(2) M-represents rabbit animal. And I would
argue that (rabbit) in (23) M-represents rabbit skin/fir

-- possibly non-iconically and

non-conventionally, in the sense that the person who uttered (23) intended his hearer/
reader to calculate (i. e. pragmatically infer) rabbit skin/fur from the conventional-(2) Mrepresentatum rabbit animal.
However, it is possible that {rabbit) in (23) in fact "linguistically encodes" - i. e.

conventionally-(2)M-represents-- rabbit furl skin. One argument for this is that the
hearer who hears/ reads (rabbit) immediately after (wears) seems more likely to
automatically"recoverrabbit skin1fur. Thereis also an independentreasonfor assuming
that (23)'s frabbit) "linguistically encodes"/conventionally-(2)M-representsrabbitfUrl
skin. Whereasthe English (rabbit) can be used to refer to both animal and skin, the
Germanand Putonghuaequivalentscan only be usedto refer to the animal.This suggests
that the relation betweenthe English f rabbit) and the linguistic expressionrabbitfurl skin
is conventional-(2),CSPR-specific.
Much of what I have just written about (23) also applies to some of Carston's
examplesof loosening(1998: 311). According to Carston,(heart) in

(25) Have you eatenmy chocolateheart?
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encodessomethingEkean anatomicalheart, from whoseencyclopaedicentry the hearer
picks out the propertieswhich go with chocolate.An RC account of (25) goes like this.
(Heart) doesM-representan anatomicalheart in

(26) He hasa weak heart.

but there is nothing to preventit from M-representing(conventionally-(2)or otherwise)
somethinglike heart-shapedthing or heart-like ohject in (25). In fact, it seemsmore
plausiblefor the secondM-representationin constructionslike (chocolate heart) - e.g.
{toy train), f plastic elephant) to conventionally-(2)M-representtrainl elephantlX-like
-thing, than for the hearer/readerto haveto loosenthe relevantnoun in eachcase.8
Similarly,it is possiblethat (bald) in Carston'sexample

(27) 1 love bald men.

conventionally-(2)M-representsa gradableconceptratherthan totally hairless -- contrary
to Carstotfs claim that totally hairless is linguisticallyencoded,and the gradablealmost
totally hairless, the result of pragmaticloosening.The use of (bald) to M-represent
almost totally hairless is certainlymore commonand usual than the use of (bald) to Mrepresenttotally hairless.As Carstonherselfpoints out (1998: 327), a lexical conceptlike
totally hairless is virtually never used "literally". Moreover, the general gradability of
adjectivesseemsto be a conventionspecifiedby the conventional-(2)CSPR English henceM-representationalconstructionslike {very bald) and (quite bald).
8 Iliere is
an alternative RC account of examples like (chocolate heart). (Chocolate heart) may
be the elliptical form of the M-rcpresentation (chocolate M-rcpresentation of a heart), in the same
way that the M-representation (That is T. S. Eliot), produced in reference to the painting by
Wyndham Lewis, is the elliptical form of (That is an M-rcprescntation of T. S. Eliot). See BurtonRoberts 1994: 209-10 fn 18.
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6.3 More on "linguistic codes" and "literal meaning"

Before I proceed,hereonceagainis the mainargumentof 5.3: that linguistic expressions,
in the form of syntactico-semantic
formulae.
ARE
LOT
As
objectsor structuredconcepts,
I pointed out at the start of this chapter(in section6), this obviouslyhasimplicationsfor

(i) the notion of E-physicalU "linguisticallyencoding"M; and
(ii) the notion of M being(takento be) the "literal meaning"of E-physicalvehicle
U

On the representationalconjecture (RC), U is an intrinsically meaninglessE-physical
object. And it follows from my 5.3 argumentthat M is constitutive of some linguistic
expression.Thus I maintainthat what an individual considersto be the "literal meaning"
M of someE-instantiablephenomenonU is in fact constitutedby the structuredconceptby
M-represented
U.
linguistic
the
by
that
concept
structured
expressionconstituted
More precisely,the "literal meaning"of the E-instantiablephenomenonis the sum of (i)
the cognitive value of the E-instantiablephenomenon's(intended and/ or assumed)Mrepresentationof some structuredconcept,and (ii) the cognitive value constituted by as
much of the M-representedconceptas can be consciouslyaccessed.I also maintainthat a
"natural language" or "linguistic code" like English is actually a non-natural,
conventional-(2)CSPR.It follows from this that what is "linguistically encoded"by U is
in fact what is non-linguisticallyM-representedby U-i.

e. M, a structured concept

constitutiveof somelinguistic expression.
The aim of this section is to use the different types of M-representationto account
for certain aspectsof the relevance-theoreticnotions of "linguistic codes" and "literal
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meaning". To begin with, I haveclaimedthat "natural/ external/particular languages"or
"linguistic codes" are really non-natural,extralinguistic,socioculturally differentiated,
conventional-(2)CSPRs.Sucha CSPRis not only generallyagreedupon by the members
but is alsosomethingwhich the membersof that
of the socialgroup which it distinguishes,
community are constantlyexposedto, andtherebyconditionedto use. Thus an individual
i.
be
is
"linguistically
"automatically"
to
would
encoded" -- e. the
able
recover what
linguistic expressionswhose M-representationis constrainedby the conventional-(2)
CSPR specificto his community.
This conventional-(2) CSPR may include 2-o and 3-o M-representations.For
example, the individual who has been conditionedto use the conventional-(2) CSPR
English would "automatically"recoverdie from utterancesof (die) aswell as of (kick the
bucket), and the ordinary or averageman from (the manin the street). He might also (as
I suggestedin the previoussection)"automatically"recovereither rabbit animal or rabbit
skin/fir

from utterancesof (rabbit), dependingon the M-representationalcontext. In

other words, (rabbit) may conventionally-(2) M-represent two distinct linguistic
expressions,as do so-called"ambiguousexpressions"suchas {flying planes) and (port).
That (rabbit) or (flying planes) M-representsmore than one linguistic expressionis a
matter of conventionally sanctionedM-representationalindeterminacy. See BurtonRoberts 1994and 1999b,andmy section5.1.
The main advantageof my non-natural, non-linguistic RC account of "linguistic

for the more problematic-- because
codes"is that it is able to provideexplanations
obviously non-linguisticand contextuallydetermined-- features of the so-called
"linguisticcode".I havemorethanoncepointedout that "linguisticdecoding"onlyseems
"automatic",insofaras the "decoding"individualis conditioned- by external,mainly
(i.
CSPR).
"code"
socioculturalfactors and circumstances
to
e.
use
a
particular
-Furthermore,what is "linguisticallyencoded"is far from invariable.Carstonmentions
"disparateencodings"(1998: 82 fn 2) for example,(livid) "linguisticallyencodes"
--
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flushed for some andpale for others.Most users of the CSPR English follow the rule
which statesthat (derangement)"encodes"derangement.For Mrs Malaprop, however,
(derangement) "encodes" arrangement. Non-fictional examples include (beg the
question) (discussedin 6.1), and (disinterested),which appearsto "encode" uninterested
for someand disinterestedfor others.My point is that "disparateencodings"can be used
in different contextsby different individuals,or evenby the sameindividual. This means
that the recovery of "linguisticallyencodedlogical forms" may be "automatic" in some
in
inference
but
those cases
less
"automatic"
cases,
than
processof
may necessitatethe
where different,unfamiliaror unknown"linguisticcodes"are beingused.
That the "linguistic code" is neither linguistic nor a code, but a non-linguistic
sociocultural conventional-(2)CSPR, would be far more consistentwith the fact that
there are disparate"encodings"and"codes", and that someare more conventional-(2)or
unconventionalthan others.It would also explainwhy "linguistic decoding/encoding"is
implication,
inference/
from
"automatic",
distinct
as
not as
pragmatic
andnot as absolutely
Sperber and Wilson think it is. In fact, being non-naturaland non-linguistic, so-called
"linguistic decoding/encoding"is as much a matter of what Chomsky (1995a: 30) calls
"humaninterests,intentions,goals and actions" as pragmaticinference/implication. The
only significant difference between what is "linguistically encoded" and what is
Pragmaticallyimplied is that the former is (assumedto be) agreed upon or known in
advance,while the latter is not.
The "literal meaning" of an utterance is regarded by Chomsky and Sperber and
Wilson as somehowbasedon, yet distinct from, the "linguistic semantics".Whereasthe
"linguistic semantice'of the utteranceis seenas belongingexclusivelyto the "Manguage"
or "linguistic code", the expressingand recovery of "literal meaning" is supposedto
involve both the "I-language/ linguistic code' and the performance/ central systems.
Sperberand Wilson's (1986a/ 95) way of ensuringthat the "linguistic semantics"of an
utteranceis distinct from the "real semantice'of the "literal meaning"is to claim that the
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derivation of "literal meaning"involvesthe centralinferential processes.For example,the
"literal meaning"of the utteranceof

(20) Max got up andhadbreakfast.

is not just the logical form "linguistically encoded"by the utterance, but also includes
pragmaticallyinferredmaterial-- namely,the conceptof the temporalrelation.
In my view, this relevance-theoreticnotion of "literal meaning" is an attempt to
combine certain pre-theoreticalassumptionswith a particular theory of what constitutes
the linguistic. On the one hand, the classingof the pragmatically inferred concept as
"literal" contentappearsto be basedon the instinct (of audienceaswell as producer of the
utterance)that the utteranceof (20) has conveyedthe conceptof the temporal relation in
some undeniable,explicit way. On the other hand, the relevance-theoreticdistinction
between the pragmaticallyinferred concept and the "linguistically encoded" content of
(20) appearsto be basedon the notion that the conceptof the temporal relation does not
correspondto -- is not "encodedby", or the "meaningof' -- any E-physicalproperty that
is generallyconsideredto be "linguistic". In the caseof (21), however,the conceptof the
temporal relation is assumedby the relevance-theoriststo be "linguistically encoded",
apparentlyon the groundsthat it correspondsto the E-instantiable"linguistic expression"
(then).
How Sperberand Wilson's (1986a/ 95) relevancetheory takes all of the above into
account appearsto be as follows. Sperberand Wilson define the explicit content of an
utteranceas an inferential developmentof the logical form "linguistically encoded"by the
utterance(ibid: 182). They claim that the explicatureof an utteranceof (20) containsboth
the "linguistically encoded"logical form and the pragmaticallyinferred concept. So, on
the one hand, Sperberand Wilson acknowledgethat the concept has to be inferred in
virtue of not being encodedby someE-physical"linguistic" property. On the other hand,
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they also relate the conceptto the E-physical"linguistic" propertiesby incorporatingthe
conceptwith the logical form whichdoescorrespondto -- in virtue of being "linguistically
encoded"by -- the E-physical"linguistic" properties.
In the previoussectionI suggestedthat the conceptof the temporal relation does in
fact correspondto (and is M-representedby) someE-physicalproperty - the E-physical
(Max got up) and ([Max] hadbreakfast)
order of the conventional-(2)M-representations
is
therebyexplicitly conveyed.In the caseof
and
-

(23) He wearsrabbit

the explicit natureof the supposedlyinferentiallyderivedconceptrabbit ski?zlfur is more
obvious. Rabbit skinIfir

in
be
virtue of
could
regardedas more obviously explicit --

having a more conspicuousE-physicalvehicle/representans,[rabbit) -- than the concept
which is M-represented less conspicuously by the E-physical order of the Mrepresentationsin (20).
To posit an M-representationalrelation between an E-instantiable object and its
"literal meaning" is a way of explaining the fact that "literal meaning" is explicitly
conveyed,yet is sometimesalso intendedto be calculable/calculated.Note that, while
"linguistic codes" like English are conventional-(2) CSPRs, the M-representational
relation between "literal meaning"and their E-physicalvehicles may be of any possible
sort -- conventional-(2),unconventional,or non-iconically non-conventional.Thus the
"literal meaning" of some E-physical vehicle may be generally agreed upon -- a
conventionally-(2)M-representedlinguistic expression,like die being M-representedby
f die) or {kick the bucket) accordingto the conventional-(2)CSPREnglish.It may not be
generallyagreedupon, as in the caseof the "literal meaning"of (M-representation) or
Mrs Malaprop's fderangement), but neverthelessintended. And it may have to be
inferred, if it is constrainedby an unfamiliar CSPR, and especiallyif it is non-iconically
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and non-conventionallyM-represented.This fact that "literal meaning" is explicit yet
possibly intended to be inferred is particularlyobvious in the case of non-iconic nonconventionalM-representation.Take (Max got up andhad breakfast). On the one hand,
the recovery of what is non-iconicallyand non-conventionallyM-represented(i. e. the
concept of the temporal order of the events)is intendedto involve calculation. On the
other hand, the non-conventionalM-representatumhas as concrete an E-physical Mrepresentans(i. e. the spatialor temporalorder of the E-physicalM-representations)as
any conventional-(I) M-representatum,and can therefore be regarded as specifically
correspondingto, even"encoded"by, that particularE-physicalproperty.
I shall end this sectionwith somegeneralremarkson how unconventionaland noniconic non-conventionalM-representationbearsupon "linguistic codes"/ conventional-(2)
CSPRs.Unconventionalor non-iconicnon-conventional
M-representationmay be entirely
ad hoc, e.g. when an individual deviatesftom his conventional-(2)CSPR English for the
particular occasionand purposeof conversingwith Mrs Malaprop, or uttering (Max got
up and had breakfast) with the intention of non-conventionallyM-representingMax got
UPand then had hreakfast.However, evena singlead hoc instanceof unconventionalor
non-conventionalM-representation,occurringwithin the framework of a conventional-(2)
systemof M-representation,would entail a conversionfrom the conventional-(2)system
to a different M-representationalsystem,in the way that a single malapropwould convert
a Davidsonianprior theory into a passingtheory (seeDavidson 1986:443, and my section
4.4). In other words, the individual who engagesin unconventionalor non-conventional
M-representationin effect createsanothersystemof M-representation,evenif that system
is usedonly on a single,particularandpossibly
very brief occasion.
Note also that both unconventionaland non-conventionalM-representationsmay
in time, and under certain circumstances be conventionalised.As I arguedin 6.1, most
-conventional-(2) higher-order M-representations(e.g. (the man in the street), (pay
through the nose)) are formerly non-conventionalM-representationswhich havebecome
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part of some conventional-(2)CSPR. Similarly, M-representationssuch as (internet),
(crack [cocaine]) and (quango) have becomeconventional-(2)in recent years, their
initial unconventionalitydiminishingastheybeganto be usedmore widely and frequently.
Conversely,conventional-(2)M-representations
less
become
conventional-(2)- the
may
M-representationoffine orfastidious by English {nice) being a casein point. It follows
from all this that so-called"linguistic/semanticchange"is neitherlinguistic nor semantic,
but has to do with changesin socioculturalM-representationalattitudes and behaviouri. e. with people using different E-physicalobjects (or the sameE-physical object, e.g.
English (nice)) to M-representdifferentconceptsat differentpoints in time. Furthermore,
the "particular languages"/"linguistic codes"/conventional-(2)CSPRsthemselvescannot
actually be said to change.Strictly speaking,they can only be replaced by other CSPRs.
As I pointed out above,the smallestdeviationfrom a particular CSPR constitutesthe use
of some other system of M-representation-- one which is slightly but nevertheless
absolutely distinct from the first CSPR. Thus I argue that the name of a "particular
language" "English", "Italian", "Swahili" doesnot refer to a single conventional-(2)
--CSPR,but is used as a label for a seriesof conventional-(2)CSPRs,eachbeing replaced
by the next with everyaddition or loss of someM-representationalconvention.

6.4 The non-M-representation of linguistic expressions and the relation
betweenthe linguistic and the languageof thought
If the "literal meanings" of E-physical utterances are structured concepts which are
(intendedto be) M-representedby thoseutterances,then the "non-fileral mealling" of an
utterancecould be regardedas consistingof a conceptwhich is not M-rcpresentedby that
utterance,but intendedto be accessedthrough it. Note that this RC account is of "nonliteral meanings"as conceptsintendedto be not M-represented,rather than not Intended
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to be M-represented.I take it that the use of an M-representationto accessa concept
which it does not M-representis as non-naturaland intentional as the use of an Mrepresentation to access a concept which it does M-represent (conventionally or
otherwise). In fact, I am suggestingthat the deliberatenon-M-representationof the
linguistic expressionwhich one intendsone's interlocutor to accessis as much of an albeit non-conventional-- M-representationalstrategy as the M-representation of a
linguistic expression.
In the context of this thesis,the main significanceof the phenomenonof non-Mrepresentationis that it raises a question about the relation/ distinction between the
linguistic and the LOT. For me, the logical conclusionof the representationalconjecture
a
(RC) is that linguistic expressionsandLOT formule are ontologically identical, and in no
A
way distinguishablefrom one another.There are others who subscribeto the RC, but
remain convincedthat there is a natural distinctionbetweenthe linguistic and the LOT.
For these individuals, non-M-representedlinguistic expressions(especiallythose which
are highly complex)would appearto be the obviouscandidatesfor LOTformulae which
are not linguistic.
The obvious examplesof non-conventionalnon-M-representationhave to do with
what Sperberand Wilson (1986a/95) regardas implicatures. Take Sperberand Wilson's
"strong implicatures" i.e. the implicatures
-is
be
interpretation
if
be
to
the
supplied
which
actually
must
...
for
the
which the speaker
consistentwith
principle of relevance,and
takesfull responsibility.(I 986a/95: 199)

There is no doubt that the linguistic expressionwhich B's utterance is intended to Mrepresentdoesnot constituteall the conceptswhich B intendsto convey.

(28) A: Do you ever speak to Charles?
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B: I neverspeakto plagiarists.

The main propositionalsignificanceof B's utteranceis, presumably,the sum of the Mrepresentedlinguistic expression(I neverspeakto plaglarists), the strong implicature

(29) Charlesis a plagiarist.

and the deductionfrom the M-representedlinguisticexpressionand implicature,namely

(3 0) 1 never speak to Charles.

The point is that neither(29) nor (30) are M-represented,althoughboth are accessedvia
B's M-representationof I neverspeakto plagiarists.
This non-conventionalstrategyof accessinglinguistic expressions,not through their
M-representation,but through the M-representationof other linguistic expressions,also
appearsto underlieat leastsomeof what Sperberand Wilson call "weak implicatures".In
the caseof a relatively simplemetaphorlike

(3 1) Bill is a bulldozer.

the weak implicatures are mainly constructedfrom linguistic expressionsconceptually
correspondingto somethinglike an aggressiveand domineeringperson. Theselinguistic
expressionsare derived from the conventional-(2) M-representatum (a tractor for
clearing ground) of the M-representation(bulldozer), and from the hearees/reader's
encyclopaedicentry for the M-representedlinguistic expression.

9 For Sperber
and Wilson, both (29) and (30) are "strong implicaturcs".
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All these implicaturesare structuredconceptswhich are intended/ assumedto be
conveyedbut not M-represented.For example,

(29) Charlesis a plagiarist.

in
is
but
M-represented,
be
M-represented
to
may not
or truth-conditionallyrelated what
itself is (I argue) neverthelessa perfectlytruth-conditionallinguistic syntactico-semantic

object.
However, there are weaker implicatures-- such as those conveyed by Virginia
Woolf's definition of a highbrowas

(32) 11 a man or woman of thoroughbredintelligencewho rides his mind at a
...
gallop acrosscountry in pursuitof an idea" (cited in Davidson 1979)

linguistic
be
to
expressions.
which
too
somemay regardas
complexandprivate
-There is also BR!s 1999baccountof quotationalmention, which appearsto provide
an exampleof an LOT formula which is not linguistic. Very briefly, he arguesthat the Mrepresentation(the boss) in

(33) "The boss" is a noun phrase.

is used to identify the linguistic expressionwhich is being mentioned,i.e. the hossýrather
than to expressthe conceptwhich the linguistic expressionconstitutes.In other words,
the linguistic expression the boss is M-represented separately from -

and is not

linguistically, syntactico-semanticallyrelated to -- the linguistic expressionIs a nowi
phrase. So, although (the boss) M-representsthe linguistic expressionthe boss,and (is a
noun phrase) M-representsthe linguistic expressionis a nowt phrase, (33) as a whole is
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not an M-representationof a linguistic expression.The proposition conveyedby the use
is
NOT
(33),
FORMULA
LOT
be
NON-LINGUISTIC
therefore,appearsto
which
of
a
M-REPRESENTEDBY (33)
But the non-M-representation
andapparentun-M-representabilityof certain concepts
doesnot constitutean argumentfor non-linguisticLOT formulae,simply becausethe fact
is
bearing
M-representation
has
the
nature of what or
on
of
or non-M-representation no
isn't M-represented(and vice versa). There are obviously LOT formulae which certain
individualschoosenot to M-represent,e.g. (29). Thereare definitelyLOT formulaewhich
have never been(and may neverbe) accessed,consciouslyor unconsciously-- including
some infinitely complexLOT formulae.There are, presumably,LOT formulae to which
is
(33)
is
CSPRs
It
do
that
M-representations.
usedto accessa
certain
possible
not assign
it
is
in
But
M-represented.
the nature
has
being
conceptwhich
no conventionalmeansof
of M-representationthat anything can be M-representedby anything else. Thus, in
principle, all LOT formulaeareM-representable.
In My view, that some LOT formulae are M-representedwhile others are not (or
never) M-representeddoesnot follow from the nature of M-representationor the nature
has
It
LOTformulae.
LOT
M-represent
to
formulae,
humans
how
but
from
of
why and
rememberedthat LOT formulae are not just the I-cognitive M-representataof the EPhysical M-representations, but also consciously accessed through those M.
is
different
inherently
I-cognitive
The
M-representation
the
obviously
representations.
of
from, say,the use of a drawingof a squareto M-representa building on a map, or the use
of the letter "a" to M-representthe sound[a]. In eachof the latter cases,the personwho
setsup the M-representationalrelation hasprior accessto both E-physicalM-representans
and E-physicalM-representatum.On the other hand, if LOT formulae are what I believe
they are -- (at least partly) constitutive of, and therefore inaccessibleto, the central
processeswhich give rise to consciousness-- then a person would be unable to
intentionally pick out a particular LOT formula, or to reflect upon a particular LOT
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formula, without the mediationof M-representations.
Prior to the acquisition of some
CSPR,his accessto LOT formulaewould be both unconsciousand non-volitional.
That E-physicalM-representations
areusedto provideconsciousaccessto what they
M-representappearsto be one of the reasonswhy manyof the M-representationsusedby
humanstend not to be wholly arbitrary.Rather,an M-representanstendsto be chosenfor
some property or characteristicwhich can serveas an indication, an M-representational
"clue", as to the natureof the M-representatum.
For example,the "clue" may consistin a
resemblanceto - and hencethe iconicM-representationof -- the E-physicalphenomenon
which the M-representatumis the concept of This appears to be the case for
onomatopoeicexpressions,somehieroglyphsand an M-representationsuch as (Max got
up and had breakfast).
linguistic
ALIternatively,
M-represented
hint
M-representans
the
expression
at
an
may
or LOT formula -- call it Ll - in virtue of also being the conventionalM-representation
of anotherlinguistic expressionor LOT formula L2 which is conceptuallyrelatedto Ll.
What I meanis that the accessingof Ll, thoughpossibly"automatic",would in a sensebe
reinforced by prior knowledgeof, or accessto, the other M-representatumL2. In 6.1 1
referred to this phenomenonas second-orderM-representation (e.g. (to laugh in
someone'sface), its first-order M-representatumto direct one'slaughter straight towards
someone'sface, and its second-orderM-representatum to openly show scon? for
someone).
But the most obvious example of the non-arbitrarinessof M-representation is
ComplexM-representation.ComplexM-representationsare constructedfrom simple Mrepresentationswhich "[represent]what [they represent]without (and not in virtue of)
representingany of its properties"(Burton-Roberts 1994: 198).10While there is the sort
10For those
who subscribeto the notion of "particular languages".this distinction bctivccnsimple
and complexM-reprcsentationswould be a distinctionbetween"lexical items" (or cvcn
"morphologicalunits") and "phrases/sentences".
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of M-representationalconvention which applies to single, simple M-representations
(specifying, for example,the arbitraryM-representationof dog by (dog)), there is also
the more generalsort which determinesthe constructionof complex M-representations
from simpleM-representations
(e.g. the conventionwhich statesthat (The dog chasedthe
cat) M-representsYhedog chasedthe cat, (The cat chasedthe dog) M-representsYhe
cat chasedthe dog, and so on). ThesecomplexM-representationsare more perspicuous
than simple M-representationsbecausethey M-represent some aspects of the Mrepresentata's
composition.
Leaving asidethe LOT formula expressedby the use of (33), the main characteristic
of a supposedlynon-linguisticLOT formulawhich is un-M-representedbut intendedto be
expressed/accessedis its highly complex,infinitely ramified nature. Take, for example,
the LOT formula which was intendedto be expressed,but probably not M-represented
by,
(34) The worlds revolvelike ancientwomen
Gatheringfuel in vacantlots.
(from T.S. Eliot's Preludes)

Its full significanceis never completely grasped, possibly not even by Eliot himself
Different readersin different contextsmay accessonly parts of it, and different parts at
that. Perhapsthey may discoverpreviouslyunaccessedparts. (They may, of course, also
) But I suggestthat, no matter
arrive at somethingwhich was not intendedto be accessed.
how variableand vagueit seemsto be, this LOT formula is neverthelessconstitutedby a
particular, perfectly precise, albeit infinitely complex concept. Furthermore, if such a
concept is not M-represented,it is not becauseit is in itself un-M-representable,but
becausesomeone(in the caseof (34), Eliot) haschosennot to M-representit. On the one
hand, a non-arbitrary conventional-(2)M-representation of an infinitely complex and
ramified LOT formula would be humanlyimpossibleto produce/ perceive,in virtue of its
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correspondinglyinfHte E-physicaldimensions.On the other hand, a non-conventionalor
unconventional M-representationwhich is E-physically manageablewould be too
arbitrary, and not perspicuousenough,in respectof the M-representatutwscomposition.
So instead of M-representingthe LOT formula
it
i.
Mits
through
e.
accessing
-representation-- one may chooseto accessit through the M-representation of another
LOTjbi7nula.
So my argumentis this: it doesnot follow from their being un-M-representedthat
certain LOT formulaeare "non-linguisticLOTformulae" as opposedto "linguistic LOT
fonnulae" or "linguistic expressions" simplybecauseit doesnot follow from their being
-In my view, any LOT formula is Mun-M-representedthat they are un-M-representable.
representable,conventionallyor otherwise,although whether or not it is actually Mrepresenteddependson whetheror not an individual choosesto M-representit -- which,
in turn, dependson the individual'sintentions,abilities(cognitive, perceptualand motor),
beliefs about his audience'scognitiveand perceptualabilities (if an audienceis involved),
and generalknowledgeof the possibilitiesand limits of M-representationas a meansof
accessingLOT formulae.Furthermore,while LOT formulaetend to be un-M-represented
(and accessedvia M-representationsof other LOT formulae) in virtue of being infinitely
complex, that does not necessarilymean that they are therefore less accessibleor
"graspable"than LOT formulaewhich are regardedas "linguistic expressions"in virtue of
being (conventionally-(2)) M-represented.As I have pointed out more than once,
conscious access to concepts via M-representation is by definition indirect and
incomplete. It follows from this that the M-representata of conventional-(2) M.
representations- especiallyof the simple,arbitrary, lessperspicuousM-representationsmay not be any more accessiblethan, say, the LOT formula which is intended to be
accessedvia (but not M-representedby) (34). Take English (beauty), (city), or even
(thing). It is possiblethat humanshave as little (conscious)idea of the true nature and
conceptual extent of the M-representatumof (thing), as they have of Eliot's un-M-
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representedLOT formula. Or rather,it is possiblethat humanshave as much conscious
accessto the true natureand conceptualextentof the un-M-representedLOT formula as
they haveof the LOT fonnula thing.
Thus I conclude,not only that all linguistic expressionsare LOT formulae (as I
claimed in 5.3), but also that all LOT formulae are linguistic (as I have defined
"linguistic"). There may be a sort of distinction between "linguistic expressions"and
"LOT formulae" in (M-representational)practice. An RC account of this distinction
would be that the LOT formulaewhich humansusethe E-physicalto M-representtend to
be regardedas "linguistic expressions",while the LOT formulaewhich humanscannot or
will not M-represent(conventionallyor otherwise)tend to be regardedas "LOT formulae
which are not linguistic expressions".

6.4.1 M-representation and reference
In 5.3 1 arguedthat:

(i) To be consciousat the most basiclevel is to havean unconscious,innate,nonvolitional, unmediated-- and therefore direct and complete -- access to the
structuredconceptswhich constitutethe centralprocesses.

So, in order to be conscious i.e. to register,rather than to simply be impingedupon by,
the E-physicalworld -- an organismhas to have (the capacityto have) LOT formulae in
the forin of structuredconcepts.I alsoarguedthat

To be consciousof beingconscious(i. e. to be consciousof having concepts)is
to have a conscious, acquired, volitional, M-representational-- and therefore
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indirect and incomplete-- accessto (some oo the structured concepts which
constitutethe centralprocesses.

By this, I mean that the capacityto use the E-physicalto M-representthe I-cognitive
affords a sort of consciousnessdifferent from -- and apparently higher than - the
fundamental,non-volitional,unmediated(vehicleless)form of consciousness
describedin
(i). It has to be pointed out that the capacityfor M-representation,as I conceiveof it, is
part of the central processes.Thus, on my definition of the central processesas being at
least partly constitutedby LOT formulae,the capacityfor the M-representationof LOT
formulaeis itself constitutedby LOT formulae.
In fact I would go as far as to claim that LOT formulae in the form of structured
concepts are constitutive of all the thoughts, meanings,intentions, beliefs, desires,etc
which the individual/ agentcould be said to have-- whetherthe LOT formulae are nonvolitionally and directly accessed,or volitionally and M-representationallyaccessed.
Furthermore, I am of the opinion that these LOT formulae are innate, and purely
internalist in nature. The question is, how does this bear upon, or account for, the
individual'sencounterswith objects,situationsandpropertiesof the externalworld?
My views on thought and semanticsare probably precisely what Putnam and his
fellow "semanticexternalists"would disapproveof, on the groundsthat they are basedon
an erroneoustendencyto " treat cognition as a purely individual matter", and to "ignore
the social dimensionof cognition" and "the contribution of the environment" (Putnam
1975a: 271). "Causaltheories of meaning" such as Kripke's (1972) account of proper
namesand Putnam's(1975a/b) accountof natural-kindand physical-magnitudeterms, on
the other hand,proceedfrom the ideathat
To have linguistic competencein connection vvith a term... one
must... be in the right sort of relationship to certain distinguished
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situations(normally,thoughnot necessarily,situationsin which the
referent of the term is present).(Putnam1975b:199)

The "distinguishedsituation"for the "expression"{electricity)," for example,consistsin
an "introducing event" during which "a descriptionof electricity is given, and generallya
causal description"(ibid: 200). A "causaldescription"is
the
magnitude
physical
one
as
which
singles
out
electricity
...
responsiblefor certaineffectsin a certainway. (ibid)

The individual who knows how to usethe "expression"{electricity) is linked by a "causal
chain" to other users of the "expression",and ultimately to the "introducing event".
Putnam concurs (ibid: 203) with Kripke's (1972) claim that a particular memberof the
lfcollective" linked by a causalchain neednot have had "contact" with the referent, or
even have "any good idea" of it. What is importantis that this individual is linked by the
causalchainto someonewho hashad "contact"with the referent.
0
Thus it is the EXTENSION the actualobject, situation or property of the external
-world, to which an "expression"refersto - which for Putnamand Kripke is the primary
elementof the "meaning"of the "expression"(or the primary elementof the content of a
thought). However, as Bilgrami (1992: 236) puts it, Putnam "bifurcatesthe intentional
aspectof the mind into two" by claimingthat an "expression"also has an DITENSION.
Putnam(1975b: 200-1) concedesthat the individualwho usesan "expression"to refer to,
say,electricity, would alsohavean intensionalconceptof electricity. This includeswhat is
"linguistically associated"with the "expression".In the case of (electricity), Putnam
suggeststhat this may be no more than the conceptof electricity as a physicalmagnitude,
and capableof flow or motion. The intensionof the "expression"(electricity) may also

11 On the RC,
any E-instantiable"expression"or "tcrin" is an M-rcpresentation- hcncethe
bracesaround (electricity).
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include ever-changingconceptsassociatedwith "causaldescriptions"of the extensionof
the "expression"- from Franklin's,to the most recentaccountsinvolving electronsetc.
Putnamalso concedes(1975a:246) that the intensionof an "expression"doeshavea
role in the use of the "expression".Unlike Kripke, who arguesthat a persondoesnot need
to have true belief; about X to use a proper nameto refer to X, Putnam arguesthat the
person has to have some beliefs about the bearer of the name which are "true or
approximatelytrue" (1975b: 203). For example,someonewho usesthe name "Quine" to
refer to the logician must havethe right "linguistic ideas" -- that "Quine" is not a name
which is restricted to females, for a start (1975b: 201). However, the "semantic
externalism"of Putnam'sapproachis suchthat the intensionof an "expression"does not
have as crucial a role in the use of the "expression"as the extensiondoes. As Putnam
claims (ibid: 196-7), different individualsmay use the "expression"to refer to the same
thing, andyet havedifferentintensionalconceptsof that thing.
Putnamcriticisesinternalisttheoriesof thought and semanticsfor failing to take into
accountthe socialand deictic aspectsof meaning(e.g. in 1975a:245-6,271). Conversely,
internalist theorists could criticise the externalistsfor ignoring the sortal difference
betweenextensionand meaning.If the extensionor referent of an "expression"is what
Putnam claims it is, an objectl situation/ property of the external world, then there is
obviously a problem of how exactly the extensionof an "expression"contributesto the
"meaning"of the "expression",whetherthe "meaning"is regardedas a mentalobject or an
abstractentity. In my view, sinceit is the "meaning"which is the subjectof the theory or
investigation,it must be the extensionwhich hasto be, as it were, adaptedto the form of
the "meaning" and not vice versa. The extensionin itself, being E-physical, cannot be
directly involved in, or constitute a part of, the abstractor I-cognitive "meaning"of an
"expression". Thus I argue that it can only be the mental (internal) effects of an
individual'sperception/ cognition of
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(i) the E-physicalextension,
(ii) the E-physicaleffectsproducedby the extension(e.g. sparksproducedby
A.
electriV and
(iii) the non-natural relation between extensionand "expression" inaugurated
during what Putnamcallsthe "introducingevent"

that constitutethe part playedby the extensionin the "meaning"of the "expression".
In other words: when a referent is said to be assignedto an "expression",what is
contributed to the "meaning" of the "expression"is not (cannot be) the E-physical
extensionor referentitself, but certainperceptualand cognitive effectswhich the user of
the expression conceptualisesin the same way that the so-called intension of the
"expression"is conceptualised.
Putnamobjects(1975a:271) to the intemalist tendencyto
"ignore the world, insofar as it consistsof more than the individual's'observations'". My
point is that it is precisely the individual's "observations",and his concepts of those
"observations",which constitutethe only form of interactionwhich the individual is able
to havewith the "world".
Putnam seems to distinguish sharply between concepts and extensions, on the
grounds that one's concept of, say, fish (e.g. aquatic organism with gills) is not a
necessaryand sufficientconditionfor the use of the "expression"(fish) to refer (or not to
refer) to something(e.g. an aquaticorganismwithout gills). But under my RC accountof
utterancesand literal meanings,the "expression" (fish) is an E-physical construction
which may be used to M-REPRESENT the concept aquatic organism with gills, the
conceptaquatic organismwithout gills, or eventhe conceptwhich a particular individual
hasof a particular organism.
Similarly, (he) is (I argue)simply an E-physicalobject which is used to M-represent
the concept third person, male, or a particular concept which the user of the Mrepresentationhas of a particular male person(say, Bill). The latter is what I considerto
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be the result of "referenceassignment".It has to be
stressedthat I regard the second
concept to be as much of an I-cognitive concept(LOT formula) as thirdperson, male.
Conversely,Ihirdperson, male is asmuchof an LOT formula,with as real a semantics,as
the concept which arose from referenceassignment.Note also that it does not follow
from the use of the sameM-representation(e.g. (Bill)) by different individualsto
refer to
the sameperson,that all thoseindividualsareaccessingor expressingthe sameconceptof
the referent. Just becausethe sameobject is perceived/cognisedby different individuals
doesnot meanthat they endup perceiving/cognisingit in the sameway. For example,
an
individual A who only knows Bill by sight
may conceiveof Bill solely in terms of someof
Bill's physicalfeatures,whereasthe conceptwhich Bill's closefriend B has of Bill would
probablyinvolve muchmore thanthat.
Furthermore,neither of the LOT formulaewhich constitute Ns and B's respective
conceptsof Bill is identicalto the LOT formula which (Bill) M-representsin accordance
with the conventional-(2)CSPR which A and B have been conditioned to use. The
conventional-(2)M-representatumof (Bill) seemsto be somethinglike person hearing
the name of (Bill). A and B are socioculturallyconditionedto recover the latter from
occurrencesof (Bill), but through that conventional-(2)representatumare also able to
accesstheir individual (and probablymore complex)conceptsof the particular individual
Bill.
A more complex caseinvolves an M-representationlike (the man on the beach),
which appears to be the conventional-(2) M-representation of the relatively simple
conceptsomeman situatedon somebeach.However, considerthe following examples:

(35)(a) The man on the beachis insane.
(b) The man on the beachneedshelp.
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Let's saythat there is a man on the beachwho happensto be Bill, Max's acquaintance.In
the caseof (35)(a), Max uses (the man on the beach) to refer to the man on the beach,
who he thinks is behavingoddly, without knowing that the man is Bill. In the case of
(35)(b), Max uses (the man on the beach) to refer specificallyto Bill, indicating to a
passer-bythat Bill is, say,havinga heartattack.My accountof theseexamplesis that, in
both cases,Max would be socioculturallyconditionedto use (the man on the beach) to
accessthe conceptsomeman situatedon somebeach.Through this conventional-(2)Mrepresentaturn,however,he would alsobe ableto accesshis own particular conceptof the
man he has observedbehavingoddly on the beach(in the case of (35)(a)), or his own
particular concept of his acquaintanceBill (in the caseof (35)(b)). The (35)(a) concept
could be regardedas a non-conventionalsecond-orderM-representatumof (the man of
the beach), if it happensto be logically related to (e.g. if it happensto entail) the
conventional-(2)first-order M-representatumsomeman situated on somebeach. But the
concept accessedby Max in the caseof (35)(b) may bear no relation whatsoeverto the
first-order M-representatum. Such a concept could be regarded either as an
unconventionalor non-conventionalthird-order M-representatumof (the man on the
beach), or as a conceptwhich is accessedvia, but not M-representedby, (the man on the
beach}.
Returning to Putnam'scriticism of the failure of intemalist theories of "meaning"to
take into account the "social dimension of cognition" and the "contribution of the
environment",my responseis this. Firstly, I arguethat any social aspectsof thought and
"meaning" have to do with the use of non-linguistic M-representations and Mrepresentationalconventionsto accessLOT formulae. Furthermore, the fact that the
social conventionsare M-representationalimpliesthat they are not as social as they might
appearto be - it follows from the opacity of M-representationthat there is no way of
telling whether two or more people associateexactly the same LOT formula with a
particular M-representation.Secondly,I suggestthat it is not the external world which
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has a bearing on concepts/LOT formulae, but the latter which are necessaryfor an
organism to be able to register the external world and the so-called "extensions" of
"expressions".
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